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Author’s Preface and Acknowledgements 
 
Preface 
I am pleased to present this book on the Frank Nicholson Family in Australia as I consider it 
important that families know of their history and general heritage. A family history gives the 
background about who family members are and where they stand in the development of 
events and this is so even where some of the history does not show some members of the 
family in a good light. 
 
I wrote the family history for my father’s family, An Early Settler: The Duckett White Family 
in Australia, published in 1990, and since then I have been gradually accumulating and 
writing up the Nicholson family; my mother’s family. It has been a slow process because I 
have also been doing other things but it was given an immense boost when my kinswoman 
Kaye Mobsby came aboard and got things moving and then also when Margaret and Ron 
Thompson provided the research and the writing for the Morisset family in Chapters 9 and 
10. I will set out more detail about the acknowledgements and contributions of others shortly. 
 
A number of themes have emerged during the research and writing. One is that Colonel 
Morisset was no harsher for his times than his contemporaries and he was not the cruel man 
that popular history would have it. When he was Commandant of the penal colony at 
Newcastle, and even more so at Norfolk Island, the more recent research of the punishment 
records show that the punishments he meted out were on a similar scale to those of other 
commandants. 
 
Another theme is the very high athletic ability of most of the men recorded in this Nicholson 
line. I say ‘men’ as for the years covered here women did not play competitive sport. It can 
be inferred that the original Australian pioneer Frank Nicholson was vigorous and competent, 
that his sons Frank Jnr and Fred were very much so as they won many sporting accolades 
including both brothers playing rugby for Australia. I have a silver cup engraved with details 
of Fred winning a Queensland tennis championship, probably in 1902. The details on the cup 
are now obscure and the Queensland Tennis Association has no records for these years but it 
seems to be the Junior doubles championship for 1902, discussed in Chapter 8. Fred’s sons 
Derick and Vaux both played sport at a high level, with Vaux in the Australian rugby team 
like his father and his Uncle Frank and Derick playing for Queensland. Bebe White’s (nee 
Nicholson) eldest son, my brother Peter, played sport at high level at school and in the Army 
and, to his and everyone else’s surprise, won the open GPS 100 yards sprint in 1952 while at 
The Southport School. 
 
More generally about this book may I say that for those of the family who feel that sufficient 
prominence has not been given them I do apologise but I have done my best. I have been 
fortunate in having the cooperation of so many family members who have contributed to the 
enterprise and that has helped to record many of the family achievements over the past nearly 
150 years in Australia. 
 
 
Acknowledgements 
As mentioned above, Kaye Mobsby in particular has been my close colleague in bringing the 
book to a stage where this 1st edition can be published. We are all indebted to Kaye for her 
outstanding research skills and compiling the family trees in the appendices to the book. 
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Margaret and Ron Thompson spent many a long hour researching the Morisset family, of 
which Ron is a part. The photos and the details about the records in the Mitchell and other 
libraries are due to Margaret and Ron, for which many thanks. It is quite surprising how the 
Morisset family has spread its wings into many areas through marriage, particularly into the 
Selheim Family whose contribution in times of peace and war is set out in Chapter 10. The 
Morissets also have known controversy, including over two of Colonel Morisset’s sons being 
members of the infamous Queensland Native Mounted Police, which is addressed in Chapter 
10, Section 14. I hasten to add, however, that none of the outrages attributed to that force 
were conducted under their commands. It was the marriage of Daisy Morisset to Fred 
Nicholson that brought the Morisset family into the Nicholson story, see Chapter 8.  
 
My task was made easier in obtaining an oversight of the Nicholson family origins in 
England and their descendants by the work of Rev Canon Nigel Nicholson, working with 
Mrs Rosemary Kitson, whose book Nicolson Nicholson: Compilation of family trees, 1996, 
in two volumes is an excellent compendium for any researcher. I am indebted to Valerie 
Glass, Honorary Secretary of the North Branch of the Northumberland District Family 
History Society, and Yvonne Gallagher, a long-time resident of Thornton Cottage, for kindly 
checking some aspects of the text about the Loanend and Thornton area. I received no reply 
to the letter that I wrote to the occupants of “Loanend” house. 
 
Taking the chapters in order I acknowledge the contribution to Chapter 3 of the late Alex 
Glendinning, a prominent historian in the Channel Islands, for the history of the Jean and 
Villeneuve families. 
 
When Frank Nicholson married Saranna North in 1872 it was a union of families the lines of 
which endure to this day. I am much indebted to Leofric North of “Wivenhoe” and to Justice 
David North for contributions to Chapter 6. Much of the material is taken for the chapter 
about the Norths from the work done by the prominent historian Marianne Eastgate who was 
commissioned by Margaret North to write up Margaret’s branch of the North family. 
 
I thank Derek Nicholson for part of Chapter 8 and his sister Dr Robin Rhind (nee Nicholson) 
and others from the family. I received help from Dr Julie Sale (nee Nicholson) and her 
brother Jamie Nicholson about her branch and from Margaret Hinneberg (nee Nicholson) for 
her parts and from other family who are mentioned in the footnotes to the relevant chapters. 
Richard Clarke gave me details of the Clarke and Broughton families and their link to the 
Nicholsons, see Appendix XI. 
 
As mentioned above, Appendices I to X have been compiled by Kaye Mobsby and they have 
a short separate introduction by her setting out their purpose and structure, as to which see 
under. Appendix XI on the Clarke, Macarthur, Broughton and Nicholson families has been 
compiled by Richard Clarke to whom again many thanks. 
 
There are many others who have helped and I hope they will forgive me for not mentioning 
them individually here in this part of the book. I have tried to ensure that they are all 
mentioned in the relevant chapters to which they have contributed. 
 
I thank Professor Sarah Derrington, the Dean and Head of the TC Beirne School of Law, for 
providing me with the facilities for my scholarship, including this book. Without access to 
the research facilities of the Law School I could not have done it. I only hope that in return 
my contribution as an Adjunct Professor has been helpful. I also thank the UQ Library for 
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assistance with uploading and publication on eSpace and Print-on-Demand, UQ Press for 
printing the hard copies. 
 
Finally, I and others have tried to set out our sources carefully so that readers may identify 
where we obtained information and for the assistance of subsequent scholars who may come 
after us. 
 
Michael White                January 2016 
 
Dr Michael White OAM QC 
Adjunct Professor 
TC Beirne School of Law 
University of Queensland 
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Chapter 1 
 
 
English and Scottish Origins 
 
 
 
1. Nicholsons of Loanend 
 
2. Nicholson Family Details 
 
3. Lieutenant General Robert Nicholson 
 
4. Lieutenant General Nicholson’s Will 1820 
 
5. Robert and Frances Jacobina Nicholson:  Loss of Immediate Family 
 
6. Robert and Frances Jacobina Nicholson: Younger  Years 
 
7. Frances Jacobina  Nicholson 
 
8. Nicholson Arms and Crest 
 
9. Conclusion on English and Scottish Origins 
 
 
 
 
1. Nicholsons of Loanend 
 
In order to identify that part of England which is associated with the Nicholson family, it is 
necessary to commence with a purchase of land in Durham, near Berwick-on-Tweed, in the 
north-east of England, in the early 17th century.1 
 
As set out in the letter under, on 11 October 1626 Robert Nicholson, a yeoman of Horncliffe, 
purchased the land known as ‘Loanend’, ‘Lone End’, or ‘Lane End’, from Santonstall, More & 
Richardson, who were the assayers of Theophilus, Lord Howard of Walden. ‘Loanend’ is close 
to or part of a township of that name on the Tweed River, in North Durham, a county in the 
                                                          
1 The history of the English Nicholsons has been fully covered by research, particularly by Mr Phillip Aynsley 
Smith, Westleton, Suffolk and the book by Reverend Nigel Nicholson, Guildford, Surrey, Nicholson: being a 
compilation of Family Trees of Nicolson-Nicholson, 1st edition 1996, 2nd edition 2003, Atheneum Press, England. 
For the purposes of this book there is no need to go beyond the research already done. However, this narrative is 
compiled from the several sources, each of which is acknowledged in the appropriate place.  
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northern part of England.2 Readers will note that this line of Nicholsons is from northern 
England, near the River Tweed.3 The links to the Scottish line of Nicholsons are not exhaustively 
researched but they have been set out sufficiently for the purposes of this book. 
 
These early origins are well described by Robert Nicholson (d 1834) in a letter he wrote in 1821, 
as follows: 
‘The family estate of Lone-End was purchased on the 11th of October 1626 by Robert 
Nicholson - Yeoman, then of Horncliff who is the first of the family we have any account 
of. The parish of Norham, of which Horncliff is a part, formerly belonged to the Abbey 
of Holy Island & was granted by King James the first on the 20th day of November in the 
twentieth year of his reign to Theophilus, Lord Howard de Walden, and the Lady 
Elizabeth, his wife, & by them sold to Mark Santonstall, Andrew Moor & Gaven 
Richardson, who resold it to the above-named Robert Nicholson, who is supposed to 
have died without issue & the lands to have descended in 1653 to George Nicholson, who 
either was his Nephew or Grand Nephew, who when my Father was christened said his 
name could not be other than George as the Estate had always gone from Robert to 
George and from George to Robert by which it would appear that there had been other 
estates in the family or he would not have made the observation from so short a 
succession, but we have no account of them. He was Grandfather to my Father [&] he 
must have been a very wealthy man as he farmed some of the largest farms in 
Northumberland. He left three sons & one daughter. His eldest son, Robert, the General’s 
Grandfather & mine, succeeded him to the Estate. To his second son, Ralph, he left the 
Farm of Thornton. To his third son, Joseph, he left the farm of Charlton, near Alnwick. 
He died at the age of 86. My father, when a boy, remembered him saying that his father 
took him in his hand when very young through the Camp of Oliver Cromwell who, at that 
time, was encamped in our low fields & that he remembered seeing him sometimes in his 
father’s house at Horncliffe, which house still belongs to me and was the eldest seat of 
the family. We know of no relation of the name of Nicholson earlier than the descendants 
of the above George & cannot tell whether he belonged to the English or to the Scotch 
Nicholsons. 
 
... I have also sent ... an old Edinburgh Almanack where you will find in the list of the 
Knights, Baronets of Scotland the names of James Nicholson of Glenbervie & William 
Nicolson of Tillicoultry, the one with the “h” the other without it ... 
 
... At the time the purchase was made Horncliff and Lone End was undivided & it is 
properly called Horncliffe Lone End.’4 
                                                          
2 Raine, J (Rev) History of Antiquities  of North Durham, John Bowyer Nichols & Son. London and George 
Andrews, Durham, 1852. I am indebted to Linda Bankier, Borough Archivist, Berwick-upon-Tweed, and to Mr John 
Nicholson, Christchurch, NZ, for corrections to this part of this chapter. 
3 I acknowledge my indebtedness to Valerie Glass, Honorary Secretary of the North Branch of the Northumberland 
District Family History Society and Yvonne Gallagher, at long-time resident of Thornton Cottage, for kindly 
checking some aspects of the text about the Loanend and Thornton area. 
4 Letter to  Alexander McInnes (Nicholson),  as to whom see shortly, dated 31 October 1821 - NRO 1955/A/2. In the 
17th Century Horncliffe was situated in a detached part of County Durham, known as Norhamshire or Islandshire, 
which was eventually joined into Northumberland when the county boundaries were rationalised about the mid-19th 
Century - Mr Phillip Aynsley Smith; letter dated 15 July 1994. 
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The following is a description of Loanend given in an 1848 publication by Samuel Lewis called 
A Topographical Dictionary of England:  
 
‘LOAN-END, a township, in the parish of Norham, otherwise Norhamshire, union of 
Berwick-upon-Tweed, N. division of Northumberland, 4½ miles (W. S. W.) from 
Berwick-upon-Tweed; containing 155 inhabitants. The township comprises 824¾ acres, 
of which 749 are arable, 64 pasture, and 11¾ woodland; the soil consists generally of a 
strong loam, capable of producing all kinds of grain and green crops, and the scenery is 
beautiful. The river Tweed bounds the township on the north and west, and is here 
crossed by the celebrated Chain bridge, the invention of Captain, now Sir S. Brown, R. 
N., opened on the 26th of July, 1820, and the first erection of the kind in Great Britain. 
The extreme length of the suspended chains is 590 feet, and the length from the stone 
abutments 432 feet; the height above the surface of the river is 27 feet. On the east of 
LoanEnd is the road between Berwick and Cornhill. The tithes have been commuted for 
£189. 15. payable to the Dean and Chapter of Durham, and £37 to the vicar of the 
parish.5’ 
 
 It is not intended to enter into a genealogical description of the line of succession of ‘Loanend’ 
more than is necessary to set out the antecedents of Frank Villeneuve Nicholson, the Nicholson 
who settled in Queensland. An accurate family tree has been compiled by Kaye Mobsby and is  
set out as an appendix. Sufficient detail will, however, be included to give a general picture. It is 
difficult to accurately depict the various persons mentioned because the same names are used 
over and over again in different generations. To assist with this exercise the various frequently 
used names, the Roberts, Georges, Jacobinas and so on, will be related to Frank’s father, Robert 
Nicholson and sometimes for further identification the year of death. Readers will be introduced 
to the details about Robert (Frank’s father) during his earlier years in England up to when he 
joined the army and was posted to India. Further details about Robert, who will be identified as 
‘Lt Robert Nicholson,’ relating to his life in India and subsequently, and the younger years of 
Frank (his son), are set out in Chapter 2. This first section of this first chapter, however, is 
focused on the line of Nicholson succession that had interests in and near the land known as 
‘Loanend’. Readers will see that the names ‘Horncliffe’ and ‘Thornton’ arise from time to time, 
which are, of course, areas near to ‘Loanend’. 
 
                                                          
5 British History Online: www.british-history.ac.uk/Default.aspx 
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English Counties Showing Durham & Northumberland 
Source: Web site www.picturesofengland.com (visited 13.04.09) 
 
 
The origins and ownerships of ‘Loanend’ are nicely described in the letter by Robert Nicholson 
in 1821, which has been set out above, but they are somewhat personal relationships which the 
author there mentions and some of the facts may be slightly inaccurate. It is desirable, therefore, 
to set out this information in a less personal style and to give some different authority other than 
the letter writer’s personal recollections.6  
 
The original Robert of Loanend, who was a Yeoman at Horncliffe, bought the rights to the land 
comprising ‘Loanend’ or ‘Lane-End’ in 1626 from what seems to have been a partnership of 
                                                          
6 The primary authorities on which I have relied are ‘The Nicholson Pedigree’, a document which it states was 
prepared from photo of pedigree, prepared by J.S. Nicholson in June 1866 and subsequently added to, which is 
detailed and appears authoritative for the original work although some of the latter additions have doubtful dates. 
Other primary documents are Rev Nigel Nicholson, above, and a Nicholson Family Tree prepared by Mrs Kaye 
Mobsby, 2015. Secondary sources are also relied on and are mentioned  as appropriate. 
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Messrs Santonstall, More and Richardson.7 Robert and his wife Elizabeth had no children so 
Robert, dying in 1653, left “Loanend” to his nephew, George Nicholson. George and his wife 
Eleanor (d.22.7.1659) had five children and on George’s death in 1655,8 the ownership passed to 
their son George (b.1641-26.6.1727),9 who married Mary (1639-6.12.1704). To digress for a 
moment, George Nicholson appears to have been a wealthy man and leased or bought other 
Northumberland properties at North Charlton, near Alnwick, and at “Thornton”,10 just south of 
Loanend.11 It seems that on George’s death in 1727 one of their sons, Ralph, inherited 
“Thornton’, from which comes the line of the Nicholsons of Thornton. Readers will see from the 
marriage of cousins,  in the section about Jacobina Nicholson, the re-union of these two lines ie 
Nicholsons of Loanend and Nicholsons of Thornton.  These areas are shown in the map, under. 
 
 
Satellite image showing the village of Horncliffe to the west and Thornton Park to the south 
in Northumberland, UK. Village of Loanend is near Horncliffe. 
Source: Google Earth 2009. 
                                                          
7 This partnership seems to have had its business as ‘assayers’ to Theophilus, Lord Howard de Walden. Assayers at 
that time were normally those who tried and tested either gold or food; see Oxford English Dictionary, of which it 
seems likely in their case, their business was in testing, weighing and trading in gold. 
8 Buried 21 April 1655 at Norham. 
9 Rev. Nicholson’s account of the Nicholson family  tree and the passing of ownership of Loanend was updated by 
an unpublished document entitled ‘Manuscript by Nigel Nicholson, England, written c.2009, being an update on his 
research into the Nicholson Family Tree, at ‘Loanend’, Norham’; a copy of which is held by the author. 
10 J.C. Hodgson North Country Diaries, (www.archive.org.visited 13.04.09). 
11 Thornton, Thornton Park and Thornton Mains all form part of the Lord Crewe Charity Trust “Thornton Estate”, sp 
perhaps “Thornton” was leased at this time; comment by Yvonne Gallagher, above. 
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Nicholson pedigree first prepared by John Simpson Nicholson June 1866 
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
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Returning to “Loanend” ownership, George and Mary had six children of whom their second 
child, Robert (1688-1721), inherited the Loanend estate.12  It should be mentioned that the 
ownership of the Nicholson estate may at times have been quite complex with several family 
members owning shares in property. Robert married Elizabeth Nicolson (1688 – 27.10.1767), 
daughter of the Reverend Alexander Nicolson.13 They had seven children and their third child, 
Alexander (1.2.1715-June 1781), seems to have lived in Edinburgh and he married Margaret 
Murray (d.15.9.1772), the daughter of Sir William Murray, Baronet of Blackbarony,14 Scotland, 
in 1746.  
 
This is the relevant line of succession to the Australian Nicholsons and it will be continued 
shortly but it is convenient first to finish the story about the ownership of “Loanend” before 
moving to that line of succession. 
 
When Robert Nicholson died in 1721, “Loanend” was inherited by his eldest son George (1713-
1777) who married Grace Friar in 1751. They had seven children, two sons and five daughters. 
The two sons, Robert (1752-1834), author of the letter at the start of this chapter, and James 
(1759-1833) both appear to have inherited Loanend but they died without issue so upon their 
deaths, the estate was inherited jointly by their two surviving sisters, Mrs. Mary White and Mrs. 
Jane Simpson.  
 
The property, shares of which appear to have been subsequently owned by several members of 
the White and Simpson families, was then purchased by George Kerr Nicholson, who had 
married Jane Simpson’s daughter Grace.  He was a very prominent citizen, including three times 
being the Mayor of Berwick, and was one of the Thornton Nicholsons.15 After that, the property 
passed to their two eldest sons, George (1831-1857) and Robert (1834-1893). It is quite possible 
that George inherited first and then upon his death in 1857 his brother Robert inherited. This last 
mentioned Robert left the property to his youngest son John Henry (b.1871) who sold the 
property in approx 1900 to Captain Allenby, a family friend.16 The Allenbys then sold 
“Loanend” in approximately 1929. By 1971 the property was owned by Andy Houston and after 
that by Mr & Mrs Allenby, who were all keen members of the Hunt and kept their own stables 
and horses. Although by 2003 it was still referred to as “Allenby House” by local people it was 
again officially known by then as “Loanend House”.17 
 
The two photographs and the map, under, show some aspects about Loanend region and 
“Loanend House”. 
 
                                                          
12 Hodgson, Vol IV, p186; also P.Aynsley-Smith, above, and Nigel Nicholson, above. 
13 Minister of Bunkle and Preston, and Holy Island - see Raine J, supra, p.154. One of Robert’s brothers, James, 
emigrated to South River, Maryland, USA in the Johnathan in  1716 - Revd Nigel Nicholson, letter dated 15 July 
1994. 
14 Hodgson, Vol IV, p186; Burke’s Landed Gentry 1846, p935; Raine J, supra, p302. 
15 This information taken from Sarah Nicholson’s letters; copies held in the Northumberland  Record Office. 
16  Sarah Nicholson’s letters 5 & 7. 
17 Comment by Yvonne Gallagher in 2010, above; Kaye Mobsby, details from the sale of Loanend House on the 
internet 2007. 
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Loanend House, c.1920s, at the start of the Hunt 
Source: Marianne Eastgate, Historian, Brisbane. 
 
 
 
        
Loanend House in 2007 
Source: Google Earth (visited in 2007) 
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House at Loanend, Northumberland (viewed from a minor road near Horncliffe) 
Source: Google Search (25 January 2010) 
 
 
 
Loanend House, Horncliffe House and the Tweed River, Northumberland 
Source: Google Search ‘Get-a-Map’ (25 January 2010) 
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It is timely now to end the focus on Loanend and concentrate on the Nicholson families. Most of 
the men seemed to have gone into military service and this will now be addressed in some detail. 
 
2. Nicholson Family Details 
 
The Alexander Nicholson (1715-1781) and Margaret (nee Murray) mentioned above had eight 
children of whom only the three elder ones survived beyond infancy. These three surviving 
children are of particular interest in this narrative. The eldest child, Robert Nicholson (1741-
1821) had a most successful army career in India and rose to the rank of Lieutenant-General in 
the East India Company. He achieved some considerable military fame and amassed a large 
fortune. General Nicholson married Mrs Judith Browne in 1805 when he was aged 64 years and, 
not altogether surprisingly, they had no issue. Both General Nicholson and his wife Judith played 
a major role in the lives of the Lt Robert Nicholson who is the main person of these early 
chapters. General Nicholson’s career and estate is mentioned in more detail shortly and Judith’s 
roles in assisting both Lt Robert Nicholson into the army, and also assisting his sister Frances 
Jacobina Nicholson, are mentioned later in this chapter. 
 
The second child of Alexander Nicholson (1715-1781) and Margaret was Jane (1747-1801) who 
in 1778 married Thomas McInnes (1747-1795) and of their four children the eldest, Alexander 
McInnes (1779-1862), appears again in this history very shortly. 
 
The third child was Jacobina (d. 23.7.1786) who married her cousin, Robert Nicholson (1762 - 
1792), an army surgeon who was also a descendant of the Thornton Nicholsons, thereby re-
uniting the Nicholson line that started with Horncliffe and Loanend.18 This relationship arose 
because George (1641-1727) and Mary's child, Ralph Nicholson of Thornton (1678 - 1747), 
married Elizabeth Taylor (d. 1753), and of their nine children the sixth was George Nicholson of 
Thornton (1720 - 1777).19 George married Eleanor on 31 January 1754 and they had thirteen 
children, of which the third son was Robert Nicholson of Norham (1762-1792), who had a career 
as an army surgeon, but who was killed in 1792, probably in the Pellew Islands. It was this 
person, Surgeon Robert, who married his cousin, Jacobina Nicholson, daughter of Alexander of 
Edinburgh. Readers are referred to Appendix I for details of the tree of this descent and 
Appendix II for details of the direct line of descent only. 
 
The eldest child of Surgeon Robert and Jacobina was named George (1782-1783), who died as a 
one year old infant. Jumping forward for the moment to their third and last child, named Robert 
(1786-1814), he joined the army and served in the 86th Regiment dying aged 27 years in the rank 
of Captain without marrying.20 
 
                                                          
18 Lest there be confusion over the names, it should be mentioned that Jacobina Nicholson, Lieutenant General 
Robert Nicholson's sister, ought not to be confused with the Frances Jacobina Nicholson, her grand-daughter (1815 - 
1881). The two women are of quite different generations, although both of them seem to have been marked by 
interesting lives. To see the exact descendency of Surgeon Robert Nicholson in the Thornton line and his 
relationship with Jacobina, readers are referred to Nigel Nicholson’s book, above, and Appendices I and II. 
19 It was from Ralph, one of the other children of George and Eleanor, and brother of Surgeon Robert that all of the 
‘Thornton’ Nicholsons descended; Mr Phillip Aynsley Smith, letter dated 18 July 1994. 
20 Robert was a Captain in the 86th Regiment who died without marrying - Rev’d Nigel Nicholson’s research. 
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 The second child of Surgeon Robert and Jacobina is in the immediate line of succession to our 
interest and he was named Alexander Nicholson (1784-1822). This Alexander was a Captain in 
the 84th Regiment and he married Isabella Robinson of Newcastle (d 1820) on 16 Dec 181021 
and they had two children. The first born was Frances Jacobina Nicholson (1815-1881), as to 
whom see shortly. The second child was (later Lt.) Robert Nicholson born 2 November 1819 in 
Kelso, Scotland, and who is the father of Frank, who came to Australia. 
 
Lt. Robert Nicholson, Frank’s father, joined the army aged 19 years by becoming either an 
Ensign or a Second Lieutenant on 7 September 1838 in the 21st Royal North British Fusiliers,22 
as to which see Chapter 2. He later married Louisa Frances Jean, daughter of Phillip Jean Esq, 
Paymaster of the 21st Royal North British Fusiliers, in India, as to which see Chapter 3. 
However, before turning to those details there are some details about General Nicholson’s career 
and also the large bequests from his estate that need to be set out. 
 
3.  Lieutenant General Robert Nicholson 
 
One of the Nicholson family who served in the British military23 and rose to prominence was 
Lieutenant General Robert Nicholson (1741 - 1821), brother of Jacobina Nicholson. Robert was 
in the East India Company army, which was different to the regular British army, and the officers 
of these East Indian Company army regiments were known for accumulating considerable wealth 
over their periods in India. It may be that he was later also in the regular British armed forces but 
it seems unlikely. General Nicholson's career is summarised in an unsourced document with the 
family papers held by the author: 
 
‘Lieutenant General Robert Nicholson of Bombay establishment arrived in India as a 
Cadet 1762. He became a lieutenant of artillery & in a gallant attempt to blow open one 
of the gates during the siege and capture of the Fort of Baroach 1772 he received so 
severe a wound as to be under the necessity of having his leg amputated (this was in the 
days before anaesthetics) & the stump dressed with hot tar. 
 
The surgeon at first refused to amputate but on being ordered to - he did it. 
On his subsequent return to Bombay Robert Nicholson was appointed to The Engineers 
(then separated from the artillery) & served for many years in that corps - distinguished 
for his ability, diligence & integrity. He was later appointed Chief Engineer & afterwards 
raised to the rank of Major General. 
                                                          
21 Burke’s Landed Gentry 1846, p935. Isabella was the sister of Mrs Benjamin Nicholson of Berwick. 
22 The full description of this regiment is the 21st (Royal North British Fusiliers) Regiment of Foot - letter from 
Captain (Retd) E A Gray, late of the Queen’s Royal Regiment, military historian,  England, dated 19 February 1994. 
23 Robert, who was the Lieutenant in the 21st Fusiliers, had one uncle who was a Captain in the 86th Regiment (also 
called Robert), who was killed at the age of 28 years, but the circumstances are not to hand. Robert's father was a 
Captain in the 84th Regiment, and there were other family military connections too - Rev’d Nigel Nicholson's 
Notes, above. Ralph Nicholson was "badly wounded at Albeura in the Peninsula [war]" - Introduction by Mr Philip 
Aynsley Smith to the letters of Miss Sarah Nicholson, dated January 1986. The letters are in the Berwick-upon-
Tweed Record Office and the reference is NRO.3205 Folio 4 (Introduction). Ralph Nicholson’s tomb, together with 
many others of the Nicholson family, is in the Norham church cemetery. His inscription reads: “Ralph Nicholson of 
Thornton, late Lieutenant in HM 31st and 17th Regiments of Foot who after having suffered severely from wounds 
received in the Battle of Albuhera and Tubbulpore died 17th August 1853, aged 63” - letter from Mr John 
Nicholson, in NZ, dated 8 July 1994. 
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Subsequently he returned to England and was placed on the retired list, 1st May 1804. He 
was promoted to Lieutenant General on 9th January 1805. By Royal Letters Patent leave 
was granted to Lieutenant General Robert Nicholson & to his heirs to add to his crest 
surmounting his coat of arms the Royal Standard charged with the word "Baroach" to 
commemorate his gallantry at Baroach. 
 
Lieutenant General Robert Nicholson died in London 3rd July 1821 & was interred in the 
family vault No.20, Marylebone Church, London. A tablet erected to his memory was 
placed in the church but was afterwards removed (when the church was being restored) to 
the staircase leading to the gallery on the southside. 
 
Note: Taken chiefly from The East India Military Calendar at India Office, Whitehall, 1st 
March 1803.’24 
 
It may be taken that most of this record is accurate although there are some errors. The first siege 
of Baroach was the result of a military expedition in 1772 sent by the Bombay government under 
General David Wedderburn which took the city, then ruled by the Nabob of Baroach, on 18th 
November.25 This was part of the expansion of the East India Company, under the direction of 
Lord Warren Hastings, who was made Governor-General of India the next year. That the East 
India Company ruled most of India for most of the 18th Century is a settled part of history and 
need not be further mentioned except that amongst the benefits it brought was great wealth, as 
well as many hazards, to most of those involved.26 It suffices to say that this period of the British 
colonial history resulted in enormous riches accruing to the British in India and Lord Warren 
Hastings, the brilliant administrator of India, was later prosecuted for gaining much of his wealth 
corruptly, with the trial being conducted over seven years in the House of Lords but which 
finally resulted in all charges being dismissed in 1785.27 The key dates for this narrative about 
General Nicholson are that he was retired in 1804, so it is presumed he returned to Britain some 
time shortly before then. He married Judith in 1805.  He died on 3 July 1821 and details of his 
Will are available and set out in the next section. Judith later played a large part as a guardian to 
her young grand-niece (Jacobina Frances Nicholson) and grand-nephew (Robert Nicholson), as 
to which see shortly. 
 
                                                          
24 Untitled typed page in author’s possession from Nicholson family papers passed to him. 
25 JW Fortescue A History of the British Army, Vol. 3, Chapter VII, p.143; (Google search on 25.1.2010). The 
second siege of Baroach, in the second Maratha War, was over 24-29 August 1803 but it has not been suggested that 
General Nicholson was involved in it. 
26 It is worth mentioning, lest there be any doubt, that the General John Nicholson who was the major figure in the 
recapture of Delhi in 1857, with enormous loss of life, and its subsequent sacking, with enormous wealth for the 
victors, was from Ulster, Ireland, and so from a different part of the Nicholson clan . This occurred some 36 years 
after General Robert Nicholson’s death; see William Dalrymple The Last Mughal: The Fall of a Dynasty, Delhi, 
1857, 2006, Bloomsbury press. 
27 Warren Hastings, Wikipedia (search 25.1.10) 
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                   Lieut.General Robert Nicholson and his ‘Baroach’ crest 
Sources: Rev. Nigel Nicholson & Crest found inside prayer book of Frank V. Nicholson 
(book in possession of Derek John Nicholson) 
 
4. Lieutenant General Nicholson’s Will 
 
Lieutenant General Robert Nicholson  left a detailed Will28 the details of which and the links that 
arise from it are worthy of note.. The document that has survived is the one that was ‘proved’ in 
the London Court by affidavits sworn by his widow Judith Nicholson, his nephew Alexander 
McInnes and Attorney-at-law Thomas Dobson on 8 October 1821. The documents lodged with 
the Will confirm that General Nicholson died on 3 July 1821. 
 
The Will is comprised of four documents. There is a Deed dated 21 October 1817 made in 
Edinburgh in which General Nicholson granted a beneficiary to Robert Nicholson Bruce, the 
second lawful son of Patrick Craufurd Bruce Esq of Glenelg, for the regard he bore towards him. 
The beneficiary was for 500 pounds annual rent being part of an annual rent derived from a 
bond, which was for 10,000 pounds yearly secured over the Barony of Glenelg, Sheriffdom of 
Inverness (Scotland) and also over lands at Blenchduty. An inference is that General Nicholson 
lent a large sum of money to the owner of the lands of the Barony of Glenelg, which includes 
rights over mills, fishing rights, etc and in this Deed he gives most of the benefits of the annual 
payment (of 750 pounds) to Robert Bruce. The monies were lent, according to the Deed, to the 
beneficiary’s father, Patrick Bruce. The Deed seems to constitute a ‘heretable’ ie inheritable, 
right so that it would seem in the event of General Nicholson’s death the right to 10,000 pounds 
from the 15,000 pound bond passed to Robert Bruce. This is a document that is not a Will in that 
it seemed to take effect immediately in 1817 and it did not need to await General Nicholson’s 
                                                          
28 The original is in the Public Record Office, The National Archives, Catalogue Reference: Probably 11/1649, 
Image Reference: 82. The original is unreadable but Elizabeth Agar had typed out a copy with footnotes and this is 
the source of the comments made above. 
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death to come into effect except that a part of the Deed provided in the event of General 
Nicholson’s death Robert Bruce’s son Patrick Bruce inherited that part of the bond (10,000 
pounds). It should be mentioned that an expert conveyancer may bring further or a different 
insight into this deed which involved a security over ‘old-system’ land deeds in Scotland. 
 
The second document is the Will itself dated 15 December 1820 in which General Nicholson 
creates the usual Trust under a Will with the three trustees being his wife Judith Nicholson, his 
nephew Alexander McInnes Esq and Thomas Dobson, Attorney at Law of Chancery Lane, 
London. Into the Trust is bequeathed all annual rents from lands, houses, profits, stocks, debts 
owing and other monies etc and all property both real and personal; except for the following 
provisions: 
 
(a) To his wife Judith his dwelling place at 2 York Place, Portman Square, 
London (as to which it states that General Nicholson has executed a 
separate settlement – see under for the fourth document); 
(b) 10,000 pounds, secured over the Glenelg Estate (mentioned above), to 
Robert Nicholson Bruce Esq. This does not add to the 1817 Deed but 
recognises its existence and effect it has on the General’s estate; 
(c) Household furniture, plates, books, linen, jewels, pictures, horses, etc to 
his wife Judith with a long, complicated and confusing provision for 
appointment of the same Trustees mentioned above if Judith should 
predecease General Nicholson; 
(d) a bequest to his wife Judith that the Trustees pay 500 pounds to Judith 
immediately on General Nicholson’s death and a further sum of 10,000 
pounds on the first Whitsunday or Martinmas thereafter; and 
(e) Trustees also pay Judith an annuity of 700 pounds for her life; 
(f) Trustees pay to Lt Col James Dunmore an annuity of 100 pounds for life; 
(g) Trustees to pay the legacies that are set out in a separate document (as to 
which see shortly in the third document); and 
(h) The remainder of the estate was left for the benefit of nephew Alexander 
McInnes. 
 
 
The third document is a Deed setting out the details of the legatees and their legacies which 
document is mentioned in the main Will. This Deed runs to six pages and sets out in great detail 
the legacies that are left to many people, but only those of particular interest to this history will 
be mentioned. The nephew, Alexander McInnes, is left 14,000 pounds29 on the testator’s death 
and Robert Nicholson of ‘Lane End’ is left 10,000 pounds as is General Nicholson’s cousin Sir 
Archibald Murray, Baronet. Sums of money are left to members of the Bruce, Scott, Murray, 
Thompson and White families and to the Right Hon. Lady Hawarden, a daughter of the 
General’s friend, Patrick Craufurd Bruce, who is mentioned above in the first document. 
 
Of intriguing interest is a sum for the maintenance of ‘Jacobina Maria Nicholson a young lady 
born at Goa in the East Indies [Goa is on the west coast of India] and now of the age of eleven 
                                                          
29 The National Archives historical currency converter compares 14,000 English pounds in 1821 to over 500,000 
English pounds in today’s currency. 
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years or thereabouts to whom my late nephew Captain Robert Nicholson is very much attached 
and now residing with Miss Bond at Cromarty in North Britain’. This document was dated 1820 
so General Nicholson’s late nephew Robert Nicholson was probably Captain Robert Nicholson, 
mentioned above, of the 86th Regiment, who was born in 1786 and died unmarried in 1813. One 
presumes that the young lady was the daughter of his liaison with a woman in India and they had 
this child but they did not marry. The Deed also makes provision for his wife Judith Nicholson, 
nephew Alexander McInnes and Attorney Dobson to be Jacobina’s guardian during her minority 
so an inference is that General Nicholson was her guardian at the time of the 1820 Deed. It also 
makes provision for Jacobina’s upkeep in minority and also in adulthood and with rights for any 
husband and children she may have. At the time of the Deed Jacobina Maria was recorded as 
living with Miss Bond of Cromarty, Scotland, as to whom see shortly for further mention as she 
was also the Governess for Robert and his sister Frances Jacobina during their childhoods. 
 
This 1820 Deed then turns to provide for his nephew Capt Alexander Nicholson, the son of the 
General’s sister, Jacobina, and her husband Robert Nicholson (These two were cousins who 
married). Capt Alexander Nicholson is father of Frances Jacobina and Robert, who are of 
immediate interest to our story.  Nephew Capt Alexander Nicholson is stated in the Deed as 
being late of Kelso, which is where his son Robert had been born in 1819. Alexander at the time 
of this 1820 document was under mental derangement and in Saughtonhall Asylum near 
Edinburgh. In the end, Alexander never did recover and he died in the asylum on 19 June 1822.30 
Alexander’s wife, Isabella Robinson (married 16 December 1810) died on 20 July 1820 in Kelso, 
Scotland.31 The Deed provides for the sum of £10,000 in trust out of the interest from which the 
Trustees are to maintain Alexander in the asylum and for the two children, Frances Jacobina 
(aged five or six) and Robert (aged ten months), during their minority and all of the capital is to 
go to them in equal shares when they each respectively attain 21 years. Frances Jacobina and 
Robert are stated in the Deed as then being under the care of the aforesaid Miss Bond at 
Cromarty, which is where the Jacobina Maria from Goa was stated as then being brought up.32 
  
This 1820 Deed also has a long provision about the bond secured over land with the General’s 
friend Patrick Crauford Bruce and then concludes with an intriguing reference by encouraging 
his trustees to continue the litigation that General Nicholson was then conducting in Chancery 
against the executors of the late John de Parthien Esquire respecting Fawdon Colliery; and it 
makes provision from any fruits of it. 
 
 The fourth document appears to be a codicil in which General Nicholson leaves the leasehold 
estate in his home at 2 York Place, Portman Square, London, to his wife Judith Nicholson. This 
fourth document was necessary as the interest in that home, like most of the real property in 
London then and now, was probably only a long term lease, of which 99 year leases were 
common, and the main Will had left the life interest to Judith. This separate document just gave 
legal effect to the bequest. This document did, however, also provide that on the death of wife 
Judith the residual interest in this home was to go to nephew Alexander McInnes. This meant 
                                                          
30 Regd Death Entry viewed at ‘Scotland’s People’ by Rosemary Wake as per email to Kaye Mobsby 11 Nov 2015. 
31 Death notice in the Caledonian Mercury, Edinburgh, Scotland 29 July 1820 
32 Lt Robert and Frances’s cousin, Maria Jacobina Nicholson, died some date before 1834; mentioned in Miss 
Bond’s Will, under at p.17. 
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that the balance of the estate from the main Will and the interest in what was very likely a very 
valuable home both went to Alexander McInnes, who also died in an asylum in 1862. 
 
The ‘proving’ of the Will is the fifth and final document in the bundle in which the Will, 
comprising all four documents, was brought into Court as a step towards granting probate and so 
becoming recognised in law. As already mentioned, it was ‘proved’ by his widow Judith 
Nicholson, nephew Alexander McInnes and Attorney Thomas Dobson, in London on l8 October 
1821.  
 
The Will states that General Nicholson was an ‘esquire’ when he made the Will in December 
1820 so it proves he was not then a ‘Sir – a baronet or any other rank’. As he died shortly 
thereafter it seems unlikely he was knighted or inherited any honour in that short period so the 
likelihood is that Lieutenant General Robert Nicholson was never a ‘Sir’ and so his grand-
nephew, Lieutenant Robert Nicholson, could never have inherited any such honour from him. 
This becomes relevant in relation to the claim by Frank Villeneuve Nicholson, set in his 
headstone in Brisbane, Australia, that he was a baronet, a point that is further developed later. 
 
5.      Robert and Frances Jacobina Nicholson: Loss of Immediate Family 
 
A point to make is the sadness of the circumstances of this part of the Nicholson family from the 
point of view of Robert and Frances Jacobina by the end of 1822. Frances Jacobina was then 
about seven years and Robert was about three years old. Their mother, Isabella, had died in 1820 
and their great-uncle and benefactor, General Nicholson had died in 1821. Their father, Captain 
Alexander, had lost his mind and was in an asylum and died in 1822. One uncle, George, had 
died in infancy and the other, Captain Robert of the 86th Regiment, had died in 1814 without 
marrying.  They spent their early years raised by a governess, Miss Bond of Cromarty,33 with the 
General’s wife, Judith Nicholson34 and Alexander McInnes (Nicholson) as their guardians. 
Alexander McInnes (Nicholson’s) character was flawed in that he mismanaged their legacy. 
With this background one may hazard the comment that it is hardly a surprise that the young 
Robert also proved to be somewhat flawed in his character too, as to which see the next chapter.  
  
6. Robert and Frances Jacobina Nicholson: Younger Years 
 
As mentioned above Robert and his sister Frances Jacobina had the misfortune to become 
orphans at an early age as their mother died in 1820 and their father in 1822 when Frances 
Jacobina was aged seven years and Robert three or four years. Although Lieutenant General 
Nicholson had amassed a considerable fortune, some £80,000 (over £3 million today), they did 
not receive the full benefit. The General left some of this fortune to his nephew, Captain 
Alexander Nicholson (1784 - 1822) the childrens’ father, a capital trust sum of £10,000, and the 
bulk of the estate went to Alexander McInnes (Nicholson). These testamentary records show that 
this fortune was then to go to General Nicholson’s grand-nephew and grand-niece, Robert and 
                                                          
33 There are some references to relatives moving to Cromarty in Sarah Nicholson’s letters, so perhaps that is why 
these children were sent so far away to be looked after. Letter no.14. 
34 Judith died in 1842 when Lt Robert was only 19 years of age. 
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Frances Jacobina,35  both young children at that time. They state that the money was placed 
under the control of General Nicholson’s nephew, Alexander McInnes (Nicholson),36 who, at the 
wish of the late General Nicholson, took the name of Nicholson in 1821.37  He became the joint 
guardian of the two young children and, presumably, trustee of their estate. Unfortunately 
Alexander McInnes (Nicholson) was a man of  ‘extravagant habits and social ambitions - 
possibly acquired during his service with the Life Guards - and for many years established 
himself as a country gentleman at East Court, Charlton Regis, in Gloucestershire’.38 McInnes 
(Nicholson) later also lost his mental faculties and died a pauper on 9 February 1862, aged 82 
years,39 and was buried in the Kensal Green cemetery in London.40 One infers from his being a 
pauper and the subsequent lives of Robert and Frances that McInnes (Nicholson) wasted not only 
his own estate but also that held in trust for the two children. As mentioned, Lt Robert and 
Frances were raised for their younger years by Miss Elizabeth Bond who died in 1839 and her 
Will dated 1834 shows her affection for the two children: 
 
“My letters and papers to be sealed up and taken care of by Margaret Rennie Fordice till 
claimed by Robert Nicholson Esquire (the young gentleman I reared at Cromarty). 
I also leave and bequeath to the said Robert Nicholson the following .........(here she lists 
numerous books and many other objects).  Robert will accept from me the profile 
cornelian cross and various drawings (as marked for him) of his late lamented Cousin 
Maria Nicholson. ………Could I endow him with the riches of the East, they would be 
his, for his steady affection towards me has been the charm of my existence ever since I 
received him (in his helpless infancy) into my arms..........To Miss Nicholson Sister to 
                                                          
35 Frances was born in 1815, so was aged seven years, and Robert was born in 1819, so was aged three or four years 
in 1822. 
36 Alexander McInnes took the name of Nicholson - Raine History of North Durham, 1852, p.302; cited by Mr 
Aynsley Smith. 
37 That it was at the wish of the General that Alexander McInnes  took his name and arms is corroborated by the 
letter of Robert Nicholson of Loanend (d 1834) to Alexander McInnes (Nicholson) dated 31 October 1821, when he 
wrote: “I was favoured with your letter of Oct 19 on Friday last and was much pleased to hear that you had set about 
assuming the name and Arms of your Uncle, it is what he told me he intended you should do and is a very proper 
respect to the memory of so good a man.” - NRO 1955/A.2, per kind favour of Mr P Aynsley Smith, under cover of 
letter dated 2 May 1994. 
38 Mr Aynsley Smith; letter of 3 March 1994, citing Raine History of North Durham, 1852, p.302 and Sarah 
Nicholson’s letters to his father, George Aynsley Smith, No 25 of October 1928, copies of which are lodged with the 
Berwick-upon-Tweed Record Office; NRO.32205 letter 25. See also Burke’s Landed Gentry, 1846. 
39 Rev’d Nigel Nicholson; letter dated 15 July 1994. Alexander’s wife died in 1842 in Suffolk - Mr Aynsley Smith, 
supra. 
40 A letter from Sarah Nicholson to George Aynsley Smith, dated 3 October 1928, stated that the situation was as 
follows: “The General, having no heirs, left all money to him, but Capt. McInnes, who m. the General’s other sister, 
Jane, usurped to be their guardian, spent the money & left Jacobina & her brother very poor.” - Letter no.25, copy 
kindly supplied by Mr P Aynsley Smith under cover of letter dated 2 May 1994. Sarah Nicholson was a woman who 
took much delight in the Nicholson family history and was regarded as an accurate historian in such matters. - per 
Mr P Aynsley Smith. The letters are held in the Northumberland Record Office collection. See also the enclosure to 
the letter No 26, dated 20 August 1907, confirming Alexander McInnes (Nicholson) did take the name and arms of 
General Nicholson and died a pauper at Charterhouse and was buried at Kensal Green. 
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said Robert Nicholson, I leave as a mark of my love and sincere affection.........(here she 
lists numerous objects left to Frances Jacobina).” 41  
 
 
     
Capt. Alexander Nicholson (formerly McInnes) with his Waterloo Medal awarded 1815 
Source: Rev. Nigel Nicholson 
 
 
Peninsular medal awarded 1848 to Capt. Alexander Nicholson (formerly McInnes) 
Source: Rev. Nigel Nicholson 
 
                                                          
41 This information plus transcription of Miss Bond’s Will relating to these children are contained in emails to Kaye 
Mobsby, June 2012 from Rosemary Wake in Edinburgh.  General and Mrs Nicholson are mentioned as subscribers 
to Miss Bond’s book “Letters of a Village Governess” published by her when in Fortrose in 1814.  
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The two children spent their early lives with Miss Bond the Governess, and McInnes (Nicholson) 
wrote a letter dated 2 September 1834, from Aldeburgh, Suffolk, giving some news of Frances 
Jacobina and Robert in their later years, then aged 19 years and 15 years respectively. The 
relevant part of the letter reads: 
 
‘Having now discussed the dry subject of genealogy, I shall give you some information 
regarding my own family. My two eldest daughters you recollect as little girls, Anne 
Margaret and Jane. Anne Margaret is now as tall as her Mama & Jane is nearly so. Jane is 
very near sighted & uses spectacles constantly. The two younger ones are strangers to 
you, Roberta & Eleanor. The former is named after the General and is now 13 years. 
Eleanor is 12 and both are very tall for their age. My two boys, both Roberts, died 
infants, but had they lived, would have been 15 and 10. 
 
Jacobina, Alexander’s daughter, is now living with us [and] has grown up a fine tall 
young woman about 5 feet 9 or 10 inches high, very like her father. Her brother, Robert, 
we have removed lately from the school near London where he had been for some time to 
one within 20 miles of our residence. He always spends his holidays with us. He is very 
tall for his age, only 15 next November. He is very keen for the Army, but it is no easy 
matter now getting a commission even to purchase. 
 
... On the 31st of last month I entered my 56th year. How time does pass away.’42 
 
It may be that Alexander McInnes (Nicholson) did exercise proper care and control for his wards 
until the stage at which he lost his mind. No material is to hand on how the fortune was lost 
under his trusteeship but it certainly seems that this was so. 
 
This then concludes the development of the line of succession down to Lt Robert Nicholson in 
his teenage years in the 1830s. The story is taken up in the next chapter but before that it is 
convenient to mention some further aspects about the life of his sister, Frances Jacobina.  
 
7.       Frances Jacobina Nicholson 
 
Frances Jacobina Nicholson (1815-1881), aged 22 years, married George James Carnegie Esq on 
3 October 1837. George, the only son of the Honourable Colonel Carnegie, died only a few 
months after their marriage.  She remarried seven years later, in 1844, to Horatio Cochrane, the 
second son of the 10th Earl of Dundonald. Horatio’s father was the famous Admiral Lord 
Cochrane of naval fame in the British, South American and Greek navies who was convicted for 
fraud in 1814 but later had his titles and honours restored.43 
 
Like Lt Robert, his brother-in-law Horatio Cochrane seems to have been in continuous financial 
trouble from his youth and his father was unable to keep Horatio out of debt.  
                                                          
42 Letter to Mrs White (nee Nicholson); NRO 1955/A110(3) 81, by kind favour of Mr P Aynsley Smith. 
43 There are numerous biographies of Lord Cochrane, 10th Earl of Dundonald, whose famous exploits as a naval 
captain and a conviction for fraud have provided much controversy in the 1800s and beyond. His autobiography is 
Admiral Lord Cochrane Memoirs of a Fighting Captain of which the Folio Society edition of 2005 is the most 
elegant. 
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In a letter from Admiral Cochrane to his younger son Arthur he describes Horatio as follows 
(whom he calls Horace in the letter): 
 
 “Never, never were such transactions perpetrated as he has been guilty of. No wonder 
your poor Mama was distressed, and obliged to leave the country. I dare not tell you in 
plain terms by letter how matters stand…..how completely Horace is ruined – 
irretrievably ruined. Never, never can he raise his head in the society of gentlemen 
again.”:  
 
And in another letter: “I have been so tortured by Horace who if caught will undoubtedly be 
transported.” 44 
 
During Admiral Cochrane’s absence Horace had increased his debts, by means that his father 
would not commit to paper, to nearly £8,000.  By 1858 Admiral Cochrane wrote to a friend 
stating: “Horace, poor fellow, is in the country, without occupation or resource of his own, with a 
penniless wife hanging upon him, notwithstanding that I have done my best to relieve him by 
compromising his debts.”45   
 
Having closely read the biographies about him and the autobiography by Admiral Lord Cochrane 
the author’s view is that Admiral Cochrane was likely convicted as playing a part in the fraud 
because he felt that he could not honourably reveal the full story without further indicting 
members of his family, who, very likely, included his son Horatio. This must all have been a 
great burden to Frances Jacobina, who died on 25 July 1881 in Edinburgh.46 
 
Before concluding this chapter it is appropriate just to mention some aspects about the Nicholson 
arms and crest. 
 
 
8.  Nicholson Arms and Crest 
  
The arms borne by Nicholson of Loanend and their derivatives to the two Nicholsons nearer to 
the line of our interest are of some interest. Those of the earlier Nicholsons of Loanend are: 
 
 ‘ ARMS borne by Nicholsons of Loanend. Or, three eagles' heads erased Gules. 
CREST.  a demi-lion erased Proper. 
MOTTO.  Generositate.’47 
 
                                                          
44 Ian Grimble The Sea Wolf,  biography of Admiral Thomas Cochrane, 
45 Ian Grimble The Sea Wolf, above. 
46 Entry for “The Honourable Frances Jacobina Cochrane” in Death Certificates Records, p.282. 
47 Raine History and Antiquities of North-West Durham, above, p.302. 
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Sketch of crest supposedly granted to the Nicholson family of Loanend in the 17th century 
(Source: Family tree compiled in 1866 by John Simpson Nicholson, copy held by Kaye Mobsby) 
 
The details concerning those of Lieutenant General Robert Nicholson are as follows: 
 ‘ARMS borne by Lieut.-General Robert Nicholson E.I.C. service. Or, on a 
chevron embattled Azure, between three eagles’ heads erased Gules, an Eastern crown 
between two wreaths of laurel of the Field. 
 CREST. A demi-lion erased Proper, charged with a bomb fired Proper, supporting 
a flagstaff also encircled by an Eastern crown Or; therefrom flowing towards the sinister 
banner Gules, inscribed ‘Baroach”, in letters of gold, in commemoration of his services at 
the siege of that fortress in the East Indies. 
 MOTTO.  Generositate.’48 
 
For his part, the arms of Alexander (McInnes) Nicholson were: 
‘ ARMS borne by Alexander Nicholson, Esq. late Capt. 2nd regiment of Life 
Guards. First and foruther, quarterly, the same as those of Lieut.-General Nicholson for 
Nicholson; second and  third, gules, two estoiles in chief Argent, and a lion passant in 
base Or; on a chief of the Second, two swords in saltire Proper, pomel (sic) and hilt Or, 
the blades encircled by a wreath of laurel Vert; in the centre chief pendant from a ribband 
of the First fimbricated Azure, a representation of the medal presented to him by 
command of his Majesty for his services at the battle of Waterloo, circumscribed 
“Waterloo”, in letter of gold:- for M’Innes. 
 DEXTER CREST, the same as Lieut.-General Nicholson’s: for Nicholson. 
 SINISTER CREST. Out of a mural crown Proper, inscribed “Vittoria”, a dexter 
arm embowed vested Gules, entwined by a thistle Proper, the hand in a glove Argent, 
grasping a sword Proper, pendent from the guard the Waterloo medal as in the Arms for 
M’Innes. 
 MOTTO. Generositate. –Post Praelia Premis.’.49 
 
 
                                                          
48 Raine, above,  p.302. 
49 Raine, above,  p.302. 
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9.        Conclusion on English and Scottish Origins 
 
In conclusion on this chapter, it may be seen that the origin from landed point of view of the 
Frank Nicholsons in Australia lie in Norham in the north-east of England, primarily in an area 
known as “Loanend.” However by the marriage of Jacobina Nicholson and her cousin Robert 
Nicholson of “Thornton” it could equally be said that this line of Nicholsons also come from 
“Thornton”. The line of Nicholson descendants that led to Frank Nicholson, however, moved 
away from the Loanend line in or about the mid 18th century when Alexander (1715-1781) 
moved to live in Edinburgh, Scotland, and most of the men went into military service. This close 
connection with military careers ended, however, with the disgrace and cashiering from the army 
of Lt Robert Nicholson in 1850, as set out in the next chapter. This somewhat sad story, and that 
of his first wife, Louisa Frances Jean, and their children, including their son Frank Villeneuve 
Nicholson who came to Australia, is developed in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 2 
 
 
Lt Robert   and Louisa (nee Jean) Nicholson 
 
1. Robert Joins the Army 1838 
 
2. The 21st Regiment in India 1839 
 
3. Robert’s Marriage to Louisa Jean 1839 
 
4. India and Children 1840 to 1846 
 
5. Return to Britain 1847 
 
6. Robert Court Martialled and Cashiered in 1850 
 
7. Louisa and the Children after 1850 
 
8. Frances Louisa Nicholson and Jane Isabella Nicholson (b.1842) 
 
9. Robert Alexander Nicholson (b.1844) 
 
10. Lt Robert’s Second Marriage 1863; Bankruptcy 1865; Death 1871 
 
11. Garibaldi’s Army in Italy 1860 
  
 
 
 
 
1.         Robert Joins the Army 1838 
 
As has been narrated in the previous chapter, the son born to Alexander and Isabella Nicholson 
was Robert Nicholson (b. 2.11.1819), who is the father of the central figure of our narrative, 
Frank Nicholson. For convenience the phrase ‘Lt. Robert’ will continue to be used in this chapter 
to describe Robert (b.2.11.1819) to clarify to which of the many persons of that name reference 
is being made. 
 
As noted in the previous chapter, Lt. Robert wished a career in the army and this can be no 
surprise in view of the fact that so many of his family had had military careers. From 1835, when 
Robert was aged 16 years, the first steps were taken in this direction. The army archival records 
contain correspondence about the applications for a commission in the British army, the process 
for which was commenced with this letter from Robert’s great aunt, Mrs Judith Nicholson, 
widow of Lieutenant General Nicholson: 
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        “2 York Place, Portman Square. 
         13 Jan’y 1835 
 My Lord, 
 I take the liberty of requesting that you will do me the honour to submit to my 
Lord Hill / the Commander of the Forces / my request that Mr Robert Nicholson / the 
nephew of the late General Nicholson of the Bombay Army / may be accepted as a 
candidate for the purchase of an Ensigncy in any of his Majesty’s Regiments of the Line. 
 General Nicholson / whose widow I am / served with great credit in the Indian 
Army thirty seven years, & having in the service lost a leg, was in the end obliged to 
return to Europe. I am led to hope from the consideration my Lord Hill & also your 
Lordship can show to the Relatives of Military Officers, that my application on behalf of 
the late General Nicholson’s Nephew may be received with favour. 
 Mr Nicholson is in his 17th year. He is very respectably conducted, & is 
completing his education for a Military Life & if personable appearances & growth shall 
be of any value I may add that tho’ young he is upwards of six feet in stature. That Mr 
Nicholson might have the means of supporting his respectability in the Profession the 
General left him an income sufficient to this object. 
        I have the honour to be 
        My Lord 
        Your Lordships 
        very obedient Servant 
 
         J Nicholson. 
 The Right Honourable 
 Lord Fitzroy Somerset.”1 
 
It will be noted that Mrs Judith Nicholson is writing from her home at 2 York Place, Portman 
Square, London, which is the home in which Lt General Nicholson had left a life interest for her, 
as noted in his Will in Chapter 1. This application by Judith Nicholson was unsuccessful and two 
years later, in 1837, by which he was 18 years of age, Robert himself made a similar application. 
 
        “Clifford Woodbridges, 
        January 25th 1837 
 My Noble Lord, 
 I have no doubt you will think it a great liberty in my addressing you on such a 
trivial affair (to you) but so important to me, but as my name has had the honour of being 
in your Lordships List for the last year, for a commission (for or without purchase) and as 
I have no interest at Court, I have taken the present step as my only resource. 
 If therefore my Lord you will have the kindness to interest yourself in my behalf I 
will always look gratefully to you as my benefactor. 
 Hoping your Lordship will overlook the faults of a young man (longing to enter 
the Army) if I have been wrong in addressing you, 
 
                                                          
1
 Public Record Office, London. WO 31/783 XC 5100. I am indebted to Mrs Kay Priestley, of West Sussex, 
England, for the researches in the military archives about Robert’s army career. 
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        Allow me to subscribe myself, 
        Your obedient dutiful Servant, 
         Robert Nicholson.  
 
p.s. Perhaps it may be as well to state to your Lordship, that my father (who is now dead) 
was Captain in the 84th Regt, & an Uncle obtained the Rank of Lieutenant General in the 
Hon(?) East India Comp and I had 2 more Uncles in the Army; the one with whom I am 
now residing late Captain of the 2nd Regt of Life Guards served in the Peninsula & at 
Waterloo. 
 
 To Lord Hill, 
 Commander of his Majesty’s Forces.”2 
 
This letter, written from Clifford Woodbridges indicate that Lt Robert was then living with his 
uncle, Alexander, whose letter about Robert and Jacobina were mentioned in Chapter 1. No 
record of a response is held but this 1837 application was followed up the next year by Mrs 
Judith Nicholson, by which time Lt Robert was aged 18 or 19 years, when she wrote: 
 
         
        “2 York Place, Portman Square. 
        15th February 1838 
 My Lord, 
 About twelve months hence I took the liberty of soliciting your Lordship to 
submit to my Lord Hill my humble request that Mr Robert Nicholson, the nephew of my 
late husband, General Nicholson, might be considered an applicant for the purchase of a 
commission in a Regiment of Infantry. 
 Your Lordship did me the honour to reply to my letter very favourably. 
 I have no pretences, I am .... to acknowledge to ... any object beyond that of being 
the widow of a General Officer, always well esteemed, who served nearly the whole of 
his life in India & who lost a leg in the course of his duty. 
 The anxious wish of General Nicholson was that his nephew should be 
commissioned in the King’s Army & in the hope the young man might succeed the 
General left him respectable means. 
 As Mr Robert Nicholson is approaching an age when as I have understood 
admission into the Army is made more difficult - I take the great liberty of bringing the 
object of my former letter to the consideration of your Lordship & hope(?) this will be 
accepted in apology for what otherwise might seem improperly importuning you, 
 
       I have the honour to remain 
       your Lordship’s most obedient servant, 
            J. Nicholson 
 
 The Right Honourable 
 Lord Fitzroy Somerset, 
                                                          
2 Public Record Office, London, WO 31/783 XC 5100. 
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 Horse Guards.”3 
This time the application was successful and the letter in response to Mrs Nicholson stated that 
the writer was instructed to convey that the result was likely to be “very satisfactory” to Mrs 
Nicholson’s nephew4 and a note on Mrs Nicholson’s letter in the archives has the remark: “note 
Mr Robert Nicholson ... for a lieutenancy in India”.5 There was further delay but in September 
1838 Mr J.P.Beavan of 30 Sackville Street wrote and informed Lord Fitzroy Somerset that the 
sum of £500 for the purchase of the commission in the 21st Foot had been paid to Cox & Co, 
Craig Court; the letter noting that at that time Robert was “still in Berlin improving himself in 
those qualifications most likely to make him an .... officer”.6 
  
Robert became a Second Lieutenant, by purchase, on 7 September 1838 in the 21st (Royal North 
British Fusiliers) Regiment of Foot.7 The origins of this regiment were that it had been raised in 
Scotland in 1678, by Charles Erskine, 5th Earl of Mar who, in accordance with the usual 
practice, was appointed its colonel. The regiment had served and had seen action over the 
intervening centuries in the British Isles and in many of the major wars overseas respectively. 
The regiment had had a number of names over the years, starting with the Earl of Mar’s 
Regiment, then becoming the Scots Fusilier Regiment of Foot in 1707, and then the Royal Scots 
North British Fusiliers in 1712, and then the 21st Foot (Royal Scots Fusiliers) and in 1881, when 
numerical titles were abolished, it became the Royal Scots Fusiliers.8 It was finally amalgamated 
with the Highland Light Infantry. The regiment in its early period relied for its recruits mainly on 
country boys from Ayrshire, Scotland described as “phlegmatic and slow speaking men”9 but the 
source of its recruits depended, of course, on the various periods and circumstances of its 
existence and service.  
 
                                                          
3
 Ibid. 
4
 Ibid. 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid. Mr Beavan’s letter is dated 1 September, 1838, and he seems to have been an attorney/solicitor or a banker as 
he mentions in the letter that he was acting on the instructions of Mr Nicholson in the matter. 
7 This correct description of the Regiment is taken from the letter from Captain (Retd) E A Gray, late of the Queen’s 
Royal Regiment, military historian, England, dated 19 February 1994. For histories of the 21st Regiment see Richard 
Cannon Esq Historical Record of the Twenty-First Regiment, The Royal North British Fusiliers. An account of the 
formation of the regiment in 1678 and its subsequent services to 1849, London, 1849; and John Buchan The History 
of the Royal Scots Fusiliers (1678-1918), London,  
8 Cameron, above, pp.62-3. 
9 Cameron, above. 
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Uniform of an Officer in the 21st Royal North British Fusiliers 
Source: www. themilitarygentleman.com 
 
2.          The 21st Regiment in India 1839 
 
Ensign Robert Nicholson joined the army in 1838 in England and embarked for his regiment in 
India on 8 March 1839.10 Prior to that period, 1833 to 1839, the 21st Regiment had been serving 
in the colonies in Australia and details about this are addressed in Chapter 3 because Australia 
was where his future wife was then living, as one of the daughters of the 21st Regiment’s 
paymaster. By 1839, however, the convict period was coming to an end and with it ended the 
need for quite so many of the British army to be stationed in Australia,11 whereas in India there 
was very active fighting still being carried on so the 21st Regiment was posted to India. Five 
companies and the headquarters of the 21st Regiment embarked from service in Tasmania in 
February 1839 and most of them were landed in Calcutta, India, in May.12 (Calcutta is now 
known as Kolkota). They were followed by two companies from Hobart in March, 1840 and two 
from the Swan River settlement (now Perth) in July.13 It is convenient to deal overall with a 
short summary of the activities of the regiment in India, before returning to Lt Robert’s part in it. 
 
The regiment was initially garrisoned at Chinsurah, which was some miles up the Ganges River 
from Calcutta, but between 1841 and 1842 it was at Dinapore (Dinapur), before moving to 
Kamptee (Kamthi) in 1843 and then taking several months to march to the Bengal areas (north-
west frontier) where it was camped at  Agra during 1846.14 (Agra is to the south-east of the 
present New Delhi). The situation is well described in a history of the regiment, as follows: 
                                                          
10  Muster Books of the 21st Regiment of Foot, above, per research by Kaye Priestley, London, in 1996. 
11  Geoffrey Blackburn,  Conquest and Settlement: The 21st Regiment (Royal North British Fusiliers) in Western 
Australia 1833-1870. 
12  Blackburn, above. 
13
 Cannon, above, p.48. 
14 Cannon, above, p.48; Letter from Captain (Ret’d) E A Gray, late of the Queen’s Royal Regiment, England, dated 
19 February 1994. 
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“On the first mutterings of the Sikh war it was hurried off to the North-West Provinces, 
starting from Kamptee on December 6, 1845, full of hopes of service in the field. But 
when, after thirty-four days’ marching without a halt, it reached Agra on February 7, 
1846, to its bitter disappointment it was ordered to occupy the barracks in that city, the 
neighbouring Raja of Gwalior having threatened trouble, and the Twenty-First being the 
only British regiment then in the North-West Provinces which was not actually in the 
field. It was a heavy blow, for the regiment was in superb form-1,100 men in fine 
physique thoroughly acclimatized. In spite of the long and trying march from Madras 
only fourteen were in hospital.”15 
 
The regiment spent a year in Agra and moved to Cawnpore in February 1847, where it received 
its orders to return to Great Britain.16 It then marched to Calcutta, arriving on 30 December, 
1847. Some 482 of the regiment volunteered to remain in India and of the rest the various 
members of the regiment embarked from Calcutta, then under the command of Lieutenant 
Colonel John Hill, and arrived in Gravesend, England, on 11 May, 1848. It was first at 
Canterbury, where recruits filled the vacancies left by the volunteers left in India then it 
proceeded to Edinburgh, Scotland, in July 1848. It was then stationed in Edinburgh Castle, then 
being under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Thomas Gore Browne.17 It moved from 
Edinburgh to Glasgow and it was whilst there in 1850 that Lt Robert was court martialled, as will 
be set out shortly. It may be noted that subsequently the 21st Regiment served in the Crimean 
War 1854 to 1856.18  
 
Returning now to the career of Lt Robert, as already mentioned he was commissioned in 
September, 1838 so, as his own Regiment was overseas in Australia and about to move to India, 
in October 1838 he was temporarily posted to the Horse Guards. In November he was given pre-
embarkation leave and he joined the depot at Chatham, England, on 1 December, 1838.19 On 8 
March, 1839 he embarked for India where he joined up with his regiment so one can infer he 
arrived and joined the 21st in India about May 1839 which was when most of the regiment 
arrived from Australia. The records show that he spent July, August and September of 1839 on 
leave, which must have been interesting for a young man on his first trip overseas.20 
 
3.         Robert’s Marriage to Louisa Jean in 1839  
 
Robert married Louisa Frances Jean, daughter of Phillip Jean Esq, Paymaster of the 21st 
Regiment, in India on 19 December 1839 in the District of Chinsurah, Archdeaconry of 
                                                          
15 John Buchan The History of the Royal Scots Fusiliers (1678-1918), Thomas Nelson and Sons, Ltd; London, 
Edinburgh, and New York, p.192. 
16 John Buchan, above, pp.192-193. 
17
 Cannon, above, p.49. 
18
 Captain Gray, above. The medal ribbon for Crimea was The (British) Crimea Medal, whose ribbon was 27 mm 
wide, coloured light blue with yellow edges – Captain Gray above. Also see John Buchan, above, p.193. 
19
 Musters & Paylists of the 21st Regt., Aug 1832 - 31 March 1841. In originals in London on WO12/3807, 3808, 
3812, 3812. In Australia available on microfiche on ACJP Reels 3762 f 315 - 330, 350 to Reels 3763 f 28, 32, 76. I 
am indebted to research on the Muster Books done by Kaye Priestley, London, in 1996. 
20
 Musters & Paylists of the 21st Regt., above. 
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Calcutta.21 The service was conducted by Chaplain F Fisher and witnesses on the register were 
Phillip Jean, Bouhan Frances, Walter Murray, W J Sutherland and Alston Stuart.22 Louisa had 
accompanied her mother, father and siblings to Australia and then on to India. It can be inferred 
she was dependent on her family for sustenance and general support as was common for that 
period. 
 
As is set out in greater detail in Chapter 3, Louisa had been baptized on 22 October 1808, so she 
was aged 31 years at the time of her marriage. Robert had been born in 1819, so he was aged 
only 20 years. In later years possibly Louisa may not have been truthful about her age because, 
in the 1861 English census, she gave her age as 46 and not 53 as she would have been. 
 
On 13 June 1840, Robert was promoted to Lieutenant and in December of that year he is shown 
as being on passage to Singapore. It is not clear whether this was in the line of duty or on leave, 
but it could well have been travel on leave with his wife, they having then been married about six 
months. 
 
The 21st Regiment remained in Chinsurah on the outskirts of Calcutta until August 1840 when 
the headquarters and five companies proceeded by boats up the River Ganges to Dinapore 
(Danapur) with the remaining four companies following shortly afterwards.23 Chinsurah was an 
unhealthy area, as it was in the lowlands, and some of the regiment died there from cholera24 and 
when it left for Dinapore over 30 of the regiment were repatriated sick back to England, joining 
with the returning 62nd Regiment for that purpose.25 
 
 
 
                                                          
21 Copy of Marriage Certificate, Volume N/157 Folio 9 Number 1212, issued by the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office, 197 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1, on 17 August 1988. See also India Office Records, Marriage, folio 57 
page 9 (IOR/MAR/N1/57/9). 
22 Ibid. 
23 Blackburn, above, Chapter 10. 
24 Blackburn, above, p 104. 
25 Blackburn, above, p 105. One of the men from the 21st Regiment repatriated sick back to England in this cohort in 
1843 was Corporal Julius Delmage, who is the great-great-great-grandfather of Ron Thompson, who with his wife 
Margaret Thompson are the principal researchers who wrote most of Chapters 9 and 10 on the Morisset family; note 
by Margaret Thompson in copy of Blackburn’s book at page 105. 
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Google Earth Map of India 
 
 
4.        India and Children 1840 to 1846 
 
At Dinapore Louisa gave birth to her and Robert’s first child, a daughter, on 30 September 
1841.26  There is no record of this child’s death but she appears to have never been named so it 
may be inferred she was either still born or only lived a very short period. Louisa must have 
become pregnant almost immediately as the next year Louisa gave birth to twin daughters, born 
18 July 1842, named Frances Louisa and Jane Isabelle.27 
 
In November 1842 the Regiment marched for Agra but on its arrival at Luxor the orders were 
changed and they marched on to Kamptee, in the Madras Presidency, ie near Madras, with the 
Regiment not arriving at Kamptee until 6 February 1843.28 Over 60 of the men were too ill to 
march and they were sent by boat and six other men died on the march itself. 29 
 
A short time after arriving in Kamptee Louisa’s father, Paymaster Philip Jean, and his wife 
Jeanne took ship for home and, sadly for the family, Paymaster Philip died at sea on 31 May 
1843.30 The details of the Jean family are set out in Chapter 3, so it suffices for the moment 
                                                          
26 www.indiafamily.bl.uk  The British Library site (visited 20.4.2009) 
27
 Indian Office Records, Bengal Presidency, Folio 63 page 278, from Rev’d Nigel Nicholson by letter dated 24 
February 1994. 
28 Blackburn, above, p 105. 
29 Blackburn, above, p 105. 
30 Glendinning, Alex “Another Genealogical Detective Story. Part 3: The Paymaster”, Island Times (Channel 
Islands), 21 May 1994. 
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merely to mention the departure of Louisa’s parents from the Regiment and of her father’s death 
in May 1843. 
 
Then on 2 August 1843, Louisa gave birth to another child, named Frank Villeneuve 
Nicholson,31 who was baptised by Rev John McEvoy, MA, on 13 September 1843 in one of the 
churches in the Archdeaconry of Madras. At the time of the baptism the certificate confirms that 
Robert was still a Lieutenant in the same regiment and his abode was Kamptee.32  
 
Kamptee, being near Madras, was in the higher area of India and healthier than the lower lying 
areas but for all that Louisa and Lt Robert’s infant daughter Jane only lived for less than a year 
and she died in Kamptee and was buried on 18 August 1843.33   
 
A further son was born to Lt Robert and Louisa in Kamptee on 7 December 1844, named Robert 
Alexander Nicholson.34 So far there has been no record found in the Indian Office records of this 
child’s birth, but later UK Census records contain evidence of this having occurred, as to which 
see shortly. 
 
The 21st Regiment remained in Kamptee from 1843 until the Sikh disturbances in the Punjab in 
late 1845 and on 6 December 1845 the regiment commenced a march to the North West 
provinces arriving at Agra on 7 February 1846. At least five men died on this march but despite 
that one of the biographers of the regiment, Clark writing in 1885, wrote of it at this time: 
 
‘no Regiment could have been in a more fit state – a body of some eleven hundred men, 
thoroughly acclimatized, of splendid physique, in robust health, and inured to any hard 
work of camp life, with long constant marches – they were fit for anything’.35 
 
From early 1845 Lt Robert seems to have parted company with the regiment more and more and 
the tragedy of his army career seems then to have begun to unfold. The regimental records show 
Lt Robert as absent without leave from January to March of 1845.36 At this stage Lt Robert was 
aged about 26 years, his wife Louisa was aged about 36 years, and they had three infant children, 
Frances aged 2 years, Frank aged 1 year and young Robert just born. It can be presumed that 
they were living in the regimental married quarters, or equivalent accommodation, in Kamptee. 
For an officer to be absent without leave from his regiment when stationed overseas and with the 
regiment available for active duty was a very serious offence but no further records have been 
found to throw any light on this situation. It is inferred that Francis’s twin sister Jane Isabella had 
died by 1845. 
 
Robert returned to his regiment in March and then the regimental records show Lt Robert on 
leave, with permission this time, from April to June, 1845. Further to his being absent from the 
                                                          
31
 India Office Records, Baptism, Madras Presidency, folio 21 page 346. 
32
 Copy of the Baptism Certificate, Volume N/2/21 Folio 346 Number 10969, issued by the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Affairs Office, undated. 
33
 Indian Office Records, Burial, Madras Presidency, folio 21 page 392. 
34 F.V. McMicking A Short History of The Nicholsons. 
35 Cited by Blackburn, above, p 105. 
36
 Muster Books of the 21st Regt., above, WO12/3813  (1844 - 1845).  
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Regiment, the records show Lt Robert in Bombay in July and sick in Bombay in August and 
September, then on leave again from October 1845 to October 1847. This means that when the 
21st Regiment marched out of Kamptee for the North West Provinces in December 1845 Lt 
Robert had not been on active duty for all of that year for one reason or another. It is possible 
that, for the first part of the year when he was not in Bombay, he was physically with the 
regiment but on the sick list and not capable of active duty but there is no actual record of where 
he was. One can infer that Louisa and the children were in the married quarters of the regiment 
but, once again, no actual record on this has come to light. Where Lt Robert and his family spent 
1845 and all of 1846 is unknown but records show him returning to the regiment from leave in 
October 1847.  
 
A further child appears to have been born to the couple the year before, in September 1846, 
which they named Charles Lindsay, but he lived for only six months, being baptized just four 
days before his death on 15 March 1847. The baptism took place in St. Mary’s, Marylebone, 
London so England must have been where Lt Robert and family were living during some of the 
long leave from his regiment.37 Perhaps they were living with Lt Robert’s great aunt, Judith 
Nicholson, as baby Charles Lindsay was buried with Lt.Robert’s great uncle, Lieutenant General 
Robert Nicholson (died 1821), in the family vault no.20 in Marylebone Church, London.38 
 
 
5.       Return to Britain 1847 
 
As to the regiment during these years, it was in Agra until 15 January 1847 when it left and 
arrived in Cawnpore (Kanpur) on 1 February, where it received orders to return to England. The 
regiment was on the march from Cawnpore to Calcutta over November and December 1847, 
with the sick, the women and the children going by boat. On 1 September 1847 a detachment 
preceded the regiment and sailed for England and from January to June 1848 the bulk of the 
regiment sailed from Calcutta and disembarked in Gravesend, England (near London). It was 
then initially stationed in Canterbury but in July 1848 it was posted to Edinburgh, Scotland.39 
 
Returning to our main figure, Lt Robert is listed as being in Chatham, England in October, 1847. 
This shows he sailed home about August or September 1847 thus preceding the bulk of the 
regiment. He may, of course, have been sick and repatriated home as so many of the sick soldiers 
from that regiment were. He is listed as serving in Chatham until March, 1848 and then rejoining 
the regiment when it was stationed at Canterbury, England.  However, once again he is listed as 
absent without leave, returning on 1 November and then being given leave of absence from 3 
November 1848.40 
 
It may be inferred from this record of service that Robert had a major problem with his life in the 
Army. The British regiments did not lightly mark an officer as absent without leave, as normally 
any minor indiscretion by a young officer would be dealt with by the Colonel of the regiment 
                                                          
37 Search www.familysearch.org (visited 17/4/2009). 
38 A Short History of The Nicholsons by F.V. McMicking 
39 The facts of the movement of the Regiment from 1843 to 1848 are taken from Mr Blackburn’s book, pp104-106. 
40
Muster Books of the 21st Regt., above, 1844 - 1849. I acknowledge the excellent assistance received from Mrs 
Kay Priestley, researcher in England, for the details from the London regimental records.  
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firmly, but more privately than marking the official records. Perhaps the long periods of time 
marked as absent with leave also indicate that Robert was not felt to be of use to the regiment for 
its active service and that he was being allowed an opportunity to try and re-establish his life. 
 
 6.       Robert Court-Martialled and Cashiered in 1850 
 
No record has come to light about how Louisa Nicholson coped with the tragedies which struck 
the family with her husband clearly not coping, her father dead and her mother in England, and 
she having three children, Frances, Frank and Robert, to care for. After they returned to England 
whether they lived with Louisa’s mother, Mrs Jeanne Jean, in London is not known. Mrs Jean 
had maintained an address at 31 Weymouth Street, Portland Place, London, after returning from 
India and she may have lived in England until her death as there is no record of her death in the 
Channel Islands.41 It is possible that Louisa and the children rejoined Lt Robert and the 
Regiment in Scotland from 1848 as one infers that he was the sole means of support for the 
family. 
 
As mentioned above, the 21st Regiment was sent to Scotland in 1848 and in 1850 the regiment 
was stationed in Glasgow, in which year Robert was court-martialled and cashiered out of the 
regiment.42 The official record of the charge reads: 
 
 “No 1: Lieutenant Robert Nicholson, 21st Royal North British Fusiliers 
   
Tried by a General Court Martial held at Glasgow on the 11th June 1850. 
Charge: For behaving in a scandalous and infamous manner, unbecoming the character of 
an Officer and a Gentleman in this - 
That on or about the 23rd of April 1850 at Glasgow he fraudulently obtained from one 
John Kaye of Glasgow, the sum of £35 or thereabouts by means of a Bill of Exchange 
which he, Lieutenant Nicholson, then and there gave to the said John Kaye, drawn by 
him, the said Lieutenant Nicholson on A Lawrie Esq of London, Army Agent, and 
endorsed by him to the said John Kaye for payment of the sum of thirty five Pounds 
Sterling at ten days after date - he, the said Lieutenant Nicholson, at the time he gave 
such Bill well knowing that the said Bill would not be accepted by the said Lawrie, nor 
paid when due - which said Bill the said A Lawrie afterwards refused to accept or to pay 
when due; 
 To which charge the prisoner pleaded: 
Not guilty of the first part of the Charge - Guilty of the second part of the Charge with the 
exception of the word “fraudulently” - Not guilty of the third part of the Charge. 
 Opinion and Sentence: 
The Court, having maturely weighed and considered the Evidence in support of the 
Charge against the prisoner, Lieutenant Robert Nicholson, 21st Royal North British 
Fusiliers, his defence and the Evidence adduced in support of it, is of opinion that he is 
                                                          
41 Glendinning, Alex “Another Genealogical Detective Story. Part 3: The Paymaster”, Island Times (Channel 
Islands), 21 May 1994. 
42 “Cashier” has the meaning of “to dismiss from a position of command or authority; to depose, ... espec in the army 
and navy involving disgrace and disqualification from further government employment in any capacity” - The 
Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 3rd ed. 
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guilty of the whole of the charge preferred against him and does therefore sentence him, 
the prisoner Lieutenant Robert Nicholson, 21st Royal North British Fusiliers, to be 
cashiered.”43 
 
The disciplinary administrative structure of the Army included that all courts martial had to be 
reviewed by the Judge Advocate General, at that time David Dundas, to check no miscarriage of 
justice had occurred. By letter dated 28 June 1850 David Dundas approved of the proceedings 
and sentences of five courts martial, of which that of Robert was one.44 The proceedings were 
duly given royal assent on 27th June45 and Robert cashiered from his regiment. The last record 
of Robert’s army service is in the Army List edition of 1850.46 
 
 
7.       Louisa Nicholson and the Children after 1850 
 
When Lt Robert was cashiered and discharged from the Army in 1850 it may be presumed that 
the army income ceased for the family. Louisa then possibly had two young children, Frank aged 
about 7 years and young Robert aged about 5 years.   
 
The 1851 Census failed to locate Louisa, Frances or young Robert but did show Lt Robert and 
his son Frank living in Edinburgh, Scotland with the Cowan family but the connection to that 
family is unknown. Edinburgh was the home of Lt Robert’s sister Jacobina and other family 
members. Ten years later the Census in 1861 shows Louisa, 46, with sons Frank, 17, and Robert, 
16, as lodgers in the home of Henry Evenden at 24 Cornfield Terrace, Eastbourne, Sussex47 but 
no mention of Frances or of Lt Robert.  
 
The 1871 census does not show Louisa, nor Frank of course as he was in Australia by then (see 
Chapter 5) but it does reveal that young Robert was then living at Whitchurch House, 
Whitchurch, Somerset, with his wife Sarah and three of their children.  There is also an entry 
fitting Lt Robert’s description, together with his new wife Elizabeth, in Chichester Road, 
Willesden, Middlesex .48 By 1871 Lt Robert had been through the bankruptcy courts and prison 
and, further, he had remarried in 1863 so one can presume that Louisa had died some time before 
that date. Details about Frances, Jane and Robert’s subsequent lives are set out below. 
 
 
8.      Frances Louisa Nicholson and Jane Isabelle Nicholson (twins b.1842) 
 
Some details about Lt Robert and Louisa’s child Frances Louisa Nicholson and her twin sister 
Jane Isabella Nicholson are mentioned above, which is that they were born in Dinapore, India on 
18 July 1842. Further detail is set out in the next chapter (p.47) which are that Jane only lived for 
                                                          
43
 Public Record Office, London, WO91/34 XC5100. 
44
 Ibid. 
45 Ibid, per the official record book of courts martial. 
46
 Cited by Mrs Marion Harding, above. 
47 1861 Census, R.G.9/567, page 136. 
48 1871 Census  R.G.10/1328, page 67. 
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one year and died there in India. The details about Frances are scanty but she is not recorded in 
the British census of 1871 so she seems to have died before then. 
 
 
9.       Robert Alexander Nicholson (b.1844) 
 
Not a great deal of information has come to light about Lt Robert and Louisa’s son Robert 
Alexander Nicholson, Frank’s younger brother, except through the UK Census reports. He was 
born in Bombay in 1844 and, as mentioned above, the UK Census of 1861 showed Louisa living 
with her sons Frank and with Robert Alexander Nicholson, then aged 16 years.  In 1866 Robert 
Alexander Nicholson married Sarah Aldous. 49 As mentioned above in Section 8, the UK Census 
Report in 1871 records Robert A. Nicholson, aged 26, born in Kamptee, India, and his 
occupation as Clerk in a Bank.50 He was then married to Sarah, also aged 26 years, and they had 
three young children, Phillis (3) and Robert and Henry, both one, obviously twins. By the 1881 
census Robert and Sarah had six children and Robert was recorded as a retired Canadian 
merchant.51 In the 1891 census they have eight children and were living in Islington, London.52 
The 1901 census shows Robert and Sarah living in Stonehouse, Gloucester, with their three 
youngest children (Margaret, Mabelle and Lillian).53 There is evidence of a Robert Alexander 
Nicholson living at Weston Turvill, Buckinghamshire in 1905 and he seems to have died the next 
year, in 1906.54  
 
 
10.     Lt Robert’s Second Marriage 1863; Bankruptcy 1865; Death 1871 
 
No record has been found of Louisa’s death or of any divorce after Robert was cashiered, but a 
marriage certificate records the marriage of Robert Nicholson, widower, Army, of 22 Regent 
Square, son of Alexander, Army, on 2 February 1863.55 This is certainly Lt Robert and it 
confirms that Louisa had died before that date. He married Elizabeth Chambers, widow, whose 
father was William Dickerson,56 a farmer. They were married at the parish Church of St Peters, 
Regent Square, Middlesex, London. 
 
Shortly after this marriage Lt Robert was declared bankrupt, the details of which are fully 
recorded in various issues of The Times newspapers. In June 1865 ‘Sir’ Robert Nicholson was in 
debtors’ prison, described as being from Clapham and other residences, and he applied to the 
                                                          
49 England & Wales, FreeBMD Marriage Index: 1837-1915    
50 UK Census 1871 RG10/2504. 
51 UK Census 1881 PRO RG11/1370. 
52 UK Census 1891 PRO RG12/174. Robert’s wife is listed as Phillis although.her full name was Sarah Phillis. The 
details of the children are:  Louisa (23) (who was shown as Phillis L. in the 1871 census), Robert (21), Charles (21) 
(who was shown as Henry in the previous census record), Delphine (18), Horace (17), Margaret  (13), Mabelle (8) 
and Lillian (6). 
53 UK Census 1901, PRO RG13/2434. 
54England & Wales, FreeBMD Death Index: 1837-1915  . 
55 Certified Copy of Entry of Marriage, General Register office, Application Number 1251934-1. Other records to 
substantiate a second marriage for Lt Robert are Hodgson’s pedigree Vol IV page 187, and also the one done by J.S. 
Nicholson in 1866 (and added to in 1873) which clearly shows a second marriage for Lt Robert. 
56 The Certificate is unclear but the name ‘Dickerson’ is as best as can be ascertained and Dickerson is shown on 
www.familysearch.org. 
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bankruptcy court for release, which the court refused.57 The next record shows why he was still 
in prison and the allegations of debt included that he owed some 1,786 pounds. In relation to his 
having been reported as ‘Sir’ Robert, the record states that he claimed that he had become a 
baronet about two years before, about August 1863, on the death of Sir Arthur Nicholson, a 
distant cousin and that he had claimed the title, no one had disputed it and that the matter was in 
the hands of Mr Newell, the Parliamentary agent. Robert claimed that the title would bring with 
it some property in the Orkney Islands. north of mainland Scotland.58 This claim obviously 
carried little weight with the court as it was then concerned with his indebtedness. This matter of 
the title is further explored in Chapter 4 where Robert’s son Frank makes a similar claim. 
 
In the report of The Times edition of 28 July 1865, Lt Robert also gave evidence about his ranks 
in two armies. He confirmed he had been a Lieutenant in the 21st Scotch Fusiliers, which is true, 
and added that he had been a colonel, or at sometime a Captain, ‘in Garibaldi’s army, appointed 
by Garibaldi himself in 1860’ and had been to Italy for that purpose. On his return he lived in 
various places and moved out without paying the rent, which is one reason he was in the 
bankruptcy court. This claim to have served in Garibaldi’s army seems true enough and will be 
dealt with shortly.  
 
The bankruptcy reports in The Times are spread over a period of about a year, from mid-1865 to 
about mid-1866, in which Sir Robert Nicholson applied for release from his imprisonment at 
Whitecross Street Prison in London, then the principal debtors’ prison. These reports show 
consistently that Lt Robert had led a life of fraud in which he had obtained credit in relation to 
rent and left numerous residences when the landlords pressed him for payment. He had also 
obtained credit for other items and services. His list of debts slowly increased with each hearing 
and the court found that he had filed a false statement of affairs and he was finally adjudged a 
bankrupt by the court on 20 September 1865. At this hearing Lt Robert claimed he owned 
property to the value of 2,000 pounds a year in Scotland but the court clearly disbelieved him, 
declining to make an order for his release.59 By the hearing in December 1865 it had been 
revealed that Lt Robert’s debts so far discovered by the court amounted to 2,645 pounds with a 
further 900 pounds of doubtful debts, making some 57 creditors in all including every 
description of tradesman and landlord. The various names he had used in relation to dwellings 
and obtaining credit for goods and services included Captain Nicholson, Colonel Nicholson and 
Sir Robert Nicholson.60 
 
                                                          
57 The Times, 6 July 1865, p.11, Issue 25230, Col.F. I am indebted to the excellent research by Mrs Margaret 
Thompson for this and many other items of  research. 
58 The Times, 28 July 1865, p.9. 
59 The Times, 21 September 1865, p.9, Issue 25296; col F. ‘In Re Sir Robert Nicholson (Law)’. 
60 The Times, 6 December 1865; pg. 11; issue 25361; col.C. “In Re sir (sic) Robert Nicholson (Law)”. 
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Whitecross Street Debtors’ Prison in London 
Source: http://www.magnoliabox.com 
 
A year later, at the Court of Bankruptcy hearing on 18 December 1866 Lt Robert had counsel 
appearing for him who put up a spirited argument, no doubt based on instructions from his client 
rather than any independent evidence. His submissions to the court included that his client had a 
reversionary interest61 under this deceased wife’s father’s Will of some 5,000 pounds and he had 
other means of payment. Counsel also advanced that his client was a military officer having 
served his country for 14 years in India and might reasonably expect again to be employed in 
active service. All of this about the military service was, of course, sufficiently credible to put in 
an argument but it was not the whole picture as no mention was made that he had been court 
martialled and cashiered from the Army. For the crown it was submitted that Lt Robert had 
creditors that had come to light with increasing frequency over the years, amounting to one in 
1861, two in 1862, 16 in 1863, 24 in 1864 and 14 in 1865. Further, it was submitted that he was 
guilty of ‘gross fraud’, which was undoubtedly true. This argument prevailed and the court found 
he was in hopeless insolvency and suspended his discharge from prison for 12 months.62 No 
further record has been found so it may be inferred that in December 1867 he was released in 
accordance with this order and his bankruptcy imprisonment was then ended. One mention is 
made in this report of “Lady Nicholson” as his wife so it may be inferred that his second wife 
had been duped into believing that she was entitled to this title and was living with him up until 
his imprisonment. 
 
                                                          
61 A ‘reversionary’ interest merely means in Wills and estate planning that the interest in money, property etc 
reverted to a named person on the occurrence of some event. An example of a clause providing for a reversionary 
interest would be if a bequest was left to some person but if that person died then the interest  reverted to someone 
else. 
62 The Times, 19 December 1866, pg. 11, Issue 25685; col.B. Court of Bankruptcy, Basinghall-street, Dec. 18. ‘in re 
Sir Robert Nicholson (Law)’. 
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A UK Census taken in April 1871 shows a Robert Nicholson, retired officer, born in Scotland, 
aged 51 years, living with his wife Elizabeth Nicholson at 49 Chichester Road, Willesden, 
Kilburn, Middlesex (now a suburb of London). In this 1871 Census Elizabeth was shown as aged 
35 years, so she was born about 1836, and her place of birth is recorded as County of Norfolk, 
town/parish of Fritton.63  These facts and circumstances fit Lt Robert and his second wife 
Elizabeth Chambers (nee Dickerson), so it may be assumed that they were living together in 
London in 1871 about four years after his release from prison. On Christmas Day in 1871 Lt 
Robert died of a ‘diseased heart’ in “Quex Park”, Birchington, Kent. 64 This was the home of his 
wife’s sister (Charlotte Dickerson) and her husband Henry Perry Cotton, the owner of  “Quex 
Park” at this time.65 It is interesting to note that Robert’s occupation recorded on the Death 
Certificate was Baronet which, presumably, is based on information provided by his wife. 
 
Elizabeth, ten years after Lt Robert’s death, was recorded in the 1881 Census as Lady Elizabeth 
Nicholson, aged 40 years, so born about 1841, living in a household with the Honourable 
Frances Cochrane, aged 60 years, so born about 1821, in Edinburgh, Scotland.66 The head of the 
household, which one presumes was required to be male, was Henry Brook Wilson, aged 42, a 
Captain on the active list of the 71st Foot Regiment, married to Janet Robina Wilson.67 It seems 
likely, therefore, that by 1881 Elizabeth, a widow with no means of support, was living with Lt 
Robert’s sister, Frances. As mentioned in Chapter 1, Section 7, Frances’s first husband only lived 
for less than a year after they married and some years later she married a second time, to the 
Honourable Horatio Cochrane, a son of the famous Admiral Lord Cochrane. The exact 
relationship of the two women to the head of the household, Henry Wilson, and why Elizabeth 
and Frances Jacobina were living in that household in Edinburgh is not revealed. Records show 
that Frances Cochrane died on 25 July 1881, presumably shortly after the census, and that her 
second husband, Horatio Bernado William Cochrane died on 6 February 1900 in New York, 
USA.68 
 
In the 1891 census Elizabeth is recorded as living with her sister Patience Davidson, both 
widows, in Hampstead, London.69 The record shows both women having been born in Norfolk 
so this, combined with the other details, gives some certainty that this is Elizabeth Nicholson. 
There is no mention of the title ‘Lady’. 
 
Suffice to say for the main focus of this book sufficient background of Frank’s family and his 
emigration to Australia has been set out and researching and setting out details of further close 
relatives is beyond this work.70 
                                                          
63 1871 Census, Public Records Office RG 10 1328 
64 Death Certificate  No.692546 dated 14 April 2010. 
65 Email dd. July 2012 to Kaye Mobsby from Rosemary Wake, a researcher in Edinburgh, Scotland 
66 Source Citation: Parish: Edinburgh St Cuthberts; ED: 48; Page:  4; Line: 2; Roll: cssct1881_281; Year: 1881; 
accessed  through  Ancestry.com. 1881 Scotland Census [database on-line]. Provo, UT, USA: The Generations 
Network, Inc., 2007. Original data: Scotland. 1881 Scotland Census. Reels 1-338. General Register Office for 
Scotland, Edinburgh, Scotland. 
67 Above, 1881 Census. 
68 Research by Mrs Margaret Thompson, recorded in email dated 5.4.2009. 
69  UK Census 1881, Public Record Office RG 12/111 for the Administrative county of London 
70 There is some evidence of Frank having relatives living in England in 1950 because Fred and Daisy Nicholson, as 
to whom see Chapter 8, spoke to their daughter Bebe about visiting Fred’s two ‘aunts’ in England when they were 
on a visit from Queensland; recounted to author by Mrs DM (Bebe) White on 1 April 1994. Even if Frank’s sister 
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11.        Garibaldi’s Army in Italy 1860. 
 
As mentioned above, in the bankruptcy court on 27 July 1865 Lt Robert is reported in The Times 
as having said that he had been in Garibaldi’s army, an appointment made by Garibaldi himself 
in 1860, and he had had an honorary title of ‘Captain’. At the time it was very fashionable in 
Great Britain to support the independence of most parts of what is now Italy, as it meant 
overcoming European powers not necessarily friendly or compatible with British interests. 
General Garibaldi was supported by a British contingent of volunteers, the main archival records 
for which lie in the British national archives and particularly in a report made by Colonel H. 
Forbes from Naples on 2 January 1861.71 The file is composed of various letters sent during 
1860 but the main relevant one is a report to the London Garibaldi Committee from Naples dated 
28 November 1860. This material does not indicate any great actions fought by the soldiers of 
the British Contingent but, as would be expected, a mixture of people and motives for being in it. 
The only reference found to any Nicholson is set out in the text positioned after a complaint by 
Colonel Forbes that he had been injured and in his absence Garibaldi had replaced him in 
command of the British Contingent with Colonel Peard. The relevant sentences in relation to 
Colonel Peard and Nicholson follows that comment: 
  
“Col. Peard an attorney & not a Soldier, unfortunately, surrounded himself with a number 
of little ambitious, mostly men caring more for their several individual positions than for 
the Success of the Legion as an English Corps, which might to have been their only aim. 
A contingent of this provided them with Soldiers pay at the Barrack of S. Agostina 
(spell?) R.R.P.P. Bernatabite (spell?)) in Resina di Portici. He placed over this small 
company Capt. Nicholson & Lieut. Yaldroyne. On the night of the 16th Nov. the men 
having been without pay or rations Ten Italians were arrested for robbing, wherefore 
Lieut. Carl Sena of the Scots Compy applied to the Mayor for a certificate of good 
conduct for his men, which that Mayor instantly gave. On his being presented to me I 
enquired of the Mayor if he could accede to the English a similar testimonial to which he 
replied ‘that would be but justice’ and he immediately gave it. Col Forbes then asked for 
one for the Italians which the Mayor declined to furnish.”72 
 
This, when combined with the material in Chapter 4, is the extent of the evidence relating to Lt 
Robert having been with Garibaldi’s army in Italy. It does gain support from the fact that serving 
in the Garibaldi campaign is a claim that his son, Frank, repeated later in Australia, as set out in 
Chapter 4. The campaign had its hardships for those involved, as not only were they in action but 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Frances had lived to adulthood, she  could not have still been alive in 1950 and neither would Saranna’s siblings so 
the most likely relationship is that the two “aunts” were possibly cousins, children of Robert Alexander Nicholson, 
Frank’s brother, or perhaps more distant Nicholson relatives that they called “aunts”. 
71 Domestic Records of the Public Record Office. Gifts, Deposits, Notes and Transcripts (974-2003). PRO 30/22: 
Lord John Russell papers (c1800-1913): Subseries Correspondence PRO30/22/73 Italy. Miscellaneous: Private 
Correspondence and memoranda 101 items including: Folios 240250 Col H. Forbes: Enclosing copy of his report 
about British Legion soldiers recruited for Garibaldi); Naples, 2nd January 1861. This research was conducted by Mr 
Ian Strawbridge and copies of the originals sent to Mrs Margaret Thompson, Queensland, under cover  letter dated 
15 July 2009. 
72 Ibid, Folio 247. Readers should note that the copy of the correspondence is somewhat unclear and one or two 
words could be incorrectly transcribed by the author. 
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Colonel Forbes mentions the aspect of some of them starving. In that part of his report about the 
Contingent being sent to the front line he also mentioned how many of the Contingent were still 
in Naples and in dire straits.73 
 
This concludes the life and times of Lt Robert Nicholson, his army service and disgrace, his 
fraud and imprisonment and his subsequent second marriage. The details of his first wife Louisa 
and her family is the subject of the next chapter.  
                                                          
73 At Folio 248 Forbes wrote: “After the Legion went to the front of the Lines, many of the Volunteers were found  
in Naples, some in distress, & one was carried in a dying state on board the Milazzo (spell?) where the Surgeon of 
the ...(unclear)… pronounced his malady to be starvation, and this is not the only case”. 
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Chapter 3 
 
 
 
The Jean and Villeneuve Families 
 
 
 
1. Louisa Francis Jean 
 
2. Jean Family in the Channel Islands 
 
3. 21st Regiment in Australia 1833 to 1839 
 
4. Jean Family in Australia and India 
 
5. Villeneuves in Jersey  
 
6. Distinguished Family Connections in the Channel Islands 
 
7.  Admiral Pierre Villeneuve; No Close Connection 
 
 
 
 
1.       Louisa Francis Jean 
 
As has been related in the previous chapter, Robert Nicholson, then a Lieutenant in the 21st 
Fusiliers, in the District of Chinsurah, Archdeaconry of Calcutta, India, married  Louisa 
Frances Jean on 19 December 1839.1 One of the witnesses on the register was Philip Jean2 
who was Louisa’s father and was then a Captain as the paymaster in the same regiment as 
Robert. Of this union a son was born on 2 August 1843, Frank Villeneuve Nicholson, who is 
the central figure in this work.3 This chapter will explore the background to the Jean family 
and the origins of the “Villeneuve” name given to Frank, and that there are no grounds for 
the family’s claim to a close relationship with the famous French Admiral Pierre Villeneuve 
who was in command of the French Fleet at the Battle of Trafalgar against Admiral Lord 
Nelson in 1805.  
 
Louisa Frances Jean was the third child of Philippe Jean, of St Helier, Channel Islands, and 
Jeanne Villeneuve, of St Brelade, also in the Channel Islands, who had married in St Brelade 
on 27 September 1803.4 At the time of her marriage Louisa had two elder siblings, Harriet, 
                                                          
1 Copy of Marriage Certificate, Volume N/157 Folio 9 Number 1212, issued by the Foreign and Commonwealth 
Office, 197 Blackfriars Road, London, SE1, on 17 August 1988. 
2 Above.  
3 Copy of the Baptism Certificate, Volume N/2/21 Folio 346 Number 10969, issued by the Foreign and 
Commonwealth Affairs Office, undated. 
4 Research of the St Helier, Jersey, indices of families, undertaken by Mr Alex Glendinning and reported in 
letter to author dated 11 March 1994 and see also Glendinning A, “Another Genealogical Detective Story Part 
2: The Jeans”, Island Times, Channel Islands, 14 May 1994. 
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baptised at St Brelade on 16 January 1805, and Thomas, baptised at St Brelade on 7 June 
1806, and two younger siblings, Elizabeth, baptised at St Helier on 23 December 1810, and 
Auguste, baptised at St Helier on 2 October 1812.5 Louisa herself was baptised in St Brelade 
on 23 October 1808,6 so her birth date can be taken to be a few days prior to that date.  
 
 
Satellite picture of the Island of Jersey in the Channel Islands 
Source: Google Earth  
 
 
2.       The Jean Family in the Channel Islands 
 
Louisa’s father, Phillipe Jean, was baptized at St Ouen, Channel Islands, on 4 March 1775. 
Phillipe was an only child, with his father, Thomas, dying in December 1776 when Phillipe 
was less than two years old.7 Phillipe’s mother was Marguerite Le Couteur, who had married 
Thomas Jean on 27 February 1774. She came from a prominent military family, her cousin 
becoming Lieutenant General John Le Couteur. For their part, the Jean family members were 
mainly farmers and fishermen with a long history in the Channel Islands and are recorded as 
naming their sons alternatively Thomas and Philippe back to the 1600s.8  Margeurite became 
the “tutrice”, the guardian, of her son Phillipe, and among the records of the land dealings are 
some lands that Margeurite acquired on behalf of her son; and in 1794 Phillipe, now of age, 
inherited landed interests of his own.9 Phillipe’s cousins, with whom he may have grown up, 
were prominent in the islands.10 Naturally there were many connections of other families 
                                                          
5 Glendinning letter and family tree of 11 April 1994. 
6 Her godparents were John Law and John’s wife, Elizabeth  Villeneuve. John Law was a Scottish soldier who 
had married Jean’s sister, Elizabeth, in St Brelade, on 13 October 1798 - Glendinning, above. 
7 Glendinning A, “Another Genealogical Detective Story Part 2: The Jeans”, Island Times, 14 May 1994 and 
“Another Genealogical Detective Story Part 3: The Paymaster”, Island Times, 21 May 1994. Most of the 
information here set out is based on the newspaper articles by Mr Alex Glendinning, a prominent Jersey 
historian. 
8 Glendinning A, above.  
9 Glendinning A, above.  
10 For details see Glendinning A, above.  
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with the Jean family and one of them was with the Villeneuve family, the details of which are 
set out below. 
 
Turning now to Phillipe’s military service in the Channel Islands; the military records in 
Jersey show that in 1791 Phillipe joined the Jersey Militia, an unpaid service, and was 
commissioned a Lieutenant at the age of 16 years. Four years later he joined the Suffolk 
Fusiliers, which was serving in the garrison there and which probably was a paid position, 
but in 1798 he returned to the Jersey Militia as Adjutant to the 4th Battalion. At this time the 
first war with Napoleon Bonaparte began and Jersey was being fortified.11  In 1806 he was 
promoted to the rank of Captain and given the paid position of Assistant Inspector of the 
Militia, then under the command of his mother’s cousin, Lieutenant General John Le 
Couteur.  In 1811 Phillipe wrote a treatise on military tactics entitled “A Military system for 
the Militia of Jersey”, which was well received and acted upon and for which Phillipe was 
voted 2,400 livres in payment.12  Phillipe acted as Adjutant of the 1st Battalion St Helier, and 
as paymaster to the 96th Regiment of Foot and the 8th Royal Veterans Battalion, which were 
part of the garrison until 1816. The war ended after the Battle of Waterloo in 1815. The 
Societe Jersaise has a fragment of the dress said to have been worn at the Duchess of 
Richmond’s ball at Brussells by Jeanne de Villeneuve, Phillipe’s wife,13 which points to 
Phillipe having been in active service on the continent at that time with one of the battalions. 
See the end of this chapter for brief details of Phillipe and Jeanne’s marriage in 1803. 
 
With the end of the Napoleonic war Phillipe was placed on half pay, having qualified for 
some, no doubt small, pension because of his military service. His mother, Marguerite Le 
Couteur, died in 1821. In 1832, at the age of 57 years, Phillipe joined the 21st Royal North 
British Fusiliers, retaining the rank of Captain, which was then stationed at Chatham, 
England. The Regiment was about to leave for overseas to undertake the role of escorting 
convicts who had been sentenced to be transported to the Colony of New South Wales and to 
remain on garrison duties there. After joining the British regiment he seems to have 
anglicized the spelling of his name to ‘Philip’ or ‘Phillip’, which form will be used here in 
the main except where the word is used in an original document. 
 
 
3.       21st Regiment in Australia 1833 to 1839 
 
In 1832 the 21st Regiment, whilst at the Chatham Royal Naval dockyard and barracks, had 
only recently returned from service in Ireland and was preparing to join the convoy to sail for 
New South Wales.14 The situation in the 1830s was that Britain was enjoying the European 
peace that came after Napoleon was defeated at the Battle of Waterloo in 1815. The name 
                                                          
11 Glendinning A, above.  
12 Glendinning A, above. A copy of the  treatise is lodged in the Societe Jersiaise Library. It reveals that it was 
printed  by J Stead in 1811. The title page describes the author as “PH. JEAN, Esq.”, and as Captain and 
Adjutant of the Town Battalion and Assistant Inspector of the Militia. The manuscript is a well typed and well 
written document of some 109 pages, with an introduction by “J. Le Couteur, Inspector of the Jersey Militia.” It 
indicates a fairly high level of education on the part of the author  as is apparent from the photocopy of part of 
manuscript sent to this author by Alex Glendinning, above. 
13 Glendinning A, above. As Mr Glendinning puts it: “The entire London season had decamped to Brussells for 
this social event, held on June 15 1815 at the British Embassy on Avenue Louise. (Nine miles away, the Battle 
of Waterloo was fought over four days from June 18.) To have gained an invitation they must have been part of 
high society.”;  above. 
14 Cannon, above, p. 48; Glendinning, Alex “Another Genealogical Detective Story. Part 3: The Paymaster”, 
Island Times (Channel Islands), 21 May 1994. 
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‘Australia’, had come to be preferred to ‘The Great South Land after Matthew Flinders 
published his book in 1814 on his voyages around the continent during 1801-1803.15 By the 
1830s convict transportation was coming to an end and the number of free settlers rising but 
troops were still needed to preserve order and bolster the established regime. There was 
nothing unusual, therefore, in the 21st Regiment being ordered to Australia in 1832. 
 
By 1833 all of the detachments had arrived in Australia, in various contingents in separate 
ships with convicts, and for the next six years service in Australia guarding and supervising 
convicts was the main task. The regiment was split up and various units of it served in 
different parts of Australia, but principally in the Swan River Colony (later Western 
Australia), in New South Wales and in Tasmania. A full history of this service is contained in 
the book by Geoff Blackburn Conquest and Settlement: The 21st Regiment (Royal North 
British Fusiliers) in Western Australia 1833-184016 with its special emphasis on the service 
in Western Australia. The author lists various members of the 21st Regiment in an annexe and  
Blackburn’s entry for Paymaster Jean was: 
“PAYMASTER:  JEAN, Phillip:- From half pay, 31st August 1832 vice William 
Boyle (to half pay). Joined the Regiment at Hobart on the 10th March 1834. Died at 
sea, 31st May 1843 (WO 12/3812 p65).”17 
 
Blackburn’s entry for Lt Robert was: 
“NICHOLSON, Robert: Appointed, 2nd Lieut. (by purchase) 7th September 1838. 
Lieut. (by purchase) 13th June 1840. Embarked from England for Madras, 8th March 
1839”.18 
 
Another account of the service in Australia is contained in the book The History of the Royal 
Scots Fusiliers, as follows: 
“In 1832 the regiment, which was now a model unit in appearance and discipline, was 
split into detachments, and given the dreary task of escorting batches of convicts to 
Botany Bay and Van Diemen’s Land. This work continued through the following 
year, and in 1834 the whole regiment was in Australia and Tasmania-the headquarters 
with two companies at Hobart, and the rest in small parties employed throughout 
Tasmania, and at Perth, Port Philip, and Swan River, in charge of convict stations and 
of convict gangs engaged in public works…  
 
In February 1839 the weary police work came to an end, and the regiment embarked  
at Hobart for Calcutta to make its acquaintance with a famous theatre of British 
arms.”19  
 
The 21st Regiment spent from 1833 to 1839 in Australia and then went on to India. The 
Australian connection was forged over those years as Frank’s mother, Louisa, was in 
Australia as part of the Jean family with the regiment. 
 
                                                          
15 It was titled A Voyage to Terra Australis and it was published just as Flinders died; see details in Anthony 
Brown Ill-starred Captains: Flinders and Baudin, 2000, Crawford House, Adelaide, p.456. 
16 Published by Hesperian Press, 1999. 
17 Blackburn, above, p.257.  Blackburn’s date for Jean joining the regiment is not quite right, as Captain Jean 
had joined  the Regiment whilst it was still in Chatham before it sailed. 
18 Blackburn, above, p.256. 
19 John Buchan, The History of the Royal Scots Fusiliers (1678-1918), Thomas Nelson and Sons Ltd, London, 
Edinburgh, and New York; pp.190-191. 
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4.       Jean Family in Australia and India 
 
Paymaster Phillip Jean sailed from England on 27 October 1833 with other army personnel 
and his family in the Fairlie which arrived in Sydney about 15 February, 1834.20 They only 
had a few days there in Sydney before sailing for Hobart, Van Diemen’s Land (Tasmania), 
on 26 February in the Lonarch,21 arriving in Hobart on 13 March, 1834,22 with army 
personnel and family of other regiments.23 The Jean family was comprised of Paymaster 
Philip Jean, his wife Jeanne, and five children; Harriet, Thomas, Louisa, Elizabeth and 
Auguste (or Augusta).24 
 
Within a few months of arrival in Hobart the eldest daughter, Harriet Elizabeth Jean, married 
John Gregory. The announcement of the wedding was described in the Hobart Town Courier 
as follows: 
“On the 6th May, 1834, by special licence, at St.David’s Church, Hobart Town, by 
the Revd. William Bedford, senior chaplain, John Gregory, esq., Colonial Treasurer 
of Van Diemen’s Land, and a Member of the Council in that Colony, to Harriet 
Elizabeth, eldest daughter of Philip Jean, esq., Paymaster of the 21st Royal North 
British Fusiliers.”25 
 
It seems that the Hobart Town Courier was a weekly one as the edition one week later 
carried a more complete description of the wedding. 
“From the interest which the public took in the ceremony and the unusually imposing 
manner in which it was performed we think it but fair to devote a few lines to its 
description. Before 10 o’clock, a large concourse of people had assembled in St. 
David’s church, occupying the gallery on both sides overlooking the altar. The bride 
was led into church by the Lieutenant Governor,26 followed by the bride-groom, her 
father and 3 bridesmaids, her sisters. Mr. Deane, at the moment of their entrance, 
striking up one of Handel’s finest voluntaries. The bride was given away by His 
Excellency, Mr. Bedford reading the marriage ceremony with his accustomed 
clearness and distinctness of voice and manner. When the knot was tied the organ 
again sent forth its notes to play the happy pair out of the church, who made their way 
though an immense crowd of well dressed spectators to the Governor’s carriage, 
which conveyed them to Capt. Montagu’s residence. An elegant dejeuner was there 
prepared, to which in a short time His Excellency and the more immediate friends of 
the bride and bridegroom sat down, and about one o’clock the happy couple 
                                                          
20 Sydney Herald 17.2.1834, ‘Shipping Intelligence’. Also see Regimental Muster List dated 1834 from Hobart, 
which shows that Paymaster Jean’s  embarkation and arrival date - AJCP Reel 3758, 1st Jan - 31st March, 1834, 
21st Regt.; Public Record Office London, WO, 12 3802; also see PRO WO 12 3802. 
21 Sydney Herald, 17.2.1834 and 27.2.1834. The Lonarch was of 399 tons, with Captain Driscoll in command - 
Hobart Town Courier, 14.3.1834, p.3. 
22 Hobart Town Courier, 14.3.1834; Sydney Herald 27.2.1834. 
23 Hobart Town Courier, 14.3.1834, p.3. The newspaper accounts, then as of now, are not always consistent one 
with the other on the facts. 
24 Combined information from the various newspaper reports of the shipping movements, including the Sydney 
Herald, 27.2.1834, which states that the embarkation was with 5 children and the Sydney Herald, 17.2.1834, 
which seems to name the son and the four daughters. 
25 Hobart Town Courier, 9.5.1834, p.2. 
26 Lieutenant Governor Sir George Arthur (1784-1854), Australian Dictionary of Biography Online, accessed 
9.2.2010. 
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proceeded to Newlands, the picturesque residence of Mr. Gregory, in the vicinity of 
Hobart Town.”27 
 
The groom, John Gregory, was from Cambridge, where his father was a professor of 
mathematics at the Royal Military Academy, Woolwich. On leaving school in 1813 he had 
joined the Paymaster-General’s department, serving in Lisbon, Malta, Gibraltar, Cape 
Colony (Cape Town), Mauritius and Ceylon.28 He had hoped for the post of colonial 
secretary in Van Diemen’s Land, being closely associated with the Lieutenant Governor 
Arthur there, but this was not to be and his post was as treasurer. John Gregory became 
frustrated with his lack of promotion in the colony, especially after the arrival of Lieutenant 
Governor Franklin, and he left Hobart in 1840, with his family, epitomized by a eulogy 
naming him as “honest John Gregory”. Prior to departure on 8 March, 1839, a son was born 
to John and Harriet and christened in Hobart.29  Gregory was later appointed as governor of 
the Bahamas and died there, in Nassau, in 1853 with the Gregorys having had five children 
from their marriage.30 This marriage of their eldest daughter must have been a relief to Philip 
and Jeanne, where marriage meant everything to women’s status in the society. During the 
years in Hobart Louisa was aged 26 to 31 years and there were two younger unmarried sisters 
as well.31  
 
 
Painting of Hobart Town in 1832 by John Glover 
Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Hobart 
 
As mentioned above, in 1839 the 21st Regiment was transferred to India as with the end of 
transporting convicts came the end of the need for a large military presence in Australia and 
there was call for more troops in India.32 The Jean family left for Madras, India, in the 
Fairlie on 28 February, 1839 with most of the regiment.33  The departure of the 21st 
                                                          
27 Hobart Town Courier, 16.5.1834, p.3. 
28 All of the information concerning John Gregory is taken from the Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1783-
1850, pp.474-5. 
29 Tasmanian Pioneers Index of Births, Deaths & Marriages. 
30 Australian Dictionary of Biography ‘Gregory, John (1796?-1853)’, 1783-1850. 
31 Searches by Ms Marianne Eastgate, letter dated 23.9.96. I acknowledge with thanks the excellent research 
which Ms Eastgate has sent me for this and other chapters. 
32 Glendinning A, above.  
33 Hobart Town Courier, 1.3.1839; Nicholson IH “Shipping Arrivals and Departures. Tasmania. 1834-1842”, 
Canberra, 1985. 
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Regiment was well recorded in the local papers in Tasmania. The regiment was drawn up in 
order in the barrack-yard at 7.00 am and a large crowd gathered to witness the embarkation 
and to farewell the regiment, which was supported by the band of the 51st regiment. The 
local paper described the scene. 
“In their anxiety to shake hands with their friends, whom they were perhaps never to 
see anymore - they at length reached the wharf, from where they were to embark, and 
where they were drawn up to await the Governor, who had intimated his intention of 
addressing them on their departure. The scene was here most affecting, and we 
noticed not only the visible expression of grief depicted on the countenances of the 
weaker sex, but there were few present who did not seem deeply moved by the 
occasion. We noticed two or three worn-out veterans, the furrows in whose cheeks we 
never could have thought would have been the channels to floods of tears, crying 
bitterly in bidding their comrades farewell. ... On the Governor arriving upon the 
Wharf, the regiment presented arms, and attention having been commanded by Major 
Deare, His Excellency proceeded to address them:- 
  “I cannot allow the opportunity of this regiment’s embarking from these 
shores to pass without expressing my entire approbation of their service 
during the time I have had the honour to administer the Government of this 
Colony. The regiment has been justly esteemed by all for its correct, quiet, 
sober, and orderly demeanour, and it gives me great gratification to perceive 
the manner of this embarkation ... and I feel that you will land in India as 
efficient a body of men as any in the Queen’s service.”34 
 
The Jean family arrived in India about April 1839 and, as has been mentioned in Chapter 2, 
Lt Robert Nicholson must also have arrived from England about the same time. Only nine 
months later, on 19 December 1839, the Jean’s second daughter Louisa married Lt Robert 
Nicholson.  One might mention that it may be presumed that  the Jean’s third daughter, 
Augusta, married about this time as well as Louisa and Augusta are reported as both having 
become engaged at about the same time.35  
 
Robert and Louisa settled into the married life of the regiment. They had daughter on 30 
September 1841 who seemed not to have survived her infancy. Then twin girls were born on 
18 July 1842 (Frances and Jane, of which Jane died after one year on 18 August 1843). As 
also related above in Chapter 2, Frank Villeneuve Nicholson was born and christened about 2 
August 1843. This must have been a hard time for them as their infant Jane died only 16 days 
later, on 18 August. Then on 7 December 1844 a further child, named Robert Alexander  was 
born in India. Louisa’s parents Phillip and Jeanne and presumably some of their unmarried 
children were with the 21st Regiment whilst it was at Dinapore in 1840 and later at Kamptee 
and then at Agra and Cawnpore. Phillip left the Regiment in India in 1843, five years before 
it was posted home in 1848, and he died on the passage home to England on 31 May 1843, 
aged 68 years. His widow, Jeanne, was granted an army pension36 and later maintained a 
home in London.37  She died in 185638 some three years after she had seen their third 
                                                          
34 Hobart Town Courier, 1.3.1839, pp.2-3. Some 100 of the regiment remained in Hobart under the command of 
Major Peddie, with Captain Mackay, Adjutant  (Lt) McGregor, Lieutenants Wrixon, Domville and Cruickshank 
- above. 
35 Courier, Hobart, 23.10.1840. The article reports a number of matters concerning the 21st Regiment, relying 
on letters that had been received in Hobart from members of the Regiment. 
36 Public Record Office, WO 42/25, 110008,  is a copy of the form sworn by Mrs Jean required for her to be 
placed on the Army pension list. The form includes that they were married on 27 September 1803. 
37 The home was at 31 Weymouth Street, Portland Place, London - Glendinning A, above. 
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daughter, Elizabeth, married in London to an officer in the French Imperial Navy, Captain 
Robin du Parc, on 21 June 1853.39 
 
Of particular interest to this work are the details of the Villeneuve part of the Jean family. 
Not only was Frank given the middle name of ‘Villeneuve’ but he later perpetuated it by 
calling one of his properties by that name and the name of Villeneuve is still that of a 
township not far distant from where that property was situated. Readers are referred to 
Chapter 5 for details of the Villeneuve land holding and of the township of that name. 
 
 
5.      Villeneuves in Jersey  
 
The relationship between the Nicholson and the Villeneuve families came through Louisa's 
family, as her mother was Jeanne Villeneuve. The details about the Villeneuve family are 
well documented in Jersey and can be traced back to Jean Villeneuve, a Huguenot refugee 
from France who settled in St Brelade, Channel Islands, in  1689.40 
 
Jean Villeneuve was born in France in 1669. At the age of 17 years (in 1686) he was, 
together with his elder brother Gedeon, condemned to the galleys when caught trying to 
escape from the persecution of the Huguenots in France by the French King Louis XIV. 
 
The religious persecutions of the period and the hardships suffered in France by the 
Huguenots is well described: 
“ When Louis XIV decided, in 1685, to destroy the protestant religion in France by 
the Revocation of the Edict of Nantes, he ordered that no Protestant should emigrate. 
All men found leaving the kingdom without permission were to become galley-
slaves; the women were to be imprisoned for life. And yet crowds of fugitives every 
year succeeded in taking refuge in Protestant countries, where they formed important 
colonies, and on every frontier of France this new form of smuggling went on, and 
men made a living by helping refugees to cross the frontier.” 
 
And later on in the same article the author describes the galleys in which the Villeneuve 
young men had been forced to serve: 
These strange ships, the galleys, a survival from Roman times, were long, low 
vessels, with deck almost awash, but with a high poop and forecastle; between these 
two was a long, narrow, bridge, and, on each side, benches for rowers, to which the 
slaves were chained, six to each oar. They had to live day and night on their bench, or 
under, with very scanty clothing and only a heavy cloak as bedding. The Protestants 
had some slight relief, because their friends had found means to furnish them with a 
little money. But if that gave them better food, it did not ease their chains or soften 
the plank on which they lay.”41 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
38 Family Tree; which is reproduced as an appendix to this book - compiled by Mr A Glendinning, of Jersey, 
Channel Islands, in 1994. 
39 Courier, Hobart, Tasmania, 20.9.1853. 
40 Jersey Parish indices; and Villeneuve family tree in the Langton Pedigrees in the Societe Jersiaise library - 
Glendinning, above. 
41 Newspaper article, Jean Barbier, 17 April 1913, Jersey, by kind favour of Mr A Glendinning. 
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Jean Villeneuve and his brother Gedeon were released in 1688 and Jean then settled in Jersey 
and Gedeon in Utrecht.42  Jean bought a house in Jersey, which is still there, married Marie 
Saint, also a Huguenot, and their descendants have lived in the Channel Islands ever since. 
Their Family Tree is Appendix IV to this book.43  A summary of the Villeneuve family 
history which contains more detail, written by the well known Jersey historian Alex 
Glendinning and  published in 1994, is as follows: 
 
“ The story of the Villeneuves starts with Jean, a Huguenot refugee who arrived in 
Jersey in 1689. Jean and his brother Gedeon (an officer in the Army of Louis XIV, 
known as the Regiment de la Terre) were imprisoned for their religion and 
condemned to the galleys on July 4 1686 after being caught trying to escape to the 
Netherlands in May. Both were released two years later and conducted to the Dutch 
border. Gedeon settled in Utrecht and Jean in Jersey. It is recorded that their father 
was another Gedeon, a French nobleman from Orleans, who served as a Captain in 
the Regiment de la Terre. 
Jean married Marie, the daughter of a fellow refugee, Pierre Saint of St Lo, 
Normandy, in 1694. The Saint family arrived in 1687. Their first child, Ester, was 
born in September 1694. In succeeding years they had six more children. A crib, now 
on display at Hamptonne, is reputed to have belonged to the Saint family. 
 
         
Oath of Association Roll of 1696 showing signature of Jean Villeneuve 
Source: ‘Did Your Ancestors Sign the Jersey Oath of Association Roll of 1696?’  
by Alex Glendinning 1995 
 
Jean signed the Oath of Association Roll of 1696, swearing allegiance to William III, 
but was still not a naturalised Jerseyman and would not appear before the Royal Court 
until March 4 1699. He paid a fee of £400 sterling to the Court. By 1707 he 
accumulated enough funds to buy a house on the quay at St Aubin. Originally named 
Maison Villeneuve, today it is known as La Vielle Villeneuve.”44 
                                                          
42 See family tree “The Ancestors and Descendants of Jeanne Villeneuve of St Brelade, Jersey”, produced and 
added to by Glendinning, above. 
43 Compiled by Mr Alex Glendinning, above, and dated 10 April 1994. 
44 The document goes on that a datestone from a later property ended up being incorporated in the fireplace at 
the Royal Channel Islands Yacht Club by John Vinrace, after being salvaged from the beach in the early 1980s, 
where it had lain, split in half across the top, since the Occupation (World War II). Members of the Club tell me 
that the Germans demolished several cottages to improve access to their tunnel at St Aubin and the rubble was 
discarded in the harbour, causing problems to shipping. It was decided to move it further along, on the beach 
below the Fort. An old granite house (on the site of today’s Yacht Club car park) was in the way, so they 
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Above: Two date stones, now a fireplace mantle above and window lintel below, 
once belonging to Jean Villeneuve and Marie Saint 
Source: www. members.societe-jersiaise.org/alexgle/stonejsy.html 
 
By 1726 Jean Villeneuve had become a trusted and respected businessman, being 
offered the position of Inspector of St Aubin’s harbour. He profited from the wars 
against France and equipped a privateer, named Marie, after his wife. Marie was 
buried at St Brelade in 1746 and Jean outlived her by four years being buried there in 
1750. In fact he outlived two out of three of his sons. The eldest, also Jean, assisted in 
his father’s business and acted as a Notary Public and he married Elizabeth Vincent in 
1726 and Maison Villeneuve must have been crowded as he had ten children. Jean 
junior died in 1744. 
 
Lest all the names have been difficult to follow, the summary of the line of descent is 
that after Jean Villeneuve came his son Jean, born in 1737, who married Elizabeth 
Pipon in 1768. Jean and Elizabeth’s fourth child, Jeanne,  married Phillipe Jean on 27 
September 1803 in St Brelade. Their first child was born in St Helier but baptised in 
St Brelade as Harriet Elizabeth Jean in 1805, whose godmother was her grandmother, 
Margeurite Le Couteur. The other children were Thomas Villeneuve Jean (1806) and 
Louisa Frances Jean, baptised 23 October 1808, Elizabeth in 1810 and Augusta in 
1812.45 
 
The name “Villeneuve” lives on in Queensland in the township of that name after the 
property established by Frank Villeneuve Nicholson, as set out in Chapter 5. 
 
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                    
knocked it down and dumped all the granite over the sea wall. The datestone lay undisturbed for some time due 
to its size and weight. It is dated 1728 and commemorates Jean Villeneuve (IV) and Marie Saint (MS), their 
initials appearing on each side of a heart, from which the top is now missing - Glendinning, A, above. See the 
two photographs below. 
45 Glendinning Alex, “Another Genealogical Detective Story Part 1: Villeneuve”, Island Times, 7th May 1994. 
See also Pipon AS “The Villeneuve Family”, Channel Islands Family History Journal, Nos 10, 11 and 12. 
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The house at St.Aubins owned by Jean Villeneuve 
Source: Alex Glendinning 
 
 
 
  
Jean de Villeneuve’s grave in the churchyard of St. Brelade, Jersey 
Source: Jamie Nicholson 
 
 
6.      Distinguished Family Connections in the Channel Islands 
 
Louisa Jean’s grandmother, Elizabeth Pipon, (mentioned above) from the  distinguished 
Pipon family of Jersey, was the granddaughter of Philippe Pipon and Elizabeth de Carteret 
whose family is one of the most noble and remarkable families of the Channel Islands.  
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           Philippe Pipon (c 1671 – 1725/26)    Elizabeth de Carteret (1674 – 1720) 
                      Source: http://www.theislandwiki.org/index.php/A_Pipon_family_history 
 
In the book Jersey: An Isle of Romance, the famous de Carteret family features in Chapter 
XIV. These are the opening paragraphs: 
 
“There are few families, if any, who can show a record as famous and remarkable as 
that of the noble family of de Carteret, and the fame of their deeds is recorded alike in 
French and English chronicles.  
 
Their history through succeeding generations is closely interwoven with the history of 
Jersey; their most striking characteristic has been a deep loyalty to their Dukes of 
Normandy, embodied in the persons of the monarchs of England. Nor is it too much 
to say that this, the most important of the Channel Islands, has been held steadfast and 
loyal to the English throne largely through the extraordinary patriotism and 
exceptional qualities of this family.  
 
The de Carterets are of ancient Norman descent. The name Onfrey de Carteret is 
mentioned amongst those who followed William the Conqueror to England, and he 
was probably one of the Seigneurs of Normandy even at that early time.”46 
 
  
St. Ouen’s Manor, family seat of the de Carteret family in Jersey and the Drawing 
Room where King Charles II was entertained in 1649. 
Source: http://www.theislandwiki.org/index.php/St_Ouen%27s_Manor 
                                                          
46 Blanche B. Elliott Jersey: An Island of Romance, 1923. 
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7.      Admiral Pierre Villeneuve: No Close Connection 
This chapter has set out sufficient detail about Jeanne Villeneuve’s family but of some 
interest is any connection between the Villeneuve line which came to Australia and the 
French Admiral of  that name who commanded the French fleet at the Battle of Trafalgar 
against Admiral Lord Nelson in 1805.  
 
It was not the first time the two men had been opposed in battle, as they had confronted each 
other in the Mediterranean. Pierre-Charles Jean-Baptiste-Silvestre de Villeneuve had been 
the captain of the Guillaume Tell when he was promoted to commander of the fleet. He 
displayed considerable verve and skill when he managed to have his part of the fleet escape 
from the Blockade of Toulon in January 1805 and had returned to harbour and then on a later 
date successfully took his fleet out again.47 
 
After the battle of Trafalgar, on 21 October 1805, Villeneuve was taken prisoner to England. 
On being released in 1806 and during his journey to Paris after his release he was found 
stabbed to death in an inn at Rennes, in April 1806.48 There has been conjecture ever since 
whether the death was suicide or assassination. Any rational thought, however, immediately 
sees difficulty in accepting how it could have been suicide as there were six stab wounds. 
The inference is, therefore, that he was killed by robbers but more probably that he was 
murdered on the orders of Napoleon Bonaparte or someone else in authority. 
 
The Nicholson family folklore was that Admiral Villeneuve was a close relative. A family 
document in the possession of the late Frederick Charles Nicholson includes the following 
details about the Admiral: 
 
“With the death of Pierre Charles Baptiste Sylvestre de Villeneuve the male line of 
the Jersey family died out. Pierre entered the French Navy in 1778, aged 15 years, 
and rose to high rank. He was passed as Captain in 1793, raised to the rank of 
Division (equalling Commodore in the Royal Navy) in 1796, and commanded the 
rear division of the fleet at the Battle of the Nile. He was promoted to Vice Admiral 
in 1804 and had command of the Toulouse squadron in 1805, at the battle of 
Trafalgar. On 20 October he issued the order: "Every Captain who is not under fire is 
not at his post & a signal of Recall will be a brand of dishonour to him" - signed 
Villeneuve. In the battle Villeneuve's ship, the Bucentaure, was dismasted and he was 
forced to strike his flag and was taken prisoner to England. He was returning to 
France when, in April 1806, on his way to an interview with Napoleon, he stopped 
the night at Rennes. On the next morning, 22 April, he was found dead with six knife 
wounds in his chest.”49 
 
This surname is not uncommon in France and despite considerable efforts no connection has 
been found with the Jean Villeneuve family beyond the circumstances of Admiral Pierre 
Villeneuve having the same name and also being a Protestant.  
 
No doubt there is a more distant connection is probably there but the historical research is 
difficult as there is a significant time gap. Admiral Villeneuve was born on or about 1763, 
                                                          
47 Pipon AS “The Villeneuve Family”, Channel Islands Family History Journal, Nos 10, 11 and 12. 
48 Pipon AS “The Villeneuve Family”, Channel Islands Family History Journal, Nos 10, 11 and 12. 
49 Document held by author given him by his grandfather, Mr Fred Nicholson, c. 1975. 
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which is some 80 years after Gedeon and Jean Villeneuve fled from France. Margaret 
Thompson, the main contributor to Chapter 9 on the Morisset family, worked with her 
husband’s cousin Maree Amor, who was a skilled researcher in French history, who was not 
able to find any link. 
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Chapter 4 
 
 
 
Frank Villeneuve Nicholson: The Early Years 
 
 
 
1. India and the Early Years 
 
2. Travelling and Garibaldi’s Army 
 
3. The First Visit to Australia 1868 
 
 
 
 
1.      India and the Early Years 
 
As set out in earlier chapters, Frank Villeneuve Nicholson (1843-1898) was born at Kamptee, 
near Madras, India on 2 August 1843. His father, Robert Nicholson was then a Lieutenant in the 
21st Fusiliers and his mother, Louisa Frances Jean, had married his father in India on 19 
December 1839.1 Frank had twin elder sisters born in India on 18 July 1842, Frances and Jane, 
but Jane died shortly after Frank was born. Frank had a younger brother also born in India on 7 
December 1844 and there was a further brother born after the family returned to Britain in 1846. 
  
No doubt the family went with Lt Robert when the 21st Regiment was posted to Scotland and 
stayed with him until he was cashiered in Glasgow in 1850. No record has come to light about 
what the family did after Robert was cashiered. Since Robert had no regular income and that his 
monetary fraudulent activities were widespread it is probable that Louisa and the children had to 
rely on the financial support of one of the relatives. Robert’s parents were both dead as was 
Louisa’s father, so the nearest likely relative was Louisa’s mother, Jeanne Jean, who lived in 
London on an army pension. From his later achievements it can be inferred that Frank was a man 
of intelligence and endeavour, so it may be presumed that once he came to maturity he made his 
own decisions in order to make his own way in the world. 
 
 
2.      Travelling and Garibaldi’s Army 
 
During his lifetime Frank said that he had enlisted to fight with Garibaldi's army in Italy2 and his 
father, Lt Robert Nicholson, had made the same claim, as discussed in Chapter 2. The date of 
these events is uncertain, but the evidence set out in Chapter 2 indicates that it was in or about 
                                                          
1
 For details of the marriage and Frank's parents see Chapter 3. 
2 Guiseppe Garibaldi, 1807-1882, is the subject of numerous books and articles. He was leading his army in and 
about Naples in 1860 so this fits in with the English Expedition being there in 1860. 
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1860, when Frank would have been about 17 years old. One of the newspaper articles on Frank's 
death mentions that he "served with distinction under General Garibaldi in the Neapolitan 
campaign of 1860s."3 A campaign ribbon with red white and green horizontal stripes is said to 
have been retained by Frank from his part in the Italian campaign.4 There is also a handwritten 
letter headed ‘The Camp before Capua, Regimental Orders Octr 20, 1860’ which is understood 
to have been given to Frank whilst serving in Garibaldi’s Army.5 
 
 
 
 
Letter by General Joseph Garibaldi 
Source: Robin Villeneuve Nicholson 
                                                          
3
 Handwritten notice of a funeral notice, in the hand of ‘FC Nicholson” (Fred), and which also states that Frank's 
father was "Sir Robert Nicholson" which is not so and that Frank was born at Kamptee, India (but spelt "Karriptee"), 
which is correct. 
4
 The author was shown the ribbon by the late Derick Nicholson in 1992, which measured about 6 x 3 mm, and 
appeared a genuine campaign ribbon of some sort. Derick obtained it from his father, Fred Nicholson, who 
maintained it came from his father, Frank. At time of writing, 2010, this ribbon is held by Derrick’s son, Derek 
Nicholson, in Sydney. 
5 Original document held by Frank’s granddaughter Robin Villeneuve Nicholson of Gympie, Qld. 
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This letter reads: 
 
‘The Colonel Brigadier begs to express to the Officers and V.C. Officers and Soldiers of 
the British Volunteers the High Sense he has of their able conduct under fire on 19 inst. 
In the two…(illegible)………..in which he has served in Italy, he has never seen a more 
severe fire of musketry or men who have stood under it with greater steadiness than the 
young Soldiers of the Brigade. 
Proud as he was to be appointed to the command of a Brigade of his own countrymen 
he feels he has now a right to exalt in the young soldiers of old England under his 
command not only advancing but retiring in obedience to orders with precision of old 
Campaigners. 
The Colonel had pride in reporting to the General their admirable conduct and 
trusts to receive such an answer from their Noble Chief as shall make every 
……(illegible)…….. proud to serve not only in such a noble cause as the struggle for 
freedom of a great nation But under such a Leader.     
        Joseph Garibaldi 
 
Under the copy of the letter is written: ‘NOTE. This letter written to Dad’s father from Garibaldi. 
J.V.N.’ This ‘Note’ refers to the letter having been written to Frank V Nicholson by Garibaldi, 
but the text of the letter does not indicate to whom the letter was written. However, that a copy of 
the letter was in Frank’s possession is strong evidence that Frank and his father (see Chapter 2 
Section 11) both saw service in Garibaldi’s army with the British Brigade in Italy in 1860. 
 
        
Red Shirt uniform of Garibaldi’s Army        Campaign Ribbon - Frank V. Nicholson 
Source: Internet site                                                      Source: Derek Nicholson 
 
There is a family version of an exciting escapade in which Frank was involved in assisting the 
rescue of a fellow Englishman who had been imprisoned on an island in the Bay at Naples. The 
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only written version, which accords with what the author has been told,6 is that contained in a 
letter from Dr Sandford Jackson, written in 1933, as follows: 
 
“I was sorry to learn of the death of old Mrs. Frank Nicholson. She was a fine woman, 
handsome when I knew her and when I last saw her and her husband a great, big, very 
fine looking man who departed this life after a long illness gallantly borne. His widow 
sent me his black thorn walking stick.7 You have often seen it amongst my collection. 
Some time ago when F.C.N. was on the 'phone about something I asked him if he would 
like to have it and he seemed pleased at the idea: but he has never called for it (at St. H's). 
I shall have to send it to him. Aye! he was a bonny man! was Frank Villeneuve N. I 
always liked the story of his enlisting in Garibaldi's army: and while his regiment was 
stationed in Naples a young friend of his, Stokes by name, for some reason was 
imprisoned in a fortress on an island in the Bay of Naples. (I have seen it several times - 
it is in every picture of the Bay). Stokes had a young brother who came out from 
England, charged with the task of rescuing the prisoner and who enlisted the assistance of 
Frank Nicholson (at that time, by the way, only 17 or 18 years old).8 Young Stokes from 
England, was but a beardless boy and effeminate looking at that. Dressed as a girl, the 
supposed sister of the prisoner, he called upon the Governor of the fortress and so 
exercised his blandishments upon that gentleman that he was permitted to visit his 
brother. In this fashion, then, a ball of string and a key were placed in the possession of 
prisoner Stokes and arrangements agreed upon that a boat should come to the rocks 
beneath his window some evening, whereupon the key on the string was to be let down 
and a rope sent up.  
 
One evening therefore the younger Stokes and Frank N. hired an Italian boatman to row 
them to the fortress, at that time surrounded more or less by a cordon of boats on watch. 
When the boatman got them out on the water, after the manner of his kind in Italy, he 
tried to blackmail them. Initially a noisy argument with him endangered themselves and 
their plan so that their safety seemed only to be secured by pitching him overboard, 
abandoning their quest for a more favourable opportunity, and rowing themselves ashore. 
 
On another evening shortly afterwards they 'pinched' a boat and rowed themselves to the 
fortress. The prisoner let down his key on the end of a string by which they sent up to him 
a rope, upon which, in turn, the prisoner came down hand over hand. But, alas! the rope 
was about 15 feet too short, and the escapee had no alternative but to drop that distance 
on to the rocks. He sprained an ankle, but they got him into the boat and away to shore, 
where a 'diligence' and pair of horses was waiting to convey him away: and in which he 
eventually got out of Italy by its Northern roads. The agreement had been that once the 
prisoner was in the 'diligence' Frank N.'s responsibilities were to cease. He made his way 
back to his barracks, took off his wet clothes and boots, dropped them down a well, 
                                                          
6
 Told to author by the late Fred Nicholson on a number of occasions over the years. 
7 This black thorn walking stick passed to the two North sisters of “Wivenhoe”, then to Leofric North who kindly 
gave it to Michael White (author). It has been mounted and framed with other historical material and is currently on 
the author’s study wall at his home in Brisbane. 
8
 As Frank was born in 1843, this put the date of these events at about 1860 or early 1861 as Frank was back in 
England for the 1861 census taken on 31 March. 
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dirtied another pair of boots and placed them beside his bed and turned in. A search to see 
if any of the soldiers had been "out" passed him by. The young S.'s got safely out of Italy 
and reached England by way of France & c.”9 
 
To this has been added the following by Frederick C. Nicholson: 
 
“TO F. C. N. VERBALLY FROM HIS FATHER ABOUT 1895 
On returning from one of the two trips when they were just about clear of the guards on 
watch they heard what they thought was the noise of one of the guard's boats so they 
began to sing on the pretence of being drunk and rowed for their lives amongst other 
boats in the bay.” 
 
An inquiry to the Italian State Archives has not been able to establish any particular record of 
service by Frank with the Garibaldi army10 but the British archives search did reveal that a 
‘Captain Nicholson’ had served with the British Contingent in the Garibaldi army in 1860, as set 
out in Chapter 2. Frank’s father claimed that he had been with Garibaldi, in his bankruptcy 
proceedings set out in Chapter 2, and it seems likely that one of the two of them was this Captain 
Nicholson. This Captain Nicholson is likely to have been Lt Robert, the father, as in 1860 Frank 
would have been aged only about 17 years. There is no reason not to believe Frank that he also 
served there so it seems that both father and son went to Italy and played some part in the 
Garibaldi campaign.  
 
 
3.    The First Visit to Australia 
 
It is no surprise that an enterprising adventurer like Frank seems to have been, who had no 
assets, contacts or immediate prospects in Britain, would come to Australia to visit the colony 
where his mother and family had spent some six years. No doubt he had heard much about it and 
wished to see it for himself. No record has been found about Frank taking passage from England 
and it is highly likely that he went to Tasmania first but it is definitely established that Frank 
arrived in Queensland in 1868.11 He was then aged about 25 years. According to family folklore 
                                                          
9
 A two-page typed extract of the letter, headed "Extract from a Letter of Dr Jackson", was handed to the author by 
his grandfather, the late FC Nicholson, on 1 May 1972. This is probably the Dr Sandford Jackson, who attended to 
Frank's illness and death - see post. Mr Nicholson stated that Dr Jackson's son used to work on his sheep property, 
"Trafalgar" (near "Cubby"), situated about 15 miles west of Dirranbandi. The letter may be dated by its reference to 
the death of Saranna Nicholson, who died 21 July 1933. It may be presumed that it was written, then, at about the 
end of July or in August 1933 to Dr Jackson's son, who was then working at "Trafalgar" and that the reference to 
"F.C.N." is to the late FC Nicholson. The reference to "St.H's" is likely to be a reference to St. Helen's Hospital, then 
on the South Bank, Brisbane, at or near where the Queensland State Library is now sited. Details of Dr Jackson’s 
life and times are set out in the Australian Dictionary of Biography Online ‘Jackson, Ernest Sandford’,; see also 
Parker N & Pearn J (eds) Ernest Sandford Jackson: The Life and Times of a Pioneer Australian Surgeon, 1987, The 
Australian Medical Association (Qld Branch) and the Department of Child Health, University of Queensland. 
10 The letter dated 6 April 1994 from the Superintendent of the Archivo Centrale dello Stato, Ministero per i Beni 
Culturali e Ambientali, stated (as translated): “In reference to the matter, I wish to advise you, on initial inquiry, we 
did not fund any document that is evidence of Frank Nicholson with Garibaldi. That does not exclude that if deeper 
inquiry was made it may be possible that he may positively have been involved.” 
11
 Marianne Eastgate, working paper on Frank North, for the publication Francis North, published privately by 
Margaret North, Brisbane, 1980s. 
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passed to the author he was smitten with the beautiful Saranna North, then aged about 16 years, 
and wished to marry her. Saranna's father, Joseph North, informed them that they must wait until 
Saranna was 18 years of age. So Frank returned to England to settle his affairs there, leaving in 
the Young Australia sailing from Brisbane for London on 21 October 1869.12  He definitely 
arrived back in Queensland in the Storm King, which sailed from London on 25 November 1870 
and arrived in Brisbane on 2 March 187113 and he and Saranna married on 4 May 187214 the 
details of which are set out in Chapter 5. 
                                                          
12 The Brisbane Courier, 30 October 1869, ‘Shipping Summary. Departures’: ‘Young Australia, Black Hall ship, 
767 tons, Captain D.R. Hall, for London’, with ‘Frank Nicholson’ listed as one of the Cabin passengers. 
13
 Queensland State Library microfilm - MFL 929.3 943/1987, Qld Immigration Records, Vol.2 - record of the 
passenger manifest of the Storm king, which showed Frank as a “Second Cabin” passenger, single, aged 29 years 
and “Geo Holden” as master - copy of record obtained by Mrs K Mobsby from Queensland State Library, Brisbane, 
1994. In sailing as a Second Cabin passenger Frank chose the cheapest berth and fare. 
14 Eastgate, above. 
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CHAPTER 5 
 
 
  Frank and Saranna Nicholson; Villeneuve; Brisbane; 1872-1933 
 
 
 
1. Frank’s Early Years in Australia 1871 
 
2. Marriage to Saranna North 1872; Noogoora Run 
 
3. Villeneuve Run and Land Selections 
 
4.  Life at Villeneuve 
 
5. Floods and Financial Disaster 1893 
 
6. Herston, Brisbane and Frank’s Death 1898 
 
7. Frank’s Baronetcy Claim 
 
8. Saranna’s Widowed Years and Death 1933 
 
 
 
 
1.        Frank’s Early Years in Australia 
 
As set out in Chapter 2, Frank Villeneuve Nicholson (1843-1898) was born at Kamptee, near 
Madras, India on 2 August 1843. His father, Robert Nicholson, was then a Lieutenant in the 21st 
Fusiliers. His mother, Louisa Frances (nee Jean), had married his father in the District of 
Chinsurah, near Calcutta, on 19 December 1839. Those details that are known about young 
Frank and his earlier years are set out in Chapter 4 and they include that he came to Australia, 
including Queensland, in or about 1868 and determined on marriage with the young Saranna 
North. However, her father and, no doubt also her mother, refused permission until she was 
older. Frank returned to England in the Young Australia which sailed from Brisbane for London 
on 21 October 1869.1  No information has come to hand about what he did for this period in 
Great Britain but it is established that he returned to Queensland in the Storm King which had 
sailed from London on 25 November 1870 and arrived in Brisbane on 2 March 1871 aged 28 
years.2  
                                                          
1 The Brisbane Courier, 30 October 1869, ‘Shipping Summary. Departures’: ‘Young Australia, Black Ball ship, 767 
tons, Captain D.R. Hall, for London’, with ‘Frank Nicholson’ listed as one of the Cabin passengers. 
2 Passenger Manifest of ‘Storm King’ pp.85-86. Frank was shown as a single male travelling ‘Second Cabin’ and as 
aged 29 years; p.86. 
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The ‘Storm King’ on which Frank V. Nicholson arrived in 1871 
Source: State Library of South Australia; image no. PRG 1373/19/39 
 
  
 
Passenger list of the ‘Storm King’ showing Frank V. Nicholson in second class cabin 
Source: Queensland State Archives 
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On arrival back in Queensland, Frank set to work near Saranna, then living with her family at 
“Fernie Lawn”. The spelling of the property changed over the years and it later became 
established as “Fairney Lawn”.3 In the period between returning to Queensland in March 1871 
and their marriage in 1872 Frank was active in farming land on his own account. He advertised 
for a bullock team to contract for ploughing on 25 July 1871 and on another occasioned he 
warned that “all cattle and horses found running on [“Noogoora” Station] after 1 January 1872 
will be impounded.” On 11 October 1871 Frank was made a deputy for the purpose of issuing 
voting papers to electors in the district of West Moreton, and his address was then shown as 
“Fernie Lawn.”4 Frank and Saranna married on 4 May 1872 and it is clear that Frank was 
already then living on “Noogoora” Station. Another newspaper report showed that on 26 
December 1872 Frank advertised for a married couple without children, of whom the man had to 
understand farm work.
5
 
 
2.      Marriage to Saranna North 1872: “Noogoora” Run 
  
The details of the North family and Saranna’s years before her marriage are set out in Chapter 6 
and the Line of Descent in Appendix VII. It is sufficient, therefore, merely to recount here that 
Saranna North (1852 - 1933) was born on 29 March 1852 at Wivenhoe, a twin to Francis and one 
of 12 children of Joseph North and Robert Dundas Burnett (1812 - 1889).
6
 “Wivenhoe” and 
“Fernie Lawn” were properties situated about 30 to 40 kilometres to the north-east of Ipswich in 
the Brisbane River valley. Much of what formerly was “Wivenhoe” now lies under the 
Wivenhoe Dam, which is the main water supply for the city of Brisbane.  
 
As mentioned above, Frank and Saranna were married at “Fernie Lawn” on 4 May 1872
7
 with 
Frank then aged 29 years and Saranna 20 years. Their first child, Louisa Frances Nicholson, was 
born in Sydney on 24 November of that year. Why they went to Sydney for Louisa’s birth is 
unexplained as all of the other children were born on the properties where they then lived but 
                                                          
3 This issue of the name and spelling of ‘Fernie Lawn” is also discussed in Chapter 6 about the North family 
holdings. 
4
 Queensland Government Gazette (QGG), research contained in “Notes” by Ms Marianne Eastgate for her 
publication, Francis North , published privately by Ms Margaret North, 1983. The directive reads: “You have been 
appointed a deputy for the purpose of issuing electors’ rights for the votes for the electoral district of West Moreton. 
A book containing 100 rights and a book for signing, ten person to whom issued, copy of electoral roll”; signed 
Clerk of Petty Sessions, M. O’Malley; Notes by Ms M Eastgate, above. Ms Eastgate’s research was made more 
widely than the text of her eventual book, which is why much use has been made here of the ‘Notes’ she made in her 
research. 
5
 Notes by Ms M Eastgate, above. 
6 Robert Dundas Burnett, a female, was given male names at the wish of her dying father, which wish her mother 
honoured. A further family connection is that Francis North (Junior), Saranna’s twin brother, married Geraldyne 
Playne Chubb, daughter of the Hon. Mr Justice Charles Edward Chubb on 11 November 1893 - see Eastgate, above, 
p.83. His Honour was sworn in as a puisne judge of the Supreme Court of Queensland on 2 December 1889 - 
Queensland Digest 1858 to 1817, Queensland Law Journal Pty Ltd, Brisbane. At some stage Judge Chubb had as his 
associate Vaux Liddiard Morisset  a brother of Daisy Morisset through the Morisset family. Daisy married Frederick 
Charles Nicholson, as to whom see Chapter 9 and Chapter 11 Section 11.3. For fuller details about the Chubb 
Family Connection see Chapter 6.3. 
7 Marriage Notice, The Brisbane Courier, 21.5.1872. 
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because the time period from marriage to birth was short of normal gestation period of nine 
months and it was to lessen social criticism about it. It also explains why Frank was advertising 
in December 1872 for a couple to help on the property, so the wife could assist Saranna with 
their new baby. 
 
The searches have not revealed details about the “Noogoora” run or much about their life there. 
Frank was heavily involved in the activities of the area. He was appointed a Justice of the Peace 
on 11 March 1873,8 and sat on the bench at Ipswich as a JP on four occasions in October and 
November 1873.  One hearing by Frank on 17 January 1874 reveals that Frank as the JP in 
Ipswich heard a summons of a servant for failing to do his duty and for breaking his contract of 
service to labour on a farm. The defendant servant gave evidence of excessive heat, his wife 
being required to work long hours as well as concern for their sick children. There is no detailed 
report of whether the defendant was accepted in these aspects but it seems not as the "Bench 
ordered that £5 - with £1.16s costs - be deducted from his wages, and that the defendant return to 
his service forthwith."9   During 1874 Frank sat as a JP at the Police Court at Ipswich on six 
occasions and on the sittings of 8 December he sat jointly with Joseph North, his father-in-law,  
in which they heard charges arising from a riot at the School of Arts on 5 November.
10
  
 
On 17 May 1874 the second of Frank and Saranna’s eventual 10 children, Maude Eliza, was born 
at the North property “Fernie Lawn”.11 During 1875 Frank and Saranna were still at “Noogoora” 
as there is a notice stating from that date Frank would "strictly impound all strange cattle and 
horses and I shall prosecute trespassing or removing cattle or horses without my leave."
12
 In 
1876 there are records of Frank appearing in the Land Court as a litigant concerning land at 
Kilcoy, which must have related to some aspects of the newly acquired “Villeneuve” leases 
because Kilcoy was near them, and also appearing about some matter in the Small Debts Court. 
 
On 22 February 1877 an announcement appeared of the birth of their son, Robert Dundas Pierce 
Nicholson, who was born at “Villeneuve”, Stanley River.13 This information is the first firm date 
of residence being taken up at “Villeneuve”, and this combined with the dealings in the leases for 
land, details of which are set out under, point to Frank and Saranna moving residence from 
“Noogoora” to “Villeneuve” in the latter part of 1876 or in early 1877. 
 
 
 
3.       “Villeneuve” and Land Selections 
                                                          
8
 Queensland Government Gazette (QGG) 1873, p.1062. 
9
 Queensland Times, 17 January 1874. 
10 Notes by M Eastgate, above. 
11
 Ancestry Family Tree Search and Notes by M Eastgate, above. The ten children, in order of birth, were Louisa 
Frances, Maud Eliza, Saranna Jean, Robert Dundas Pierce, FrankVilleneuve, Ruth North, Frederick Charles, Isabelle 
Mabelle, Burnett Swinton and Doris Deborah; see Ancestry Family Tree Search, noted above, and also FV 
Nicholson’s Death Certificate in 1898, noted under. Note that the spelling of “Fernie Lawn” varied from time to 
time and document to document. 
12 Notes by M Eastgate, above. 
13
 Notes by M Eastgate, above. 
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From about 1876 Frank obtained property near Kilcoy, on the upper part of the Stanley River 
and Oakey Creek which ran into it. Further down the Stanley River it joined with the Brisbane 
River at a junction which is about 20 kilometres below “Villeneuve” and about five kilometres 
below the site of where the Somerset Dam was later constructed. The waters of the Somerset 
Dam back up into the area where “Villeneuve” stood on the banks of the Stanley, the extent of 
the intrusion depending on the height of water in the dam. The “Villeneuve” land was near the 
well known very large station of “Durundur”,14 which was mainly where the township of 
Woodford came to be built. Frank bought leases over some of the land that was thrown open to 
closer settlement from the “Kilcoy” and “Durundur” runs. Leases which comprised 
“Humberstone” were originally part of “Durundur” and Frank changed the name of this part of 
his holdings  to “Villeneuve”15 which, as has been discussed in Chapter 3, was from his grand-
mother's family name and his own middle name.16 His initial interest in the various blocks of 
land was a lease from the Crown, but he later converted some of these leases into freehold 
ownership by paying the balance owing. 
 
Because of the interaction of the families and runs in the Upper Brisbane Valley, it is convenient 
to set out a summary of the history of these holdings contained in the book by Sir Raphael 
Cilento and Mr Clem Lack. The quote is long but it is full of relevant material and shows the 
connections between these early families including, of course, the Norths and Nicholsons. 
 
“The Upper Brisbane River Valley 
 The McConnels of Cressbrook were the first settlers on the Upper Brisbane River. David 
Cannon McConnel selected it on 15 July 1841. It was held by D. and J. McConnel until 
1861 when David retained it, John taking over Durundur, which was purchased from the 
Archer brothers about 1848. 
 
 David McConnel, the first settler on the Upper Brisbane River, was closely followed by 
Sir Evan McKenzie and Colin McKenzie at Kilcoy: by Frederick (big) Bigge and Francis 
(little) Bigge (nephews of Bigge the Commissoner who harried Governor Macquarie), at 
Mt. Brisbane; by John and R. Balfour at Colinton; and David Archer at Durundur (all 
before the end of 1841). The Archers were fifth in the area: afterwards their lease went to 
John McConnel as mentioned above. Soon afterwards James Ivory and David Graham 
settled at Eskdale, and Andrew and Gideon Scott at  Mount Esk. 
 
 Fernie Lawn was the nearest station to Ipswich on the Brisbane River, and occupation 
was possible when the embargo on settlement within fifty miles of the Moreton Bay 
Penal Settlement was lifted in 1842. Fernie Lawn was purchased by the North family 
from the Uhr brothers early in 1843. Before the sale one of the Uhr brothers had been 
                                                          
14
 The Archer Brothers had selected "Durundur", but they had sold their interest to John McConnel, who had until 
then been at "Cressbrook". 
15
 Cilento & Lack Triumph in the Tropics (Qld Govt Printer; Smith & Patterson, 1959). The book was written to 
celebrate the centenary of the foundation of Queensland, both Sir Raphael Cilento and Mr Clem Lack then being 
active office bearers in the Royal Historical Society of Queensland. 
16 See Chapter 3 for details of the “Villeneuve” Family connection. 
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killed by the aborigines while working sheep in a yard near the site of the present Lake 
Manchester, where he was buried. 
 
Wivenhoe station is situated about a mile from the old Wivenhoe Inn, a well known 
stopping place, as it was on the road in the Upper Brisbane, Dawson and Burnett districts. 
Wivenhoe was also bought by the North family in 1849, and another property Northbrook 
on the east side of the river was also secured. Joseph North lived at first at Fernie Lawn, 
but afterwards on Wivenhoe. One of his daughters married Frederick Orme Darvall 
(Registrar-General, and later Auditor-General of Queensland).17 The other daughter 
married Frank Villeneuve Nicholson, who afterwards purchased Humberstone (part of 
Durundur) and changed its name to Villeneuve.”18 
 
 
 
Satellite view of “Villeneuve” on the edge of Lake Somerset 
Source: Google Earth 
 
In 1877 Frank erected the Villeneuve sawmill on part of his property on the banks of the Stanley 
River, near where Oakey Creek ran into it.  A small town grew up around the saw mill and he 
later opened a post office, store and school on the site. The oldest account of this seems to have 
been written by P Walsh, as follows: 
“This was part of Durundur resumption open for selection and closer settlement in the 
year 1877. The early pioneers were Enock Horne, John Doyle, John Fogg, J. Wilkinson, 
Tom King and Harry Bunge. 
 
                                                          
17 For details about the Nicholson-Darvall Family connection, see Chapter 6 Section 4 and Chapter 11 Section 7. 
18 Cilento and Lack, above, pp 114-115. 
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These people milked cows once a day and made butter. Mr. Horne made cheese and like 
the people at Hazledean raised pigs and made bacon. They went to Brisbane in spring 
carts and drays, sold their produce and brought back their requirements. This was done 
for about two years. 
 
In 1877 a man named Frank Villeneuve Nicholson purchased a large area of land from 
the Crown. He went in for grazing in a big way. Part of his holding was of Kilcoy 
resumption and part “Durundur” resumption. As there was good milling timber on his 
property and the surrounding district he decided to erect a saw mill. This gave a lift to the 
district and brought more settlement. 
 
The mill was called the “Villeneuve” Saw Mill. Mr. Nicholson built houses for his 
workmen and a little town grew around the mill, including a school. All buildings were 
built by him and on his property. The place became known as “Villeneuve”. The name 
still remains but the “Villeneuve” of today is not quite on the site of the old saw mill 
settlement, though not far away. 
 
Mr. Nicholson opened a store and settlers could and did get much of their requirements 
there. The sawn timber was hauled to Ipswich per bullock team until the year 1888. In 
that year a railway to Caboolture was opened. 
 
The 1890 flood gave the “Villeneuve” Saw Mill a set back, but it picked up again until 
1893. The flood of that year destroyed the timber yard, which was full of stacks of both 
sawn and log timber. This, and the failure of the banks in 1893, put Mr. Nicholson out of 
business. He sold his property and what was left of his saw mill plant and left the district. 
 
In the year 1880 a school was built at Neurum. The mail coach, I am told, started from 
Morayfield, the contractor being Alex McCallum and the coach driver W. Yeates. The 
terminus was Glenfern. Then a horse mail came from Glenfern to Kilcoy Cattle Station, 
and from Kilcoy to Hereford Hills, where Mr. Chas Pointon kept a small Post Office, and 
from Hereford Hills to Barambah. There being no Kilcoy Town in those days. Mr. 
Nicholson kept a Post Office at “Villeneuve”
19
 and for many years the Neurum settlers 
had to go to “Villeneuve” for their mail. After the flood of 1893 the “Villeneuve” Post 
Office was kept by Robert McLaughlan.”
20
 
                                                          
19 The history of the Villeneuve Post Office is as follows: “VILLENEUVE” 4 1/2 miles from Kilcoy b.102'. Frank 
Villeneuve Nicholson bought some of the land resumed from Durundur and Kilcoy Runs and built a store and saw 
mill. The receiving office opened 1886 and was elevated to a post office March 3, 1888. It was reduced to a 
receiving office November 16, 1892, elevated to a post office January 1, 1914 and closed November 29, 1968.  
R.O.K. 1886 F.V. Nicholson. P.M. 1888 Mch.3 F.V. Nicholson 1888 Apr.8 G.Corfield..."; Frew, J Queensland Post 
Offices 1842-1980 and Receiving Offices 1869-1927, Brisbane 1981, from research by M Eastgate. 
20 Caboolture Country, published by the Caboolture Historical Society, 1973, pp.25-26.The writer is described as "P. 
Walsh of Harlin." Internal evidence in the writing indicates that the writer had personal knowledge of most of these 
events. See also similar information in The Brisbane Courier, 25.10.1887. 
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“Villeneuve” homestead 
Source: M. Eastgate 
 
 
                                      “Villeneuve” sawmill and workers’ huts 
Source: M. Eastgate 
 
 
Source: “From Spear & Musket 1879-1979” Caboolture Shire Council 1979 
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“Villeneuve” school circa 1890 with probably some of Frank and Saranna’s children 
Source: Unknown 
 
But the details of how this all happened turned on the land holdings which Frank held at the time 
and how he and Saranna conducted their businesses of grazing and sawmilling, so a discussion of 
those land holdings is called for. The general description of the acquisition of runs in the Upper 
Brisbane River valley, including those by Frank Nicholson, has already been mentioned but the 
detail is important too.  
 
The description of the various blocks of land in which Frank had an interest had to be traced 
through the lands records, and the records themselves are somewhat technical, so it is best 
approached by taking each block of land in turn. These searches were carried out at the author’s 
request and are not exhaustive but sufficient detail emerges from them to give the overall picture. 
The date from which Frank’s interest in the lease ran is given in brackets and the author is 
indebted to the insightful comments by the skilled staff of the Queensland State Archives. FVN 
in each case refers to Frank Villeneuve Nicholson. 
 
Selection 2886 Ipswich, Portion 1, Parish of Byron (from 7.8.1877) 
According to the lands records this block was first dealt with by a lease for 10 years from the 
crown to Henry H Adcock, from 1 July 1873. This block was surveyed, by Mr I G Hamilton, on 
17 September 1875, as Agricultural lease No 1, Parish of Byron, Country of Stanley, District of 
West Moreton. However Mr Adcock was declared insolvent and the interest passed to his official 
receiver in insolvency, Mr W H Miskin, on 16 July 1877.  Miskin transferred his interest to FVN 
from 7 August 1877. FVN had to pay the balance of the rent owing for the 10 year lease period, 
which was £46.14.7. The land was comprised of 507 acres of second class pastoral land, the 
classification being that of the Crown's surveyor which determined the amount payable for the 
lease. On the north it adjoined Oakey Creek, on the west the Mt Brisbane lease and on the east 
the land was vacant. (See the attached diagram prepared by the surveyor, and the copy of the 
transfer of the lease from Miskin to FVN.)21 The form declaring that the lease conditions had 
been complied with, dated 4 October 1878, signed by Robert and Septimus North, showing that 
                                                          
21 Queensland State Archives LAN AG/426 Ipswich Selection 2886. 
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improvements were "1/4 miles 2 rail fence - £22.0.0; 108 chains 4 wire fence (£72) - £97.4.0; 
Hut £6, flood crossing in creek £3". FVN made application to purchase the land and tendered the 
£46.14.7 balance of rent and fees. (The rent was 5 shillings per acre per year.) A deed of grant to 
FVN was passed on 1 September 1879. 
 
Selection 2887, Portion 2, Parish of Byron, County of Stanley, District of West Moreton (from 
7.8.1877) 
Like Selection 2886 this selection was originally taken by Mr Herbert Henry Adcock, for a lease 
before survey for 10 years from 1873.The application was for 325 acres to the south of Oakey 
Creek but it was subsequently amended in some details from the original application for 325 
acres as Mr Adcock wrote that this land was worthless to him. The surveyed lease, by Mr I G 
Hamilton on 17 September 1875, was described as Portion 2, Parish of Byron, and was for 134 
acres, which was to the north of Oakey Creek. The application for amendment of the land 
selected was allowed. The land then leased was bounded on the south by Oakey Creek and on the 
north and west by Portion 72A, Parish of Kilcoy, leased by J Markwell. As with selection 2886, 
the interest passed from Adcock to Miskin, in his capacity as official receiver in insolvency, and 
then to FVN from 7 August 1877. A portion  of some 3 acres 2 roods, for a road which ran 
through part of Portion 2 became resubdivision 1 of Portion 2, and was resumed by the 
government for the alteration of the direction of the public road in the area. In exchange for this 
resumption the government granted different land, in the amount of 2 acres 2 roods 15 1/2 
perches in or about 1881. At the time the Bank of New South Wales was the mortgagee of the 
land, so its permission was required. By the time of the exchange of land for the road FVN held 
the land in freehold, and not leasehold.22 
 
Declarations that Miskin had fulfilled all of the requirements of the lease, in a document dated 4 
October 1878, were made by Robert and Septimus North. Frank declared his residence as being 
“Villeneuve” of Caboolture in these documents so this is further confirmation  that by this time 
he had already taken up residence there. 
 
Selection 4223 Ipswich (from 1.7.1876) 
Selection 4223 was comprised of 1,392 acres, of which 100 acres was adjudged first class 
pastoral land and 1,292 acres was adjudged second class pastoral land. The lease was granted to 
FVN for 10 years from 1 July 1876. It, like FVN's other leases, was declared as stocked with 
cattle owned by him, but in this case he had what the documents describe as a "bailiff" living on 
the run. This was Mr B Ambrose, who resided on the run for about four years from 1880, and 
gave his occupation as "caretaker". After survey it became Portion 7, Parish of Bryson, County 
of Stanley. In 1885 a Deed of Grant of the land was passed for the Bank of New South Wales.23 
This may have indicated sale of the lease to the bank or that FVN had mortgaged the land as 
security for a loan by the Bank. In the system of land holding, before the Torrens Title system of 
registration of land was introduced into Queensland in the Real Property Acts of 1861 and 1877, 
the ownership of the land was transferred to a mortgagee when the owner mortgaged the land. 
Queensland land was only gradually brought under the new Acts over time. 
 
                                                          
22
 Quensland State Archives LAN AG/426 Selection 2887. 
23 Quensland State Archives LAN/AG 447 Selection 4223. 
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Selection 4224, Portion 8, County of Byron 9from 12.7.1876) 
On 12 July 1876 FVN made application to lease 400 acres of this land before survey tendering 
the sum of £19.10.0 for the first year of the rent. It was assessed, for the purposes of rental at 80 
acres of first class pastoral land (at 1 shilling per acre, making £4.0.0) and 320 acres of second 
class pastoral land (at 6 pence per acre, making £8.0.0, and there was a £7.0.0 survey fee). The 
block ran to the north of Oakey Creek and, after survey became Portion 8, Parish of Byron, 
County of Stanley. Details of fulfillment of condition of selection document dated 5 September 
1884 showed that 40 acres had been ring barked of trees, 12 chains of 4 wire fence had been 
erected and there had been sufficient proof of residence by continuous residence of the selector's 
bailiff on the coterminious Selection 4223 from 1877 to the date of the document. On 20 April 
1883 FVN assigned his interest in the lease to the Bank of New South Wales, which document 
was witnessed by Robert North JP. On 25 October 1884 FVN applied to transfer his interest in 
Selection 4224 to the Bank of New South Wales. (On the form is noted that he also applied to 
transfer his interest in Selections 746 and 858 in the District of Gympie, of which the former was 
comprised of 237 acres and the latter 595 acres, as well as Selection 4223, the details of which 
are set out above). FVN made an initial application for right of purchase of the land under the 
Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1868,24 offering the balance of the rent for the 10 years and 
some fees, making £17.15.0, but this was not proceeded with. It seems that the Bank of New 
South Wales was given the grant of the land by a deed passed on 30 March 1885, and the 
inference is that this was by agreement between FVN and the bank in exchange for a loan to 
Frank. Under the real property law as it then stood, probably the land was actually bought by 
FVN but mortgaged to the bank as security for a loan so the mortgagee was shown on the deed 
as the owner until the mortgagor could pay out the loan.25 
 
Selection 4459, Parish of Byron, County of Stanley (from 1.1.1877) 
This selection was leased by FVN for 10 years from 1 January 1877, comprised of 103 acres, 
initially all of which was rated second class pastoral land but 40 acres of which was later rated as 
agricultural land, which, after survey became Portion 11, Parish of Byron, County of Stanley. 
The block ran north from Little Oakey Creek and had a public road running through it. The rental 
for the lease was £3.0.0 per year for the 40 acres and £1.11.6 per year for the 63 acres. The 
details of proof of fulfilment of lease conditions, dated 16 May 1882, showed that the selector's 
bailiffs had occupied the land, with Andrew McMasters from 1878 to 1880 and George Gentry 
from 1880 to the date of the form. The improvements then were "one slab and shingle building, 
30 x 15 ft containing two loose boxes & bailiffs room" (valued at £40.0.0). The land was then 
used for pasture "stocked with cattle owned by the selector". George Gentry was described as 
"bushman".  FVN made application to purchase the land, tendered the £19.7.9 balance of rent 
and fees, and the deed of grant of the land was passed on 7 December 1882.26 
 
 
 
Selection  172, Parish of Byron (from 22.2.1885; forfeited in 1891) 
                                                          
24
 Section 46. 
25
 Queensland State Archives LAN AG/447 Selection 4224. Under the current Torrens system of land ownership, 
Frank would be shown as the owner and the bank would be shown as the mortgagee. 
26
 Queensland State Archives LAN AG/452 Ipswich Selection 4559. 
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Selection 172, Parish of Byron, was comprised of 1,250 acres between Little Oakey Creek to the 
north and Oakey Creek to the south. FVN applied on 22 February 1885 but forfeited the lease in 
1891 by failing to pay the rent and at that time the residence was not occupied. (It was a common 
practice if the land was uneconomical not to pay the annual rent and to allow the lease to be 
forfeited. Another selector was then free to take it up if he or she wished). This land features in a 
plan as "land for selection", and is noted that FVN obtained the interest in 1885 and forfeited it 
in 1891. 
 
Selection 4273 (from 11.3.1881)  
This lease was taken up by William Duncan, comprising 100 acres, of which 20 was first class 
agricultural land and 80 acres was second class agricultural land. It was an irregular shape and 
had the Stanley River on its northern boundary, and probably was surveyed as Portion 10. The 
proof of fulfilment of lease conditions was signed by FVN and Septimus North, and witnessed 
by J North JP on 26 December 1879. On 11 March 1881 FVN took over the interest under the 
lease and a deed of grant of the land was made to him on 28 March 1881.27 
 
Portion 65, Parish of Kilcoy, County of Canning (from 1.9.1876) 
The only information to hand about this block of land is a copy of the application by FVN for 
conditional purchase, under section 25 of The Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1876, declared at 
Kilcoy and dated 8 September 1877. The form declares that FVN has resided continuously on the 
land from 1 September 1876.28 
 
Portion 72A, Parish of Kilcoy 
This large block of land is shown in the documents as belonging to J Markwell, who must have 
been the original lessee. A survey map of the land, with a Department of Public Lands stamp and 
the date 9 May 1894, shows Portion 72A, of 2,460 acres, as belonging to FV Nicholson. By then, 
of course, Frank had suffered a disastrous loss from flooding and had moved to Brisbane; see 
under. 
 
Portion 11, Parish of Kilcoy 
The Department of Public Lands map shows Portion 11, of 100 acres, as belonging to FV 
Nicholson. 
 
Portion 2, Parish of Kilcoy 
The Department of Public Lands map shows Portion 2, of some 134 acres, as belonging to FV 
Nicholson. 
 
In summary of the land holdings that comprised the “Villeneuve” run it seems they lay to the 
north of the southern arm of Oakey Creek, with some lying in the area between Oakey Creek to 
the south and its northern arm. Mount Archer was immediately to the east and the run ended at 
about the Stanley River in the west, where the saw mill and homestead were sited. The site of the 
                                                          
27 Hand written notes of searches at QSA, by person unknown. 
28
 Form G. "Form of Declaration to accompany Applications for Conditional Purchases made in pursuance of 
Section 25 of "The Crown Lands Alienation Act of 1876". Presumably the form is from the Queensland State 
Archives. 
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present town of Kilcoy is about five kilometers to the north-west of the saw mill. In all, the 
records show that the “Villeneuve” area of about 4,500 acres was held under the various leases, 
with some of it being excellent agricultural land and some of it being on the hillsides and not 
capable of carrying much stock but growing good timber for the mill. 
 
4.       Life at “Villeneuve” 
 
The years from marriage in 1872 until the disastrous flood of 1893 were busy years for Frank 
and Saranna.  As well as their growing business activities they were steadily building their 
family with 10 children being born over those 21 years. The records show that Frank, and hence 
also Saranna, were active in the community in many ways. Frank was a member of the 
Caboolture Divisional Board and Shire Council 1888-189029 and was appointed one of three 
trustees for the Aboriginal Reserve, Binambi, Durundur, from 21 March 1878.30 A newspaper 
report published on 8 August 1885 gives some account of Frank’s business activities at that 
stage, about nine years after they moved to “Villeneuve”: 
 
“The Neurum correspondent of the Queenslander writes as follows ... date July 27: Mr 
F.V. Nicholson, of “Villeneuve”, intends utilising the magnificent timber on his property 
and neighbourhood. Mr. Nicholson holds a considerable area of land in the parish of 
Byron, on the Stanley River, and has, for some years past, gone in for improving his 
breed of cattle. The almost inexhaustible supply of pine in the area belonging to the 
“Villeneuve” property has led him, now, however, to erect a saw mill at “Villeneuve” 
which has just got into working order. The mill is one of the Watarons Company's 
Canadian mills of 25 horsepower direct action working from a single shaft fitted with 
travelling bench etc It is also fitted with an English bench for cutting weather boards, 
studding etc. which prevents much time from being wasted. Mr. Nicholson has also one 
of G.B. Roger's iron-framed planes which will plane, tongue and groove boards up to 24 
inches wide and a band saw for cutting felloes, etc. The mill is under a shed 50 feet  x 90 
feet. The logs are carried in to the mill on a tramway some 100 yards in length. Another 
tramway carries the sawn timber from the saw to the yard, where it is put into racks. 
Almost 60 yards from the mill, on the south side, a blacksmith and carpenter's shop has 
been built, 50 feet x 12 feet. In fact, every convenience for carrying on a large trade is to 
be found at “Villeneuve”. The mill will cut up to 40,000 feet of pine per week and Mr. 
Nicholson now has the advantage of having an almost inexhaustible supply on his own 
property, and when the Government determines on the extension of the Mount Esk 
railway the “Villeneuve” mill will be able to compete successfully with the Brisbane 
[sic]. In the meantime Mr. Nicholson will supply the large local demand, and also 
probably send timber to Brisbane, via Caboolture, or will be prepared to deliver it 
anywhere in the Caboolture district. With teamsters, mill hands, etc. about 20 men are 
employed at “Villeneuve”. It will be seen from the advertising circulars that Mr. Patrick 
                                                          
29 M Eastgate, above. 
30 Queensland Government Gazette, 1878, Vol XXII, page 13. Mrs Kaye Mobsby’s research of the Queensland 
Government Gazettes has revealed a total of eight different Queensland government appointments between 1873 
and 1897. 
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Clifford of Mt. Esk appointed local agent for the sale of timber sent from the 
“Villeneuve” saw mill.” (Several words are unclear)31  
 
Another newspaper report of about the same time gives a different emphasis and, although a little 
repetitive, it is worth repeating in full: 
“Neurum; [from our own Correspondent]. 
Some of the best land in the Caboolture district is to be found on the Neurum Creek and 
in the neighbourhood of Durundur and Kilcoy, but, owing to the distance from market, 
the selectors devote their energies to dairying and grazing instead of growing produce for 
sale, and a large quantity of butter is taken to Brisbane weekly from this part of the 
Caboolture Division. Mr F. V. Nicholson, of “Villeneuve”, has, I am glad to see, gone out 
of this groove, and intends utilizing the magnificent timber on his property and 
neighbourhood. Mr. Nicholson holds a considerable area of land in the parish of Byron, 
on the Stanley River, and has for some years past gone in for improving his breed of 
cattle. The almost inexhaustible supply of pine in the scrub belonging to the “Villeneuve” 
property has led him now, however, to erect a saw-mill at “Villeneuve”, which has just 
got into working order…[repetitive parts omitted].”32 
 
In the Brisbane Jubilee show in 1887 Frank won second prize with a pair of carriage horses and 
also other prizes
33
 and twice in that year he advertised wanting to hire teamsters for hauling sawn 
timber, preferably with families, and stating there was a good school, comfortable cottages and 
plenty of grass. In 1887 Frank was canvassed as a member for Parliament for the district. One 
letter to the editor stated that Frank farmed on a large scale on the Brisbane River (sic) "where he 
was often to be seen driving his own bullocks or ploughing his own land", and that "Mr. 
Nicholson's objections to becoming a candidate on former occasions was that he had not 
sufficient time to spare to devote to Parliamentary duties."34 An article of 1 December 1887 
stated that Frank would not be a candidate for Stanley after all as "rather than run the risk of 
splitting the vote in that district Mr Nicholson has decided to withdraw from the contest."35 In 
1888 Frank was vice-president of the Upper Brisbane River Racing Club, Esk. In September 
1888 the combined usage of the Anglican church and “Villeneuve” school that Frank had caused 
to be erected at “Villeneuve” was dedicated and he and Saranna had an open day over that 
weekend entertaining some 50 school children.36  
 
In June 1889 Frank was one of the delegation from the district that called on the Minister for 
Railways and advanced a request for a railway to be built. It was suggested it run from the 
existing North Coast Railway inland from Burpengary to Upper Caboolture, thence to Woodford 
and then along the valley to Kilcoy.37 In 1889 he had reported a deed of bravery during recent 
floods when Tom Ryan of Esk saved Mrs T Webster from drowning and subsequently a bronze 
                                                          
31 The Brisbane Courier, 8.8.1885. 
32 The Brisbane Courier 29.7.1885. 
33
 Notes by M Eastgate, above, of National Agricultural and Industrial Association of Queensland, 20 August 1887. 
34
 The Brisbane Courier, 16.11.1887. 
35
 The Brisbane Courier, 1.12.1887; The Brisbane Courier, 23.12.1887. 
36 The Brisbane Courier, 6.9.1888. 
37 The Brisbane Courier, 27.6.1889. 
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medal was sent to Frank by the Royal Humane Society for presentation to Tom Ryan which was 
presented in 1890 by Captain Vernon as Frank was then away.
38 In 1890 Frank was appointed a 
Commissioner for Affidavits.39 
 
Saranna’s life for these years would have been very hard. Her husband was often away droving 
stock which he had bought and required to be brought back to the property, or which he had sold 
and required delivery. During these periods Saranna was left alone at the homestead with the 
“black gins” as they were called. It seems that Saranna and the Aboriginal women had a close 
relationship which was one of interdependence for their livelihood and for their individual well 
being. During sickness and in childbirth at “Villeneuve” these women were the only attendants 
for Saranna. She for her part attended to them when they were in childbirth or affected by 
accident or ill health. In her later years Saranna spoke of them in most affectionate terms and of 
the trusting relationship which existed between them.
40
 Child bearing, birth and rearing must 
have been a dominant factor for Saranna as she bore ten children over those years, who were: 
Louisa (24.11.1872), Maud (17.5.1874), Jean (19.6.1875), Robert (17.2.1877), Frank 
(15.10.1878), Ruth (24.1.1881), Frederick (19.4.1885), Mabelle (17.5.1887), Burnett (3.10.1889) 
and Doris (21.3.1893).41 Details of the careers and lives of these children are set out in Chapter 
7. When Frank built the church and school at “Villeneuve” in 1888 he and Saranna had a 
personal interest in its establishment as they then had eight children with the prospect of more to 
come.42  
 
                             
                  Frank Villeneuve Nicholson and  Saranna Nicholson (nee North) 
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
                                                          
38
 The Brisbane Courier, 21.12.1889; The Brisbane Courier, 6.1.1890. 
39 Queensland Government Gazette, 1890, Vol LI, page 464. 
40
 Recollections of Mrs DM White in interview with author  (her son) on 1 April 1994. 
41 Ancestry Family Tree search by Marian Eastgate, accessed 25.8.2001. 
42 The children must have had some sporting ability as in the athletic sports day held at “Villeneuve” on 31 
December 1889 Ruth Nicholson won the under 14 years girls footrace and Robert Nicholson the boys race; The 
Brisbane Courier, 6.1.1890. 
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The dangers of lawlessness and violence which were part of a settler’s wife left alone while her 
husband was away is illustrated by one story which Saranna later told to her children and 
grandchildren. Whilst at “Villeneuve”, while Frank was away with stock, she was surprised one 
evening by the arrival of a man who appeared out of the darkness and asked to camp in one of 
the homestead sheds for the night. Saranna gave the permission, but reluctantly as she was aware 
of rumours of a bushranger in the area who had committed violent depredations. The man eyed 
off and then remarked that the shotgun, which was on the kitchen table near Saranna, was 
unnecessary and that surely “the lady would not use it on a human being”, to which Saranna 
responded that she “could and would use it if an episode warranted its use, with less impunity 
than on a wild dog”. No further intimidations were made by the man and he retired for the night. 
Saranna gathered all of her children and her aboriginal women into the kitchen and sat up all 
night with the gun at the ready, but in the morning the man was gone without further incident. 
Later in the morning the district sergeant of police arrived, accompanied by a skilled black 
tracker. They were following the tracks of a bushranger and confirmed, from the description 
given by Saranna, that the man was certainly the bushranger they were seeking.
43
 
 
Life for Frank was also hard and it was certainly dangerous from time to time. Not only was 
there the usual danger in working stock, often in rough country, but there was often the danger of 
attack from those aborigines who were hostile to the settlers. When away droving stock Frank 
would take his own band of “black boys,” as they were called, with whom he forged close bonds. 
To them he owed his life on more than one occasion when they warned him of impending attack 
from hostile aborigines. Saranna often told her children and grandchildren that Frank had 
mentioned that, on being warned of the danger of attack, he and his boys would make up dummy 
swags and leave them by the fire while they actually moved well away and slept elsewhere. They 
had often found spear holes in their swags from such attacks. These attacks usually took place in 
the grey light of dawn when it was still difficult for the attackers to see that the swags did not 
contain actual bodies.
44
 
 
The area around “Villeneuve” was and is an historic one with many records of nearby areas still 
existing and much of the land accessible although some of the land downriver from “Villeneuve” 
was inundated with the construction of the Somerset Dam, completed in 1959.45 The dam wall 
was erected about 25 kilometres down the Stanley River for a water supply for the growing 
Brisbane city population. When the level is low some of the fertile river flats can be seen where 
the house and sawmill stood at “Villeneuve.” In 2004 the author counted five of the original 
stumps that carried the chute for the logs from the edge of the river up to the mill.46 Nothing 
much else now remains. The area was and is, of course, an important Aboriginal one as it was a 
fertile area and there was a significant aboriginal population living there. The Reverend Dr John 
Steele, in his book Aboriginal Pathways in South East Queensland and the Richmond River 
                                                          
43
 Arthur Havard, above, and Mrs DM White, above, to both of whom Saranna told the story. 
44
 Recollections of Mrs DM White of 1 April 1994, from stories told to her by her grandmother, Saranna Nicholson. 
45 The Somerset Dam construction on the Stanley River commenced in 1935 but  the work was interrupted by World 
War II (1939-1945) and in the end it was not completed until 1959. The dam is about 10 kilometres upriver from 
where the Brisbane River joins the Stanley River. Water from Somerset Dam is released into Wivenhoe Dam which 
has flooded much of the former Brisbane River in that region. 
46 The author  is indebted to his friend Mrs Sue Thompson for this information as she and her husband Ian lived on 
their property on the hillside above the former sawmill and organised for this investigation into the sawmill remains. 
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records that: "The most important social centre in Dungidau territory was at “Villeneuve” on the 
Stanley River just north of Mount Archer."
47 At Oakey Creek two bora rings have survived and 
that the name of "Buruja" was that given by the aboriginal people to the name of Mount Archer 
and the swamp at “Villeneuve.”
48
  
 
5.        Floods and Financial Disaster 1893 
 
In the years at “Villeneuve” up to 1890 Frank and Saranna had created a successful enterprise 
and were raising a large and healthy family. They had made a major investment in the saw mill 
and cattle holdings and were employing a large work force. As has been mentioned, the saw mill 
and homestead were situated on the flat near the banks of the Stanley River and Oakey Creek ran 
through much of the property. In 1890 there was a serious flood in that area which caused a lot of 
damage to the saw mill and the general infrastructure of the whole “Villeneuve” business 
enterprises. Frank repaired this damage, no doubt borrowing significant sums of money from a 
bank to do so, and gradually got the businesses up and running again. Then in 1893 there was a 
tremendous flood in the Stanley and Brisbane River catchments of a severity which only occurs 
about every 100 years. In fact, the next flood similar severity did not occur until 1974. This 1893 
flood swept away the “Villeneuve” house, sawmill and the major buildings and most of the stock 
and fences. Frank has left no record of the damage done by the flood, but there is a record of how 
it affected Saranna’s former home at “Bellevue”, which was about 50 kilometers down the river, 
by its then owner, George Condamine Taylor. 
 
“For height and destruction it surpasses anything which has taken place during our time. 
We had continuous rain for seven days, previous to which heavy rains had fallen, and the 
river was flooded. The destitution is beyond description. My house and premises are a 
complete wreck. The walls of the house, being of mud, directly the water soaked in they 
sank and fell in, the wonder to me is that the water did not sweep the lot away. Furniture, 
clothing - everything is either washed away or much damaged. Anything glued together 
has fallen to pieces. I shifted all the people up on to the hill, having put up a temporary 
humpty which answered the purpose. The water averaged 2 ft to 5 ft over all the 
buildings, with a very strong current. I had recently erected a windmill, costs £160, which 
is now wrecked, the fans acting for some time as a water-mill until the force of the water 
smashed them. The location of the mill was thought to be high ground. It was a fearful 
sight to watch the torrent and its victims. Cattle went down in hundreds, also large 
quantities of pumpkins and farm produce. Horses were numerous, dead and alive. I don’t 
know what horses and cattle I have lost, as I can’t get out. 
 
One place close to here, Hay’s Scrub, is one mass of dead cattle, horses, pigs, fowls, 
sheep, etc., and there you can count in one heap 35 head of cattle, 12 horses, etc., the 
same as if they had been stacked. Some of these poor unfortunate beasts were actually 
alive up to their necks in the debris, and there they lingered.”
49
 
 
                                                          
47
 Published University of Queensland Press, 1983, p.255. 
48
 Steele, above, pp. 257, 267 
49 Bellevue Homestead, above, p.21. 
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It was a tremendous blow that this 1893 flood absolutely devastated “Villeneuve” and that the 
buildings and other infrastructure were swept away and much stock drowned. Completely 
immersed in debt from the rebuilding and restocking from the 1890 flood and with the whole 
Australian economy in trouble due to the bank crash in 1893, Frank was forced to sell what 
remained of his interest in “Villeneuve” and retired, financially broken, to Brisbane.
50
 On 31 
October 1894 Frank found work in an appointment as Government Agent for Pacific Island 
Trade at a salary of £300 per annum.
51
 
 
6.       "Herston", Brisbane and Frank's Death 1898 
 
After their financial collapse at “Villeneuve”, Frank and Saranna went to live at "Herston", 
Herston Road, Herston, a suburb several miles to the north of the city centre of Brisbane. The 
area is now dominated by the Royal Brisbane Hospital, on the eastern end of the road, the 
Victoria Park golf course in the centre, and the Kelvin Grove campus of the Queensland 
University of Technology, on the western end. Eastgate wrote that the house “Herston” had been 
built by architect James Garrick52 and records and the photographs show that it was made of 
stone with cedar timber inside. Herston is an artificial name compounded partly from the 
surname of Robert George Wyndham Herbert (1831-1905), who came to Queensland as Colonial 
Secretary to the first Queensland governor, Sir George Bowen, in 1859 and stayed for some 
years both as politician and Colonial Secretary over 1859-1866. The other part of the name is 
from John Bramston (1832-1921), a politician and public servant. The two men built and shared 
the house from 1860 to which they gave the name ‘Herston House’.53   
 
 
‘Herston’, circa 1900 with some of the Nicholson family on verandah 
Source: Derek Nicholson 
                                                          
50
 F C Nicholson, oral recitation to author. 
51
 Queensland Government Gazette, 1894, Vol. LXII, page 950. 
52
 M Eastgate, above. 
53 Brisbane Suburbs and Localities  and information from the Queensland Place Names Board. The home was 
demolished in 1930 
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Probably the reason for selecting a house in that part of Brisbane was Saranna’s wish to be near 
her sister, Deborah Darvall,
54
 who lived nearby with her husband Frederick Orme Darvall.
55
 As 
has been mentioned, Frank became a government agent for Pacific Trade in 1894 and had 
already been appointed inspector for sheep for Wide Bay and Burnett Regions in 1893.
56
 There 
were also other government appointments: chief inspector of stock for Biggenden, Bundaberg, 
Childers, Gin Gin, Maryborough, Tenningering, Tiara and Gympie at an annual salary of 150 
pounds in 1896; inspector of brands in 189757 and a registrar of brands for Wide Bay, Burnett 
and Maryborough in the same year.58 There is some evidence that in 1898 Frank was sitting as a 
magistrate59 which was consistent with his having been a magistrate in Ipswich many years 
before. These appointments must have been his only income to keep the family during these 
disastrous years as he coped with his financial crash from the “Villeneuve” floods. 
 
Life for the family at Herston must have been a busy and crowded one for them for the five years 
in that house, as there were so many of them. There must also have endured severe financial 
stringency as Frank had had a financial collapse and the income from government appointments 
could not have been generous. On the other hand the large number in the North family must have 
given them much support and comfort. Fred Nicholson, then something less than 13 years of age, 
remembered that his elder sisters were often invited to Government House to balls and parties 
and that he and his father, of whom he was very fond, would go there in the horse and trap at 
midnight to collect them.
60 He also remembered his father saying that he would prefer not to 
have a drink at all if he could not afford to go into the private bar of an hotel, rather than the 
rougher public bar.
61
 
 
Frank died on 22 December 1898, of "sarcoma of glands of groin", at the age of 55 years, after 
an illness lasting one year.
62 His attending medical practitioner was Dr Sandford Jackson, and at 
                                                          
54 M Eastgate, above; Kaye Mobsby, above. 
55
 As mentioned above, some time Register-General and later Auditor-General of Queensland. This family 
connection is why "Chum" (Cholmondeley)  Darvall and Frederick Nicholson were first cousins. They had a close 
friendship when Fred was a solicitor at Beaudesert and Chum was a solicitor at nearby Boonah, as to which see 
Chapters 4 and 11 about the Darvall Family and Chapter 8 about Fred Nicholson. 
56
 M Eastgate, above. 
57 Queensland Government Gazette, 1897, Vol.LXVII, page 1016. 
58 The salary for this post was 50 pounds per year; Kaye Mobsby, above.  
59 Research by Kaye Mobsby; “On 7th Feb. 1898 a Magisterial Inquiry into the death of Mary Ann Mitchell was held 
before Frank V. Nicholson at the Metropolitan Police Court, Brisbane. Mary Mitchell was my mother’s grandmother 
who was found drowned in the Brisbane River on 29th January 1898. It’s a coincidence that their grandchildren later 
married.”; email to author from Kaye Mobsby dated 25.2.1999. 
60 Conversations FC Nicholson and author over the years. 
61 The inference from the tone of the conversation between FC Nicholson and the author was that there was not 
money available to pay for a drink anyway during those years. 
62 Death Certificate No A44205, Queensland Registrar-General, extracted on 26 February 1980; Death Notices The 
Brisbane Courier 2312.1898. There is material which suggested that Frank died of the poison from a spear wound to 
the thigh, see Mitke, above, and oral account of Mrs D M White to author on 1 April 1994. Also, Mr Arthur Havard 
stated that his mother, Maude, told him that Frank was involved in “blackbirding” at some stage, letter dated 26 
February 1994, so all of this evidence may lead to the inference of a spear wound and a death from it. However there 
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the time of death the family was still at “Herston.”  Frank's occupation was stated as Inspector of 
Stocks and Brands.
63
  
 
Frank had prepared for his death in a calm manner. Eastgate writes of this preparation: 
 
“On his deathbed he was visited by his wife's first cousin once removed Jessy Grant who 
described the scene thus: 'He was a very handsome man with black hair and beard. He 
was very calm and planned his own funeral. He wanted four of his daughters to be 
pallbearers and only red roses to be used at the funeral.'"
64
 
 
Frank was buried at the Toowong Cemetery, Brisbane, with the service being conducted by the 
Rev A E David, of the Church of England.
65
 
 
With 10 dependent children the situation for Saranna and the family was dire with their eldest 
child, Louisa, aged 26 years and their youngest child, Doris, aged 5 years. No doubt Louisa and 
the older children went to work where they could find it to help. Fred was then aged 13 years and 
the death of his beloved father, and the shock of the poverty in which the family found itself, left 
a deep impression on his mind which made him determined to "make every post a winner" for 
his own life.
66
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
is no supporting evidence for this from the Death Certificate, above, signed by Sr Sandford Jackson or from 
anywhere else. In the Death Certificate, Dr Sandford Jackson’s name is wrongly spelled as ‘Esandford’. 
63 Death Certificate, above. 
64
 M Eastgate, above, citing Jessy Mitke, History of our Race, private publication 1969, p.143." Jessy Mitke wrote 
of the cause of Frank’s death as due to a poisoned spear wound, as follows: “Mr Nicholson died of a wound in the 
groin caused by a poisoned spear recruiting labor in the Solomon Island for the [word obscured - a person’s name] 
of Northern Queensland”, at p142. There is no other suggestion that this was the cause of death and no record of 
Frank going to the Solomon Islands. 
65
 Death Certificate, above. The certificate shows John Hislop as certifying the funeral, indicating that he was 
probably the funeral director.  Saranna's death certificate was certified by A.A. Hislop, some 35 years later - see 
Saranna's Death Certificate, post, indicating that the present funeral directors of Hislops were then active. 
66
 Conversations between FC Nicholson and the author many times over many years. Fred particularly remembers 
he and others in the family having started a milk run when he was aged about 16 years and that his daily routine 
included getting up at 4.00 am to milk the cows and deliver the milk then walking the several miles into town in 
time to start his work there - as to which see Chapter  8. 
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Frank Nicholson’s prayer book which was given to his son Frederick Charles Nicholson 
Source: Derek Nicholson 
 
 
Frank Villeneuve Nicholson appears to have been an adventurous, determined and handsome 
man.
67 That his life was cut short by illness was tragic not only for him and his widow, but also 
for his many children, who were left to struggle and make their way in life as best they could 
without the love and financial support of their father. Fortunately their mother Saranna was alive 
and in good health to continue her support. Frank and Saranna’s children did, however, make 
their way in the world and details about the lives of each of them are set out in Chapters 7 and 8. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
67 Description by William Duckett White, having seen FVN at a waterhole at “Gigoongam”, a property near 
Maryborough, owned by the Reynolds family, while White was working there in the 1890s, as recounted to his 
daughter-in-law, Mrs DM White (nee Nicholson) – interview by author with his mother,  Mrs DM White, 1 April 
1994. For details of WD White and his family see MWD White An Early Settler. The Duckett White Family in 
Australia, Hennessy Investments Pty Ltd, Brisbane, 1990, pp.161-162. See, to like description of Frank Nicholson, 
the letter of Dr Sandford Jackson, set out in Chapter 8. 
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7.       Frank’s Baronetcy Claim 
 
 
Toowong cemetery headstone for Frank and Saranna Nicholson 
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
Engraved on Frank’s headstone at the Toowong cemetery, Brisbane, is the assertion that he was 
the eldest son of “Sir Robert Nicholson, Baronet”, indicating that Frank was entitled to these 
honours. This must have been authorised by Frank and his widow, but it is in error as no 
evidence has come to light that such was the case.
68
  Jessy Mitke wrote: “His wife said he had 
the right to call himself ‘Sir Francis’...”
69  To support the claim by Frank some of the Nicholson 
family
70
 asserted that Frank was a son of a "Sir Robert Nicholson", or that the baronetcy was 
really an unclaimed one to which Frank was entitled but that he was not in circumstances to 
allow him to take it up and which had died out about 1919, or that he was so entitled under some 
"Irish Peerage".71 Further Frank’s father (Lt Robert) in his bankruptcy hearing set out in Chapter 
2 claimed he had an entitlement to a Scottish baronetcy and estates through a Scottish claim by a 
reversion to him. It is true that some of the Nicholson family did have titles but it now seems 
definitely established that none of them gave any right to Lt Robert to make the claim.
72
 
                                                          
68
 See Chapter 1 for details of FCV's forebears. 
69
 Jessy Mitke History of Our Race, private publication, 1969, p142. 
70
 These claims were stated to the author by Mrs DM White (nee Nicholson) and Mr FM (Derick) Nicholson, and 
they were also stated to Miss Marianne Eastgate whilst she was conducting research for her work on Francis North, 
above. 
71 Claim by Mr FM Nicholson (Derick) to author. 
72
 A letter from Felicity Mortimer of Burke's Peerage Limited, London, dated 14 February 1980 to Miss M Eastgate 
includes: "As far as I can ascertain there was no baronetcy of Nicholson which became extinct in 1919.There are 
indeed a number of Nicholson baronetcies, but none of them have a Sir Robert Nicholson as an ancestor." Lest there 
be any confusion, one notes that there was a Nicholson who was rather prominent in Australian affairs at this time -  
Sir Charles Nicholson. He was a physician, businessman and politician in NSW, Victoria and Queensland. He was 
prevailed upon  by the governor of Queensland, Sir George Bowen, to become president of the Legislative Council 
and held that post for several years after its creation in 1859 until he went to live in England - "Nicholson, Sir 
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It has been mentioned by some of Frank’s children that the famous English general, “Sir Robert 
Nicholson”, may have been the connection. As has been related in Chapter 1, there was a close 
connection as General Robert Nicholson had left his estate to Frank’s grandfather jointly with his 
great grand-aunt. Reliance was placed, therefore, on the fact that his father’s grand-uncle died 
without issue and left his inheritance to him and his sister. This error seems to have been based 
on the misapprehension that General Nicholson was knighted. Many generals of that era were so 
honoured, but most of them were in the regular British army rather than the East Indian armed 
services as was the case here. So Frank’s argument would have had to run that his great uncle 
was a knight and as his aunt died without issue, and as Frank was his father’s eldest son in the 
line of inheritance, it lay to him to claim the title if he so chose. Alternatively, Frank may have 
relied on the fact that his father claimed a baronetcy through a Scottish reversion and this came 
to him on his father’s death in 1871. He was not alone in reliance on his father’s claim and his 
father’s second wife claimed in the Scottish 1881 census that she was “Lady Nicholson” in 
reliance on this claim of her husband.  
 
No closer claim to a baronetcy has come to light and the evidence against it is overwhelming.73 
However, in the far-flung colony of Queensland it could well have been honestly thought and 
said by Frank that he had a claim to a baronetcy which was open to him had he wished to pursue 
it. Frank and Saranna may well have been acting in perfectly good faith in making the claim as 
no doubt Frank’s father may well have asserted it to him. In the Colony of Queensland in a rural 
culture they would not have had access to scholarly research now available and, anyway, would 
not have been tutored in the fine details of such inheritances and how to make a claim to the title. 
This would explain Frank and Saranna giving directions that the title ascribed to Frank’s father 
should be inscribed on the headstone.  
  
8.       Saranna's Widowed Years and Death 1933 
 
At some time after Frank's death Saranna and her family moved to "Langley Bank", Wilston and 
later to "Moray", Wagner Road, Clayfield where, from about 1911, Saranna looked after her 
brothers: Joseph North until his death in 1914, Francis North until his death in 1929 and Arthur 
North until Saranna’s own death on 21 July 1933, aged 81 years.
74
 She was then still living at 
Wagner Road, Clayfield, and was attended by Dr Cyril J Weedon. Saranna was buried at 
Toowong Cemetery, with the service being conducted by the Reverend Walter Thompson, of the 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Charles (1808-1903), Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850. More recent research by Mr Michael Turner 
of the Nicholson Museum, University of Sydney, has uncovered that Nicholson’s given names were Isaac Ascough 
as his mother was an unmarried young woman in service in the town of Whitby, Barbara Ascough, with his father 
unknown, but William Nicholson became his mentor; Sydney Morning Herald, 27 March 2010. 
73 John Burke Esq A General and Heraldic Dictionary of the Peerage and Baronetage of the British Empire, 4th 
edition, Henry Colburn and Richard Bentley, London, 1832 shows no “Sir” Robert Nicholson. As stated above, a 
letter from Burke’s Peerage Limited, London, dated 14 February 1980 to Miss M Eastgate stated: “Thank you for 
your letter of 6 February. As far as I can ascertain there is no baronetcy of Nicholson which became extinct in 1919. 
There are indeed a number of Nicholson Baronetcies, but none have a Sir Robert Nicholson as an ancestor.” 
74
 Death Certificate No 56751, Queensland Register-General, extracted 17 January 1969. The certificate listed her 
cause of death as " (1) Acute oedema of Lungs; (2) Arteriosclerosis; (3) Asphyxia." 
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Church of England.
75 The newspaper cuttings of her death are short and add little to what is 
already set out, except that they do add some details as to her children at the time of her death. 
One account stated:  
"Throughout her life Mrs Nicholson was noted for her many kindly acts to charities. 
During the war she was an active participant of the Queensland comforts and Red Cross 
organisations. She was a keen needleworker. Mrs Nicholson's husband predeceased her 
by 31 years. Her eldest son died 14 years ago. She is survived by three sons, Messrs 
Frank Nicholson (Sydney), Fred C. (solicitor, Beaudesert) and Burnett Nicholson 
(Brisbane) and six daughters - Mesdames R. and T.W. McMicking (New South Wales), 
W.E. Cameron (Sydney), David Hamilton (sic) (Brisbane) and Misses Mabelle and Doris 
Nicholson (Brisbane).” 
 
         
“Moray”, Wagner Road, Clayfield                          Saranna Nicholson 
 Source: Kaye Mobsby            Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
When Saranna’s brother Charles North died in 1904, he left her his interests in properties 
“Doogmabulla” and “Moray Downs”. “Doogmabulla” was where her brother Francis lived and 
“Moray Downs” was where brothers Joseph and Arthur lived. The lease on Moray Downs was 
sold in 1911 and all the brothers retired to Brisbane. When Joseph died in 1914 he left 500 
pounds to Saranna and when Francis died in 1929 he left her one quarter of his total estate.76 
 
Saranna left a Will in which her estate, comprised of deposit stock, life policies and shares in 
Carricks Limited and City Light Co, were assessed at £4,869/9/1. Her Will stated that both her 
sons, Frank and Frederick, were indebted to her for £1,000 each, for which they were then 
paying her interest at 6% pa.
77 The Will was dated 15 February 1926 and on 16 June of that year 
Saranna had executed a memorandum to it which created some uncertainty for administration of 
                                                          
75
 Death Certificate, above. At the time of her death all of her children were still living except Robert Dundas Pierce 
Nicholson, who had died in 1919. 
76 M. Eastgate research notes. 
77 Will dated 15.2.1926, Probate No 607 of 1933. 
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probate of her estate.  As a result it was referred by the Court Deputy Registrar to Chief Justice 
Sir James Blair who ruled that, as the memorandum did not relate to anything contained in the 
Will and was not of a testamentary nature, it should not be taken into account for administration 
of probate.78 
                                                          
78 The Courier Mail, 28.10.1933. 
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Chapter 6 
 
 
 
The North Family and Saranna’s Early Years 
 
 
 
1. Lt Joseph North and his wife Robert 
 
2. Major William North and his wife Sarah 
 
3. Norths in Early Queensland 
 
4. Saranna’s Birth and Early Years 
 
5. Hon. Francis William North MLC and Descendants 
 
6. Descendants of Lt. Joseph and Robert North 
 
7. Septimus and Emelia North and Descendants 
 
8. Octavius Alexander and Margaret North and Descendants 
 
9. Octavius Joseph (Octy) and Mary North and Descendants 
 
10. Conclusion 
 
 
 
 
1.       Lt Robert North and his wife Robert 
 
At the time of her marriage Saranna’s family was a well known one in the colony of Queensland, 
as it had been in England and even more in Ireland. It is appropriate, therefore, to set out some 
detail about the North family and Saranna’s background. The family had come initially from 
England where over the centuries from the first record in 1471 some members of the family had 
achieved considerable fame and success with various royal factions in the rise and fall of English 
monarchs.1.Baron North of Kirtling had been raised from a ‘gentleman’ to the peerage in 15542 
and Frederick, Lord North (1732-1792), 2nd Earl of Guilford, became Prime Minister to George 
                                                          
1 Much of the ensuing information about the North family is taken from Marianne Eastgate, Francis North M.L.C. 
(1811 - 1864), published privately by Margaret North, Brisbane, 1983. Ms Eastgate, experienced historian and 
qualified genealogist, also included this information in her article “The North Family and their Properties in the 
Brisbane Valley”, (1995) Vol XV Royal Historical Society of Queensland Journal, p.617. 
2 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.2. 
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III. During Cromwell’s campaigns in Ireland over 1649 and 1650 many of his followers were 
rewarded with land taken from the Irish and these included Roger North, who is recorded as 
living at “Newcastle House”, County Westmeath.3 From this settlement of lands taken from the 
Celtic Irish owners and given to Cromwell’s followers the Irish Norths prospered over several 
generations, spreading out and owning properties in surroundings districts, including Kilduff 
House, some 51 miles west of Dublin. Although the Norths in Ireland later suffered hard times 
and bankruptcy and were forced to sell their lands, in this earlier period they obviously did well.4 
 
The first of the North family to settle in Australia was Joseph North, who was born at Stradbally, 
Ireland, in 1808 and who had followed his father, William, into a military career.5  Joseph joined 
the 68th Regiment (his father’s old regiment) and saw service in Canada and North America, 
becoming a Lieutenant in 1830. To try his fortune in Australia he transferred to the 80th 
Regiment of Foot which was being posted to Australia. Lieutenant Joseph North was part of the 
contingent that came out in charge of the 245 convicts in the Sarah, arriving initially in Hobart, 
and then in Sydney on 8 May 1837 where he and his family set about establishing themselves. (I 
will refer to him, where appropriate to avoid confusion with others in the family, as “Lt Joseph 
North” or just “Lt Joseph”.) 
 
The following is a summary about the Sarah: 
“HM Convict Ship Sarah  
The HM convict ship Sarah was a 480 ton brig from London. The Sarah was 
converted from commercial use to convict transport. She was waiting outside 
Portsmouth harbour in 1836 to take on convicts. The surgeon-superintendant of 
the Sarah was James McTernan who was a royal naval surgeon. The surgeon-
superintendant’s job was to ensure the safety of the convicts and make sure that 
they made it to Australia by keeping the convicts fit and healthy. For every 
convict that he delivered safe to the Australian colonies, James McTernan would 
receive half a guinea.  
The Sarah had already been to Australia and sailed back so she was relatively 
new and watertight. On the 22nd December 1836, the Sarah left Portsmouth 
harbour with the wind blowing from the north-north-east. When the Sarah got out 
into the English Channel, she was taking heavy seas over the forecastle and 
washing the convicts out of their bunks in the orlop deck. This bad weather lasted 
for a week and soaked the convicts and crew. Eventually as the ship sailed south, 
the weather cleared up and the convicts could dry their clothes and bedding. As 
they approached the equator they got more pleasant weather and the health of the 
convicts got a lot better.  
The Sarah did not stop at Rio di Janeiro because of fears that the convicts would 
mutiny and take over the ship, and officers would take in stores to sell in the 
Australian colonies. The Sarah sailed south-east towards the Cape of Good Hope 
in hot weather, and then sailed a few points south to the tip of Tasmania at Port 
                                                          
3 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.5. 
4 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.8. 
5 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.9. 
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Davey, which she sighted ninety-three days after leaving Portsmouth. On the 28th 
March 1837, the Sarah entered the Hobart Town Heads after a voyage of 97 days 
and dropped anchor in The Cove.” 6 
 
 
Convict ship Sarah on which Joseph North and family arrived in Australia in 1837 
Source: State Library of Victoria 
 
Lt Joseph’s wife was Robert Dundas (nee Burnett) (b. 5 May 1851)7, whose father, John Burnett 
(1764-1810), was the last Judge Admiral of Scotland.
8
 Her lineage can be traced back through 
the famous Douglas family of Scotland to Robert the Bruce, who was King of Scotland from 
1306 to 1329.9 
 
 Robert was so named because of her father’s close connection with the Lord Robert Dundas of 
Arniston, Chief Baron of the Exchequer of Scotland, after whom Judge John Burnett declared 
that he would name his next child. The Judge Burnett died before Robert’s birth but Mrs Burnett 
kept her husband’s pledge, and so the female baby was given the male name of Robert.
10
  
 
Lt Joseph North stayed in the army for about a year after arrival in Australia, including being 
assistant engineer and later superintendent of building of the new Berrima Gaol in NSW. In April 
                                                          
6 Web site  www.woodentallships.com/australia/sarah.htm. 
7 Queensland Archives Research by Robert Blaikie, October 2011. 
8
 Judge Joseph Burnett compiled the publication “The Criminal Law of Scotland”, which was published in 1811, 
posthumously; see M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p10. 
9 Researched by Marianne Eastgate, who kindly provided the research documents to the author. 
10 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p10. 
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1838 he resigned his commission and he started the process of land selection and bought 1,060 
acres at “Bulahdelah”  on the Myall River in NSW. Lt Joseph North, died on 2 January 1881 at 
“Ferney Lawn”.11 Details of the descendants of Lt Joseph North and his wife Robert are set out 
under in Section 7 of this chapter and in Appendix VII. 
 
Before moving to other aspects of the Queensland Norths, it is convenient to note that Captain 
Samuel North, a distant cousin, had arrived in 1820 as a Lieutenant in the 102nd Regiment.12 
Samuel left the army in 1827 to enter the civil service where he gradually moved on and up for 
over 37 years. His positions were Superintendent of the Bonded Warehouse in Sydney from 
1827, Police Magistrate for Windsor from 1829, for Berrima from 1844, for Carcoar from 1848, 
and as Water Police Magistrate for Sydney from 1854 to which was added Shipping Master from 
1859.13 He died in that office on 4th June 1864 and was buried at Randwick Cemetery, Sydney.14 
 
 
2.       Major William North and his wife Sarah 
 
During 1838 most of the rest of Lt Joseph’s family arrived in the colony. They included his 
father, Major William North (1783-1872), and his mother, Sarah (nee Marsh); William and Sarah 
having married  in Dublin in 1806.  Sarah was a descendant of the influential Ffrench family of 
Monivea in Galway, Ireland, a distinguished family which was one of the original ‘Tribes of 
Galway’ in the 1200s.15  
 
 
“Monivea House”, Galway  built in the 16th century by the Ffrench family, where Sarah 
North (nee Marsh) was born in 1783 
Source: www. monivea.galway-ireland.ie/frenches.htm 
 
Major William North had served in the 68th Regiment for many years, including in the West 
Indies, in Belgium and under the Duke of Wellington in the Peninsula Wars against Napoleon, 
                                                          
11 Queensland Archives Research by Robert Blaikie, October 2011. 
12 See Obituaries in the Sydney Morning Herald , 21 June 1864, page 7 and The Empire, 6 June 1864, p.4. These 
were kindly provided to the author by Mr Robert Blaikie, the 7th cousin of the author; see email to author dated 27 
October 2011. The common ancestor is Joseph North (d.1729) and his wife Mary Emor; email ibid. 
13 Obituary in Sydney Morning Herald, above. 
14 Ibid. 
15 See web site http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tribes_of_Galway 
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where he was slightly wounded at the Battle of Salamanca (22 July 1812).
16  William and Sarah 
had three children apart from Joseph; Francis, Roger, William (Junior) and Elizabeth. All the 
family except Roger came to Australia in 1838. Francis arrived in the Ferguson on 24 April 1838 
and Major North and his wife Sarah and daughter Elizabeth arrived in the Amelia Thompson on 1 
July, and William (Junior) arrived in the Wilmot on 30 August. Initially the whole family lived in 
the Gloucester region, near Newcastle, about 100 kilometres north of Sydney.
17
  In 1873 Roger 
and his family also emigrated. 
 
3.      Norths in Early Queensland 
 
The various members of the North family acquired land in and about New South Wales, mainly 
west of Newcastle, until they were hard hit by the economic recession beginning in 1841, which 
in 1845 and 1846 saw much of the land transferred to the mortgagees in satisfaction of their 
debts. Meanwhile, in 1844, they had moved north to the colony west of Brisbane, where free 
settlement was actually encouraged on new land opened up in and after 1842. They bought the 
interest in a grazing run known as “Fairney Lawn”, which was situated on the Brisbane River 
about 12 miles from Ipswich.
18
 The area was lawless country, with some 174 white people (and 
unknown number of Aboriginal people) being killed in warring between the races over the 
decade of 1842-1852.
19
 The initial name “Fairney Law”, was taken from the Scottish “Fairney” 
meaning Mountain or Hill. Bearing in mind the fairly low rate of literacy in the region at this 
time, it is understandable that the word “Law” was soon changed to “Lawn” and “Fairney” 
became commonly known as “Fernie” Lawn; it being assumed that the change related to the 
large number of ferns to be found in the area. “Lawn” could also have come from the original 
Gaelic meaning of a grassed enclosure for stock. Later again the name was also known by some 
as “Ferney Lawn” and then back again to “Fairney Lawn”. Some parts of the old homestead 
(originally a slab hut and later a six room cedar house with detached kitchen) and stock yards are 
still to be found near the township of Fernvale, in the Brisbane River Valley.
20
 The run was of 
24,000 acres with an assessed capacity of 2,500 sheep or 200 cattle and was a popular stopping 
spot for passing traffic. In 1857 Francis, amid some ill feeling, left the run and moved to 
Ipswich, where he later became prominent, including holding office as mayor in 1863 until his 
death a year later;
21
 which is further discussed under in Section 5. 
 
In 1849 the Norths acquired the lease of an adjoining station, called “Wivenhoe”, from John 
Ferriter and Edmund Uhr, where Edmund’s brother, John Uhr, had been killed the year before by 
                                                          
16
 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p8. 
17
 M Eastgatge, Francis North, above, p.14. 
18 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.17. The run was purchased from Messrs Balfour and Irvine, and consisted of 
24,000 acres, on which they ran 400 cattle and 900 sheep, 76 horses and employed nine people - M Eastgate, 
Francis North, above, pp.18-19. 
19
 Queensland Parliament Select Committee on the Native Police Force, 1861, Evidence of Jacob Lowe (Qld Parl 
Votes & Proceedings 1861, p412), cited by M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.19. 
20
 M. Eastgate, RHSQ article, above, p.618. 
21 M. Eastgate, RHSQ article, above, p.618. 
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an Aborigine whilst working in his sheep yards.
22
 “Wivenhoe” was further up the Brisbane River 
from “Fairney Lawn”, being some 28 miles from Ipswich, and it was named after the Uhr’s 
home town, near Colchester, Essex, England. The run consisted of some 38,000 acres with an 
assessed capacity of 6,000 sheep or 500 cattle, which area the Uhrs had been the first to lease, in 
1842, although the run may have been occupied earlier than that without an actual government 
lease for the area. 
 
The New South Wales Government Gazette of 19 June 1849, “A Supplementary List of claims to 
leases of crown land beyond the settled districts” described the two runs as follows: 
 
 “MORETON DISTRICT 
 
 No. 32 
 Ferriter J. S. & E. B. Uhr 
 Name of run - Wivenhoe 
 Estimated Area - 38,000 acres 
 Estimated Grazing Capabilities - 6,000 sheep, or 500 head of cattle 
Bounded on the north by a creek separating us from the run of G. A. Scott, Esq.; and on 
the south-west by the boundary line of the Messrs. Cameron; and on the east by the River 
Brisbane. 
 
 No.34 
 North William & D Burnett 
 Name of run - Fairney Lawn 
 Estimated area - 24,000 acres 
 Estimated Grazing Capabilities - 200 cattle, 2500 sheep 
Bounded by Ipswich boundary line west and south; the River Brisbane on the north; and 
Messrs. Cameron’s station on the west.” 
 
 William North Senior took over part of the “Wivenhoe” run, of over 5,000 acres, on which he 
ran sheep. Like most of the larger grazing runs in the south-east of Queensland at this time, the 
“Wivenhoe” run was later cut up under the Crown Lands Alienation Act 1868 and Joseph North 
and William North Senior applied for and became lessees of “Bellevue” Selection (No. 787 
Ipswich District) and, on 2 September 1869, tendered the sum of £42 1s 0p as the first year’s rent 
and survey fee. The area of the selection was 1,202 acres and was classified as “300 acres of 
agricultural, 600 acres first class pastoral and 300 acres second class pastoral.”
23
 It was at Logan 
Creek on the “Bellevue” run that Captain Patrick Logan, Commandant of the Moreton Bay Penal 
Settlement from 1826, was killed in October 1830.
24
 
                                                          
22
 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.22. Horse Gemmy, one of the alleged killers of John Uhr was later shot by 
government agents at “Fairney Lawn”. Eastgate describes the area in the 1840s as “extremely dangerous as all 
settlers were repeatedly attacked by both Aborigines and bushrangers who were usually ticket of leave convicts” – 
RHSQ article, above, p.618. 
23
 Bellevue Homestead, publication booklet by the National Trust of Queensland. 
24 The most complete description of  Logan’s body being found, with his head beaten in and his body face down in a 
carefully made shallow grave, is that of a letter from Lieutenant George Edwards of the 57th Regiment to his 
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Colonel Allan, dated 8 November 1830. Lt Edwards, and most other writers of the 
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At about the time of first taking over the “Bellevue” run, some 850 acres further to the north was 
leased in William North Junior’s name, which he called “Northbrook”, taking the name after a 
North relative’s property in County Galway, Ireland.
25
 
 
Life was hard for the Norths, as is recorded by one of the other early settlers in the Brisbane 
River valley, Mrs Mary McConnel, when she visited for lunch on travelling past the station 
during a trip home from Brisbane to her property “Cressbrook”, further up the Brisbane River: 
 
“There was a sheep station called Wivenhoe, belonging to a Mr Uhr. He was there, but 
just about to leave with his wife and little daughter. Mr Uhr’s brother had been murdered 
by the natives, and, as they continued to be troublesome, the family decided to move to 
town. They had rough quarters, but not so rough as where we stopped for lunch, at the 
house of Major and Mrs North, fine old gentlefolk from Ireland. The Major had lost a 
good deal of money by becoming security for a large amount to a member of his family. 
He honourably paid his debt and came to Australia to retrieve his fortune. This I was told 
by Mrs North. ...  Their cottage was bark with an earthen floor, very uneven. The dear old 
lady (Sarah North) gave me a hearty welcome. We were expected and she had a pair of 
boiled fowls for lunch. I have never forgotten the scene - the little old gentlewoman 
moving about the poor hut;  she went to a box and took out a snow white damask 
tablecloth, spread it on a rickety pine table that the holes of the floor made so unsteady 
and laid out on it some beautiful old silver. I was amazed but more so when I saw her 
take a great pot off the fire, carry it outside and drain the water from the boiled fowls. I 
quickly got up to help her. She laughed and said: ‘You couldn’t. I do everything for my 
husband and myself. I am sorry there is no tea, we can’t afford it. I make hop beer. If 
times are good we will soon be out of our difficulties.” 
26
 
 
Fortunately, times did improve and later a beautiful house was built, and both Major William 
North and Sarah lived to the age of 90 and 89 years respectively, both dying in 1872. 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
time, concluded that Logan had camped the night by the creek and had been surprised by an attack from aborigines 
but his horse failed to clear the creek and he was killed by them when he came off. 
25 M Eastgate,  Francis North, above, p.22-23. 
26 McConnel, “Memories of Days Long Gone By 1848 - 1870”, p. 17; cited in Bellevue Homestead, above, and 
Eastgate, RHSQ article, above, p.620. There were six European families which preceded the Norths into the 
Brisbane Valley; namely the McConnels at “Cressbrook”, the Bigges at “Mount Brisbane”, the Mackenzies at 
“Kilcoy”, the Archers at “Durundur”, the Balfours at “Colinton” and the Uhrs at “Wivenhoe”; Eastgate, RHSQ 
article, above, fn 11. As Mrs McConnel’s home at “Cressbrook” was further up the Brisbane Valley she would 
regularly have passed Mrs North’s home travelling to and from Ipswich. 
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Headstone in Ipswich cemetery for Major William and Sarah North 
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
The “Bellevue” property remained with William and Joseph North until it was transferred to 
Alexander Campbell and John Hay, of Sydney, in 1872, who bought the selection in freehold in 
1879, then being in five lots.27 Henry Grosvenor Simpson then took up an interest along with 
Campbell and Simpson resided there for many years. “Bellevue”, however, came into its glory 
when it was converted into a successful stud and the homestead extended by James Taylor, who 
bought it in 1884, and then under his son George and then under the Lumley Hills.
28
 
 
“It was during the residency of the Lumley Hills that Bellevue reached its hey-day. Not 
only was the stud established and expanded to become one of the best in the state, but the 
homestead complex itself was expanded and developed and Bellevue became one of the 
show places of the state.”
29
 
 
 After Mrs Lumley Hill’s death in 1925 the stud and the land were auctioned, with the 3,000 
acres of land going in thirteen lots.
30   
 
The “Fairney Lawn” property remained in the possession of the Norths until 1904, although 
there were attempts to sell it, as to which see under. Joseph remained in the district all of his life, 
becoming prominent in civic affairs, although his brother William is believed to have returned to 
Ireland after the death of their parents.
31
 Joseph died at “Fairney Lawn” on 11 February 1879 
and Robert, his wife, died in 1889 in Brisbane.
32
 
 
                                                          
27 Bellevue Homestead, above. 
28
 Bellevue Homestead, above. James Taylor was at one a member of the Queensland Legislative Assembly, 
Secretary for Public Lands, member of the Legislative Council - Bellevue Homestead, above. 
29 Bellevue Homestead, above. 
30
 Bellevue Homestead, above. 
31
 Eastgate, M, RHSQ article, above, p.620. 
32
 Eastgate, M, RHSQ article, above, fn 30. 
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The homestead at “Bellevue” was later relocated from the original site to near Coominya, a 
distance of about 7 kms, being moved in parts over several years from 1975, where it was 
managed by the National Trust of Queensland.
33
 It was subsequently sold to Mr and Mrs John 
Dingle, who have continued to improve the facilities and the gardens and provide guided tours 
and fine food for visitors.34 
 
The children and grand-children of Joseph’s son Septimus continued to live in the “Wivenhoe” 
area until the construction of the Wivenhoe Dam in 1983, which flooded much of the land of the 
previous runs of “Wivenhoe”, “Bellevue” and “Northbrook,” the amount depending on the dam 
water levels at any one time. Details about this are included later in this Chapter. It is now 
convenient to turn to focus on Saranna North, who is central to this history, before setting out 
other detail about descendants of the North family.  
 
4.       Saranna’s Birth and Early Years 
 
Saranna North (1852-1933) was one of twins born on 29 March 1852, the eighth child and  
fourth daughter, of the  twelve children
35
 of Lt Joseph North and Robert Dundas (nee Burnett) 
(1812-1889).
36 She was born at “Wivenhoe”, her twin being named Francis (d.18 July 1929),37 
and  they were christened by the Rev. M Wagner.
38
 Some of details of “Fairney Lawn” have 
already been set out, but details of Saranna’s background are so ably written by Ms Marianne 
Eastgate in her manuscript, Francis North, that they merit repeating: 
“ The land at Fairney Lawn was held in the names of Major William North  and Deborah 
Burnett, Joseph’s mother-in-law. In 1852 they held under de-pasturing licence 24,000 
acres at a rent of £37 p.a., also under lease 6,830 acres. In August 1857 the Norths 
purchased 640 acres at Fairney Lawn under their pre-emptive right. The Order in Council 
of 1847 had stated that ‘during the continuance of any lease of lands occupied as a run, 
the same shall not be open to purchase by any other person except the lessee thereof.’ 
However the Governor had power to sell to such lessees ‘any of the lands comprised in 
the lease ... provided that the quantity of lands sold ... shall not be less than 160 acres, and 
that the price to be paid ... shall not be below the minimum price of £1 for each acre’. By 
                                                          
33 Eastgate, RHSQ, above, p.621. 
34 Information from Leofric North, December 2011. 
35
 The 12 children were: Twins Sarah and Deborah b & d 1837 on board ship;William b. Carrington, 25 September 
1841; Joseph b.Belmont, 11 November 1844; all others born at Wivenhoe; Charles 26 October 1846; Deborah 31 
August 1848; Robert 5 May 1850; twins Francis and Saranna 29 March 1852; Arthur 5 February 1854; Septimus 4 
January 1856 and Octavius 31 December 1858. Deborah married at “Fairney Lawn” 26 February 1870 to Frederick 
Orme Francis Darvall, eldest son of the Queensland Auditor-General Frederick Darvall; Eastgate, M RHSQ article, 
above, fn 30. Further details about the North children are set out later in this chapter and details of the Darvall 
family are set out in Chapter 11. 
36
 M. Eastgate, RHSQ article above, fn 30. As mentioned above, Robert Dundas Burnett, a female, was given male 
names at the wish of her dying father, which was later  honoured by her mother. Robert’s brother John Burnett and  
their mother  Deborah also travelled with them in the ship Sarah to Australia. A further family connection is that 
Francis North Junior married Geraldine Playne Lyttleton Chubb (1872-1948), daughter of Judge Charles Edward 
Chubb, on 11 April 1893; see further detail about the Chubb family later in this Chapter and also Chapter 11 
37 Robert Blaikie, above. 
38
 M Eastgate, Francis North, above. 
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the end of 1857 Francis, for some unknown reason, wanted to dissolve the partnership 
with his father and brother Joseph. This caused quite a family argument which resulted in 
taking the matter to arbitration in Ipswich. ... The arbitrators appointed were Messrs. 
Moffatt and Cockburn and in their award dated 25 February 1858 Francis was granted 
£4,566 and in return William and Joseph obtained the 640 acres of Fairney Lawn held in 
fee simple and all interest  in the stock and stations of Wivenhoe and Fairney Lawn. The 
following month Fairney Lawn was advertised for sale, including the pre-emptive section 
‘on which valuable improvements, with upwards of 2000 head of cattle and the brand of 
Messrs. North stud of horses, or such portion thereof as may be agreed upon. Also about 
1000 ewes of mixed ages, 4,5, and 6 years old.’ There were no buyers and in April 1860 
pre-emptive purchases of 640 and 185 acres were made in the names of William and 
Joseph North, the price being £845/12./6. By 1863 Joseph’s eldest son William was 
living there. A further attempt to sell Fairney Lawn, together with Wivenhoe and 
Bellevue was made in April 1864 ... Again there were no buyers and the station remained 
in the possession of the Norths until 1904.”
39
 
 
It is appropriate to spend a little time on Saranna’s early years until the time of her marriage to 
Frank Nicholson in 1872. When she was born at “Wivenhoe” in 1852 the conditions of life in the 
Wivenhoe district were primitive. She seems to have lived most of her life there, with her parents 
and her nine siblings, until her marriage. “Wivenhoe” included land on and near a major bend in 
the Brisbane River, and so the cattle and sheep property had good access to water and river flats. 
The rainfall was usually abundant, so there were no long periods of drought as may have been 
found had she grown up in cattle and sheep country further to the west in Queensland. The river 
flats were mostly fertile and well grassed and watered, but the hilly country which surrounded 
the river was heavily timbered and not so fertile. On 12 December 1859 the Colony of 
Queensland was declared a separate colony from the Colony of New South Wales by the first 
Governor, Sir George Bowen. Saranna was then aged seven years and no school was in existence 
so she would have been tutored by her mother and, perhaps, other tutors from time to time.  
 
By 1864 “Wivenhoe” homestead was a “dwelling house of some 7 rooms, well-finished and 
weatherboarded, with kitchen, store, etc. ... around are 580 acres of purchased land, included in a 
pocket of the river Brisbane (Norths pocket).” 
40
 The station also had some 40,500 acres of 
leased land, which included 5,280 acres of “Bellevue”, for which the rent was £190 pa, on which 
were depastured 3,400 cattle and 16,000 sheep.
41
 There was considerable difficulty in Joseph 
North’s efforts to buy the pre-emptive land which was open to him by right. Under the 
Queensland Land Acts there was a steady reduction of the amount of land which could be held 
by one person under the grazing leases, but there was a right to buy the land outright around the 
homestead. When Joseph came to exercise this pre-emptive right he was faced by the fact that 
some of the land was intended as a village, and then by the claim of Mr Smith, who had leased 
land from Joseph and had built an hotel and a thriving trade around it. Also, a blacksmith named 
Charles Perry had also leased land near the hotel, from which he ran his lawful trade of smithing 
                                                          
39
 M. Eastgate, Francis North, above, pp.23. 
40
 Queensland Times, 30.4.1864; cited by M. Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.44. 
41
 Return of Runs leased in the Settled Districts of Moreton for the years 1861 & 1862, Ipswich District; Queensland 
Parliament L.A. V & P, Sept. 1863; cited by M. Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.45. 
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and an unlawful trade of sly-grog selling. This latter trade was offensive to Mr Smith, who paid 
his fees for his right to sell liquor and who was losing customers to Perry. Perry’s sly-grog trade 
was also offensive to Joseph North and his family, as the smith shop was across the river but in 
sight of his home and his family was the witness of objectionable drunkenness.
42
 
 
After the passage of the Crown Lands Alienation Act 1860 (Qld) land in the area was sold for 
closer settlement, and the 1868 amendments increased the breaking up of the grazing holding. In 
1869 some 26,170 acres of “Wivenhoe” and 3,014 acres from “Northbrook” were resumed and 
in 1870 10,880 acres were resumed from “Fairney Lawn”. This process led to Joseph and his 
father, Major William North, dissolving their joint holdings in 1869 and Joseph with his family, 
including Saranna, going to live at “Fairney Lawn” and Major William North going to live at 
“Bellevue”. The “Wivenhoe” homestead was put up for sale and, after William’s death, it was 
sold to Charles Smith, the owner of the Walloon sawmills.
43
 For Saranna this meant that at the 
age of 17 years she would have moved from the “Wivenhoe” homestead to the “Fairney Lawn” 
one, but both homes were close together and in the same district. In April 1871 “Fairney Lawn” 
was described as “a fine spacious building principally composed of cedar ... there is a carefully 
tended garden of fruit, flowers and shrubs with many useful vegetables. There is no other 
cultivation, however, the proprietor being entirely engaged in the minding of stock.” 
 
On 3 April 1872 Saranna’s grandmother, Sarah North, died and shortly after, on 19 July, her 
grandfather Wiliam died, aged 90 years. In the few months between the deaths of her two grand-
parents Saranna married Frank Villeneuve Nicholson at “Fairney Lawn” on 4 May 1872.
44
 As 
has been set out in Chapter 4, Frank Nicholson came first to Australia in 1868, so in this or the 
next year he must have come to meet Saranna, when she was about 16 years of age and living at 
“Wivenhoe” or having just moved to “Fairney Lawn”. When Frank returned to the district in 
1871 she was aged about 19 years and definitely living at “Fairney Lawn”. This aspect of her 
life, however, has already been addressed in Chapter 5. 
 
                                                          
42 M. Eastgate, Francis North, Above, pp.45 -50. 
43
 Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.75. 
44
 Eastgate, M “The North Family and their Properties in the Brisbane Valley”, (1995) XV Journal of the Royal 
Historical Society of Queensland 617, fn30. 
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North family graves in Ipswich Cemetery, Qld 
 
                                  
Headstone for Joseph and Robert North 
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
5.      Hon. Francis William North MLC (1811-1864) and Descendants 
Francis William North, Saranna’s uncle, was the son of William North (1783-1872) and Sarah 
Marsh (1783-1872). After the dissolution of the partnership in the “Wivenhoe” and “Fairney 
Lawn” properties in 1858, Francis, Saranna’s uncle, went to live in North Ipswich and engaged 
vigorously in all aspects of Ipswich including being Mayor in 1863.45 Francis married Margaret 
Elizabeth Glissan (1840-1862) on 17 August 1859 at St Matthews Church, in Drayton, a 
township on the Darling Downs.46 They had two sons, Francis and Arthur, but Margaret died on 
27 March 1862 after a short illness, aged only 22 years, when they were living at Drayton.47 
 
                                                          
45 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.837 and following. 
46 Queensland Archives Research by Robert Blaikie, October 2011. 
47 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.51; Robert Blaike, above 
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Francis, a widower with two young children, seems to have moved back from Drayton to 
Ipswich. On 15 January 1863 he re-married, this time to Ellen Washbourne, aged 42 years, a 
cook-housekeeper who had come from England some two years earlier48 and, no doubt, was 
working hard to establish herself in the new colony.  Francis was a member of the Queensland 
Parliament for 17 months, being appointed to the Queensland Legislative Council where he was 
introduced in July 1863 by Mr Galloway, the former District Surveyor, and by Mr W.D. White,49 
a forebear of the author.50 On 29 September 1864 Ellen bore a still-born son and she died five 
days later, on 4 October, being buried at Ipswich.51 After suffering the loss of two beloved wives 
and one child in less than three years, Francis North died on 9 December 1864 from a heart 
disease and he was buried with Ellen in the Ipswich cemetery.52 
 
Francis’ children, Francis William North (Junior) and his younger brother Arthur were very 
young children when their father died in 1864. They later attended Ipswich Grammar School 
during the period 1871-1878, where both boys won some academic prizes and also obtained 
some distinction in the sporting teams. After leaving school both boys went to work at their 
cousin Bell’s property at “Camboon” (see Chapter 11 for the Bells) and later they went to their 
North cousins at “Moray Downs” in central Queensland.53 
 
Francis (Junior) married Geraldyne Playne Lyttleton Chubb (1872-1948), daughter of Mr Justice 
Charles Edward Chubb, on 11 April 1893 at All Saints Church, Wickham Terrace, Brisbane,54 a 
very pretty stone church that is currently still popular for weddings. Details of the Chubb family 
are set out in Chapter 11. In 1894 Francis was appointed manager of the Australian Joint Stock 
Bank in Townsville, where North Street, West End, is named after him, and he was also made a 
Justice of the Peace.  In 1900 he was transferred to Toowoomba and his career seemed sound but 
unfortunately he became an alcoholic and ended his days in penury at the Benevolent Asylum, 
Dunwich, North Stradbroke Island, where he died on 17 December 1938. Francis North (Junior) 
and Geraldyne had one daughter, Enid Grace North (b.1894), and one son, Francis Edward North 
(b.1898). These two children were principally brought up by their Chubb grandparents,55 as to 
whom see Chapter 11. 
 
6.  Lt. Joseph and Robert North and Descendants 
 
Some details about Lt Joseph North and his wife Robert are set out in Section 1 above. They had 
eight sons and four daughters.56 As mentioned in Footnote 35 above, the first children were 
twins Sarah and Deborah who were born and died at sea on 9th March 1837. William John 
Edward North was born in 1841 and married Lucy Chapman. They had three sons and three 
                                                          
48 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.53. 
49 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.58. 
50 The Hon. William Duckett White MLC, Australian Dictionary of Australia “White, William Duckett (1807-
1893); The history of the Duckett White Family is set out by the author in White MWD An Early Settler; The 
Duckett White Family in Australia, Hennessy Investments Pty Ltd, 1990. 
51 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.76. 
52 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.82. 
53  M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.83. 
54  M Eastgate, Francis North, above, pp.29, 83; Robert Blaikie, above 
55 M Eastgate, Francis North, above, p.83. 
56 All of  the detail about these descendants is taken from M Eastgate, Francis North, above, at “Family Trees”, p.V. 
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daughters. William died in 1929. Joseph Roger Burnett North was born in 1844 and he died in 
1914 and Charles North was born in 1846 and died in 1904. Both of them died without marrying 
and, as mentioned above, both later lived with their widowed sister, Saranna Nicholson. 
 
Deborah Eliza North was next, born in 1849, and she married Frederick Orme Francis Darvall. 
They had five sons and three daughters. Francis Darvall died in 1923 after a career as a solicitor 
in and around Boonah. One of his sons, Cholmondeley (Chum), was a solicitor in that area and 
he and his first cousin, Frederick Nicholson were close friends, with Frederick also practicing as 
a solicitor in the nearby town of Beaudesert, details of which are set out in Chapter 8, while more 
detail of the Darvall family is set out in Chapter 11. 
 
Robert Dundas North was born in 1851 and married Blanche Sarah Thomson and they had four 
sons and six daughters. Robert died in 1943. Francis North was born in 1852 and died in 1933 
without marriage or issue.  
 
Saranna North, Francis’s twin, was born in 1852 and died in 1933 and her life is fully set out 
above in Section 4 in this chapter and in Chapter 5. Arthur North was born in 1854 and died in 
1941, without marriage or issue. Septimus was born in 1856, married Emilia Bulow and died in 
1941, having had two sons and two daughters of whom further details are set out in the next 
section.  
 
The final child was Octavius (Octy), born in 1858, who married Margaret Agatha Berry and died 
in 1937 having had four sons and four daughters. Details about them and their descendants are 
set out in Section 8, under.  
 
7.       Septimus and Emilia North and Descendants 
 
Lt Joseph and Robert’s son Septimus married Emelia and they had Arthur, Evelyn, Leofric and 
Ida all of whom lived on ”Wivenhoe”.57 Arthur and Leofric both raised families of three and four 
children respectively, but Evelyn and Ida never married, residing in the old homestead and 
playing their part in the running of “Wivenhoe” for many years. 
 
Arthur married Hildegarde Whiteman in the early 1940s  and had twins Roger and Frances in 
1944 followed by Randall in 1948. Leofric married Hilary Salter in 1942 and had their first 
daughter Diane in 1943, a son Leofric in 1945, a second daughter Pamela in 1949 and third 
daughter Anne in 1953.     
 
Soon after their respective marriages, “Artie” and “Leof”, as they were known, divided 
“Wivenhoe” into equal parcels of land, taking into account the mix of productivity of farming 
country and grazing paddocks and that configuration remained until the 1970’s when the families 
faced resumption of their lands for the Wivenhoe Dam. By that time, Roger and Randall had 
taken over the management of their portion of the property as Artie had passed away in 1965 at 
the age of 72. Leofric [junior] had also assumed control of his family’s portion as Leof had also 
passed away in 1972 at the age of 74 years. 
                                                          
57 The details about Septimus North and his descendants were kindly written by Leofric North and supplied to the 
author in December 2011. 
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At this time, in late 1972, plans for a dam on the Brisbane River at “Wivenhoe” had been 
announced by the Bjelke Petersen Queensland Government. This was followed by the major 
flooding of Brisbane in January 1974, which stiffened political resolve to build the dam, 
primarily as a flood mitigation measure but with the secondary purpose of water storage for the 
Queensland south-east area. 
 
 The Wivenhoe Dam was duly constructed and by 1983 the damned waters had flooded 40,000 
acres of the Brisbane River valley above it including much of the previous runs of “Wivenhoe”, 
“Bellevue” and “Northbrook”. Close to 140 properties were affected and compensation payment 
disputes about the resumption of land dragged on for quite some years. 
 
As a result of the resumption for inundation of the homestead and major grazing areas, the North 
families went in a number of different directions. The more elderly members moved to local 
towns and the younger generations to new enterprises. Evelyn and Ida moved to a new life in the 
nearby township of Lowood where they lived for many years, with Evelyn passing away in 1985 
and Ida in 1998, just short of her 98th birthday.58 
 
Hilary and Diane bought a property outside the township of Toogoolawah and moved the family 
home from “Wivenhoe” to there, where they lived until Hilary, needing greater care, moved to 
Regis Nursing Home in Gatton where she passed away in February 2009. Hildegarde lived at 
Toowong, a suburb of Brisbane, where she was able to enjoy the many cultural aspects of her life 
to the full, until her passing in March 1997.  
 
Roger and Randall established a cotton-growing venture together at ”Eumerella” near the town 
of Boggabilla, and later Randall moved to “Cardross” at Grandchester. During this time, Roger 
married Yvonne Benson and they stayed on living at “Eumerella” and had four children; 
Georgina, Ben, Sarah and Alexander. Randall married Mary Louise Nunn and also had four 
children; Emma, Dugald, Sally and Burnett, whom they raised at “Cardross”. 
 
Leofric married Mary Meyer in 1969 and stayed on what was left of “Wivenhoe” land, buying 
up sufficient adjoining land to help make the holding more economically viable, as less than 350 
acres of his portion of “Wivenhoe” was left after resumptions. They constructed a new home on 
ground overlooking the dam and there they raised three daughters; Antonia, Shay and Bronte. 
Leofric and Mary North continue to live on this historic land, on which they have continued the 
name “Wivenhoe”. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
58 In or about 2005 Leofric North kindly gave to the author a walking stick which had been owned by Frank 
Nicholson and thought to have been  acquired by him in South Africa before coming to Australia. It had passed from 
Frank to Dr Sandford Jackson, who gave it to Fred Nicholson, who passed it to Ida North, and  thence to Leofric 
North. The author and his wife have it mounted in a display case in their home in Brisbane. 
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8.  Octavius Alexander and Margaret North and Descendants 
 
As mentioned above, Octavius Alexander North was the final child of Lt Joseph and Robert 
North. He was born in 1858, and he married Margaret Agatha Berry in 1888 and they had four 
sons and four daughters. 59    
 
Octavius and Margaret’s eldest child was Joseph Francis North (Frank) who married Rebecca 
Dimmick and had five children; Frank, Harold, Leslie, Edna and Eric.  
 
Octavius and Margaret’s second child was Octavius Alexander North, who was born in Geelong, 
Victoria, in 1891 and died in Ipswich in 1981. Ipswich was the centre for much of the railway 
maintenance workshops, which was then a huge enterprise. It currently is part museum and part 
Ipswich campus of the University of Southern Queensland (which took over the interest in 2015 
from the University of Queensland).  Octavius Alexander was a railway engine driver, in the 
days when that position was regarded as one of great responsibility. (Prime Minister Ben Chiefly 
had been a railway engine driver in NSW in the 1920s and 1930s before going permanently into 
politics.60) Octavius Alexander North married Mary Catherine Kaiser (1893-1953) at St Mary’s 
Church, Ipswich, in 1918. Their daughter, Joan, as to whom see under and who kindly supplied 
the details of this part of the family, states that her father was a very gentle man and a wonderful 
story teller.  
 
Octavius Alexander and Mary North had five children: 
 
(1)  Octavius Joseph North (Octy) (1920-1962), as to whom see under in Section 9; 
 
(2)  John Charles North (1921-2011): John Charles, known as Jack, was born in Ipswich and 
educated at the Christian Brothers College. He trained at the Ipswich railway workshops, 
becoming a qualified fitter and turner, and was employed in the Queensland Railways 
there and later at Brisbane and Bundaberg. He married Patricia O’Doherty and they had 
one child, Gabrielle Patricia. Jack died in Bundaberg in 2011. 
 
(3) Bernard Francis North (1924-2009): Bernard was born in Ipswich in 1924 and married 
Marjorie Jean Blumke of Cooroy, a town north of Brisbane. He worked in the railway 
stores office, Ipswich. They had two sons, Brian Francis North, an Ipswich pharmacist, 
and Graham John North, who is currently employed in the Queensland Department of 
Education. Bernard died at St Mary’s Aged Care Home in 2009. 
 
(4) Mary North (1926-1989): Mary was born in Ipswich in 1926 and employed as a 
supervisor in the Commonwealth Telecom department in the Ipswich general post office. 
She never married and died at the Wesley Hospital, Brisbane, in 1989. 
 
                                                          
59 The details relating to Alexander North and his family are provided by his daughter Joan Therese North, with the 
assistance of David North’s letter to the author of 6 March 2012 enclosing those details. 
60 See National Archives Australia online details: www.naa.org and follow prompts to “Prime Minister” (accessed 
13.3.12). 
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(5) Joan Therese North (1929- ):  Joan, who has supplied many of the details of this family 
for this book, was born in Ipswich in 1929 at the “Oakdale” Private Hospital, where all of 
her siblings were also born.61 She was educated at St Mary’s School, Ipswich but when 
she was only 14 years she had to leave school to care for her ailing and invalid mother. 
She subsequently returned to her studies and completed her education with letters as a 
speech and drama teacher. Joan practised privately in Ipswich with these qualifications 
but was also employed at schools as a speech and drama teacher. She retired to assist 
with the care of her father (Octavius Alexander North), who died in Ipswich in 1981. She 
did not marry and at time of writing (March 2012) she lived in Ipswich.62 
 
Octavius and Margaret’s third child was Eileen Dundas North (1893-1966) who married Oswald 
Cuthbert (1900-1978) and they had four children: John, Joanna Frances (b 1928), William 
Joseph (1931-2002) and Leonard Francis.  
 
Oswald Cuthbert and Emilia’s son William Joseph Cuthbert (Bill) studied law at the University 
of Queensland, being one of only two graduating with First Class Honours in 1953.63 He went to 
the Bar where he developed a wide practice, later concentrating exclusively on criminal law and 
was highly regarded for his intellectual and ethical standards and skill as a barrister. He and 
others in the 1970s and 1980s used to drink regularly at the Grosvenor Hotel, not far from their 
chambers at the Inns of Court in North Quay, Brisbane, known amongst the legal profession as 
the “Grosvenor School of Law”. Justice Spender, when retiring from the Federal Court in 2010, 
said of these days and  that institution: 
“My practice at the private Bar was an enormous pleasure for me.  The Grosvenor School 
of Law truly was an institution.  I am saddened that three of my close barrister friends, 
Bill Cuthbert, Basil Martin and Bob Greenwood, are no longer with us.  The Bar in those 
days was an enormously pleasant place to practise.”64  
 
Bill Cuthbert and Octy North (see under) were first cousins and they both practiced at the Bar at 
the same time for many years. 
 
Octavius and Margaret’s fourth child was Charles North who died aged about eight years as a 
result of a fall from a cart. Their  fifth child was Eugene Reginald North (1898-1941) who 
married Elizabeth Maud Dimmick and they had two children; Rita and Roy. Reginald was 
drowned at Surfers Paradise beach on his 43rd birthday in an heroic attempt when he entered the 
surf from the beach to rescue a surfer in trouble (Agnes Adams), who also drowned. Reginald 
had grown up in Ipswich and at the time he was the secretary to the Queensland State Treasurer, 
the Hon F. A. Cooper.65 
 
                                                          
61 This information on Joan’s life was supplied by her to David North, then the Northern Supreme Court Justice in 
Townsville, who included it a letter to the author dated 15 March 2012. 
62 David North’s letter, above, of 15.3.12. 
63 Michael White, Ryan Garwich & Kay Saunders TC Beirne School of Law: 70th Anniversary, The University of 
Queensland, 2006, Appendix 1, p.73. 
64 Transcript of Proceedings at the Valedictory of the Honourable Justice Jeffrey Spender, held in the Federal Court, 
Brisbane, on 14 July 2010; see online transcript at www.fedcourt.gov.au and follow prompts re judges (accessed 
14.3.12). 
65 For full details see an article in the Courier Mail newspaper in 1941; exact date unknown. 
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Octavius and Margaret’s sixth child, Edna North, died very young.  
 
Their seventh child, Miriam Ruth North (1904-1942), married John Casey, an Ipswich solicitor. 
Miriam and John Casey lost their first child, a boy, as an infant, and their second child, Maurice 
(1929-1998) practised as a solicitor in Ipswich and died unmarried. Charles Michael Casey 
(1932-2004) was ordained into the Catholic church at St Stephen’s Cathedral, Brisbane in 1958. 
Their third child, John Francis Casey (1934-1999), a solicitor, married Hildegard Hillmuth 
(1931-2001) and they had four children: Monica, John, Danny and Fiona. Ruth married Stand 
Kos and went to live in Sydney and they had three children: Stephen, Sean and Anna. Miriam 
and John Casey’s last child, Kathleen, married in Ireland and lived in Dublin but died after the 
birth of her child. 
 
Octavius and Margaret’s eight and final child was Sarah Jean North who married Len McCarthy, 
a detective in the Queensland Police Force. They had four children: Patricia, William (now 
deceased), Winifred and Shirley.66 
 
9. Octavius Joseph (Octy) and Mary North and Descendants  
 
As mentioned above in Section 8, the eldest child of Octavius Alexander North and his wife 
Mary was Octavius Joseph North, who was born in Ipswich in 1920. Octy, as he was known, was 
a well known barrister and he died in a sad accident in 1962 when he fell down the stairs of the 
Johnsonian Club in Brisbane and died at the Mater Hospital from his injuries. Octy was educated 
at the Christian Brothers College, Ipswich and he then worked in the Public Curator’s Office. He 
began his studies in law at the University of Queensland but these were interrupted when he 
volunteered for the Army during World War II. He saw action in Papua New Guinea, including 
at the battle at Milne Bay when the Japanese suffered one of their first defeats of the war. After 
the war he returned to his studies and graduated in 194967 and was admitted to the Bar where he 
practiced until his untimely death. Octy was a flamboyant character and known to be fond of his 
tipple but when he fatally fell in 1962 he was arriving at, rather than departing from, the 
Johnsonian Club. 
 
Octy married Mary Wilson, a nursing sister from Dalby, and they lived at Indooroopilly, 
Brisbane. They had three children; David Octavius North, Timothy Daniel North and Mary Jane 
North. Both David and Tim studied law and went to the Bar with David becoming a Supreme 
Court Judge in Townsville and Tim a QC practising in Victoria.  
 
 
10.  Conclusion 
 
Before leaving this Chapter it may be helpful to summarise the North background and 
relationships of one member of the family to the other. In the order of their arrival in Australia, 
                                                          
66 As mentioned above, this information on this part of the North family was supplied by Joan Therese North, with 
the assistance of David North’s letter to the author of 15 March 2012 enclosing those details. 
67 Michael White, Ryan Gawrych & Kay Saunders TC Beirne School of Law: 70th Anniversary, 2006, The 
University of Queensland, Appendix 1, p.73. Also graduating in law in that same year was Octy’s more distant 
cousin Vaux Nicholson, as to whom see Chapter 8. 
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Lt Joseph North was the first and his father Major William North came later.  The children of 
Major William North and his wife Sarah were Joseph, who married Robert Dundas Burnett and 
were the parents of Saranna; Elizabeth, who married James Bell and whose family ran “Coochin 
Coochin”; Francis, who left the land and lived in Ipswich, becoming the Mayor of that city in 
1863, and William Junior, who later returned to Ireland. Major William and Sarah’s youngest 
child, Reverend Roger North, finally emigrated to Australia on the Light Brigade with his family 
in 1873.  
 
Before leaving this Chapter on the North family the significant number of lawyers in the 
extended Nicholson and North families is worthy of note. They include three generations of 
Darvalls, of whom Richard still practices at Boonah, the two Casey brothers who practiced in 
Ipswich, the Chubb family and Bill Cuthbert as well as Octy, David and Tim North. More widely 
there are Fred Nicholson and his sons Derek, who practiced as a solicitor, and Vaux, who went to 
the Bar after World War II and was later a District Court judge. Amongst Fred’s grandsons and 
great-grand children are the author, Michael, who was at the Bar and later an academic lawyer, 
his wife Margaret who was an academic, at the Bar and later on the Supreme Court of Appeal, 
and their children Sophie and Alexander, both lawyers with one in the Navy and one a regulator 
and prosecutor for a Queensland government agency. There is also Nigel White, Peter and 
Shirley’s son, who is an in-house lawyer for a mining company and Sam White, University of 
Queensland law student, John and Debbie White’s son. 
 
A full story of the North family is deserving of further attention but this book is concerned with 
the Nicholsons and so it is convenient now to leave the Norths and return to the main theme in 
the next chapter by addressing Frank and Saranna Nicholson’s descendants. 
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CHAPTER 7 
 
 
Descendants of Frank and Saranna Nicholson  
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
2. Louisa Frances McMicking (nee Nicholson) (1872-1959) 
 
3. Maude Eliza Havard/McMicking (nee Nicholson) (1874-1951) 
 
4 Saranna Jean Cameron (nee Nicholson) (1875-1954) 
 
5. Robert Dundas Pierce Nicholson (Robin) (1877-1919) 
 5.1 Jean Boydell (nee Nicholson) (1914-2005) 
 5.2 Marjorie (Tiggy) Dods (nee Nicholson) (1916- 1993) 
 5.3 Sally Huessler (nee Nicholson) (1918-1992) 
 
6. Frank Villeneuve Nicholson (1878-1972) 
 6.1 Frank (Bill) Villeneuve Nicholson (1911-1992) 
 6.2 John Villeneuve Nicholson (1914-1992) 
 
7. Ruth North Hamilton (nee Nicholson) (1881-1963) 
 
8. Frederick Charles Nicholson (1885-1975) 
 
9. Isabelle Mabelle Murray (nee Nicholson) (1887-1972) 
 
10. Burnett Swinton Nicholson (1889-1952) 
 10.1 Burnett Murray Nicholson (1921-1993) 
 10.2 June Meta Cutting (nee Nicholson) (1922-  ) 
 10.3 Joyce Swinton Murray (nee Nicholson) (1924-  ) 
 10.4 Geoffrey Swinton Nicholson (1925-2011) 
 10.5 Robin Swinton Nicholson (1927-  ) 
 10.6 Bruce Swinton Nicholson (1929-1955) 
 
11. Doris Deborah Nicholson (1893-1934) 
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1. Introduction 
 
As set out in Chapter 5, after Frank and Saranna married on 4 May 1872 they lived on their own 
run at “Noogoora” and then at “Villeneuve”.1 This Chapter is concerned with the children of 
Frank and Saranna and their descendants, except for Frederick Charles Nicholson and his 
descendants who are dealt with in Chapter 8. The family tree is set out in Appendix III. 
 
2. Louisa Frances McMicking (nee Nicholson) (1872-1959) 
 
 
 
Louisa Frances Nicholson was born on 24 November 1872  in Sydney, the eldest child of Frank 
and Saranna, and died on 31 July 1959. It is apparent from the dates of marriage and birth that 
Saranna was already bearing Louisa at the time of the marriage, and this may have been a 
fortuitous signal to the North family that the couple were not to be made to await their marriage 
any longer. After all, Frank had returned to Australia in 1871 for the express purpose of the 
couple marrying and to wait from then until 1872 may have been expecting too much. That their 
first child was already on the way at the time of the marriage explains why Louisa was born in 
Sydney instead of at her home at “Wivenhoe”.  
 
Louisa grew up at “Noogoora” and “Villenueve” and then in Brisbane as set out in Chapter 5. 
She married Robert St. Ringan McMicking (Ringan) on 15 December 1903, aged 31 years.  The 
McMicking family was well known in New South Wales grazing circles, and the couple went to 
live at a property named “Mannus”, near Wagga Wagga, NSW. They had two children, Frank, 
who was born in Brisbane on 22 October 1904 and who died at Tarwin Meadows, Victoria on 8 
January 1938, and Jean, who was born in Wagga Wagga on 16 August 1911.2   
 
The McMicking family members were very prominent people in the area and for 52 years 
Ringan McMicking was a dominating figure in the affairs of the community and did much to 
improve the facilities in the district. At “Mannus” he established a system of share farming, 
developed a cheese factory, established a racecourse and picnic races, encouraged Australian 
Rules football and established the Presbyterian Church in Tumbarumba in 1884. Ringan had 
come from Aberdeen University where he was regarded as an expert on trade relations with the 
Philippines before he settled in Australia. 3 
                                                          
1
For details about the marriage see section 5.3 and for the details of the rest of their lives see the balance of Chapter 
5. 
2
Typed sheet of Nicholson family details, undated and unsigned, given to author by the late Frederick C Nicholson. 
3 Web site http://www.ozgenonline.com/aust_cemeteries/nsw/tumbarumba/mannus.htm  
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                McMicking graves at Mannus.                Memorial plaque for Robert McMicking 
   Source: www.australiancemeteries.com/nsw/tumbarumba/mannus.htm 
 
Unfortunately Ringan lost much of the family money in gambling and after he died Louisa, left 
in a tight financial position,  went to live with her daughter, Jean, until her death in 1959.  
 
Jean married Alan Wylie and they lived in a property called “Arakoon” near Nanango. They had 
two children, Robert Frank McMicking Wylie and Mary Maitland Wylie who both became 
veterinary surgeons.  
 
Robert Wylie married Margaret Ann Winterbotham in 1967 and they had two children. They 
later divorced and Robert remarried in 1983 to Lurline Jean Pascoe. There were no children from 
this marriage. Mary Wylie married Peter Atkinson and they had two sons. For further details see 
the family tree at Appendix III. 
 
3. Maude Eliza Havard/McMicking (nee Nicholson) (1874-1951) 
 
 
 
Maude Eliza Nicholson was born on 17 May 1874 at “Fernie Lawn”,4 near Ipswich, the second 
child of Frank and Saranna. She married Arthur Henry Havard (1870-1901),5 a solicitor 
practising in Townsville,6 on 18 April 1900 when she was 26. Arthur died slightly more than a 
year later, on 12 September 1901, of appendicitis.7 There was one child of this brief marriage, 
Arthur Francis Havard, who was born on 3 July 1901. Maude and her infant son returned to live 
                                                          
4
 Details of “Fernie Lawn” and the Norths holding of it are given by Marianne Eastgate, above. The spelling on the 
sign by the Department of Main Roads on a creek near Wivenhoe Dam is “Fairnie” - observation by author. 
5
 Arthur was educated at Ipswich Grammar School together with Ivor his brother: letter from Arthur Havard (Junior) 
dated 26 February 1994. 
6 Son of William Havard, also a solicitor, from Ipswich - Arthur Havard to author in letter dated 26 February 1994. 
7
 Arthur Havard, above. 
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with her mother Saranna in Brisbane after her husband died.8 Maude remarried in 1906, as to 
which see shortly, and young Arthur stayed with his mother and step-father until schooling 
requirements arose and he then went to live with his grandmother (Saranna) in Brisbane for some 
years while he attended Clayfield College, Brisbane, and later went to board at Geelong 
Grammar School, Victoria. At the age of 12 years he also assisted his aunt, Daisy Nicholson, 
while her husband, Fred, was away in the west on the “Trafalgar” property, as to which see 
Chapter 8.9 After leaving school in 1919 Arthur spent a life on the land, including holding a 
number of senior organisational positions,10 which included being president of the Victorian 
Graziers Association, and the National Farmers Union of Australia, for which services he was 
awarded the OBE.11 Arthur married Rothes Smith in Melbourne in November 1939 of which 
marriage there was no issue.12   
 
As has been mentioned Maude remarried, this time to L W (Tom) McMicking, a farmer, the 
brother of her sister Louisa's husband Ringan, on 23 June 1906, in Sydney.13 Tom McMicking 
died on 22 December 1934 and Maude died on 20 October 1951.14  Of the marriage with Tom 
McMicking there were two sons and one daughter. They were Burnett Villeneuve McMicking, 
who was born on 5 November 1907 in Melbourne, who married Antoinette Andrews in 1942. 
There was one child of the marriage, Merren Ruth, who married Ian Thomlinson in 1966 and 
who had one child, named Murray Burnett Thomlinson. The second child of Maude's second 
marriage was Thomas Hamilton McMicking, who was born on 1 August 1909 in Melbourne and 
who married Joan Austin Coope Lamb in 1955 of which marriage there was no issue.15  
 
The third child of Maude's second marriage was Eleanor Maude McMicking (known as Nell), 
who was born on 18 December 1911 at Yerong Creek, NSW, and who married Alston Wallace 
on 18 November 1936. They had John David Alston Wallace, born on 27 October 1937, and 
Elizabeth Nell Alston Wallace, born 6 January 1940.16 The Wallaces lived on a property near 
Albury for many years. David married Joan Patricia Margetts in 1970, of which marriage were 
born Andrew, Sophia and Skye. Elizabeth married Ronald James McLaurin in 1966, but, sadly, 
the  two children of this marriage were both stillborn. For further details see the family tree at 
Appendix III.  
 
 
                                                          
8 Details of Saranna’s life are set out in Chapter 5. 
9
 Fred had had a breakdown and was working on his holding near Dirranbandi, south-west Queensland, for some 
two years, necessarily leaving Daisy and her small children, then living at “Sunnyside”, alone in Brisbane for much 
of the time - Arthur Havard, above. 
10
 Arthur’s public service included being president of the Victorian Graziers Association 1954/57, member of 
Graziers Federal Council 1952-57, president of National Farmers Union , later the Australian Farmers Union, 1950-
65 and chairman of Victorian Agricultural Limited 1965-81 - Arthur Havard, above. 
11 Arthur Havard wrote full Memoirs entitled Snapshots in Memory: The Life of Arthur Havard, a copy of which 
was sent by him to the author. 
12 Letter from Arthur Havard dated 26 February 1994, above. 
13 Typed sheet, above. 
14
 Typed sheet, above. 
15
 Family Tree compiled by Mrs Elizabeth McLaurin (nee Wallace), 17 March 1994. 
16
 Family Tree by Elizabeth McLaurin, above. 
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4. Saranna Jean Cameron (nee Nicholson) (1875-1954 ) 
 
 
 
Saranna Jean Nicholson (known as Jean) was born on 19 June 1875 at “Noogoora”, the third 
child of Frank and Saranna. She married Walter Evan Cameron on 28 November 1900 at 
Herston, Brisbane.17 Walter’s father, Dr Cameron, had been the one time headmaster of Ipswich 
Grammar School,18 which was well known for its high level of scholarship. Walter was a 
geologist and they lived in Malaya for many years due to his employment there and travelled 
widely,19 before returning to live in Sydney. Walter died in Sydney in 1947. There were no 
children of the marriage. Jean died on 31 January 1954 in Brisbane. 
 
5. Robert Dundas Pierce Nicholson (Robin) (1877-1919) 
 
 
 
Robert Dundas Pierce Nicholson (known as Robin) was born on 17 February 1877 at 
“Villeneuve”, the fourth child of Frank and Saranna. (He was named after his grandmother, who 
had been named with the male names of Robert Dundas on the wish of her dying father, as 
mentioned in Chapter 6.)  
 
He attended Brisbane Grammar School and was a prominent member of the Merthyr Football 
Club. After leaving school he spent some years with his uncles Francis North and Arthur North 
on “Moray Downs” and “Doongmabulla” stations in Central Queensland. He subsequently 
managed “Cracow” near Taroom and “Gregory Downs” at Burketown.20 
 
Robin married Amy Janet Flower on 10 February 1909 at Brisbane.21 He had been working in 
the Gulf Country, northern Queensland, for some time and he took his city bride back to the 
remote Gulf of Carpentaria property “Gregory Downs”, 100 miles south of the Gulf of 
                                                          
17
 Typed sheet, above. 
18
 Interview with Mrs DM White on 1 April 1994. 
19
 Recollections of Joy Murray and Kaye Mobsby, December 1993. 
20 Obituary in the Brisbane Courier 18 March 1919  
21
 Typed sheet, above. Robin was a huge man for his era, some 6’6” in height and a weight to match it. At some 
stage before his marriage he was employed in “blackbirding” in the Pacific Islands - Mrs DM White, above. 
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Carpentaria, where they lived for several years in great hardship.22 He was listed as a 
Commissioner of the Peace at “Gregory Downs”, Burketown in the 1912 Pugh’s Almanac. 
 
By 1916 they had moved to “Bogarella”, a property 50 miles north of Augathella, in the central 
west of Queensland, and they had three daughters, as to which see shortly.23 In 1919 a tragedy 
hit the family as Robin contracted blood poisoning from an injury to his finger from a meat 
hook24 and died in the Edmonton Private Hospital, Brisbane, after a “dramatic dash across 
Queensland in a horse trap”, driven by his wife Amy, with the three young girls (Jean 5, Tiggy 3 
and Sally 1) packed in by Amy with the seriously ill father as best as could be managed.25  
 
After her husband’s death, Amy and her children returned to Brisbane and lived at Toowong 
with Amy’s mother but life was not easy for them.26  
 
5.1 Jean Flower Boydell (nee Nicholson) (1914-2005) 
 
 
 
Of the three daughters of the marriage between Robin and Amy the first was Jean, who was born 
on 15 April 1914. In the 1930s she became the passenger relations officer for the Orient 
Shipping Line where she met her husband Maurice Grant (Tim) Boydell. They married on 8 
November 1939.  Just a couple of months later Tim enlisted in the Australian Army and was sent 
overseas to train. In Greece he was captured and spent over three years as a POW. 
 
Jean enlisted in the Australian Army Medical Women's Service with the idea of serving 
overseas. She rose quickly to the rank of Captain and ran hospitals and camps all over 
Queensland. 
 
After the war Tim rose through the ranks to Manager and finally Director of the Orient Line 
(P&O) and he and Jean lived in most of the capital cities around Australia27 In the 1960s they 
lived in a beautiful company house in the Sydney Eastern suburbs where the author sometimes 
had the pleasure of being invited to tennis when his naval ship was in Sydney. 
 
There were three children of this marriage; Sydney Grant Boydell (b 1946 ) who married Frances 
Wallace, of which marriage there were two children. The second child of Jean and Tim Boydell 
was Katherine Grant Boydell (b 1948) who married Andrew Buchanan of which marriage there 
                                                          
22
 Eulogy by Espie Dods, at his mother’s funeral, St Johns Cathedral, Brisbane 16 December 1993. 
23
 Eulogy by Espie Dods, above. 
24 Death Certificate shows the cause of death as “abscess of liver, septicaema, exhaustion”; Mrs DM White, above. 
25
 Eulogy by Espie Dods, above. 
26
 Eulogy by Espie Dods, above. 
27 Eulogy by Espie Dods, above. 
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were two daughters. The third child was Ruth Janet Grant Boydell (b 1949) who married Peter 
McMullin of which marriage there were three sons. Jean lived many of her later years in St 
Lucia, Brisbane. For further details see the family tree at Appendix III and for more on the 
Boydell family see Chapter 11. 
 
5.2  Marjorie (Tiggy) Dods (nee Nicholson) (1916-1993) 
   
 
 
The second child of Robin and Amy Nicholson was Marjorie (Tiggy) Nicholson, who was born 
on 4 April 1916. During her early years, because of her father’s death and their financial 
hardship, Tiggy spent much time with her aunt Ruth Hamilton who lived at the historic house 
“Whyenbah”, Hamilton, Brisbane. Her nickname of “Tiggy” came from the 1905 book of 
Beatrice Potter, The Tale of Mrs Tiggy Winkle.28 She married Robin Espie Dods (Robin) on 27 
April 1939 and they lived comfortably due to Robin’s success as an architect. Robin died in 1988 
and Tiggy moved from her Harts Road Indooroopilly house to Whyenbah St, Hamilton, until her 
death in December 1993.  
 
There were two children of the marriage; Susan Espie Dods (d.2012), who married Dr Anthony 
Blue29 and lived in Brisbane and Robin Espie Dods (known as Espie) (b 1945), who qualified as 
an architect and practised in Sydney. Tiggy’s husband Robin was a successful architect in and 
about Brisbane and his uncle, Robert Smith Dods (also known as Robin), was famous for his 
architectural work, especially in and around Brisbane. This was recorded by the well known 
architect, Robert Riddel, in his PhD, a summary of which he published in 2012 in the RHSQ 
Journal.30 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                          
28
 Eulogy by Espie Dods, above. 
29
 Tony Blue was a champion athlete representing Australia in the 800 metres events in the 1960 and 1964 Olympic 
Games and practised as a medical specialist (orthopaedic surgeon) in Brisbane. 
30 Robert Riddell “Queensland architect RS Dods 1868-1920: his life and work” (2012)  21 Queensland History 
Journal 707-717. RS Dods was the architect who converted the fairly crude homestead on “Nindooinbah” grazing 
run hear Beaudesert, sold out of the estate of the author’s great-grandfather , Ernest White, to the Collins family in 
1906  who then made it into the attractive homestead that still exists today; details are set  out in M.W.D. White An 
Early Settler: The Duckett White Family in Australia, 1990, Chapter 8. 
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5.3 Sally Huessler (nee Nicholson) (1918-1992) 
 
 
 
The third child of Robin Nicholson and Amy was Sally, born 6 February 1918 at “Bogarella” 
Station, Augathella, Queensland. During World War II (1939-1945) Sally joined the Women’s 
Auxiliary Australian Air Force where she rose to the rank of Sergeant. She often recounted a 
highlight of her service while posted in Sydney when Japanese midget submarines entered 
Sydney Harbour in 1942. In Brisbane she met grazier Hugh Heussler,  then serving in the AIF, 
whom she married on 6 February 1946. The couple moved to his sheep property “Lochnagar”, 
near Barcaldine in central Queensland.  There they had three sons; Robert Christian Huessler in 
1947, David Nicholson Huessler in 1948 and William Westgarth Huessler in 1951.  
 
After seven years at “Lochnagar”, they moved south of the border to a farming district Banora 
Point, in the Tweed River valley, NSW where they became pillars of the community. Around 
1972 they moved back to Queensland and spent their declining years in Southport. Sally passed 
away in June 1992, survived by her husband Hugh (who lived to over 100), their three sons and 
seven grandchildren. 31For further details see the family tree at Appendix III. 
 
6. Frank Villeneuve Nicholson (1878-1972) 
 
 
 
Frank Villeneuve Nicholson was born on 15 October 1878 at “Villeneuve”, the fifth child of 
Frank and Saranna. Frank was an outstanding rugby player as was his brother Fred. Frank played 
rugby for Queensland in each of the years 1900-190532 and for Australia in 1903 and 1904.33 
His career was summarized by Gary Osmond, as follows: 
                                                          
31  Letter by Robert Heussler to author dated 13 Sept 2009 
32
 Thirteen matches against NSW and 2 against New Zealand - letter from Mr Don Wilkey, PO Box 40, Chifley, 
ACT, to Mrs Ruth Nicholson, dated 22 December 1977. Mr Wilkey was an honorary historian of Australian rugby 
records.. 
33
 He was a forward and played 1 match against New Zealand in Sydney in 1903 and was captain of the Australian 
team in the first test against the British Isles in Sydney in 1904. Frank was to have been captain  in the second test, 
in Brisbane, but did not arrive in Brisbane from Sydney in time for the match. Mr Wilkey has it that in 1905 Frank 
toured New Zealand with the Australian team but did not play in the only test, in Dunedin, but he may be in error as 
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“A ‘tough, determined forward’, Frank played rugby for the Toombul-Nundah and the 
Valley Electorate club. He represented Queensland from 1900 to 1905, and was named to 
the ‘Gallery of Great Players’ on the occasion of Queensland Rugby Union’s jubilee in 
1932 for representing the State on more than 10 occasions. Frank’s total was 13 matches: 
11 against NSW and two against New Zealand. He was the captain in two of those 13 
games.  
Internationally, Frank played in two tests: in 1903 against New Zealand in Sydney and in 
1904 as captain, again in Sydney, in the first of two Tests against Great Britain. He was 
only the second Queensland player to captain Australia in a Test match, after Bob 
McCowan in 1899, and was one of several boys from Brisbane Grammar School to have 
captained Australia: others included Tommy Lawton, Bob McCowan, ‘Chilla’ Wilson 
and Keith Winning. Frank also toured New Zealand in 1905 with the Australian team, but 
in fact did not play a game.”34 (However, see Footnote 33). 
 
     
 
Frank went to the South African Boer War, in the rank of Captain and as the paymaster for the 
7th Battalion Australian Commonwealth Horse (Qld). After their departure the peace was 
declared so they were only away from 19 May to 2 August 1902.35 Later Frank was sent by his 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
the souvenirs left by Fred which are in the author’s possession show that it was more likely Fred who did this tour, 
playing in the backs and not Frank, who was a forward. There is some difficulty in being sure as the programs and 
other details usually list the player as only “F. Nicholson”. For details of Fred’s rugby career see section 8.8. In 1904 
Frank was twice captain for Queensland against NSW in which matches his younger brother, Fred, also played in 
the team - letter from Mr Don Wilkey, above. 
34 Dr Gary Osmond, lecturer, University of  Queensland, contribution for book on Rugby to be edited by Dr Max 
Howell (a wallaby in 1940s; later Professor Max Howell AO, Univeristy of Queensland); sent to author on 2 March 
1997; the book Born to Lead, was about the Australian Rugby captains.  the quite different Max Howell,  Mr Max 
Howell AM, former headmaster of Brisbane Grammar School, also kindly sent the author his summary of Frank 
Nicholson’s career kept in the Brisbane Grammar School archives. 
35 Australian War Memorial web site, re Boer War. Frank was then aged 24 years and gave his occupation on 
joining as clerk. The Second Boer War was from 11 October 1899 to 31 May 1902. (The first Boer War was 16 
December 1880 to 23 March 1881). The first contingent from Queensland was called the 1st Queensland Mounted 
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mother to the USA to undertake his training as a dentist at the Philadelphia University,36 with 
much of the meagre family finances being expended on this training37  which gave rise to some 
resentment from the other children who were in equal need.38 There was considerable 
professional opposition to his qualifications being accepted on his return to Queensland but he 
succeeded in the end39  and he practised dentistry from a surgery in Edward Street, Brisbane, 
from 1902 to 1922.40 
 
 
Wedding of Frank Nicholson and Beryl Black 
Source: Robin Villeneuve Nicholson 
 
He married Beryl Black on 11 January 1911 in Sydney41 and he and Beryl later lived in Sydney 
where Frank was the bursar of the Kings School, Parramatta, for many years.42 Frank had a 
difficult personality and broke off relationships with his family, to the point of refusing to see his 
brother Fred when Fred tried to call on him in later years.43 Issue of the marriage were Frank 
Villeneuve (called Bill), born on 4 November 191144, and John Villeneuve who was born in 
Brisbane on 11 November 1914.  
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
Infantry and consisted of 282 volunteers led by Lieutenant Colonel PR Ricardo. They left on 1 November 1899 and 
returned on 17 January 1901, having suffered four killed-in-action and five who died from disease; Royal Historical 
Society Bulletin, July 2012, No. 765, page 1, editor Graeme Nicholson. 
36
 Mr Arthur Havard in letter dated 26 February 1994. 
37 Recollections of Mrs DM (Bebe) White to author, 19 February 1994. 
38
 Mrs DM White, above. 
39
 Recollections by the late Fred Nicholson to author. 
40 Letter from Authur Havard, undated. 
41
 Typed sheet, above. 
42
 Arthur Havard, above. 
43
 Mrs DM White, above. This rift may have been over money that was owing by Frank and by Fred to their mother 
on Saranna’s death, which is noted in her Will, as mentioned in Chapter 5. 
44 Typed sheet, above.   
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6.1 Frank (Bill) Villeneuve Nicholson (1911-1992) 
 
Frank and Beryl’s elder son Bill, had the misfortune to fall from a tree at the Kings School, 
Parramatta, NSW where he was studying sitting on a branch and the subsequent break of his leg 
led to its having to be amputated.45 This misfortune severely affected his confidence   
 
In 1933/34 Bill was a student on an Experimental Farm in Wagga Wagga, NSW.46 The students 
received instruction in cultivation, propagating and grading of crops as well as care and handling 
of livestock and blacksmithing.The Experiment Farm provided a two year course of instruction 
in agriculture which led to a certificate.47 
 
In the 1937 census, Bill and his brother John are listed as graziers on a property called 
“Lasswade”, Morongla Creek, Cowra, NSW and in the 1943 census, Bill is again listed as a 
grazier but now in Orange, NSW. By the end of the 1940s and for the next 20 years Bill is shown 
in census returns as residing with his parents at Rose Bay in Sydney. After that he was residing 
in Wollstonecraft, Sydney.  He never married and died in 1992. 
 
6.2 John Villeneuve Nicholson (1914-1992) 
 
John, like his older brother Bill, attended the King’s School, a prestigious private boy’s school in 
Parramatta, Sydney where in 1933 he won the Open Hurdles Championship.48 
 
In 1940 during World War II (1939-1945) John enlisted in the army where he spent five years 
and achieved the rank of Lieutenant in an Anti Aircraft Regiment.49 The same year he was 
discharged, he married Betty Hosking and they adopted a daughter Robin Villeneuve in 1946. 
 
Subsequently, in 1953 he married Helen Anne Carter and they had three children; Penelope, 
Timothy John Villeneuve and Frank Villeneuve.50  
 
The two brothers Bill and John died in 1992 within a few weeks of each other. For further details 
see the family tree at Appendix III.  
 
 
                                                          
45
 Mrs DM White, above; recollections  of Joyce Murray and Kaye Mobsby, above.. 
46 1933 and 1934 census returns 
47 State Records of NSW: http://search.records.nsw.gov.au/agencies/1947  
48 Sydney Morning Herald 4 September 1933 page 14 
49 Commonwealth Government WW2 Nominal Roll  
50 Information from Robin Villeneuve Nicholson 
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(1) Frank with son Frank (Bill); (2) John at King’s School, and (3) John in WWII 
uniform 
Source: Robin Villeneuve Nicholson 
 
 
7. Ruth North Hamilton (nee Nicholson) (1881-1963) 
 
 
 
Ruth North Nicholson was born on 24 January 1881 at “Fernie Lawn”, the sixth child of Frank 
and Saranna. She married David Hamilton at Herston, Brisbane, on 14 September 1904. David 
was a member of a family well known for their shipping interests in McDonald Hamilton 
shipping company and he was the manager of AUSN and P & O shipping in Australia,51 which 
was a source of considerable wealth to them. David died in Sydney on 23 December 1924.52 
They also lived in Melbourne where, both before and after David’s death, Ruth occupied a high 
social profile. There was no issue of the marriage.53 Tiggy Nicholson, as a young child after her 
father Robin’s death, went to live with them in Melbourne for some years, but this arrangement 
ended when permission for Ruth and David to adopt Tiggy was refused by Tiggy’s mother Amy. 
Although generous in many ways to her family, Ruth left her considerable wealth to charity and 
entirely away from them apart from some small particular legacies.54 
 
 
 
                                                          
51
 Arthur Havard, above. 
52
 Typed sheet, above. 
53
 Recollections of Joyce Murray and Kaye Mobsby, above. 
54
 Mrs DM White, above. 
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8. Frederick Charles Nicholson (1885-1975) 
 
 
 
Frederick Charles Nicholson (Fred) was born on 19 April 1885 at “Villeneuve”, the seventh 
child of Frank and Saranna,55 and only 13 years of age at the time of his father's death.  He lived 
with his mother and family at Herston until he married.  He married Ann Emily (known as 
Daisy) Morisset at Brisbane on 10 November 1906, of which marriage there were five children. 
Daisy died on 24 April 1955,56 of a long and painful cancer, and Fred died on 11 November 1975 
aged 90 years.57 The details of Fred and Daisy’s life together, and of their descendants, are set out 
in Chapter 8, so they will not be further discussed here. 
 
9. Isabelle Mabelle Murray (nee Nicholson) (1887-1972) 
 
 
 
Isabelle Mabelle Nicholson (Mabelle) was born on 17 May 1887 at “Villeneuve”, the eighth 
child of Frank and Saranna. Mabelle formed an attachment for Paul C J Murray, from a well 
known Brisbane family, but her mother, Saranna, was opposed to the match as Paul had had 
some difficulty in relation to some employment. Saranna placed many obstacles in the way of the 
young couple, including sitting in the room and not leaving whenever Paul came to visit. The 
couple, therefore, was often seen walking together around the suburbs, almost daily.58 Also, 
Mabelle felt responsible for the welfare of her disabled sister, Doris, her mother and her uncles, 
all of whom lived in the household.  After Saranna died Mabelle moved to Sydney, to join Paul 
who had gone to live there, taking Doris with her. After Doris died Mabelle felt free to marry 
and, after an engagement of some 30 years, Mabelle and Paul Murray finally married.59 There 
were no children on the marriage. Paul died on 18 July 1948 in Brisbane and Mabelle 
subsequently lived at Jervis Bay, the site of the Naval College, where the Navy then rented out 
                                                          
55
 Typed sheet, above. 
56
 Typed sheet, above. 
57
 Fred was very fit, even into his 90th year, and he died suddenly whilst mowing his lawn at his house at Bauer St, 
Southport, on a very hot day. He had stopped to rest, lying against the fence, and there passed away. His remains, 
and those of his wife Daisy, are in the columbarium of the Saint Peters Southport Anglican Church . - author’s 
recollection. 
58
 Mrs DM White, above. 
59
 Mrs DM White, above. 
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the houses during the years the College was in Victoria (1932 to 1957). Later she lived at 
Elizabeth Bay, Sydney60 and died on 1 May 1972.61 
 
10. Burnett Swinton Nicholson (1889-1952) 
 
 
 
Burnett Swinton Nicholson was born on 3 October 1889 at “Villeneuve”, the ninth child of Frank 
and Saranna. He was named after his maternal grandmother’s family of Burnett, a very 
distinguished Scottish family who can trace their direct lineage back to the 14th century.  
 
Being the youngest son, he used to help his older brothers Frank and Fred run the dairy farm at 
Herston, Brisbane. When Fred obtained his property near Dirranbandi, he asked Burnett to help 
him on it which Burnett did, but Fred was annoyed when Burnett decided to leave and enlist in 
the Army. Burnett served in World War I as a machine gunner.62 His service record shows that 
he embarked from Melbourne in the SS Indarra on 26 November 1917 in a machine gun 
company as part of the general reinforcements, aged then 27 years, and on joining the Army he 
gave his occupation as grazier.63  
 
He travelled through the Suez Canal with his company, where they changed ships, and 
disembarked in Southampton on 2 February 1918. The army records are difficult to read but 
Burnett seems to have seen active service in the 4th Machine Gun Battalion in France. Peace was 
declared on 11 November 1918 and he is shown on leave back in the UK in March 1919. He 
seems to have returned to Australia for discharge in the second half of 1919. Like many men 
who saw active service during World War I, Burnett’s health was permanently affected and this 
became more obvious in later life. Burnett married Harriet Meta Murray Wilson (1897-1988) 
(Meta) at St Paul’s Church of England, Ipswich, Queensland, on 29 July 1920.64  
 
                                                          
60 Recollections of Joyce Murray and Kaye Mobsby, above. Also recollections of author, who often visited Mabelle 
in Sydney in the early 1960s, whilst he was in the Navy and his ships were based in that city, and listened to the 
stories of life at Jervis Bay. The RAN College was erected at Jervis Bay in 1915 but was moved to Flinders Naval 
Depot, Victoria, as an economy measure in the 1930s depression and the College was only moved back to Jervis 
Bay in 1957. 
61 Written Notes by Mabelle Murray, updated by Arthur Havard Junior, and sent to Mrs D M (Bebe) White by him, 
about 1970. 
62
 Statement of  Service and Casualty Form-Active Service forms in the Army achives; Arthur Havard, above. 
63 Australian War Memorial web site www.awm.gov.au, “First World War Embarkation Roll.” 
64
 The Marriage Certificate shows Burnett’s then occupation as grazier at “Trafalgar.” The block was drawn by 
Vaux Morisset, situated about 20 kilometres west of Dirranbandi in south-west Queensland. “Trafalgar” was later 
transferred to Burnett’s brother, Fred Nicholson, which Fred, whilst mainly a solicitor at Beaudesert, owned and 
developed for most of his life, see Chapter 8. The Certificate also shows that Meta’s family residence was then 
Thorn Street , Ipswich, that she was 22 years of age and that she was the daughter of John Cecil Norman Wilson, 
retired merchant, and Harriet Louise (nee Thorne). 
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There were six children of Burnett and Meta’s marriage, all born around the area of Wagga 
Wagga, NSW. For full details on all of Burnett’s children see Appendix III. 
 
                                      
Bruce, Robin and Geoffrey Nicholson                Joyce, June and Murray Nicholson 
                Source: Kaye Mobsby                                                           Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
The marriage between Burnett, a struggling farmer, and Meta was not accepted kindly by Meta’s 
parents, which was a wealthy merchant family of Ipswich. At one time her parents lived at 
“Claremont” on the river at Ipswich, which later became a National Trust Home because of its 
elegance. 
 
Burnett and Meta first lived at “Toole’s Creek”, 23 kilometres from Wagga Wagga, NSW, on 
land which was part of the Soldier Settlement program, to which Burnett was entitled due to his 
service in France in World War I.  “Toole’s Creek” was a large tract of rich agricultural and 
grazing land of more than 11,000 acres given to soldier settlers to farm and it would have been 
here that their first children would have been born. Then the family moved into Wagga Wagga, 
from which it could be inferred that they could not make a living on their soldier settlement 
block, where they spent the next three years during the mid 1920s. 
 
The Great Depression from 1929 to 1932 made life for Burnett and Meta very difficult. Burnett 
was offered share farming in Victoria at a place called “Tarwin Meadows” in south Gippsland. 
The property was owned by George Murray Black and his wife Eleanor who was a sister to two 
of Burnett’s brothers-in-law, Tom and Ringan McMicking. 
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11Wollundry Avenue, Wagga Wagga           Burnett’s family at their home in Boondall 
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
After a couple of years at “Tarwin Meadows”, the family moved  to Brisbane  to a mixed farm at 
Boondall, growing vegetables, flowers, chickens, eggs etc. From there they moved to 15 
Thorrold St, Wooloowin, Brisbane and Burnett worked at the Brisbane Wharves as a tally clerk.  
 
Burnett and Meta’s children spent the later years of their school life in Brisbane, and for some of 
that they were able to attend private schools, with the two elder boys attending the Brisbane 
Grammar School, the two younger boys attending the Church of England Grammar School and 
the two girls going to the Brisbane Girls Grammar School. Burnett died on 21 September 1952, 
aged 62 years, in Brisbane.65  
 
Meta became an active member of the Queensland branch of the Victoria League and travelled 
twice to England as part of the League. During her second trip, in 1961, she was invited 
(“commanded”) to attend a function by Queen Elizabeth II at St. James Palace.66  
 
On May 15th, 1961 Meta wrote about the event in her diary: 
“Left here with Mrs. Dunstan and Robelia and got to St. James about 7.30. Lots to see, 
beautiful frocks, jewels, furs etc. At last we got into the Palace and gradually made our 
way to the Throne Room. We had eats and champagne, then lined up ready for the Queen 
to arrive at 9. She looked beautiful in blue with her jewels and tiara. After procession 
passed we had more supper and champagne.”67  
 
                                                          
65
 Death Certificate, extracted 7 September 1983.  
66 The invitation (“Command”)  was in the possession of daughter Joyce who donated it to the Victoria League 
Archives after Meta died. 
67 Meta’s travel diary in possession of Kaye Mobsby. 
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Meta always remembered that experience and how Prince Philip asked her how many children 
she had and what their occupations were. Being quite flustered at the time she said she just 
blurted out that they all worked in Banks which of course was not the case.68 
 
 Meta spent her later years at the Golden Age Retirement Village, Ridgeway St, Southport, and 
died there on 19 October 1988, aged 90.69  
 
 
                                 Burnett and Meta Nicholson with their family 
                    L-R.(back)- Geoffrey, Murray and Robin (daughter Joyce missing) 
                    L-R. (front)- Bruce, Meta, Roderick (June’s son), Burnett and June  
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
10.1  Burnett Murray Nicholson (1921-1993) 
 
 
 
The eldest of Burnett and Meta’s children was Burnett Murray Nicholson (1921- 1993) and he 
served with distinction in the RAAF during World War II, including being Mentioned in 
                                                          
68 Meta’s recollections passed on to daughter, Joyce Murray. 
69 Death Certificate dated 22 December 1988.  
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Dispatches. He joined on 3 March 1941, aged 19 years, and served in the RAAF until discharged 
on 7 September 1945, as a Flight Lieutenant.70  
 
     
 Murray with his sister Joyce Nicholson. 
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
He worked as a clerk in the firm of Dalgety and Co. the first pastoral company to move into 
Teneriffe, Brisbane which in the 1910s and 1920s developed as Brisbane's principal woolstore 
precinct, to which wool was railed and shipped from all over Queensland.  
 
Murray married Joan Isabel Stewart and they had two daughters, Dianne Jennifer in 1951 and 
Susan Joan in 1955. In the early 1960’s Murray was offered a management position with Dalgety 
and Co. in Sydney so the family relocated there, where Murray worked until his retirement.  
 
Their elder daughter Dianne attended Macquarie University and became a teacher. She married 
John Shepherd and they had three daughters; Karen, Nicole and Katrina. Karen and Nicole both 
attended Macquarie University, Karen graduating as a statistical analyst and Nicole as a 
geophysicist. Katrina studied nursing at the Sydney University of Technology specializing as a 
paediatric nurse.71 
 
Younger daughter Susan studied at Macquarie University graduating as a teacher. She married 
Gregory MacNamara in 1978 and they had a son David and two daughters, Belinda and Allison. 
 
David is a merchant banker. Belinda graduated from Australian Catholic University with a 
Bachelor of Nursing and Allison is a radiographer with a Bachelor of Applied Sciences degree 
from the University of Sydney.72 
 
                                                          
70 Australian War Memorial website, above. 
71 Email from Dianne Shepherd (nee Nicholson) 18.9.2015 
72 Email from Sue MacNamara (nee Nicholson) 24.9.15 
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                 Murray and Joan Nicholson          Allison, David and Belinda MacNamara 
          Source: Sue MacNamara (nee Nicholson) 
 
Murray died in Sydney on 10 January 1993.  For further details see the family tree in Appendix 
III. 
 
10.2    June Meta Cutting (nee Nicholson) (1922-  ) 
 
 
 
June Meta Nicholson (b 1922) attended school in Wagga Wagga before moving to Brisbane and 
attending Brisbane Girls Grammar School. She was a law clerk with Stephens and Tozer, 
Solicitors in George Street, Brisbane before joining the Air Force in March 1942. She rose to the 
rank of Sergeant before being discharged in 1945. 
 
In 1944 she married John Cutting and resided in Western Australia for some years before 
moving to Brisbane then finally settling in Sydney. John and June had four children Roderick  
(b 1946), Jennifer (b 1948), Stephen (1956-2010) and Derek ( 1959). 
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June became President of the New South Wales Women’s Bowling Association and enjoyed 
trips to other States as well as travelling to regional areas around New South Wales.  June lives 
with her daughter in Sydney. 
 
10.3   Joyce Swinton Murray (nee Nicholson) (1924-  ) 
 
 
 
Joyce Swinton Nicholson (b 1924) worked as a bank clerk in Brisbane, in the Commercial 
Banking Company of Sydney, which later amalgamated with the National Bank of Australasia 
Ltd. She married Byron Murray and had two sons, David Byron (1946-1967) and Richard 
Damon (b 1947) who both attended Brisbane Grammar School. Tragically David was killed in a 
car accident when he was just 21. Richard married Estelle Clarke and they had two children 
Cameron Richard and Raquel Susan.  Joyce and Byron divorced in the 1960s and Joyce later 
worked for Café and Hotel Supplies Pty. Ltd., which company she eventually owned herself. 
Upon retirement, Joyce sold the business to her nephew Brett Nicholson, eldest son of her 
brother Robin.  
 
Throughout her life, Joyce has enjoyed many overseas trips whilst residing in Moola Raod, 
Ashgrove where she had lived since 1954.  
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10.4   Geoffrey Swinton Nicholson (1925-2011) 
 
 
 
Geoffrey Swinton Nicholson (1925-2011) served in the Royal Australian Air Force during World 
War II, enlisting in 1943 as an 18 year old. After the war he worked as a clerk in a company 
named Moreheads in Brisbane.  
 
 
 
In 1956 he married Beth Cutting, a sister to his brother-in-law John Cutting (June’s husband). 
They had a son Bernard Leslie (b 1957) and twin daughters Helen (1960-1965) and Roslyn (b 
1960). Geoff and his family moved from a northside Brisbane suburb out to a large property in 
the rural area of Moggill on the western outskirts of Brisbane. In the 1960s Moggill was only 
reachable by a narrow dirt road from the suburb of Kenmore. Sadly some years after moving to 
Moggill, one of their twin girls Helen died aged 5.  
 
 In the late 1970s Geoff and Beth separated and Beth moved back to Fremantle in Western 
Australia where she had lived before moving to Queensland in the 1950s. Geoff, Bernie and 
Roslyn remained on the Moggill property and Geoff continued working for Elders Limited.  
 
Bernie (b 1957) chose a career in the banking industry when he left school and he is currently a 
Business Manager with Westpac. He married Helen Stewart and they had three children Jessica 
Louise (b 1988), Rebecca (b 1991) and Robert (b 1994). 
 
Geoff worked until well into his 60s and then retired to Bokarina on the Sunshine Coast and he 
died in Nambour in 2011 aged 86. 
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10.5   Robin Swinton Nicholson (1927-   ) 
 
 
 
Robin (Bob) Swinton Nicholson (b 1927) attended Eagle Junction State School and then Church 
of England Grammar School in Brisbane. He firstly worked as a clerk for the Queensland 
Trustees and then at Caltex Oil before becoming a Credit Manager for Lennons Hotel in 
Brisbane. He joined the Freemasons and became a Master of Excellence in 1963. 
 
In 1960 he married Dorothy Patricia Wright and they had four children, twins Brett Swinton and 
Gregory Swinton (b 1961), Craig Robert Swinton (b 1963) and Debra Jane (b 1966).  
 
The family moved from Queensland to the Australian Capital Territory for Bob to manage the 
Town House Motel in Canberra and then the Forest Lodge Motor Inn in Dubbo, N.S.W. In 1975 
Bob and Pat purchased the Molly Morgan Motel in Maitland, N.S.W. which they owned and 
operated for 10 years before retiring to the Gold Coast.  
 
Brett (b 1961) married Judith O’Hearn and they had two sons, Dane and Ben  
 
Gregory (b 1961) lived in Japan working as a gold trader for 14 years before moving to Spain 
where he now resides.  
 
Craig (b 1963) moved to New Zealand in 1988 to work at the Bay of Plenty Times in Tauranga 
on the North Island. He was the editor of the newspaper for five years and is now the sub-editor.  
He married Kathryn Noble and they had three children. The eldest Zac (b 1994) is currently at 
the University of Wellington doing a Masters Degree in Architecture, daughter Yani (b 1996) is 
studying Speech Therapy at Christchurch University and Taya (b 2000) is at high school. 
 
Debra (b 1966) obtained a Sports Science Degree and now works as a Teachers’ Aid at Corinda 
State School in Brisbane. 
 
Bob and Patricia now live in Victoria Point. For further details see the Family Tree in Appendix 
III. 
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10.6    Bruce Swinton Nicholson (1929-1955) 
 
 
 
Bruce Swinton Nicholson (1929-1955), the youngest of Burnett and Meta’s children, attended 
Church of England Grammar School for his secondary education. He met his wife Marie Janet 
Mitchell at a social dance at St. Andrews, Lutwyche and they married there on 6 September 
1952. Bruce was a clerk at the Brisbane Wharves when he was killed in 1955 at the age of 24, by 
electrocution while working on his car under his house at Kedron, Brisbane.73   
 
 
 
    Wedding of Bruce Nicholson and Marie Mitchell (best man Geoffrey Nicholson) 
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
 
                                                          
73 Information by Kaye Mobsby, daughter of Bruce Nicholson and Marie Janet (nee Mitchell). 
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        Bruce in his Chevrolet – 1952                  Bruce and Marie Nicholson, with Kaye  
 
 
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
 
Kaye Elizabeth Mobsby (nee Nicholson) 
 
 
 
Kaye, born 4 September 1954 in Brisbane, attended Stafford State School for primary education 
and St. Margaret’s Anglican Girls’ School for her secondary education, attaining Dux of Year 10 
in 1969, before commencing work with the National Bank of Australasia Ltd (now known as the 
National Australia Bank).  
 
In 1975 she married Peter Mobsby, who also worked for the National Bank, and they had one 
child, a daughter named Kim Maree who was born in 1979, attended St. Aidans Anglican Girls 
School and Queensland University of Technology in Brisbane, where she obtained a Bachelor of 
Business degree, specializing in Communications. 
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In 1996 Kaye and Peter, who had been a bank manager for many years, bought the management 
rights to a residential apartment building in Kangaroo Point which they managed for seven years. 
After selling that business, they both worked in the jewellery industry for many years. Kaye is 
the co-author of some parts of this book and the compiler of Appendices I to X of the family 
trees.  
 
 
St. Margaret’s and Church of England Grammar School Ball – 1950. All of Burnett 
Nicholson’s sons in back row: Murray Nicholson, Geoffrey Nicholson, Robin Nicholson and 
Bruce Nicholson. Front row: Joan Stewart (Murray's wife), two ball partners and Marie 
Mitchell (Bruce's future wife). 
Source: Kaye Mobsby 
 
11. Doris Deborah Nicholson (1893-1934) 
 
Doris Deborah Nicholson was the tenth and last child of Frank and Saranna and was born on 21 
March 1893 at Herston, Brisbane.74 Like her sisters she grew into a most attractive young 
woman, with a sparkling personality and with several suitors for her hand. She travelled to 
Malaya to visit her aunt, Jean Cameron, and on the return voyage contracted meningitis. She was 
stricken in her speech, thereafter being barely able to talk in any intelligible manner, and was 
cared for by her mother and her sister Mabelle until her death in Sydney on 7 September 1934.75 
She had a most loving and sweet nature.76  
 
 
                                                          
74 Notes by Mrs Mabelle Murray, above. 
75 Notes by Mrs Mabelle Murray, above. 
76
 Mrs D M White, above. 
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Chapter 8 
 
Fred and Daisy Nicholson: Their Life and Their Descendants 
 
1. Introduction 
 
2. Frederick Charles Nicholson (1885-1975): Early Years 
 
3. Fred’s Sporting Career 
 
4. Ann Emily Liddiard Morisset (Daisy) (1883-1953): Early Years 
 
5. Fred and Daisy’s Life Together; Marriage; Legal Practice 
           
6. Fay Nicholson 
 
7. Doris Morisset (Bebe) White (nee Nicholson) 
 7.1 Marriage to Allan Ernest Duckett White 
 7.2 Peter Nicholson Duckett White 
 7.3 Michael William Duckett White 
 7.4 John Ernest Duckett White 
 
8. Frederick Morisset (Derick) Nicholson 
 8.1 Sporting Career 
 8.2 Marriage to Annis Gwen Mathewson 
 8.3 Robin Ann Nicholson 
 8.4 Janis Lynne Nicholson 
 8.5 Derek John Villeneuve (DJ) Nicholson 
 8.6 Susan Nicholson 
 
9. Swinton Morisset Nicholson 
 9.1 Marriage to Beatrice Milne (Bebe) 
 9.2 Elizabeth Ann Nicholson 
 9.3 Julia Jane Nicholson 
 9.4 Penelope Patricia Nicholson (Pennie) 
 9.5 James Frederick Nicholson 
  
10. Vaux Morisset Nicholson 
 10.1 Sporting Career 
 10.2 Vaux and War; POW for Over Three Years 
 10.3 Marriage to Ruth Mary Bunting; Legal Career; Death in 1976 
 10.4 Margaret Ruth Nicholson 
 10.5 Lynette Nicholson 
 10.6 Vaux Charles Nicholson 
 10.7 Sally Amy Nicholson 
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1. Introduction 
 
Details of the other children of Frank and Saranna Nicholson and their descendants have been set 
out in Chapter 7, but this chapter is concerned with Fred Nicholson, the sixth child of Frank and 
Saranna, and with his wife, Ann Emily Liddiard Morisset (known as Daisy), whose family 
background is discussed in Chapter 9, and their descendants. The structure of the chapter is that 
it deals with Fred’s young life and then his career and his marriage with Daisy in 1906 and their 
life together in subsequent years. Details of their descendants are then dealt with in the order in 
which their children were born.  
 
2. Frederick Charles Nicholson (1885-1975). Early Years 
 
 
 
 
As mentioned in the previous chapter, Frederick Charles Nicholson (Fred) was born on 19 April 
1885 at “Villeneuve”, the sixth child of Frank and Saranna.1 He lived the early years of his life 
at “Villeneuve” until the 1893 flood destroyed the mill and the property and caused financial 
disaster to his father’s enterprises. He then moved with his family to “Herston”, Brisbane and in 
those years he later recalled with pleasure keeping his father company on some evenings whilst 
they drove in the family trap to Government House to collect his older sisters, who had been 
invited to balls and parties there.2  At the time of his father's death in 1898 Fred was only 13 
years of age and his family had already known considerable hardship.  Thereafter he and his 
siblings continued to live with their mother at “Herston”, where the fact that they had little 
income made life even harder for them. To assist with the family finances Frank, Fred and 
Burnett ran a dairy at “Herston” on the large paddocks surrounding their house.3 
 
Fred went to the Normal School, Edward St, Brisbane,4 from where he won a State scholarship 
to the Brisbane Grammar School,5 which he attended from April 1899 to December 1900.6 He 
                                                          
1 Typed sheet of births and dates, in records of the late FC Nicholson. 
2 FC Nicholson’s recollections to author. 
3 Arthur Havard in letter dated 26 February 1994. 
4
 The Normal School stood at the corner of Edward and Adelaide Streets, Brisbane, from 1862 to 1927 and played 
an important part in the history of education in Queensland. A plaque now stands on the site, and three stones from 
the old school are incorporated into the wall. Its erection followed the passage of an education Act in 1860 which 
established the basis for free primary school education in Queensland – Tom Watson “There is a Spirit in the Place”; 
in Soldiers of the Service. Some Early Queensland Educators and their Schools, chapter in Logan G & Watson T 
(eds), 1992, History of Queensland Education Society. 
5 The Brisbane Courier, 25.1.1899. 
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left school at the end of 1900, aged not yet 16 years, no doubt driven by the need to earn income 
for the family. Fred initially worked in a bank7 and later took articles of clerkship as a solicitor 
with McGregor & Atthow, the firm which attended to his mother’s legal affairs,8 and later still 
with the law firm of Given & Capner but his ambition was to become a barrister.  Fred had an 
extremely hard life as a youth, which he never forgot. He got up early each day  to milk the dairy 
cows and deliver the milk, and then walked the several miles from “Herston” into town for his 
work, and then back in the evening to milk the cows again and, finally, to study into the night for 
his legal exams.9  
 
 
The Normal School, Edward Street, Brisbane c 1890 
     Source: John Oxley Library 
 
3. Fred’s Sporting Career 
 
Fred was a talented sportsman. He was the Brisbane Grammar School tennis champion in 
1900,10 as well as being the All Schools Athletics champion for that year.11 He was also the 
Queensland State tennis junior champion for 1900 and for 190112 and won the Queensland 
junior doubles tennis championship in 1902.13 Fred was very fit and strong and delighted in 
physical sports, including boxing, and he trained and boxed at the Valley gymnasium during his 
teenage years.14 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
6
 Mrs Pamela Burnett, Brisbane Grammar School archivist, in letter dated 23 March 1994. 
7
 Mrs Pamela Burnett, above. 
8 Arthur Havard in letter dated 26 February 1994. 
9
 Comments by Fred to author over many years. 
10 Mrs Pamela Burnett, above. 
11
 Notes made by the late Fred Nicholson. 
12 Notes made by the later Fred Nicholson. 
13
 As mentioned in the Author’s Preface, the silver cup won by Fred in this competition, suitably engraved, is in the 
possession of the author. 
14
 Recollections of the late Fred Nicholson to author. 
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Fred also had rugby talent playing rugby for Queensland over the three seasons in the period 
1903-1905 and for Australia in 1904 against the British Isles (3rd test).15 Max Howell, rugby 
historian, wrote of this occasion: 
 
“Fred Nicholson’s first foray into higher class rugby was in 1904. Great Britain toured. 
He represented Brisbane as a centre against them in a losing cause (3-17). Nicholson 
scored Brisbane’s only try. He was also in the Queensland match, lost 7 to 18, on the 
wing’.16 
 
 
 
Australian Rugby Team – Fred Nicholson middle row, far right 
Source: Photograph held by author; given to him by Fred Nicholson 
 
 
                                                          
15
 Fred played as a “wing 3/4” as the position of wing was then called. Detailed records of rugby representation of 
the two Nicholson brothers were set out in a letter by Mr Don Wilkey, PO Box 40, Chifley, ACT, historian, to Mrs 
Ruth Nicholson dated 22 November 1977. Fred commenced his football career by playing rugby union for the 
Valleys Club, in the early 1900s and played for Valleys in A grade in 1902, which players were premiers in that 
year; recollections by Fred to author. I am indebted to Mr Ian Diehm, rugby historian and solicitor, for material on 
the early rugby years. Fred gave the author his rugby caps for his games for Australia and Queensland which were 
later donated to the Queensland Rugby Union. 
16 Copy supplied to author by Professor (Dr) Max Howell AO, rugby historian and former Professor of Human 
Movement Department at University of Queensland. A copy is also held in the Australian Rugby Union archives. 
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Nicholson brothers Fred (back row second from left) and Frank (middle row, fourth from 
left, captain) in the 1904 Queensland team in Sydney 
Source: Photograph held by author; given to him by Fred Nicholson 
 
 
 
Australian team in Nelson, New Zealand 1905 
Fred Nicholson seated second from left in middle row 
Source: Alexander Turnbull Library, National Library of New Zealand 
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Fred also toured New Zealand as part of the Australian team in 1905 in which tour he played at 
Nelson and at Rotorua.17 There had been some pressure brought by the NSW Rugby Union and 
the press to drop McLean and Nicholson from the touring side on the basis that better NSW 
players were available, but this pressure was resisted by the Queensland Rugby Union and they 
both toured.18 On two occasions he played in the same Queensland rugby team as his brother 
Frank,19 who was the Queensland captain for these two games (and the Australian captain in 
1904),20 as mentioned in more detail in the preceding chapter about Frank’s life.  
 
 
                       
Valley Rugby Team 
Fred Nicholson (fourth from right middle row) and Frank Nicholson (centre front with 
ball, captain) 
Source: Photograph held by author given to him by Fred Nicholson 
 
                                                          
17
 One rugby historian, Mr Don Wilkey, asserted that it was Frank who toured New Zealand in 1905, but the 
souvenirs of the tour in the author’s possession, given to him by Fred, and the fact that the “F. Nicholson” who did 
the tour was a player who played in the position of a back (Fred) and not a forward (Frank) indicates that Mr Wilkey 
was mistaken in this particular. See also the material held by Mr Ian Diehm, referred to below. 
18
 Ian Diehm, Red, Red, Red: The Story of Queensland Rugby, Castle Books, 1982.  
19
 Fred played for Queensland in each of 1903, 1904 and, 1905 against NSW and for Australia against the British 
Isles in the third test, Sydney, in 1904. His brother, Frank, played for Queensland and was its captain in some 
matches, but missed one match because his train was late in arriving from Sydney - recollection of Fred Nicholson 
to author; see also photographs and caps held by author identifying these selections; letter by Mr Don Wilkey to Mrs 
Ruth Nicholson date 22 November 1977. Fred was aged only 17 when he first played for Queensland and he 
recalled that he was not permitted to drink and was often made the treasurer of the drinking kitty for the rest of the 
team; recollections by Fred to author. 
20
 The Courier Mail, “Sports Mail”, 1 June 1984.  See also the writing on Fred’s rugby career by Dr Gary Osmond 
to like effect; copy supplied to author by Dr Osmond and Mr Max Howell, rugby historian. A copy is also held in 
the Australian Rugby Union archives. 
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4. Ann Emily Liddiard (Daisy) Morisset (1883-1953). Early Years 
 
 
 
The details of the Morisset family are set out in Chapter 9 and it is intended here only to touch on 
some aspects of Ann Emily Liddiard Morisset’s early years before her marriage, in which she 
will be referred to by her usual family name of “Daisy”. She was born on 17 September 1883.21 
Her father was Aulaire Liddiard Morisset, who spent some 30 years in the Queensland Police 
Force, details of which are set out in Chapter 10.  Daisy’s mother was Ann Galloway Macarthur, 
from the early Parramatta district. (This family is not to be confused with the Macarthurs of the 
Rum Rebellion fame and development of the merino herd of sheep in Australia.) The Macarthur 
family’s story is in Chapter 11 and need not be further discussed here. Daisy’s mother, Ann, 
found that life was not possible with Aulaire and left him, taking the children with her. They then 
lived in Brisbane.22 Later, when Fred wrote to Aulaire seeking permission to marry his daughter 
he received an abusive letter in response.23 
 
There were seven children of Aulaire and Ann Morisset’s marriage. James Liddiard Morisset 
(b.30 August 1878) was the eldest,24 who was either a congenitally deaf mute or was dropped by 
a nurse when only a baby and received permanent brain damage and was never after able to 
speak. Vaux Liddiard Morisset (b.18 January 1880; d.6 March 1940) was the second, who saw 
some service in World War I as a Captain, joining the 31st Battalion AIF on 18 June 1915, aged 
35 years with the then occupation of Judges Associate.25 He married Beatrix Thompson of which 
marriage there were no children. Edric Liddiard Morisset (b.10 August 1881) was the third born 
who died as a child on 17 September 1884.26 Ann Emily Liddiard Morisset (Daisy; b.17 
September 1883) was the fourth. Keppel Liddiard Morisset (b.24 September 1885) was the fifth 
and he also died as a child, on 15 September 1887.  The last two children were twins, one being 
Elizabeth Liddiard Morisset (b.10 February 1888, known as Bessie), who married Sidney 
                                                          
21
 Research by Mrs Margaret Thompson, email to author dated 2 April 2009. 
22
 Recollections of Mrs DM White of 1 April 1994. 
23
 Mrs DM White, above. 
24 “Descendants of Peter Macarthur” by Richard Clarke, kindly supplied to author by Richard Clark, solicitor, in 
2006. 
25 National Archives Service Records, “Discovering ANZACS”, on NAA web site.Vaux was the Associate to 
Justice Chubb, as to whom see Chapter 11. 
26 “Descendants of Peter Macarthur” by Richard Clark, above. 
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Barnes, of Brisbane, and they lived in a beautiful home in West End, having one child, Peggy.27 
They later divorced and Bessie devoted her life to caring for her mother and never re-married.28  
 
Bessie’s twin was Craven Lancelot Liddiard Morisset (b.10 February 1888, known as Lance), 
who married Wanda Alharda Von Der Boch and worked with the Chevrolet company in South 
Australia. They had two sons, Paul Lancelot Liddiard Morisset who never married,29 and  
Christian Lancelot Liddiard Morisset. 30 Lance and Wanda also had a daughter, Josephine 
Elizabeth (Betty) Morisset who died aged 2 years from encephalitis.31 Lance died on 28 
February 1927.32 
 
5. Fred and Daisy’s Life Together; Marriage; Legal Practice 
 
Fred and Daisy married when Fred was 21 and Daisy 22, on 10 November 1906 at “Currawilla”, 
Clayfield, the home of the bride’s mother,33 and they rented a house at Windsor, where they 
lived with Fred working and studying for his legal exams.  
 
 
 
                                                                
      Daisy Nicholson with baby Fay                             L to R: Fay, Derick and Bebe Nicholson  
 
                                                          
27
 Mrs DM White, above. 
28
 Mrs DM White, above. 
29
 Mrs DM White, above. 
30 Anthony Morisset.  
31 Patricia Morisset. 
32 “Descendants of Peter Macarthur” by Richard Clarke, above and Appendix XI. 
33 Research by Mrs Margaret Thompson, email to author dated 2 April 2009. 
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Vaux, Swin and Derick Nicholson 
         Source: Derek Nicholson 
 
 
As already mentioned, Fred studied law by entering into articles and sitting exams with the 
Solicitors Board. He qualified and was first admitted as a solicitor on 7 December 1909. He then 
undertook further study and exams for the Bar and was admitted as a barrister on 4 June 1914.34 
However, he had driven himself too hard and suffered a breakdown and was advised to work in 
the country for a while, away from study and the pressures of the law. His uncle Vaux 
Morisset35 had drawn a soldier settlement block of land in the south-west of Queensland named 
“Trafalgar”, about 20 miles west of Dirranbandi, which had formerly been part of the large 
“Cubbie” station. The details are not known but it seems that Fred worked steadily on 
“Trafalgar” and gradually built up the improvements on the block for sheep and cattle 
production. This meant entailed being away from his wife and family and a lot of driving back 
and forth as his family stayed at Windsor, Brisbane.36 He was successful and at some stage his 
Uncle Vaux must have transferred it to him so he later added further land to “Trafalgar” and 
owned it nearly all of his life as he did not finally sell it until 1965.37 He loved this property and 
often spoke of it in his later years. 
 
An added issue over these years was that World War I (1914-1918) was being fought with huge 
casualties and many of Fred’s family and relatives would have volunteered for service and some 
of them killed and wounded. Perhaps Fred volunteered and was refused service for medical 
reasons or for working in a protected agricultural industry but, despite their close relationship, he 
never discussed this aspect with the author. 
 
                                                          
34 Queensland Solicitors Roll and Queensland Barristers Roll, respectively. The Rolls are held in the Supreme Court 
of Queensland, Brisbane. The Bar Roll also shows Fred’s name was removed on 10 October 1919, when he was 
registered on the Roll of Solicitors on that same date, 10 October 1919. A person could not be on both Rolls at the 
same time as practice as a barrister and a solicitor at the same time was not permitted by Queensland law and 
practice. 
35
 See section Chapter 9 for details about Vaux Morisset and family. 
36 Recollections of Mrs DM (Bebe) White, nee Nicholson, to author February 1994. 
37 The date of sale is from the recollections of Lynnette Nicholson, see under, who spent holidays there as did many 
of the other family; see email from Lynette Nicholson dated 9 August 2011. 
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                 Trafalgar – June 1937                 Fred on verandah of Trafalgar homestead 
 
Tom Moloney, Guy Walker, Derick and Fred at Trafalgar 
Source: Derek Nicholson 
Whilst mentioning “Trafalgar” station it is convenient to mention some recollections by Mr 
David Rankin, the son of the long-time manager of it, who recalls growing up there. 
“-My grandfather John Alexander Nicholson Rankin managed “Trafalgar” for 10 years 
and left there in approximately 1930/31 when family purchased a farm in Rathdowney at 
“Back Creek” – near Beaudesert. 
-after that we think a Sam Jackson was in charge and on all accounts loss of sheep was 
fairly prevalent. 
-then Swinton Morisset Nicholson took over. 
-John Alexander Rankin (my father) relieved Swin Nicholson during his holidays and 
then in 1940/41 when Swin Nicholson was called up in the army, Jack Rankin became 
Manager. 
-Rankins left “Trafalgar” on 30/9/1958 when they took over the Dry Cleaning business in 
Dirranbandi. 
-the old house had a lean and did not give the impression of being structurally sound – 
during dust storms and strong winds Mum would take us kids and sit in the car in the 
shed near the yards. 
The “Cubbie” borehead was about ¾ mile from Trafalgar homestead.  
-…  during the drought the creek was bone dry – we carted water from the Cubbie bore 
and at one stage dug a well in the creek.”38 
 
                                                          
38 Mr D.A. Rankin to author by letter dated 23.3.1983. 
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One infers about this time that Fred resolved that practice as a solicitor in a country town was the 
preferred way to look to the interests of his growing family and to make an income, so he chose 
the town of Beaudesert39 about 40 miles south of Brisbane in a dairying and crops district. There 
was no resident solicitor there when he commenced so, although solicitors visited the town from 
time to time, this was a good town in which to establish himself. His cousin ‘Chum’ Darvall was 
a solicitor in the nearby town of Boonah, so to which connection see Chapter 11, so this may 
have had some influence on the decision. As mentioned above, Fred was initially admitted as a 
solicitor on 7 December 1909 and was removed from that Roll on to the Roll of Baristers on 4 
June 1914 and on 10 October 1919, at his request, he was re-admitted to practice as a solicitor. 
He was then aged 34 years. At about this time the family moved to Beaudesert where Fred rented 
a house in Duckett Street.40  
 
In 1914 Fred’s uncle Joseph North, one of his mother’s brothers, had died and left the bulk of his 
estate to Fred. It included all of his personal belongings, including his gold watch and chain, and 
was valued at over 6,000 pounds which must have been a great help to the struggling family.41 
 
 
 
Beaudesert School – Derick (second top row, third child from left) and Bebe (front row 
seated on right end of row) 
Source: Derek Nicholson 
 
Fred’s legal practice flourished and later, in about 1926, they bought land of some 30 acres in the 
same street, Duckett Street, and built a spacious house on the block.42 Fred continued with his 
                                                          
39 Mrs DM White, above. 
40
 Duckett Street, was named after the Duckett White Family, as to which see White MWD An Early Settler: The 
Ducket White Family in Australia, 1990, Hennessay Investments Pty Ltd, Brisbane. Fred’s daughter, Doris Morisset 
Nicholson (Bebe) later married Allan Ernest Duckett White at the Nicholson family home in Duckett Street, An 
Early Settler, above. The author is the second son of that marriage. 
41 Research notes by Marianne Eastgate. 
42 Mrs DM White, above. 
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ownership of “Trafalgar” and spent much of his time driving out and back from the property to 
oversee its running. In Beaudesert he formed a law partnership with his former articled clerk 
Michael Joseph Smith after Smith’s admission as a solicitor in 1920, the practice being known as 
Nicholson & Smith. It had its offices based in Beaudesert but they visited Rathdowney, 
Canungra and Tambourine, usually fortnightly.43 Fred had been criticized by the Roman 
Catholic parish priest as not being a suitable solicitor for Roman Catholics in the Beaudesert area 
as he was a Protestant. In order to avoid this problem he particularly asked Michael Smith, who 
was a Roman Catholic, into the partnership and, as a result, the partnership developed a much 
wider client base.44  
 
One reason for their practice doing so well was that farming, which was the main industry of the 
area, was then very profitable. Because of his extensive knowledge of stock and farming, Fred 
had the confidence of the farming community. His practice included lending out money 
belonging to the farmers to other farmers secured against mortgages over their farms, and his 
practice did very well from the mortgages and management fees.45 Fred and Daisy joined into 
community life in Queensland with vigour and Fred was on many committees.46 
 
        
Fay, Vaux, Daisy, Derick, Fred, Swin and Bebe Nicholson at home in Beaudesert 
Source: Derek  Nicholson; Beryl Studio, Beaudesert 
 
Fred’s loves included horses and country life generally and he was on the Beaudesert Show 
Committee for many years and he and his children regularly competed in the equestrian events. 
                                                          
43
 Queensland Law Society records, by kind favour of Ms Roberta Botting under cover of Memo of 10 June 1994. 
44 Conversation Fred Nicholson to author, c.1973. 
45
 Recollections of Mrs DM White, nee Nicholson, to author February 1994. 
46
 The Beaudesert Show Society souvenir program 8-9 September 1989 carries a photgraph of the Show Society 
Committee of 1927-1928, which includes Fred. 
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One of his favourite horses was “Tigger”, a “nice looking fast chestnut”,47 which was often 
ridden by his son Derick. Fred was a highly respected horse judge and judged at horse shows in 
many towns in Queensland and northern NSW, as well as at the main Queensland Royal 
National Association annual show in Brisbane (the Ekka) held at the Exhibition Grounds, 
Brisbane. 
 
 
Fred with horse, probably Tigger, at Beaudesert 
Source: Jamie Nicholson 
 
In 1950 Fred sold his interest in the law practice in Beaudesert to Michael Smith and retired to 
his and Daisy’s holiday house at 45 Bauer Street, Southport, which they had owned for many 
years and where he and the family had spent many a happy holiday.48 By letter dated 14 July 
1951 he advised the Queensland Law Society, after an inquiry from it, that he had ceased to 
practice.49  
 
Twelve years later, in 1962, a major scandal broke about Fred’s former partner’s fraudulent 
dealing with the trust money from the practice. Mr Smith was accused of having illegally dealt 
with and lost much of the money which the firm’s clients had paid in to loan out to mortgagees. 
After a hearing, the Statutory Committee of the Law Society found him guilty of breaches of the 
trust account and Smith was stuck off the Roll of solicitors on 12 June 1962.50 Criminal charges 
were brought and Smith pleaded guilty to stealing charges brought in the District Court and he 
was sentenced in 1963 to six years jail, attributing his conduct to the passion for gambling on 
                                                          
47
 The Beaudesert Times, 15.5.1936, reporting the Beaudesert Bushman’s Carnival and Campdraft, held at the 
Beaudesert Race course in 1936. See also the booklet Nutting, K Beaudesert Centenary 1874 to 1974, (Then and 
Now. The Story of Beaudesert 1974 - 1974), 1974, Beaudesrt Shire Council, p.53, which states that Fred was on the 
Show Committee from 1918 onwards. 
48
 The house was called “Belmore” and the first part was constructed in 1916 with later extensions. Before that the 
family had annual Christmas holidays at Southport, renting a house on the main road fronting on to the Broadwater, 
approximately one kilometre to the north of Nerang Street. They usually took their horses to Southport, riding them 
and driving the sulky down from Beaudesert in the one day - Mrs DM White, above. 
49
 Queensland Law Society Records of “Nicholson, Frederick Charles”, kindly supplied to author by Mrs Roberta 
Botting, of the Law Society on 10 June and 15 June 1994. 
50
 The Statutory Committee was comprised of the eminent solicitors, Leonard P. Power ((Chairman), J.E. 
Nosworthy, E.R  Cuppaidge, D. Wadley and R.F. Lalor, with Beryl K. Donkin, Secretary to the Law Society, with 
Mr Brennan of Counsel (later Sir Gerard Brennan, Chief Justice of the High Cour0 for the Council of the Law 
Society Inc.  and Mr Fred Cross of Counsel for Mr Smith; see Queensland Law Society records, above. 
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horse racing, where he lost large amounts of money.51 Smith was made bankrupt, leaving a 
considerable shortfall so there were no funds from his estate to repay those who had lost their 
money leaving a shortfall of about £65,000,52 it was the biggest solicitor’s trust account 
defalcation to that time and created much controversy, particularly as the fund of about 15,000 
pounds to reimburse those who were defrauded did not nearly cover the full amount of the loss. 
Some demand was made by some members of the public on the long retired Fred Nicholson to 
meet the shortfall in the defalcation, but this he refused to do as the fraud occurred after his 
responsibility in the practice had ended.53  
 
Fred and Daisy travelled overseas in 1951 for some months, which was an adventure for them 
both as neither had been out of Australia before and then returned to live contentedly in 
Southport. But their retirement was touched by tragedy when Daisy contracted bowel cancer, 
eventually dying in St Martins Hospital, Ann Street, Brisbane, on 24 April 1953.54 Fred lived on 
at his house at Southport for another 20 years, ever mourning the loss of his beloved wife and 
tenderly caring for those plants in the garden she had loved and he died on 5 November 1975. 
During his lifetime he had managed to give considerable financial assistance to his children and 
he died aged 90 beloved of many.55 
 
 
                             
                   Frederick Charles Nicholson                     Daisy Nicholson 
     Source: Jamie Nicholson 
 
                                                          
51
 The Telegraph, 1.2.1963; Queensland Law Society records, above. He was subsequently charged with other 
counts of stealing as well, but all from the one defalcation. 
52
 The Courier Mail, 6.7.62 also reported on 14.7.1962,  21.7.1962, 1.9.1962,  31.10.1962. In fact the whole matter 
in its various forms was widely reported in the press, see The Telegraph of 14.7.1962, 6.9.1962,  1.2.1963,  
16.4.1963; The Sunday Mail of 15.7.1962; The Sunday Truth of 20.5.1962; and  The Beaudesert Times of 20.7.1962; 
Queensland Law Society records, above. 
53
 Recollections of the late Fred Nicholson to author. 
54
 Typed sheet, above. 
55 The author had a close and affectionate relationship with Fred. He and his two brothers Peter and John, with his 
mother Bebe, lived at Southport in his house after she and  their father Allan separated and later divorced. The 
relationship became even closer from 1970 when the author left the Navy and studied law and  then  practised at the 
Bar from 1974. 
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Some details of Fred and Daisy’s five children, their lives and that of their children will now be 
discussed. 
 
6. Fay Nicholson 
 
 
 
Fred and Daisy’s first child was Fay, who was born on 23 July 1908 at Brisbane.56 She was 
educated at the New England Girls School, Armidale, NSW (NEGS).57 Fay trained as a 
Tresillian nurse in Sydney and was always fond of children. She was a champion horsewoman 
and often joined her father to form ‘a pair’ in the Show ring. 
 
 
“The best pair of hacks” – Fay Nicholson on Quondong and Fred Nicholson on Narkem 
at the Brisbane RNA Show – August 1935 
Source: Lynette Nicholson 
                                                          
56
 Typed sheet, above and Birth Certificate, Queensland Online Register of Births, Deaths and Marriages. Australian 
War Memorial records online re Fay. Fay is the only first name given although the subsequent children all had 
several names eg Doris Morisset Nicholson, Frederick Morisset Nicholson etc, as shown under. 
57
 Mrs DM White, above. 
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Fay joined the Australian Army on 28 June 1942, aged almost 34 years, serving as a driver. She 
was discharged on 8 October 1943 in the rank of Lance-Corporal, 1 Australian Ambulance 
Carrying Company.58  
 
Later Fay was employed as a sugar chemist in a sugar mill in Northern New South Wales.  Fay 
never married and in her later years she lived at Eagle Heights, Mount Tambourine, Queensland 
having become somewhat reclusive and estranged from her family. However, she did maintain a 
close relationship with her youngest brother Vaux and his wife and family which lasted until her 
death in 1976. When Vaux returned as a POW in October 1945, because of Fay’s training as a 
Tresillian Nurse, Vaux was one of a very few POW’s who, instead of going into hospital, was 
released directly into the care his family.  
 
On the 9 February 1976, Fay was fatally burned in an accident between her car and a truck 
driven by a market gardener who had fallen asleep at the wheel. She died on 11 February and her 
ashes are placed in the Vaux Nicholson Family Plot at the Mount Thompson Memorial Gardens 
and Crematorium, alongside her brother Vaux and his daughter Sally. The tragic family 
circumstances surrounding Vaux and Sally’s deaths on 9 February 1976 are mentioned below. 59  
 
7. Doris Morisset (Bebe) White (nee Nicholson) 
 
 
 
Fred and Daisy’s second child was Doris Morisset (Bebe) Nicholson who was born on 5 March 
1910. At the time of her birth her father was admitted as a Solicitor and practicing in Brisbane, 
then later he was on the land on “Trafalgar” and later still he established in his legal practice at 
Beaudesert, to where the family moved. So Bebe’s early years were in Brisbane and then later in 
Beaudesert until her marriage in 1935. Her nickname, “Bebe”, was derived from the name used 
by her grandmother, Saranna Nicholson, from the French word for “baby” and, as she disliked 
her given name of Doris, she preferred to be known as Bebe. She was educated first by boarding 
at the New England Girls Grammar School, Armidale, NSW, later remembered with affection. It 
seems she had some issues there and in 1926 her mother moved her to board at St Margaret’s 
Church of England Girls School, Brisbane. She was not happy at St Margarets and she left 
school early aged 17 and lived at home from where she enjoyed a very social life.60 
 
7.1 Marriage to Allan Ernest Duckett White 
                     
Bebe married Allan Ernest Duckett White on 19 January 1935 when she was aged 25 years and 
they went to live at a farm, “The Firs”, at Mount Berryman, a mixed crop and dairy farming 
                                                          
58 Australian War Memorial web site, www.ww2roll.gov.au “Service Record”. 
59 Document prepared by Margaret Hinneberg (nee Nicholson). 
60
 Mrs DM White, above. 
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valley to the south of Laidley, Queensland. This farm had been part of a much larger property 
formerly owned by Allan’s father Duckett but they had moved to live in Brisbane.61 Their 
farming enterprise was wiped out by drought two years later and they lived at many residences in 
many places in south-east Queensland as Allan attempted to earn a living for his family.  
 
                 
        Bebe Nicholson and Allan White’s wedding on  19 January 1935 at Beaudesert 
Source: Photographs held by author62 
 
Allan volunteered for and joined the Australian Infantry Forces in 1940 where he was a 
Lieutenant (on Probation) from 18 May.63 After training, his battalion sailed overseas for service 
in Palestine.64 Allan saw action in the Syrian campaign in the Middle East as a company 
commander where he contracted diphtheria and, after the battalion had returned to Australia, he 
was later discharged as medically unfit in 1942. 
 
After Allan joined the Army, Bebe and her children lived at first with the Duckett Whites in 
Brisbane and then with her parents at Beaudesert. John, the third child, was born on 25 
November 1941, after Allan had sailed for overseas service.65 After Allan was discharged from 
the Army in 1942 he worked for the Australian Estates pastoral company in Brisbane. He and 
Bebe rented a home from the company in Camp Hill, Brisbane. In about 1945 Allan resigned 
from the Australian Estates and returned to the farm at Mount Berryman, where they lived for 
some years but drought wiped them out again and they moved into Laidley, about 50 kms west 
of Brisbane, where Allan was a stock and station agent. The marriage had been under strain for 
many years and they separated about 1949, with Bebe and the children living with her parents at 
                                                          
61 At “Glenlong”, Merinda Street, Greenslopes, Brisbane. Duckett White had previously owned considerable land at 
“The Firs”, Mt Berryman, and had sold most of it but leaving some 300 acres for his son Allan. The house at 
Merinda St, had been moved from Toowoomba to “The Firs” and then down to Brisbane. For details of the Duckett 
White family see MWD White An Early Settler. The Duckett White Family in Australia, Hennessy Investments Pty 
Ltd, 1990. 
62 Left to Right in the photograph: Alec White, Fay Nicholson, Allan White (groom), Bebe Nicholson (bride), 
Derick Nicholson, Grace White. 
63 National Archives of Australia, “our Story, our history, 
www://recordserch.naa.gov./au/SearchNRetrieve/Inerface/Details and follow prompts.  
64
 He was a Captain in the 2nd 25th battalion, and was in action in the Syrian campaign. 
65
 John was born at The Grange hospital, the Grange suburb, Brisbane - Mrs DM White, above. 
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Southport and the three boys attending The Southport School.66 Allan and Bebe divorced in 
1968. Allan lived at Eagle Heights, near Beenleigh, and died on 1 July 1986. Bebe lived in 
Brisbane and then at Southport where she died on 26 January 2000.67 
 
 
7.2 Peter Nicholson Duckett White 
 
 
 
Bebe and Allan had three sons.68 Peter Nicholson Duckett White was born on 19 January 1936 
and educated at The Southport School before entering the Royal Military College, Duntroon in 
1954. Peter was a gifted sportsman and played to a high level at The Southport School, where he 
was in each major sporting team and captain of some of them and was Senior Prefect. At TSS he 
gained a Sports Honours Board award in 1952, as had his uncle Vaux Nicholson in 1934, which 
is only awarded for representing the School in five different sports.69 At Duntroon he was again 
in the major sporting teams and also in his various units in the Army. He served for about 20 
years in the Army, rising to the rank of Lt Colonel being awarded the Military Cross in 1968 for 
service in Vietnam with the 2nd Battalion, Peter resigned from the Army in 1975.70 He 
subsequently entered politics and was the Queensland House of Representatives member for 
Southport, 1977 to 1979, but he lost his seat after one term.71 He then entered the Federal House 
of Representatives when he became the member for MacPherson, on the Gold Coast, for the 
years 1980 to 1990, in which time he also served as the shadow minister for Defence. He became 
disillusioned with the lack of integrity in politics and decided not to further contest the seat and 
retired from active politics in 1990. He died from a brain tumor on 13 February 2005. 
 
                                                          
66 Fred Nicholson was generous with his assistance with the school fees, which Allan was unable to meet due to the 
hard financial times on which he had fallen. 
67 Allan wrote an autobiographical account of his service in the Army entitled Good Company, and he also wrote an 
autobiography of his whole life, entitled My Story of My Life, both of which the author had typed, bound and 
distributed to the family. 
68
 For further detail see detail seeWhite MWD, An Early Settler. The Duckett White Family in Australia, above. 
69 T. Max Hawkins The Queensland Great Public Schools, 1965, p.179. 
70
 Studying part-time he also obtained a degree in Arts from the Australian National University, Canberra. 
71
 During this period he was prominent as being one of the few members of the House who attempted to expose 
corruption in the ranks of the Bjelke-Petersen government, particularly one of the ministers (The Hon. Russell 
Hinze). After the subsequent Fitzgerald Inquiry (Report of Commission of Inquiry Pursuant to Order in Council, 
dated 16 May 1987, 24 June 1987, 25 August 1988 and 29 June 1989) Mr Hinze was charged with certain offences 
relating to corruption, but he died of an illness before being brought to trial. This criticism of the corruption led to 
Peter’s persecution by some of the members of the Bjelke-Petersen government. Peter's seat was targeted by the 
National Party to defeat him at the next election, which efforts were successful. Full details are contained in the 
Parliamentary Hansard and the newspaper reports of those years. 
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On 27 August 1960 Peter married Shirley Estelle Mace,72 of "Torilla Plains", a cattle property 
near Rockhampton, Queensland. Their first child was Kylie, born on 28 July 1963, who, after 
training as a nurse, married Kevin Breslin, a builder from London, on 24 June 1989, of which 
marriage there was born Joely Hope Breslin in London on 1 August 2003. Peter and Shirley’s 
second child, Nigel, was born on 4 October 1965 and, after attending the Southport School, 
obtained his degrees in Commerce and Law from the University of Queensland before 
commencing practice as a solicitor in 1989. Nigel later moved to industry as a lawyer in Sydney, 
then Hong Kong, then back in Brisbane.73 Nigel married Naomi Elise Dodds on 23 September 
1995 in Brisbane of which marriage was born Declan Stuart Duckett White on 31 July 2000 in 
Sydney and Imogen Elise White on 11 May 2004 in Hong Kong. Naomi is a senior executive in 
the business and insurance major company Suncorp. 
 
 
7.3 Michael William Duckett White 
 
 
 
Bebe and Allan’s second child was Michael William Duckett White (the author) who was born 
on 30 November 1939 at "The Grange" Hospital, Brisbane. Along with his two brothers, he was 
educated at the Mount Berryman State School, then Laidley North State School and, after his 
parents separated, The Southport School from 1949 until the end of 1952. In January 1953 he 
entered the Royal Australian Naval College, then situated at Flinders Naval Depot, Westernport 
south of Melbourne, aged 13 years. Michael was a reasonable sportsman, being in the firsts 
sporting teams at the RAN College for cricket, tennis, athletics and swimming and the light-
heavy weight boxing and open doubles tennis champion in his final year. His class graduated 
from the RANC at the end of 1956 and they spent most of 1957 at sea in the training ship HMAS 
Swan and then were sent to the RN College, Dartmouth, England.  At Dartmouth Michael was 
captain of tennis (and won an English literature prize). He continued his enthusiasm for sport and 
was a keen player in his ships and, when stationed with the RN Submarine Squadron in 
Singapore, he played rugby with the RN Far East team when his submarine was in harbour. 
Later, in 1971 and 1972, he played rugby for the University of Queensland ‘Reds’ in the Second 
Grade, which team won the competition for the two years he played. He was proud to see his 
uncle Vaux Nicholson’s photo, as a former outstanding player for the University, on the Club 
wall (see under for details of Vaux Nicholson). 
 
Michael was in the Navy for 17 years, serving in seagoing ships, Quickmatch and  Paluma, and 
then as a Divisional Officer at the RAN College, at Jervis Bay. He volunteered for submarines 
and was sent to the UK for training in 1963.He served in the submarine Osiris in the northern 
                                                          
72
 Shirley Mace had graduated in physiotherapy in Queensland, but her practice was interrupted by the advent of 
children and the many moves she had to make consequent on the various postings in the army in the course of 
Peter's army career. Her brother still owns and runs the family cattle property "Torilla Plains". 
73
 Author's observations and recollections, reinforced by information from Mr PND White to author. 
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base in Scotland mainly in North Atlantic waters in the Cold War, Oberon in Singapore for 
service in waters where there was action in Indonesia and Vietnam, Tiptoe in the Portsmouth 
Base, England and in the Australian boat Otway, which they commissioned in Scotland and 
brought home around west Africa. He had previously requested the Navy over a number of years 
to allow him to attend university but this was always refused so in 1967 he declined the 
Submarine Commanding Officer’s course and resigned in order to attend university and study 
law. He was released as a Lieutenant-Commander in 1969.  
 
He obtained degrees in Commerce and Law from the University of Queensland and was an 
Associate to Mr Justice Graham Hart (1972) and Judge George Seaman (1973, 1974). He was 
admitted to the Bar in December 1974 and served his pupilage with Tom Shepherdson QC (later 
a Justice of the Supreme Court) and practised at the Queensland Bar from December 1974. He 
did a wide range of cases in the early years and then narrowed his practice down to civil matters, 
including maritime law when he could get it. He was appointed Queen's Counsel in 1988. He 
became interested in scholarly matters, particularly in maritime law areas, and was awarded his 
Doctorate of Philosophy on 4 February 1994 from Bond University for a thesis on the 
international conventions and Australian laws of marine pollution from ships.  
 
In 1999 he became a full time academic at the TC Beirne School of Law University of 
Queensland, being the foundation Executive Director of the Centre for Maritime Law, later 
called the Marine and Shipping Law Unit. He retired from full time academia in 2004 and was 
appointed an Adjunct Professor at the University, where he wrote widely on maritime law and on 
history. Michael married Margaret Jean Broderick (born 4 June 1943) in Adelaide on 19 
September 1970. Margaret had graduated in law from Adelaide University and had a career as an 
international lawyer and, after her marriage, as an academic at the University of Queensland. She 
went into private practice at the Queensland Bar and her practice included being briefed by the 
State of Queensland in some important constitutional cases before going to the Bench. She 
served over 20 years on the Supreme Court as a Master and then Judge and in the final years as a 
Judge of the Court of Appeal.  She retired in 2013 and was made an Officer in the Order of 
Australia in that year (AO). 
 
There were four children of Michael and Margaret’s marriage.74  Their first child, Justin 
Broderick Duckett White, was born in Brisbane on 29 May 1973 and educated at the Anglican 
Church Grammar School, Brisbane and worked in various occupations before obtaining a B.Bus. 
degree from the QUT, Brisbane. He went into the advertising industry and after trying 
unsuccessfully to gain a foothold in his own business on the Gold Coast, he went to London 
where he was engaged by Ogilvy. He prospered in the advertising industry, transferred to SMV 
and was promoted regularly, with postings in London, Amsterdam and Chicago. On 20 June 
2009 Justin married Jessica Naomi Alice Harvey at Lakefield, north of Toronto, in Ontario 
Province, Canada. Jessica was born on 15 April 1985 in Petersborough, near Lakefield, and 
when they lived in London and Amsterdam Jessica made her career in event management. They 
                                                          
74 Margaret had  been a young  research assistant to Professor Daniel O'Connell, a prominent international lawyer. In 
this capacity she worked in Geneva and the West Indies for some time. At the Bar she was counsel for the State of 
Queensland during the trial before Justice Martin Moynihan of the famous land rights case of Mabo v Queensland, 
but went on the bench before the hearing in the High Court, becoming a Master in 1989, a Supreme Court Judge in 
1991 in the Trial Division and a Judge of Appeal in 2010..  She was the first female judge of the Supreme Court. 
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had met whilst Jessica was travelling in Australia in 2006. Their son William Wilson Duckett 
White was born on 5 November 2014 in Chicago, USA where Justin was then working. 
 
Michael and Margaret’s second child, Dominic Broderick Duckett White, was born in Brisbane 
on 21 November 1974 but survived only a few days and died on 1 December 1974. Their third 
child, Sophia Broderick Duckett White, was born on 19 December 1975 and was educated at 
Stuartholme School, Brisbane, before obtaining her law degree at the University of Queensland. 
After practice for several years as a solicitor she joined the Royal Australian Navy in the legal 
division on 5 July 2002 and served in various places, including in NATO headquarters in Kabul, 
Afghanistan, in 2009-2010. She obtained her LLM (Maritime, UQ) in 2006 and a Masters of 
Strategic Studies (Staff Course, ANU) in 2014. On 5 May 2007 Sophie married Mark Davenport 
Hill RAN (born 30 August 1960), then a Commander CSC RAN. Mark was a seaman officer 
specializing in patrol boats. On 14 January 2009 they had a son, Christopher Davenport Duckett 
Hill, born in Canberra where they were both then serving. After serving six months at the NATO 
headquarters in Kabul, Afghanistan Sophie and Mark lived in Victoria where Mark, by then a 
Captain, was the Commanding Officer of HMAS Cerberus. This was the largest RAN naval 
training establishment, situated south of Melbourne. They were both then posted to Canberra but 
they separated in September 2014. Mark was deployed overseas to the headquarters in Dubai for 
much of 2015 and Sophie, on the staff of the Chief of Navy, was promoted to Commander in 
December 2015. 
 
Michael and Margaret’s fourth child, Alexander Broderick Duckett White, was born in Brisbane 
on 6 October 1978 and educated at the Anglican Church Grammar School and the University of 
Queensland where he obtained Arts (Hons) and a JD law degrees.75 Alex was a keen rower who 
stroked for the Churchie First VIII at his final Head of the River. He made his career in the law, 
beginning as a prosecutor in various Queensland government departments and later practicing as 
a regulator in the private sector and in government agencies and departments. He married Joanne 
Deborah Stumer (born 25 April 1980) on 10 September 2005, a school teacher then at the 
Brisbane State High School and a talented rower. Joanne had obtained her BA and B.Ed degrees 
from the University of Queensland and later was awarded a degree in Industrial Design from the 
QUT.  Joanne and Alexander’s son Caspian Robert Duckett White was born on 24 June 2014. 
 
7.4 John Ernest Duckett White 
 
 
 
Bebe and Allan’s third son was John Ernest Duckett White, who was born on 25 November 1941 
in Brisbane. He was educated at Mt Berryman and Laidley North State Schools and The 
Southport School from late 1949. He was in the TSS First VIII rowing team which won the GPS 
head of the river in two consecutive years and had some success in other sports. He entered the 
                                                          
75
 Author's observations and recollections. 
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Royal Military College, Duntroon, where he proved particularly skilled as a rugby forward in the 
Duntroon First XV. John served for 13 years in the Army, serving in PNG and other places 
including as a Captain in active service in Vietnam where his skill and courage as the 
commander of an allied Australian, American and Vietnamese unit in the Battle of Ngok Tavak 
is widely commemorated in the Australian War Museum and books, articles and TV. He rose to 
the rank of Major and was Mentioned in Dispatches for his war service in Vietnam.76  
 
 
Display at AWM, Canberra, on Battle of Ngok Tevak, Vietnam 
Source: Australian War Memorial and photo from Nigel White 
 
                                                          
76
 Details of the action for which this award was made are set out in The Team,, Australian Army Adviser in Vietnam 
1962-1972, by Ian McNeill (UQP, 1984)p 329-30,332-3,336. A particular scenario about John’s major battle in 
Vietnam is set out in the display on the Vietnam war in the Australian War Museum, Canberra. See also by Bruce 
Davies The Battle of Ngok Tavak: A bloody defeat in South Vietnam in 1968 and Allied Valour and Defeat in 
Vietnam in 2009. In 2015 the TV channel, SBS, made a program about the battle which included John and his 
opposition Vietnamese commander  Major Mai (later a General) walking through the battle area with each 
discussing their sides of the battle with Debbie Camden, John’s second wife, as the interlocuteur. 
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John White, second from left, with Special Forces in Vietnam 1968 
Source: Australian War Memorial and photo from Nigel White 
 
After resigning from the Army John obtained his economics degree from the University of 
Queensland and became a successful management consultant retiring in 2010.  
 
John married Mary Anne Morrison77 on 25 July 1964 in Canberra, and they had four children. 
Sean Thomas Duckett White (b.16 September 1965) was educated at the Brisbane Grammar 
School and married Miriam (Mim) Curr, of “Dagworth” station. On 14 June 1992 Sean was 
killed in a helicopter accident whilst flying to muster cattle near “Dagworth”, the sheep station 
owned by his wife’s family near Winton, Queensland.78 There was no issue of the marriage but 
Mim later remarried happily and had two sons. The White and Curr families have been friends 
over several generations.  
 
Mark William Duckett White was born on 12 January 1970, educated at the Brisbane Grammar 
School, and engaged in a career as an outward bound specialist and then, after achieving his 
degree, in statistics, worked in that area. He married Kari Jane Lyall on 17 August 2002 and they 
had Maddie Jean Duckett White (b.7 August 2004) and Jake Thomas Duckett White (b.21 July 
2007). Kari is very successful in the field of management and human relations. 
 
John and Mary Anne’s third and fourth children were twins Elizabeth Megan Duckett White 
(initially Megan but she later preferred Elizabeth) and Robin Bruce Duckett White (both b.7 
October 1971). Megan, as she was then known, was educated at the Brisbane Girls Grammar 
School and Robin at the Brisbane Boys Grammar School.  Elizabeth (Megan) initially chose her 
career in hospitality, with Japanese language as a specialty, and later in garden management.  
Her daughter Ariella Catherine White was born on 26 December 2006. Robin obtained his 
degree at the QUT, Brisbane and married Michelle Simpson on 17 February 2007 in Melbourne. 
                                                          
77
 Daughter of Rear Admiral Thomas Morrison CBE, DSC, RAN and his wife Dorothy. 
78
 The owners were then Robert and Carol Curr, Mim’s parents. The property was the site for the scene and the 
composition of the song “Waltzing Matilda” by Banjo Patterson. 
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They had Coco Helen Simpson White (b.3 November 2009),79  Felix Sean Simpson White, (b. 
22 February 2012) and Fergus Morrison Simpson White (b. 26 February 2015).80 John and Mary 
Anne divorced in 1990. 
 
John married Debra Therese Camden, a communications consultant, in Brisbane on 10 January 
1993. They subsequently divorced for a period but then remarried. Their children are Samuel 
Camden Duckett White (b.5 July 1994), an Arts and Law student at University of Queensland 
and an Army Lieutenant in the Reserves in the Queensland University Regiment (commissioned 
September 2015) and Gabrielle Camden Duckett White (b.14 November 1996), an Arts student 
at the Queensland University of Technology. Deborah is a very successful consultant to various 
industry and government agencies and she and John live in Brisbane.  
 
8. Frederick Morisset (Derick) Nicholson  
 
 
  
Fred and Daisy Nicholson’s third child and first son was Frederick Morisset Nicholson (Derick), 
who was born on 11 September 1911 at Wilston, Brisbane.81 His secondary school education 
was obtained whilst boarding at the Church of England Grammar School, Brisbane but, on Fred 
having a difference of opinion with the headmaster regarding unfairness in one of Derick’s 
boxing matches, Derick was moved to the Brisbane Grammar School, which he attended in 1928 
and 1929.82  
 
8.1 Derick’s Sporting Career 
 
Derick was an outstanding sportsman and excelled at school in rowing, swimming, athletics and 
rugby.83 He later played rugby for Queensland as a breakaway from 1932 to 193684 and played a 
                                                          
79
 Material from John White, 2009. 
80 Email from Sam White, 19.9.15. 
81
 Certified Copy of an Entry in a Register of Births, held by Derek John  Nicholson, son. 
82
 Mrs Pamela Burnett, Brisbane Grammar School archivist, in letter dated 30 March 1994. There remains 
conjecture within the family about this incident. It was also said that Fred removed Derick because time spent on 
lessons were being compromised by his sport activities. There is no doubt the relationship between the headmaster 
and coach, Canon Morris, and Fred would have been stretched as both were men were strong minded.. 
83
 At Brisbane Grammar School Derick was stroke of the Fist rowing crew (then a four) in 1928 and 1929, was in 
the 1st XV rugby team in 1928 and 1929, the athletics team in 1929, the swimming team in 1929 and was a Prefect 
in 1929 - Mrs Pamela Burnett, above. 
84 Memorandum of biography of Vaux Nicholson’s football career by Ian Diehm (sent to author by Mr Max Howell 
AM) p.1, where Derick is also mentioned. 
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trial game for selection for the Australian rugby team.85  From an early age he acquired 
considerable skills in horseback riding on his many visits to “Trafalgar”. He was awarded Best 
Boy rider at the Beaudesert Show 1924, 1925 and 192786 and it was written of him that “it is 
interesting to note that Nicholson, who is not yet 16 years of age, won the boys’ camp-drafting 
championship, during the visit of the Duke and Duchess and is said to be one of the best 
horsemen in the district.”87 
 
 
          
    Derick, Best Boy rider Beaudesert show                    Camp Drafting  Trophy 1925   
              Source: Derek John Nicholson 
 
                   
 
Derick in action 
Source: Derek Nicholson 
                                                          
85 Derick received a blow to the head and thereafter played most of the trial game suffering from diplopia (double 
vision) due to concussion but he refused to leave the field; recollections of the late Derick Nicholson to author. 
86 Photographs of rider and horse with ribbons dated 1924, 1925,  a silver cup inscribed 1927 and an unidentified 
Newspaper article, all in possession of Derek Nicholson. 
87 Unidentified Newspaper article. 
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GPS “Churchie” A grade Rugby Football Team 1927 – Derick Nicholson third left,                          
second front row 
             Source: Derek Nicholson 
 
                             
Brisbane Grammar School Head-of-River Team              Trophy 1928 
Derick middle row seated on right 
Source: Derek Nicholson 
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Brisbane Grammar School Athletics Team, Derick seated second row, second from left 
Sources: Derek Nicholson 
 
 
Derick left school after studying in the “law class”88 and became an articled clerk to his father’s 
firm in Beaudesert. He was admitted as a solicitor 2 July 1935 and practised in his father’s 
partnership, with his father and Michael Joseph Smith (Nicholson & Smith).89  
 
 
8.2 Marriage to Annis Gwen Mathewson 
 
On the 27 April 1938 Derick married Annis Gwen Mathewson (b.30 November, 1914). Annis 
was educated at St Margaret’s School, Brisbane. Derick and Annis lived in Beaudesert during 
their early years together.90  
 
                                                          
88
 Mrs Pamela Burnett, above. 
89
 Queensland Law Society records, above. 
90
 They had their residence at Eaglesfield Street - Beaudesert;  Queensland Law Society records of “Nicholson, 
Frederick Morisset”, above. The name of the street, “Eaglesfield”, is derived from one of the Barker Family sons, 
whose sister, Anna, married Ernest Duckett White. When this part of Beaudesert township was subdivided by Ernest 
from part of  the “Beaudesert” grazing property, they named one of their sons and also this street, Eaglesfield; see 
White MWD An Early Settler: The Duckett White Family in Australia, 1990, Hennessy Investments Pty Ltd, 
Brisbane. 
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Wedding of Derick Nicholson and Annis Mathewson 27 April 1938 
Source: Derek Nicholson 
 
Derick and Annis were a devoted couple. Their affection for each other clearly took hold early in 
the relationship as is evident in this rare note penned by Derick during their courting year, in a 
jocular memo on Nicholson & Smith letterhead in November 1934: 
“ Aw Gee by cripes Annis I’d like to come to the United Service Ball I reckon I would 
don’t you think cripes yes  …… Went to Southport last week-end and kept a look out but 
neither you or your gang appeared  … “ 
 
Annis introduced Derick to her ‘gang’ and the key social events in ‘the Brisbane scene’.  
 
World War II broke out in 1939 and Derick was persuaded by his father to delay enlisting in the 
army but he eventually decided that his duty lay with the war effort. He enlisted on 4 August 
1942, whilst his younger brother Vaux was a POW although all the family knew at that stage was 
that he was missing in action. Derick had previously been a part time member in the Volunteer 
Defence Force. He was classified as a “clerk” and sometimes as a “checker” being discharged on 
9 August 1945.91  By this time he had developed and sustained a very private underlying 
philosophy of life, a small part of which can be deduced from an editorial he wrote in 1942 for 
an internal news sheet for his army unit on the value of ‘recreational leave and post-war re-
building’. 
"Let's you and me realise now that the best things of life are free if only we desire to be 
worthy of them. Happiness is not a physical quality but purely a mental state which is 
born not of worldly possessions but of the thoughts within us. Until we can rebuild our 
minds to achieve a healthy and selfless outlook ......" 92   
 
                                                          
91 Australian War memorial web site, above, Service Record and AMF Attestation Form and Service and Casualty 
Form. 
92  Gabber, Volume 1, Issue 9 11 September 1942. 
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It is difficult to tell from Derick’s service records  where he served but family information is that 
he was posted to the legal corps, serving in the north of Australia in 2/1 Australian Movement 
Control Group.  
 
After the War Derick and Annis resolved to live in Brisbane but there would be no doubt that he 
would have preferred being on the land than being in a city office but at this time his overriding 
concerns related to doing his best for the family. Derick left the Beaudesert partnership and 
practised in partnership with Mr Sydney Robertson in the firm of Sydney Robertson & 
Nicholson, Brisbane, from 1 December 1945, mainly at Rothwell Chambers, Edward St, 
Brisbane.93 Mr Robertson retired in 1947/1948 and Derick practised on his own, mainly in estate 
work, until he took two partners in 1976.94 In 1979 Derick was appointed as a consultant to the 
firm until his retirement in 1983.95 The continuing partners, Ian Marr and Michael Hayne 
changed the name of the firm to Nicholsons in 198296 and expanded the practice.  
 
    
Derick and Annis in Brisbane      Annis with Janis, Derek and Robin 
                                             Source: Derek John Nicholson 
 
 
                                                          
93
 Mr Sydney Robertson was admitted as a solicitor on 4 September 1894 and, after other practices, was in 
partnership with his son, Kenneth Sydney Robertson, from 1932 practising as Sydney Robertson & Son. Kenneth 
was killed in action in the AIF on 9 November 1942 and  Mr Robertson held the partnership open for Derick until he 
was released from the army; Queensland Law Society records, above. 
94
 His partners were Ian Gilbert Anderson Marr and Michael James Hayne. The practice moved to Bank of NSW 
Chambers, corner Queen & George Streets, Brisbane - Queensland Law Society records. 
95 Queensland Law Society records; also Obituary, The Queensland Law Society Journal, Vol 22 No 1, February 
1992, p74. 
96
 Queensland Law Society records. 
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Derick and Annis lived most of their married life in Brisbane in the spacious and beautiful house 
of Annis’ parents at 516 Sandgate Road, Clayfield.  Her father Dr Mathewson was a successful 
and well known medical practitioner. As an only child Annis had a very good relationship with 
both her parents and there was a genuine warmth and companionship that the three of them 
gained from their small family unit. 97  
 
Derick died in Brisbane on 8 December 199198 and Annis died, also in Brisbane, on 24 October 
2009.99 
 
There were four children of the marriage, Robin Ann Nicholson (b.23 January 1940), Janis 
Lynne Nicholson (b. 6 June 1941), Derek John Villeneuve Nicholson, (b.18 October 1942) and 
Susan Nicholson (b.5 May 1947). During their children’s developing years Derick and Annis 
encouraged all of their children to follow their own chosen pathways. 
 
8.3 Robin Ann Nicholson 
 
 
 
Robin was educated at St. Margaret’s Anglican Girls School before she studied medicine at the 
University of Queensland graduating MBBS in 1964. She completed her postgraduate studies in 
anaesthetics in London becoming a Fellow of the Royal College of Anaesthetists in London in 
1971. In 1973 she married Thomas Peter Rhind. They settled in south west London where Peter 
took up general practice. Robin took a break from her career when their children were young but 
later worked in the anaesthetic department at St Helier Hospital, Surrey. Peter and Robin have 
three children, Thomas James Nicholson Rhind, (b.7 January 1975), and twins Katherine Ann 
Nicholson and William Robert Nicholson Rhind, (b. 4 November 1976). Tom works in IT with 
Lloyds Bank in London. Kate is a civil servant and lives with her partner in Norwich. William 
has a Law Degree but plans to join the Dominican Friars. 
 
8.4 Janis (Jan) Lynne Nicholson 
 
Jan was educated at St. Margaret’s Anglican Girls School and subsequently completed a 
Diploma at the Kindergarten Training College, Kelvin Grove, Brisbane in 1961. Her lifetime 
interest in travel was further developed when she joined Qantas and she often had the 
responsibility of care for unaccompanied children passengers. As a participant in the overseas 
volunteer program she completed a one year tour-of-duty in New Guinea. On her return she 
settled in Sydney where she  married Hamilton Harvey Sutton, a lawyer, on 17 August 1973 at 
St. Mark’s Church, Darling Point, Sydney. Their children are Georgia Harvey Sutton (b. 21 July 
                                                          
97  Emma Nicholson UNSW, Interview ( with Annis) Essay 11November, 2005. 
98
 Obituary, The Queensland Law Society Journal, Vol 22 No 1, February 1992, p74. 
99 The Courier Mail  28.10.2009; Service booklet at St Mark’s Anglican Church, Clayfield, on 30 October 2009, 
attended by family including the author. 
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1974) and Cameron James Harvey Sutton (b. 18 April 1977). Georgia was educated at Ascham 
School for girls then at the Design Centre Enmore TAFE NSW Sydney Institute and is a design 
stylist in the retail industry. Cameron was educated at the Cranbrook School and undertook 
further education at Securities Institute of Australia. Following several years as a Systems 
Consultant at AOL (UK) Limited Cameron is an analyst in IT for the financial services sector in 
Sydney. 
 
8.5 Derek John Villeneuve (DJ) Nicholson 
 
 
 
Derek John Villeneuve Nicholson (“DJ” in the family) was educated at Church of England 
Grammar School, Brisbane and then studied at the National Institute of Dramatic Art (NIDA) in 
Sydney, graduating from the Production Course in 1962.  He then undertook postgraduate 
studies in Theatre Design at the Motley Theatre Design course at Sadler’s Wells in London 
graduating in 1968. He established his career in stage design, specialising in lighting. In 1973 he 
was appointed founding Drama Director of Seymour Theatre Centre at the University of Sydney. 
His work there lead to the establishment of the first Performance Studies department at an 
Australian university. His design practice has received commendations from two professional 
design peak bodies, the Design Institute of Australia and the Illuminating Engineers Society of 
Australia. In 1997 the World Encyclopaedia of Contemporary Theatre, Volume 5, commissioned 
him to write the entry on Australian Stage Design. He went on to lecture in Design at the 
University of New South Wales (UNSW) and in 2009 he completed a Masters Degree (Hons) at 
the College of Fine Arts at UNSW. Derek John met his wife Marianne Laird Stewart (b. 21 June 
1943) in London where she was studying midwifery and they married in Sydney on 27 
December 1969.  
 
Marianne worked as an Early Childhood nurse but after marriage and following the birth of her 
second child she put aside her professional career interests in infant and child welfare to focus 
her attention on her family. Then in 1987 she re-engaged with her career and completed a 
upgrade of her nurse’s qualifications which lead to her gaining a Masters of Infant Mental Health 
awarded by the New South Wales Institute of Psychiatry in 2005 where she is a coordinator in 
the postgraduate student program. Derek and Marianne have three children, Emma-Kate Laird 
Nicholson (b.17 March 1971), Derek Charles Patrick Nicholson (Paddy), (b.12 December 1973) 
and Alice Laird Nicholson (b.21 February 1979).  
 
Emma was educated at Sydney Church of England Girls Grammar School, Darlinghurst, Sydney. 
After gaining a BA in Visual Arts at Sydney College of the Arts, she completed a Masters in Art 
Administration at the University of New South Wales. Following several years in arts 
administration she undertook a two-year posting in Thailand with Australian Volunteers 
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International. On her return to Australia she completed a degree in Social Work at the UNSW 
and now works as a social worker in Melbourne. Emma and her partner Rachel Sharples (b. 31 
December 1976), live in Melbourne. Rachel was educated at Oxley Public High School in 
Tamworth,NSW.  She was awarded a BA (Communications) from Charles Sturt University and 
is studying for a PhD at RMIT University, Melbourne.  
 
Paddy was educated at Cranbrook School, Sydney and then graduated from the University of 
Canberra in Landscape Architecture. He chose to follow his passion for food and runs his own 
wholesale food distribution company (Nicholson & Saville) in Sydney. Paddy married Natalie 
Jane Brien (b.4 October 1973) in 2003. Natalie was educated at Abbotsleigh Girls School, 
Sydney, graduated from the University of Canberra and is currently Head of Organisational 
Development at the banking company ING DIRECT. They have two sons, Oliver Swinn 
Nicholson (b.26 October 2005) and Hugo John Nicholson (b.25 May 2008).  
 
Alice was also educated at SCEGGS Darlinghurst and then studied Osteopathy at the University 
of Western Sydney. She currently practices in Dunedin, NZ. She married Nathan Mackay Laws 
(b.2 September 1974) in 2005. He graduated from the UNSW in 1995 and completed his LLB in 
1999 at the Australian National University (ANU). They have one child, William Evan Mackay 
(b.9 July 2008). 
 
8.6 Susan Nicholson 
 
 
 
Derick and Annis’ fourth and final child was Susan Nicholson (b.5 May1948), who was educated 
at St Margaret’s Anglican Girls School, Brisbane.  On leaving school (1966) she went to Stott’s 
Secretarial College and then worked in law and architectural offices.  Here she saved to go 
overseas where she found her vocation in the dramatic arts and studied acting at the Drama 
Centre, London (1970–73). On her return she worked throughout mainland Australia directing, 
acting, teaching and conducting workshops.  She settled for the next decades into the tertiary 
education sector where she educated students in the dramatic arts (Senior Lecturer) at the 
University of Southern Queensland, Deakin University (Victoria) and Drama Centre, Sydney.  
The following decades she continued to explore the human experience through counseling both 
in organizations and private practice.  She was awarded the Graduate Diploma in Counseling and 
Human Services in 2007 followed by an MA in 2010 (La Trobe University).  She has made her 
home in the Dandenong Ranges east of Melbourne where she focuses her interest on the 
regeneration of the indigenous bush.  She studied the natural dynamics of the bush and methods 
of regeneration at the Melbourne University, Burnley Campus, and was awarded an Advanced 
Certificate of Horticulture (1995).  She lives with her life partner, Geoffrey John Milne (b.16 
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February 1945) who was a lecturer in Theatre Studies at La Trobe University and a Theatre critic 
who is now, in his retirement, the editor of a National Theatre journal. They have no children. 
 
9. Swinton Morisset Nicholson 
 
 
 
The fourth child of Fred and Daisy Nicholson was Swinton Morisset Nicholson (Swin), who was 
born on 16 March 1916 in Brisbane.100 He spent his early years in Brisbane and later at 
Beaudesert where his father was building his legal practice. Swin showed early ability with stock 
and became a very accomplished horseman. He was educated at The Southport School, 
Southport. After leaving school Swin worked on his father’s property “Trafalgar”, west of 
Dirranbandi. He married Bebe Milne in April 1946, see under, and enlisted in the Army on 18 
June of that year and served at Redbank, near Brisbane, then Singleton, NSW for tank training in 
April 1942 and then in the 2/5th Armoured Regiment. He was discharged, having risen to the 
rank of Corporal, at Redbank on 17 April 1944.101 
 
   
                                                     Swin standing far right, middle row 
Source: Mrs Pennie Williams (nee Nicholson; daughter) 
 
9.1 Marriage to Beatrice Markwell Milne (Bebe) 
 
Swin married Beatrice Markwell Milne (Bebe) (b. 16 November 1919) on 16 April 1941, just 
two months prior to enlistment in the army. After Swin’s discharge in 1944 they went back to 
live and work at “Trafalgar”.  By 1946 they had bought a grazing property called “Foxbar” west 
of Amiens, near Stanthorpe, where Swin was successful as a grazier and dealing in sheep. 
                                                          
100
 Typed sheet, above. 
101 Australian Military Forces Records, National Archives of Australia, Series B883, Title Nicholson Swinton 
Morisset, Service No QX19790. 
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Wedding of Swin Nicholson and Bebe Milne 
(Swin’s brother Vaux in left photo on steps behind Swin) 
Source: Jamie Nicholson 
In 1951, Swin and Bebe moved to a property called “Villeneuve” (presumably after Frank 
Nicholson’s property near Kilcoy) on the Condamine River near Warwick.  It was there that the 
children began their education at the Murray’s Bridge State School which backed on to the 
family property.  Being a fine horseman, Swin ensured that the children all learned to ride.  All 
the children rode in the local Shows, each of them winning many awards.  Initially the children 
would ride their ponies across the paddocks to school, but later the ponies gave way to bikes.  
 
 
Swin Nicholson’s property “Villeneuve” outside Warwick; Pennie and Jamie in foreground 
Source: Jamie Nicholson 
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In 1961 the family moved to Brisbane, where Swin worked for the Australian Estates company. 
Swin and Bebe  moved to Gympie and then to Tewantin, north of Brisbane, where Swin had a 
real estate business. They had a house on a picturesque block of land across to the north of the 
Noosa River overlooking an inland lake, the only access to which was by vehicle punt across the 
river. Being a keen lover of the bush and fishing Swin enjoyed his life at Tewantin.  During their 
time there Bebe was diagnosed with Alzheimers disease and died in 1984.   
 
After Bebe’s death Swin moved to be closer to his family, particularly his son Jamie. His last 
move was to St Helens in Tasmania which is where he died on 30th November 1999. 
 
 
Jamie, Pennie, Julia and Anne Nicholson 
Source: Jamie Nicholson 
 
9.2 Elizabeth Anne  Nicholson102 
 
 
 
There were four children of Swin and Bebe’s marriage, the eldest of whom was Elizabeth Anne 
(b.3 January 1945 in Brisbane). Anne attended St Catherine’s Girls school in Warwick as a 
boarder and later St Margaret’s Girls School in Brisbane.   
 
After leaving school Anne entered the fashion industry and she married Brian Perkins on 29 
January, 1966 in Brisbane. As newlyweds Anne and Brian lived in Kerema, in Papua New 
Guinea where Brian opened radio stations in the remote areas.  Nathan James, their first child 
                                                          
102 I am indebted to Julie Sale (nee Nicholson) for the entries about Anne, Julie, Pennie and James, sent to me on 
1.7.15. 
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was born in Port Moresby on 10 September, 1968 and Rachelle Anne was born in Mt Hagen on 
9th April, 1970.  Anne and Brian moved to the UK, where Brian worked with the BBC.  During 
that time Anne was the associate producer of a documentary, “Poppa Belong All”, which was the 
documentary of the year in the World About Us in 1973.   The family returned to Australia and 
Christy Anne was born on 30th January 1974.  After Anne and Brian separated, Anne completed 
an Advanced Diploma in Horticulture at Burnley, University of Lancashire, UK and 
subsequently ran a landscaping/gardening business for 10 years in the Castlemaine/Daylesford 
area in Victoria. 
 
Anne and Brian’s first child, Nathan, was awarded a Scholarship by the Queen Elizabeth Trust 
and travelled to the UK where he studied dry stone walling. Nathan later completed an MBA 
from the Graduate School of Management, University of New South Wales and he married Jodi 
Marie Dixon (b. 17 September, 1968).  They have four children: Lara (b. 30 May, 2000), Sam (b. 
14 May, 2004) and twins, Belinda and Amy (b. 26 January, 2006).  Nathan and Jodi currently 
own and operate their own business in Melbourne. 
 
Anne and Brian’s second child, Rachelle, worked in the fashion industry and later worked as a 
TV presenter.  She gained a Bachelor of Arts and Communication from the University of New 
South Wales.  Rachelle then established her own business working as a freelance editor and web 
site designer.     She married Bryan Rose (b. 25th, April, 1968).  They have three children: Oliver 
Swinton (b. 24th September, 2004), Morgan (b. 20th February, 2006) and Anouska (b. 12th March, 
2009).   
 
Anne and Brian’s third child, Christy, worked in various sales roles after leaving school before 
moving into advertising. She currently owns and operates her own business in medical 
advertising.  She married Ross Walker and they have two children: Kai (b. 28th February, 2006) 
and Sienna (b. 14th September, 2007).    
 
Anne currently lives on the Mornington Peninsula in Victoria where she teaches meditation in 
schools and community centres.  
 
 
9.3 Julia Jane Nicholson (Julie) 
 
 
 
Swin and Bebe’s second child was Julia Jane (b.9 February 1948 in Brisbane) and after 
completing secondary school in Brisbane, Julie trained at Stotts Business School. She later 
worked as a governess before embarking on a four year working holiday to England, Europe and 
America.  On her return to Australia, Julie completed a BA (Hons) (UNE) and was awarded a 
PhD from the Geography Department, Sydney University in 1984. Julie married Peter Wykeham 
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Gurney Sale in 1976, from the Queensland Darling Downs grazing family.   Peter holds the 
degrees of B.Ru.Sc. (Hons) (UNE) and PhD (USyd) and is an Associate Professor in agricultural 
science at La Trobe University, Victoria. Peter and Julie have two sons: Michael Gurney (b. 1 
December, 1981) and Robin Wykeham (b. 25 February, 1984). 
 
Julie and Peter’s eldest child, Michael, completed a Science degree (Hons) at Melbourne 
University and was awarded a PhD from The School of Life and Environmental Science, Deakin 
University in 2008.  Michael works as an environmental consultant for Coffey Environmental 
Systems.  He and his wife, Elizabeth Ryan (b. 21 August, 1981) live in Melbourne and they have 
a daughter, Cecilia Elizabeth (b. 15 July, 2014).   
 
Julie and Peter’s child, Robin, completed a Bachelor of Development Studies at La Trobe 
University and later a Masters of Social Science (International Development) from RMIT.  He 
lives in Canberra and works as a Youth Engagement Officer.  He married Ana Becerra Riveroll 
(b. 23 May, 1984) in 2012. 
 
In 1991 Julie undertook a Diploma of Education and has since worked as a teacher at the Little 
Yarra Steiner School in the Yarra Valley.  She currently teaches students with special needs.  In 
2005 Julie volunteered in Vietnam and Uganda, and has since returned to the village in Uganda 
on several occasions taking youth groups to work and live in the village she initially visited as a 
volunteer.  
 
 
9.4 Pennie Patricia Nicholson 
 
 
 
 
Swin and Bebe’s third child was Pennie Patricia Nicholson (b.10 October 1949 in Stanthorpe).  
Pennie completed a business course at the Stotts Business College and later worked as the 
secretary manager of a large car company.  She then became a governess and worked in New 
South Wales and Queensland.  Pennie married David Arnold Williams in February 1971 and 
they owned and operated a grain property at Jimbour on the Darling Downs.  During that time 
Pennie worked driving many of the machines involved with grain growing.  After selling the 
property, Pennie and David moved to Gladstone where Pennie volunteered for various agencies. 
Pennie and David have three children:  Benjamin (b. 2 August, 1972, Ben), Saranna (b. 30 May, 
1974) and Nicholas (b. 3 January, 1977).   
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Ben worked in the Gladstone area as a bricklayer and currently operates heavy machinery for the 
Gladstone Port Authority.  He married Maria Di-Tria and they have two children:  Lachlan (b. 14 
April, 1998) and Dante (b. 30 January, 2003).  Saranna, who was named after her great 
grandmother (see Chapter 5), lives in Brisbane and is a graphic artist.  She married John Elford 
and they have two children, Serafina (b. 5 March, 2007) and   Racquel (b. 12 May,2011).  
 
Pennie and David’s third child, Nicholas, owns and operates a heavy machinery business in 
Gladstone.   He married Kate Pendreigh and they have two children: Darcy (b. 30 August, 2005) 
and Regan (b. 23 September, 2007).  Pennie and David are currently retired on acreage in 
Calliope, Queensland. 
 
 
9.5 James Frederick Nicholson 
 
 
 
Swin and Bebe’s fourth and final child was James Frederick Nicholson, known as Jamie, who 
was born 28 May 1953 in Stanthorpe.  Jamie inherited his father’s love of the land and, after 
attending The Southport School, undertook his training at the Longreach Pastoral College. He 
subsequently worked as a jackeroo on several properties including the Spring Valley Brahman 
Stud near Gympie, Cumberland Santagertrudis Stud and the Pownall Grazing Company near 
Monto.  Jamie then worked for the Tedlands Pastoral Company near Kumala in Queensland.   
 
Jamie married Evelin Bierwagen from Germany.   They had a daughter Jacqueline Nicole who 
was born in Paris, France in on 19 March 1976 but the marriage did not work out and they later 
divorced.  After returning to Australia, Jamie joined his father Swin working in the real estate 
business in Tewantin.  
 
Jamie married his second wife, Margaret Lewis on the 19 September 1992 in Toowoomba.  He 
managed an Arab and Droughtmaster Stud called “Wongabeena” in the Laidley Valley before he 
and Margaret bought a property near Toowoomba called “Toad Hall”.  He and Margaret then 
lived in Tasmania for many years and Swin later moved there to live with them until his death. 
Jamie is currently working as a Driver/Tour Guide in the Kimberleys in Western Australia, 
Uluru in the Northern Territory and at Cradle Mountain in northern Tasmania.   
 
Jamie’s daughter, Jacqueline and her partner Andrew Mutze live on the Sunshine Coast in 
Queensland.  They have a son Beau Mutze Nicholson who was born 28 July, 2014. 
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10. Vaux Morisset Nicholson 
 
 
 
The fifth child of Fred and Daisy Nicholson was Vaux Morisset Nicholson, who was born on 18 
November 1917 at Beaudesert.103 His early years were spent at Beaudesert and then he was 
educated as a boarder at The Southport School, Queensland from 1930 to 1934 where he showed 
considerable ability in and out of the classroom.  After leaving school, Vaux studied for arts and 
law degrees at the University of Queensland, living at St John’s College, being awarded his Arts 
degree in 1938 and his law degree in 1946 after his return from the war.  Vaux was a gifted 
athlete and he pursued his sporting career with considerable success. 
 
10.1 Vaux’s Sporting Career 
 
Vaux represented The Southport School in rugby, athletics, rowing (stroke), swimming, cricket 
and tennis and was a prefect.104 His school sporting career was summarized by Ian Diehm as 
follows: 
“Vaux Nicholson attended The Southport School and was named on the School’s Sport’s 
Honour Board for 1934. To qualify, one had to represent the School in five sports, 
including rugby and cricket or rowing. Vaux achieved this honour by representing in 
athletics, rugby, cricket, tennis and swimming. He played centre for the First XV (rugby) 
and was in the Firsts tennis team that won the GPS premiership in 1934. In that year, 
Vaux came second in the GPS swimming championships. In the previous year, he was a 
member of Southport’s winning athletics team at the GPS Sports Carnival, winning the 
Under 16 100 yards and 220 yards sprints.”105 
 
Whilst at the University of Queensland before the war, Vaux played excellent rugby and was in 
the teams for the University (1935-1940), Brisbane (1936-1939), Queensland (1936-1939) and 
Australia (1939).106 Richard Drobenov wrote about this aspect of his career as follows: 
 
“After matriculating in 1934, Vaux attended the University of Queensland where he lived 
at St. John’s College. He attained his Bachelor of Arts Degree in 1938 whilst still avidly 
                                                          
103
 Typed sheet, above. 
104
 Notes made by the late Fred Nicholson and given to Mr Peter White c.1978; now in possession of the author. 
105 Memorandum of biography of Vaux Nicholson’s football career by Ian Diehm, sent to author by Mr Max 
Howell, p.1. 
106
 Notes made by the late Fred Nicholson, above, now in the possession of the author. 
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pursuing his love of sports. Vaux represented St John’s College in Rugby Union, Cricket, 
Tennis, Swimming and Athletics and won a St John’s Blue in 1935 and played first grade 
for the University of Queensland Rugby side from 1935-1939 and was awarded a 
University Blue in 1936 for Rugby and Tennis. In 1978 the Vaux Nicholson Room at St. 
John’s College was dedicated by the Most Rev. Felix Arnot(sic) [Archbishop Felix 
Arnott of Brisbane] as ‘an affectionate mark of appreciation for his contribution to the 
enrichment of the life of the College’.107 
 
Vaux’s sporting career in rugby whilst at the university was also recorded by the University of 
Queensland Rugby Football Club,108 with which he played for the years until he enlisted for the 
war. Its comments included that he was from an “outstanding Rugby family”, which was because 
his father and uncle had both played for Queensland and Australia and his brother Derick had 
played for Queensland. The comments then went on: 
 
“Vaux possessed blistering pace and a bewildering step. He was a star performer in the 
1938 and 1939 interstate matches and was one of four wingers chosen for the 1939 
British Isles tour. On returning to Australia Nicholson resumed Rugby with the 
University and played brilliantly. He enlisted in the AIF, was sent to Malaya and arrived 
just in time to be taken as a prisoner-of-war. He was sent to prison camp in Borneo and 
suffered terribly at the hands of his brutal captors.”109  
 
 
1939-1940 Australian ‘Wallabies’ Rugby Union Team – British Isles Tour 
Signed by all of the players 
Source:  Margaret Hinneberg (nee Nicholson) 
                                                          
107 Memorandum of biography of Vaux Nicholson’s football career by Richard Dobrenov, sent to author by Mr Max 
Howell AM, p.3. 
108 Vincent J. Creagh, editor, A History of the University of Queensland Rugby Football Club:  The First 100 Years, 
2011.  
109 A History; above, Vol. II, p.542. The appalling diet and treatment were such that on his return his full health 
never did return to its earlier level. One aspect was that when he ran hard his legs swelled and became painful; 
personal comment by Vaux to author.  
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As mentioned above, Vaux was in the Australian Wallabies rugby team in 1939 which went to 
England but returned without playing a match, except in Bombay, India, on the way home, 
because of the outbreak of World War II (1939-1945) on 1 September 1939. This was a great 
disappointment to all of them and some the details of the trip are summarized by the team 
manager in a letter covering his report of the tour: 
 
“This diary covers the general activities of the Team, the physical training and exercises 
travelling to England on the Mooltan, the life of the Team at sea, both going  to and 
returning from England, the Team’s reaction to the news as we neared England and 
which prepared us all for the bitter disappointment of the cancellation of the trip, our 
impressions of the French people when we were in Marseilles and France was 
mobilizing, the sand-bag efforts of the Team which created much favourable comment, 
the luncheon by the Rugby Union Committee for the Team, the Cocktail Party by the 
British Sportsmen’s Club, and the highlight of the tour – the invitation to Buckingham 
Palace and our reception by Their Majesties, the King & Queen.”110 
 
 
1939 Australian Rugby Union Team onboard ship 
Vaux Nicholson is third row, second from right 
Source: Margaret Hinneberg 
 
 
In the match in Bombay when the P&O liner Strathmore called in there on the way home, Vaux 
was chosen for the team because he was one of the touring party who had not played in an 
Australian jersey, although it did not count as a ‘test’ match. Vaux was one of the try scorers. 
                                                          
110 Covering letter and Report of “Manager’s Report of Australian Rugby Union Team’s Tour 1939” to the 
Presidents of the Australian Rugby Union”, by M. Matthews, Manager; copy held ARU Archives and kindly sent to 
author by Mrs Judy Thomas (White) on 13 August 2005.  
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The Australian team won 21 to nil.111 They had sailed from Sydney on 21 July full of excitement 
and arrived back in Sydney on 25 October 1939 bitterly disappointed about the cancellation of 
the tour and anxiety about the coming war. 
 
10.2 Vaux and War; POW for Over Three Years 
 
On return to Brisbane Vaux volunteered and enlisted on 3 July 1940 for the AIF,112 then aged 22 
years and having his BA but only having done part of his Law degree. He undertook army 
training, including at Holdsworthy, near Sydney, and was made up successively to Bombardier, 
Lance Sergeant and then commissioned as a Lieutenant on 1 June 1941 in the 2/10 Field 
Regiment, 8th Division AIF.113 He and his unit embarked for Malaya on 10 January 1942114 and 
they disembarked in Singapore and became prisoners of the Japanese after the surrender of 
Singapore on 14 February 1942, although the family did not then know whether he was alive or 
had been killed in action. 
 
 
POW officers outside their hut at Kuching – Vaux Nicholson second from right 
Source: Australian War Memorial 
 
For more than three and a half years Vaux was held by the Japanese as a prisoner-of-war, in 
Singapore from February 1942, then after transfer to Borneo initially at Sandakan and later in 
Kuching.  He barely survived the Japanese treatment of the POWs and was fortunate to be 
transferred out of Sandakan to Kuching in 1943 so he was no longer in Sandakan when the 
forced ‘death march’ of POWs occurred in early 1945.115  
                                                          
111 Team Manager’s Report, above. 
112 AMF Army records for Lieutenant Vaux Nicholson QX13914 obtained by author with other military records 
from  Australian National Archives. AIF stood for the Australian Infantry Force. 
113 AMF Army records for Lieutenant Vaux Nicholson, above. 
114 AMF Army records for Lieutenant Vaux Nicholson, above. 
115 The Sandakan Death Marches were a series of forced marches from Sandakan to Ranau, North Borneo, which 
resulted in the deaths of many Indonesian civilian slave labourers and also many of the Allied Prisoners of War. 
Approximately 455 POWs left Sandakan in different groups between January and March, 1945. By the end of June 
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Vaux was among those who suffered badly at the hands of the Japanese. He received no mail 
during his time as a POW although four censored ‘letters’ from Vaux to his parents exist which 
contain coded messages (eg “tell Ruth and her fat aunt”) that nullified his official message that 
camp conditions were consistently “good” and his health was “excellent”. Vaux and his fellow 
POW’s were in an extreme condition when the Kuching POW’s were eventually liberated and 
then evacuated on Thursday 13 September 1945 onto the Hospital Ship Wanganella. The POW’s 
remained aboard the Wanganella making various stopovers until, at Moratai on 26 September, 
they re-boarded the Wanganella for the last time. On 11 October the POW’s disembarked in 
Brisbane and Vaux was discharged into the care of his parents and his sister Fay (a trained nurse 
as mentioned above) at the family home at Beaudesert. Vaux (the youngest child of Fred and 
Daisy) had always been close to Fay (his eldest sister by 10 years) and he was one of a very few 
men who, rather than being sent to hospital, was discharged directly into the care of family. 116 
Vaux was discharged from the Army on 18 February 1946. 117  
 
                                        
                 Source: Margaret Hinneberg (nee Nicholson)  
 
 
 
                                                                                                                                                                                           
only six of the group from this first march were still alive at Ranau. Trying to survive with only four days rations – 
rice, some dried fish and salt - and burdened with Japanese equipment - sacks of rice, ammunition and other items - 
the men struggled through the swamp, jungle and mountain forest. Those too weak to continue were shot or beaten 
to death; http://www.ww2australia.gov.au/behindwire/story_marches.html 
116 Document prepared from Vaux’s war diary and censored letters, by Margaret Hinneberg (nee Nicholson) 
117 Army records for Lieutenant Vaux Nicholson. 
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10.3 Marriage to Ruth Mary Bunting; Legal Career; Death in 1976 
 
Vaux and Ruth were married on 20 December 1945 some three months after his return and while 
Vaux was still recovering from his POW treatment. They married from the Nicholson family 
home at Beaudesert. Ruth was the only child of Mervyn and Amy Bunting, and was born in 
Brisbane and educated at St Margaret’s School, Brisbane. Vaux and Ruth started their married 
life at Teneriffe in Brisbane and Vaux set about completing his Law Degree, begun in 1935 and 
interrupted by the war.  
 
He worked as Associate to Mr Justice Philp of the Supreme Court and was admitted to the Bar in 
1949. Vaux and Ruth then moved to Corinda with their growing family and Vaux worked up a 
sound practice as a barrister especially in mining law. On 22 December 1967 Vaux was 
appointed a Judge of the District Court. Vaux had difficulties with his health after his privations 
as a POW, including heart rending nightmares. He rarely spoke about his experiences as a POW 
but one comment made to his daughter Margaret was that he had seen “the very best and the very 
worst in men”.  He was never again able to play sport at top level although he was still keen and 
he took up coaching Rugby Union and also captained the Queensland Bar cricket team for many 
years. He also enjoyed tennis which he played up to his death in 1976.  
 
  
Vaux and Ruth’s Wedding Day, 20 December 1945  
Jim Clarke, Norm Martin, Vaux, Ruth, Pat Ware, Beryl Davies (later Margaret’s 
Godmother)  
     Source: Margaret Hinneberg (nee Nicholson)   
 
After their four children were born Vaux and Ruth devoted their lives to the health, wellbeing 
and upbringing of their children. School holidays were spent either out at the Warwick property 
“Foxbar” with Vaux’s brother (Swin Nicholson and his family), or out at Dirranbandi on 
“Trafalgar” with Vaux’s father, Fred, or down at Southport with Fred and Daisy at their house in 
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Bauer Street. Vaux and Fred also owned a basic two-bunk motor boat Kebra and weekends were 
often spent out on the Southport  Broadwater  or at Jumping Pin fishing, yabbying and crabbing. 
The family home of 20 years at Corinda was a typical Queenslander and sat on three quarters of 
an acre with mango, grapefruit, orange and persimmon trees, a strawberry and vegetable patch, a 
rose garden, and a menagerie of animals; dogs, cats, chickens, ducks, and a horse for their 
second daughter, Lynette, (although the horse was mainly agisted elsewhere).118 
 
Vaux was killed in a motor vehicle accident at 10pm on 9 February 1976 while driving to 
Brisbane from Toowoomba where he had been on circuit as a District Court Judge since 2 
February. Also killed in the accident with Vaux was his daughter Sally, who was then a third 
year law student at the University of Queensland, who had accompanied Vaux to Toowoomba as 
she was then his Associate (at that time called Clerks). The accident occurred after Vaux was 
telephoned in Toowoomba that his sister, Fay, had been critically burned in a car accident with a 
truck at Mount Tambourine at 2.50pm that afternoon. She was in the Princess Alexandra 
Hospital, and not expected to live. However, by the time the call came through Sally had left to 
drive to Brisbane to play a squash match for UQ, and Vaux had to wait till Sally drove back from 
Brisbane to Toowoomba to pick him up. It was not until 9.30pm that Vaux and Sally eventually 
left Toowoomba together. It was a wet night with rain still falling and, as Vaux overtook a 
semitrailer on the Warrego Highway near Gatton, his vehicle left the road and struck a tree, 
killing them both. That particular stretch of the Warrego Highway claimed six lives in less than 
12 months.119  
 
Two Memorial Valedictories were held: the first on 10 February in the Cairns District Court and 
the second on 12 February at the District Court in Brisbane, attended by the Queensland 
Supreme and District Court Judges, an Australian Family Law Court Judge, and many Queen’s 
Counsel, members of the legal profession and friends.  
 
The Brisbane Valediction was delivered by The Chairman of District Courts, Judge Grant-Taylor 
who described Vaux, amongst other things, as a “most industrious, painstaking and tenacious 
counsel”.  Mr Gerry Brennan QC (later Sir Gerard Brennan, Chief Justice of the High Court) 
said:  
“Judge Nicholson had an uncommon blend of personal qualities. His upright integrity 
marked his judicial, professional and personal life. His gentleness was welcomed by all 
who knew him and endeared him to his many friends. His devotion marked him as a 
soldier who served his nation, and a sportsman of national renown. He was a man of 
simple faith and of deep attachment to his family.” 120 
 
A private family Service was held for Vaux, his daughter Sally and his sister Fay on 11 February 
1976 at the Mount Thompson Memorial Gardens and Cremation and their ashes were interred in 
the Vaux Morisset Nicholson family plot. After selling the family home in Corinda, Ruth lived in 
St Lucia, Brisbane, for another 30 years, then lived with her second daughter Lynette on her 
                                                          
118 Document prepared by Vaux’s daughter Margaret Hinneberg.  
119 Their death notices appears in the Courier Mail on 16 February 1976. The author  was then at the Bar and 
appeared for the family at the Coronial Inquest. Ruth later gave him Vaux’s barristers wig, which had been Fred’s 
when he had gone to the Bar. The author wore the wig during his many years of practice as a barrister. 
120 From copy of  transcript of the Brisbane Valediction to Judge V.M. Nicholson held in the District Court of Qld 
12 February 1976; copy held by Margaret Hinneberg. 
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property ‘Tarrington” outside Dalby and finally in a Dalby nursing home. She died there on 21 
October 2007 surrounded by her remaining family. 
 
Vaux and Ruth had four children: Margaret Ruth (b. 22 August 1946 in Brisbane), Lynette (b. 20 
February 1948 in Brisbane), Vaux Charles (b. 12 June 1949 in Brisbane) and Sally Amy (b. 26 
April 1955 in Brisbane, d. 9 February 1976). 
 
10.4 Margaret Ruth Nicholson 
 
 
 
Margaret was born on 22 August 1946, Brisbane, and was educated at St. Aidan's Church of 
England Girls School, Brisbane, 1949-1963, where she became a School Prefect, Captain of 
Tennis, and was awarded School Colours for Tennis, Athletics and Swimming. She then attended 
the University of Queensland, 1964-1966, played tennis for the University and graduated with a 
Bachelor of Arts. After graduating Margaret worked in research for various institutions and 
companies, including the Australian Wool Board, Melbourne University (Latrobe Library), 
Victorian State College, BHP Petroleum  Legal  Dept, and Freehill  Hollingdale and Page, 
Solicitors. On 7 April 1969 she married Peter George Hinneberg in St John's Cathedral, 
Brisbane.  
 
Peter was born 12 February 1944, Melbourne, and was educated at Melbourne Grammar School, 
Monash University (Bachelor of Economics), and Melbourne University (Bachelor of Laws). 
After graduating he worked for various companies (including CRA) as a financial analyst, then 
set up his own company and held Directorships on the Board of several listed and unlisted 
companies for many years. Margaret and Peter were divorced on 12 December 1994, and 
Margaret now lives back in Brisbane, after two years in Sydney, 29 years in Melbourne and 10 
years at Anglesea (Victoria).  Peter died 22 June 2014.  
 
Margaret and Peter have two sons: Simon Vaux Hinneberg (born 19 December 1970, Sydney) 
and Nicholas George Hinneberg (born 9 January 1973, Melbourne) both of whom were educated 
at Melbourne Grammar School and participated fully in all aspects of school life. Nicholas was a 
School Officer and Captain of hockey and tennis. They were both musical, played sport at the 
highest level and both went on to tertiary education and have been very successful in their 
chosen careers.  
 
Simon  graduated in 1993 from RMIT University with a Bachelor of Construction Management 
and since graduating has worked in operation, design, and management positions for major 
construction companies in Australia and overseas, including John Holland, Multiplex (10 years),  
McAlpine (London), and Laing O’Rourke. He now lives with his family in Brisbane and is 
currently partner and Queensland General Manager for a privately owned construction company. 
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Simon married Brigitte Eleanor Johnson (born 29 December 1970) on 26 April 2003 at the Holy 
Trinity Church, Queenscliff, Victoria, and they have three children: Grace Frances (born 
Brisbane 19 July 2004), Lachlan Edmund Vaux (born Brisbane 6 July 2006), and James Nicholas 
Johnson (born Brisbane 22 November 2008). Brigitte was educated at Mandeville Girls School, 
Melbourne. She has a degree in Economics and Commerce from the University of Melbourne 
and is a certified practicing lifestyle coach. Brigitte had a successful marketing career for 12 
years prior to establishing her own business and now provides advice and motivational coaching 
to executives in some of Australia’s leading companies. She is also the author of several books.  
 
Nicholas has a Bachelor of Arts (1995) and a Bachelor of Commerce (1996) both from Monash 
University.   After graduating he worked in the finance industry in Australia and overseas. 
During those years he also coached tennis and in 2002 he gained his Professional Tennis 
Coaching qualifications. Since 2002 he has worked as Executive  Manager of Tennis Operations 
for Tennis Victoria. On 9 March 2002, Nicholas married Biserka Resovac (born 26 May 1973, 
Melbourne) at the Church of St John, Flinders, Victoria. They have two children, May Rose born 
Melbourne 18 January 2008, and Lillian Ruth born Melbourne 24 May 2010. Biserka speaks 
fluent Croatian and was educated at Princes Hill Secondary College, Melbourne. She has a 
Bachelor of Planning and Design (1994), and a Bachelor of Architecture (1997) both from 
Melbourne University.  Since graduating she has worked as a Project Architect at firms in 
Melbourne and London and was an Associate for several years at Watson Young Architects 
(Melbourne). Biserka now runs her own architectural practice. 121 
  
10.5 Lynette Nicholson 
 
 
 
Lynette was the second child of Vaux and Ruth and was born in Brisbane on 20 February 1948. 
Lynette attended St. Aidan’s School, Brisbane from kindergarten until the completion of her 
senior year in 1965. Lynette was a good sportswoman representing her school in GPS swimming 
and athletics. In her Senior year at school, Lynette was a prefect and Nightingale House Captain. 
She was also an accomplished horsewoman competing successfully with her horse “Dandy” in 
shows including the Brisbane RNA. Lynette had a love of the country and from 1958 to the sale 
of “Trafalgar” in approximately 1965, spent many of her school holiday periods with her 
grandfather Fred Nicholson on his Dirranbandi property “Trafalgar”. At that time Fred was 
running the property with his station hand Eric Austin. 
 
After completing her schooling Lynette completed a nursing course at St. Martins in Brisbane 
and worked as a Registered Nurse at various hospitals in the fields of Intensive Care, Coronary 
Care and Operating Theatre and finally as a Nurse Educator at the Rockhampton Base Hospital. 
                                                          
121  From a document prepared by Margaret Hinneberg (nee Nicholson) 
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In 1976 Lynette returned to Brisbane for two years to be with her mother after the death of her 
father and sister Sally. During that two years Lynette commenced a Bachelor of Arts Degree at 
Queensland University and completed a double major in Sociology. 
 
In 1978 Lynette commenced a Bachelor of Laws degree externally through the Queensland 
Institute of Technology and obtained Articles of Clerkship with Carvosso and Winship, 
Solicitors of Dalby on the Darling Downs. She completed her Law Degree and Articles of 
Clerkship in December 1983 and continued to practice as a Solicitor at first in partnership with 
Peter Shannon in the firm of Shannon Nicholson & Co and then from 1992 as a sole practitioner 
in the firm of Nicholson & Co until her retirement from her legal career in June 2000. 
 
In December 2002, Lynette’s mother Ruth moved from Brisbane and resided with Lynette on her 
property at Jimbour where Lynette cared for her until Ruth’s death on 20 October 2007. Lynette 
resides on her cattle property near Jimbour on the Darling Downs which she manages and works 
herself.122 
 
10.6 Vaux Charles Nicholson 
 
 
 
Vaux Charles was born on 12 June 1949, Brisbane. He went to The Southport School and then to 
the Longreach Agricultural College. He jackarooed on properties in Western Queensland, 
including Dirranbandi and Surat, before returning to Brisbane and marrying Jean Lylia Young on 
26 August 1979. Vaux and Jean have two children, Vaux Barry Nicholson born 23 June 1984, 
and Zerah Lylia Sally Emily born 12 June 1991. Vaux and Jean divorced in 1998. Vaux worked 
for Queensland Rail for 30 years and has lived a productive but circumspect life after being 
diagnosed in 1969 with  irreversible brain damage sustained at birth which deprived him of the 
abundant sporting and other successes that otherwise may have come his way. In 2009 he retired 
and now lives on the Queensland coast north of Brisbane. 123 
  
10.7 Sally Amy Nicholson 
 
 
                                                          
122 From a document prepared by Lynette Nicholson 
123 From a document prepared by Vaux’s sister, Margaret Hinneberg (nee Nicholson) 
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Sally was the fourth child of Vaux and Ruth and was born in Brisbane on the 26 April 1955. 
Sally attended St. Aidan’s Anglican School, Brisbane from kindergarten through to the end of 
her Junior year in 1969. She completed her subsenior and senior years of school at the New 
England Girls School at Armidale in New South Wales. Sally excelled scholastically and was a 
keen sportswoman representing both St. Aidan’s School and New England Girls School 
(N.E.G.S.) in “A” tennis teams, athletics, hockey and was the Captain of the netball team at 
N.E.G.S. and also a prefect in year 12.124 
 
After leaving school Sally studied law at the University of Queensland and, as set out above, 
Sally was killed in a car accident with her father Vaux on 9 February 1976 aged 20 years. It was 
a tragic time for the family with the deaths of Fay, Vaux and Sally within a few days of each 
other. 
 
 
Ruth, Vaux and Margaret Nicholson seated 
Lynette, Vaux (Jnr) and Sally standing 
Source: Margaret Hinneberg (nee Nicholson) 
 
 
 
                                                          
124 From a document prepared by Sally’s sister, Lynette Nicholson. 
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Sally, Lynette, Vaux (jnr) and Margaret with Vaux and Ruth Nicholson at  
their home in 1969 
Source: Margaret Hinneberg (nee Nicholson) 
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Chapter 9 
 
 
 
James and Emily Morisset 
 
1. James  Thomas Morisset: Background and Early Years 
2. New South Wales and Newcastle in 1817 
3. Overland Route to Sydney 
4. Posted to Bathurst 1823 
5. Leave in England in 1825; Marriage to Emily Louisa Vaux 1826 
6. Return to NSW: Superintendent of Police 1827-1828 
7. Commandant of Norfolk Island 1829-1834 
8. Final Years; Magistrate in Bathurst 
9. Death and Burial of James and Emily  
10. Morisset’s Reputation for Harshness 
11. Barfield 
 
 
 
 
1. James Thomas Morisset: Background and Early Years 
  
James Thomas Morisset was one of the forebears of the Nicholson Family through the marriage 
of Daisy Morisset to Fred Nicholson in 1906, see Chapter 8, and details of the Morisset Family 
will be addressed in this chapter. James Thomas Morisset was the son of James Morisset and 
Jannetta Tadwell and he was baptised on 21 August 1780 in the Church of St Giles in the Fields, 
Holborn, London. James Morisset Senior was a famous goldsmith of Huguenot descent and he 
had married Jannetta Tadwell at St James’ Paddington, London, in February 1778.1  The 
                                                 
1 This early text and these photographs and the commentary associated with them are the result of years of extensive 
research by Mrs Margaret Thompson, assisted by her husband Mr Ron Thompson, which has been reduced to a 
monograph entitled “James Thomas Morisset 1780-1852 dated 28 October 2007. I acknowledge and warmly thank 
Mrs Thompson for the use of her monograph and research. Copies of documents obtained in this research are lodged 
with the Fryer Library, University of Queensland. Other major sources used in this chapter are “Morisset, James 
Thomas, (1780-1852)” Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, 260; entry by Vivienne Parsons; B W 
Champion BDS, DDSc, “James T Morisset of the 48th Regiment”, (1934) Volume 20 Royal Australian Historical 
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Morisset family lived in Brunswick Square, London and James Morisset maintained a house and 
workshop at 22 Denmark Street, St Giles in the Fields, London. The freehold and premises at 
No. 22 in Denmark Street were bequeathed to his son, James Thomas Morisset on the death of 
his father in 1815.2 James Morisset Senior, the goldsmith, crafted excellent presentation swords 
and snuff boxes and many of his works remain today held in collections such as that owned by 
the Queen, in Museums and in private collections. Two examples of his work are depicted 
below. 
 
 
 
                                
 
                                                                                                                                                             
Society 209 and D Dyson “The Commandants” in R Nobbs (ed) Norfolk Island and its Second Settlement 1825-1855 
(Library of Australian History, 1991). For the most part the sources of information and photographs are shown under 
the appropriate place in the text. 
2 Will of James Morisset: Catalogue Reference: Probate 11/1565. Public Records Office, National Archives.  
Presentation Sword crafted by James 
Morisset in 1791 for Vice-Admiral Sir 
Samuel Hood.   
Held in the National Maritime Museum, 
Greenwich, UK. 
Source: Copy of print from web site: 
http://prints.rmg.co.uk/art/521715 
 
Freedom box crafted by James Morisset. 
Presented to Captain Calder by the City of 
London for his role at the naval Battle of 
Cape St. Vincent, Feb 1797 
Source: Web site Portsmouth City Museums and 
Record Service
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No records have come to light about James Thomas Morisset’s early years after his birth in 1780 
but it is presumed they were spent in London. He began his long military career when he was 
commissioned as an ensign on the 1 February 1798 with the 80th Regiment, the Staffordshire 
Volunteers, aged 17 years.3 In 1798 the Napoleonic wars were beginning and this continued, at 
sea and on land, until Napoleon was defeated for the second and final time at the Battle of 
Waterloo in 1815 so this was an active time for an army officer such as James. He was sent out 
to India to join the 80th Regiment in India and then, on 8 November 1800, he was promoted to 
Lieutenant. The Regiment was then sent to Egypt but before it arrived the naval Battle of the 
Nile of 1798 and the land battle of Alexandria had been fought against Napoleonic France and 
won by the British. However, the officers of the 80th were still awarded the Sultan’s Medal. 
  
In December 1805, whilst home on sick leave, Morisset purchased a Captain’s commission in the 
48th Regiment and was engaged in the battles of the Peninsular Wars in Spain under Wellington 
(at the crossing of the Douro, at Talavera and Albuera). During the Albuera engagement in 1811 
he was badly wounded by a sabre cut to the face from which he barely survived and he suffered a 
facial disfigurement which he carried for the rest of his life. He went on to be engaged in the 
battles at Vittoria, Nive, Orthes and Toulouse. He was awarded the Military General Service 
Medal with clasps for Talavera, Busaco, Albuera, Vittoria, Nive, Orthes, and Toulouse.  
 
 
 
 
The Awards of Lt Colonel James Thomas Morisset. The Military General Service Medal 
with clasps: Talavera, Busaco, Albuera, Vittoria, Nive, Orthes, Toulouse 
On the right: The Sultan’s Gold Medal 
Source: These awards are now held by the Mitchell Library, Sydney, NSW, having been donated by Mrs. S.H. 
Sellheim wife of Major General V.C. Sellheim (as to whom see Chapter 10) 
 
                                                 
3 Statement of Service from the National Archives, London, Jonathan Bell, Military Researcher. 
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 James Thomas Morisset (1780-1852) 
Source: Miniature held by the Morisset Family. Reproduced by permission of Anthony J. Morisset4 
 
No other portraits were made of Morisset, presumably due to the facial disfigurement he suffered 
during the battle at Albuera in the Peninsula War in 1811. 
 
 
 
                                                 
4 The image above is of the original miniature of James Thomas Morisset. It is possible that the miniature was 
painted by a family member at the time of Morisset’s commissioning as an Ensign with the 80th Regiment of Foot in 
1798. The miniature was passed down through the family and it remains in the possession of the Morisset family 
who had it extensively restored to its current condition. During the restoration process a lock of hair was found 
behind the portrait. This was apparently a common practice at the time that the original miniature was painted. There 
have been some copies of the painting and two other miniatures produced but they do not have the quality of this 
restored original. Two copies are now held by the Mitchell Library of New South Wales. 
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2. New South Wales and Newcastle in 1817  
 
Morisset departed with the 48th Regiment from the Cove of Cork on the Matilda and arrived in 
Sydney in the then small colony of New South Wales on 3 August, 1817.5 The 48th Regiment, 
under Lieutenant Colonel Erskine, had embarked in three transports in all, Matilda, Lloyd and 
Dick.6 In December 1818 Morisset relieved Captain Wallis as Commandant of the Newcastle 
Penal Colony, a position he held until 1823. He was promoted to Major in August 1819.7  
Morisset was the longest serving Commandant of Newcastle and he was energetic in continuing 
the building of roads, public buildings and a breakwater across the narrow inlet separating the 
mainland from Nobby’s Island.  
 
Morisset also had the convicts construct a bath hewn out of a rock face at Newcastle Beach 
which was originally called the Commandant’s Bath but now known as the Bogey Hole. The 
Bogey Hole is still there and is presently classed as a construction of significance and is listed on 
the New South Wales State Heritage Register.8 
 
In 1821, Governor Macquarie commended Morisset’s work during his inspection of Newcastle 
and named Morisset’s Lagoon in his honour. These ponds now appear to form part of Meri Meri 
Creek. Governor Macquarie’s record in his diary of the first day of this visit was: 
“I first inspected the Troops, their Barracks and Hospitals, and afterwards the whole of 
the Male and Female convicts, their Barracks, and the Colonial Hospital. I then 
proceeded to inspect the Lumber Yard, the New Pier, the Jail, the store and all the other 
Public Buildings, concluding my Labours at 3 p.m. by receiving Petitions, and Memorials 
at the Police Office. I was very highly gratified with everything I saw, and expressed by 
unqualified approbation to Major Morisset of the manner in which he conducts his 
arduous duties here, and the excellence of the system he has laid down and pursues so 
successfully”.9 
 
The inspection continued, presumably the next day, when the governor's party set out by boat 
from Newcastle to Nelson's Plains, about 30 miles away, where Morisset had caused a cottage to 
be erected for Mrs. Macquarie's comfort on the journey. The party then proceeded to Green Hills 
(Morpeth District) and Wallis Plains.10  
 
 
 
 
                                                 
5 Margaret Thompson, Monograph, above. Sargent, Clem: The Colonial Garrison,1817-1824, The 48th Foot, The 
Northampton Regiment in the Colony of New South Wales, TCS Publications, ACT,1996 
6 The 48th relieved the 46th Regiment whose period of service in NSW had expired and which was posted to India. 
7 “Morisset, James Thomas (1780-1852)” Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, p360; entry by Vivienne 
Parsons. 
8 Thompson, above. Web site: www.heritage.nsw.gov.au, Bogey Hole, The 
9 Reproduced in BW Champion BDS, DDSc. “James T. Morisset of the 48th Regiment” (1934) 20 Royal Australian 
Historical Society 209-226. 
10 Dr Champion quotes parts of Macquarie’s diary in his article, above, p212. 
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Plaque located near the Heritage Listed 
Bogey Hole, Newcastle, New South Wales            Bogey Hole, Newcastle Beach 
 
 
 
 
A view of Nobby’s Island, 
Newcastle. Artist unknown. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
When Commissioner Bigge was conducting his inquiry into the administration in New South 
Wales over 1820-1822 he recorded the system of work and the conditions at Newcastle under 
Morisset. Although somewhat lengthy, because it is such an excellent record of the convict 
settlement and its activities at that time it is worth setting out in full: 
“The residence of the Commandant, Major Morisset, is placed on an elevated position, at 
the end of the principal street, and commands a view of the whole town. The houses of 
the prisoners are placed at irregular distances from each other, but preserve an even line 
towards the streets, which are well laid out, and kept in good order. The streets are seven 
in number, and contain thirteen houses that belong to the Government, and seventy-one 
that belong to the prisoners. Having found it necessary to provide some place of lodging 
for those prisoners who either could not easily find it for themselves or could not be 
trusted in the houses of the others, Major Morisset has recently built a barrack containing 
four apartments for sleeping and two for feeding the prisoners. The greatest advantages 
have been experienced from this measure, both for the prevention of nocturnal escapes, 
and of bartering of the men's rations for tobacco and articles not allowed in the 
Government tariff. This building contained two rooms of which there are a double row of 
cribs, and in these the men sleep. The remainder of the prisoners either possess houses of 
their own, or obtain lodgings by the performance of domestic labour for their owners. 
The hours of labour are from 5 am till 8 a.m., 9 a.m. till noon, and 2 p.m. till sunset. 
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The labour at Newcastle consists of the common and coarser mechanical operations, and 
is conducted in a place called the lumber yard, and in cutting and procuring the logs, 
which are brought from a place seventy miles distant. The logs are procured by parties, 
who are sometimes absent a month from the settlement, under the command of an 
overseer. They carry provisions with them to last that time, and a steel mill for grinding 
corn. 
 
When sufficient logs have been procured, they are rafted down the river, the voyage 
sometimes taking 8 days. Many attempts are made by the prisoners to escape, and the 
natives who inhabit the Hunter River and Port Stephens Districts have become very 
active in retaking fugitive convicts. They accompany the soldiers sent in pursuit, and by 
their extraordinary sight they can trace to a great distance with accuracy the imprint of a 
human foot. Nor are they afraid of meeting with the convicts in the woods, when sent in 
pursuit without the soldiers. By their skill in throwing the long painted darts, they wound 
and disable them, and bring them back as prisoners, by unknown roads and paths, to the 
Coal River. 
 
They are rewarded for these enterprises by presents of blankets and maize, and 
notwithstanding the apprehension of revenge from the convicts whom they bring back, 
they continue to live in Newcastle and its neighbourhood, but are observed to prefer the 
company of the soldiers to that of the convicts.”11 
 
In 1821, Major Morisset ordered the construction of a windmill on top of a windy hill 
overlooking the port of Newcastle. It was built to replace the unsatisfactory hand mills the 
convicts were using to grind flour from their wheat ration and was known as the Government 
Flour Mill. The windmill was visible for many miles along the coast and was a guiding mark for 
the masters of sailing craft approaching the port of Newcastle. The mill was sold and demolished 
in late 1847 which resulted in an outcry from the shipping industry. The ships’ captains’ 
objections were met by the erection of an Obelisk on the site in 1850.12 
 
3. Overland Route Newcastle to Sydney  
 
Because there was no road between Sydney and Newcastle all transport between them was by 
boat and Morisset carried out the first overland journey carving out a track, leaving Newcastle on 
25 April 1823 and arriving at Windsor (west of Sydney) on 3 May, travelling a distance which he 
estimated at 169 miles and traversing some very rugged terrain. This was a major feat and, based 
on this pioneering effort, the NSW Surveyor-General, Major Mitchell, was ordered to survey a 
land route from Sydney to Newcastle (which he did in 1829). 
                                                 
11 Newcastle History Monograph No. 7, Newcastle as a Convict Settlement: The Evidence before J.T. Bigge in 1819-
1821,  edited by J.W. Turner, pages 289-290; also Bigge, John Thomas (1780-1843)  Dictionary of Australian 
Biography, Angus & Robertson, 1949 and also Online. The first part of his "Report of the Commissioner of Inquiry 
into the State of the Colony of New South Wales", dated 6 May 1822, was ordered by the House of Commons to be 
printed on 19 June. The second report "On the judicial Establishments of New South Wales and Van Diemen’s 
Land", and the third "On the State of Agriculture and Trade in the Colony of New South Wales" were both ordered 
to be printed on 4 July 1823. 
12 Local history of Newcastle web site, www.newcastle.nsw.gov.au. The Morawa District Historical Society and 
Museum of Western Australia: Sites of Mills in Australia 
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During this overland trip between Newcastle and Sydney Morisset and his party had, of course, 
to camp along the way. The town named after him, Morisset, was sited near one of these camp 
areas. In 1975 a tree near the camp site was classed as of historical significance and a plaque was 
erected as a memorial, see below.13  
 
 
Plaque attached to tree in the town of Morisset, New South Wales 
Source: Photograph taken by Ian Wade; reproduced with permission. 
 
4. Posted to Bathurst 1823 
 
As the number of convicts and soldiers decreased at Newcastle the command fell to a more 
junior officer and in November 1823 Morisset was posted to the Bathurst District14 where, it 
seems, he conducted the administration particularly ably. The area, west of Mount York, was 
then under martial law due to the lawless conduct of so many persons in the district and 
particularly the armed conflict between whites and blacks. Governor Sir Thomas Brisbane, in a 
despatch to Earl Bathurst, wrote about this lawlessness: 
“I am not yet in possession of the official details of Major Morisset, the Commandant at 
Bathurst; but from private sources of information, I can state with some confidence that 
only seven Europeans have lost their lives in the conflict, which has taken place between 
the Natives and the Settlers. The number of the former who have been killed, can only be 
gathered from conjecture, but in all probability they do not much exceed double the 
number of Europeans.” 
 
And in 1824 Governor Brisbane wrote a letter of thanks to Morisset: 
“It is in the highest degree satisfactory to me to express my thanks to you for having so 
speedily and so well effected the purpose of the proclamation - by the judicious measure 
taken by you and the other Magistrates at Bathurst, the Aboriginal Natives have learned 
to respect our powers without bloodshed, and to confide in our good faith. It is 
impossible, perhaps, at all times, to prevent the infliction of injury upon them, by 
                                                 
13 Thompson, above. 
14 At Bathurst Morisset relieved Lieutenant W Lawson. 
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Individuals, and for that reason it is more important that the conduct of Government 
should be strongly marked by liberality - If justice cannot always be done, it deserves 
consideration, upon such occasion, whether the wrong may not be repaired by 
compensation”.15 
 
And Governor Brisbane wrote a further despatch in 1825 on the topic to Lord Bathurst: 
"My Lord - It now becomes a very pleasing part of my Duty to lay before your Lordship 
the copy of my Proclamation repealing that of Martial Law, and I am persuaded it will be 
equally gratifying to the feelings of your Lordship, as it is for me, to become the medium 
of communication that, during the Four Months that Martial Law prevailed, not one 
outrage was committed under it, neither was a life sacrificed, or even Blood spilt. This 
happy termination to the state of warfare may be mainly ascribed to the judgement, 
prudence and moderation of Major Morisset, Commandant at Bathurst, together with the 
other Magistrates of that District, who themselves accompanied the Troops in their 
pursuits of the Aborigines."16 
 
A notice in the Sydney Gazette and in the New South Wales Advertiser of Thursday, 17 February 
1825 is of some interest in adding to the information about Morisset at this time. It reads: 
“We understand that the present Commandant of Bathurst, Major Morrisett, will soon be 
relieved, being the intention of that Gentleman to proceed to England on leave of 
absence. The improvements that have been made at Bathurst, and in its vicinity, within 
the last 12 months, and eye-witness tells us, are truly astonishing. Among the many 
improvements, the Commandant has not lost sight of the comfort of the unfortunate but 
deserving prisoners of the Crown. He keeps them diligently employed, at the same time 
looks to their necessities. Within about a quarter of a mile of the town, a neat street of 
comfortable huts or cottages have been erected, solely for the prisoners. Each of these 
habitations have three inmates assigned to them, and cleanliness is one of the orders of 
the day. The town is considerably altered for the better, and Bathurst promises to become 
not only one of our wealthiest, but also one of the most picturesque spots in this “infant 
empire”…..17 
 
5. Leave in England in 1825: Marriage to Emily Vaux 1826 
 
Major Morisset departed on leave from New South Wales on 12 February 1825 on board the ship 
Mangles18 to take his leave back in England.  Whilst there he was asked by Mr. Robert Hay, 
Under Secretary for the Colonies and Secretary to Lord Bathurst, for a report on convict control 
in New South Wales.19 He wrote a fairly full report on the topic20 which included 
recommendations about methods of punishment, which is further mentioned below.  Morisset 
was now aged about 44 years, so no doubt on this leave he took stock of his career and reviewed 
where he was and where he was going. Since the battle of Waterloo in 1815 it had been, in the 
                                                 
15 Letter dated 13 December 1824, quoted by Champion, above, p214. 
16 Despatch dated 31 December 1825, quoted by Champion, above, p215. 
17 National Library of Australia, Australian Newspapers, Sydney Gazette, 17 February, 1825. 
18 National Library of Australia, above, Sydney Gazette, 17 February 1825, Shipping Intelligence. 
19 Thompson, above. 
20 D Dyson, above,  p47. 
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main, a peaceful period for Britain with little active engagement in Britain itself for military 
officers and so colonial service overseas was a major source of employment for career officers.  
 
Whilst in England he married Emily Louisa Vaux on 2 May 1826 at New Church, Ryde, on the 
Isle of Wight.21 Emily was the daughter of John and Elizabeth Louisa Vaux of Ryde. John and 
Elizabeth Vaux resided at Barfield Cottage in Ryde. The Morisetts’ first child, named Janetta 
Louisa Morisset, was born on 28 February 1827 on the Isle of Wight. She was baptised on 2 
April 1827 at the pretty Sevenoaks village in Kent, in England.22 Details about their children are 
set out in Chapter 10 and some details about the Vaux family in Chapter 11.  
 
By letter dated 2 August 1825 Morisset applied to be the commandant of Norfolk Island,23 which 
Lord Bathurst recommended to Governor Brisbane in NSW.24 On 19 December 1826 Morisset 
was promoted to Lieutenant-Colonel but his leave was over and he was on army half-pay,25 
which was fairly normal at that time for officers in the armed services not actively employed in 
the service. Half pay was, however, no satisfactory income for an officer newly married and 
expecting to support a growing family and Morisset needed full time employment. 
 
6. Return to NSW; Superintendent of Police 1827-1828 
 
The Morissets sailed in the Harmony on 4 June 1827 with their small baby, arriving in Sydney 
on 27 September, with Morisset under the impression that he was to be appointed to Norfolk 
Island. However Governor Darling, who had by then succeeded Brisbane, objected to this 
appointment on the grounds of economy as Morisset's pay as a Lieutenant-Colonel was well in 
excess of that normally paid to the Norfolk Island commandant.26 Norfolk Island had been a 
penal settlement from 1788 until it was abandoned in 1814. It was then reoccupied in 1825 as a 
place for convict second offenders but in the time of the abandonment the infrastructure had been 
destroyed or deteriorated and it was not fully restored.27  Darling also objected on the ground 
that it was undesirable that there be families on the island, referring to Morisset's wife and 
child.28 Prior to this time the families of soldiers posted to the island had been accommodated in 
Sydney.  
 
After a great deal of correspondence about the matter Morisset was finally appointed 
Superintendent of Police at Sydney,29 to which position Rossi had originally been appointed.30 
                                                 
21 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
22 Thompson, above.  Baptism register no. 1499 for the Parish of Sevenoaks in the county of Kent in the year 1827. 
23 The Application that was made on 2 August 1825 was to Under-secretary Horton. 
24 Despatch dated 17 August 1825. 
25 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
26 Darling’s despatch, to Lord Goderich, explained that the Norfolk Island commandant was usually a Captain on 
£182 pa, but Morisset’s salary had been fixed by Lord Bathurst at £600. There were also annual allowances for the 
position as follows - forage £45/12/6, rations for commandant and three servants £57/15/10, lodgings, coal and 
candles £160; see Champion, above, p216. 
27 For details of the history and laws of Norfolk Island see Michael White Australian Offshore Laws, Federation 
Press, 2009, Chapter 10. 
28 Thompson, above and also Historical Records of Australia, Volume xiii. Darling’s despatch No.25 to Earl 
Bathurst 1827. 
29 The total salary and allowances was £860 pa. The appointment was by letter dated 18 October 1827 by the 
Colonial Secretary, Alex McLeay; Champion, above, p216. 
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Rossi, who was to go to Customs, was later appointed to Police so only then did Morisset go to 
Norfolk Island.31 
 
Morisset seems to have performed well as Superintendent of Police and with no hint of harshness 
or cruelty. Champion sets out the facts and his opinion on the matter and the quote is lengthy but 
has much valuable information about Morisset: 
“The Sydney Gazette of 1828 tells the story of Morisset's efficient control of the Police 
Force of this State: how the constabulary, being mainly composed of emancipated 
convicts, had become out of control, and were at times just as much a menace to the 
people as were the convicts themselves. The constables who were drunk, either on or off 
duty, were gradually weeded from the force, and their places were taken by free men, not 
emancipists. The writer cannot find any evidence that Morisset's regime was harsh, as has 
been suggested by some writers. The times were tough and uncouth; and although he was 
an advocate of the treadmill and of floggings, there is ample evidence that justice was 
tempered with mercy. 
 
Of the many cases which appeared in the Press, three may be quoted to illustrate the 
present writer's contention. It may be argued that the Sydney Gazette, being an official 
journal, would not dare to slight the Superintendent of Police; yet the same publication on 
more than one occasion censured the Governor of the Colony. 
 
'The Superintendent of Police severely rebuked a constable on Wednesday for confining 
three men in the Watch House on the previous night, who produced three certificates of 
freedom. The constable alleged as an excuse that he had reason to suspect the certificates 
were not genuine, but Colonel Morisset stated that such was not a sufficient reason for 
the constable acting as he had done and that he should have taken them to the Chief 
Constable in the first instance. We should not omit this opportunity of noticing that 
Colonel Morisset takes every occasion of discountenancing that assumption of authority 
on the part of the constables who were before too apt to confine persons without 
sufficient warrant. 
 
A man named Moore attached to Mr Busby's Mining gang was brought before the Police 
charged with neglect of work. The defence set up by the prisoner was that, being obliged 
to labour some three or four feet below the surface for twelve hours with only one hour's 
intermission, namely, his dinner hour, he was not able to sustain the fatigue. The prisoner 
had been brought forward the day before, but Colonel Morisset on account of a previous 
knowledge of the man declined entering on the case until another Magistrate was on the 
Bench. He was accordingly brought up on the Wednesday and the above charge and 
defence having been heard, and Mr Busby Junior, who attended to prefer the complaint, 
admitted the truth of the statement made by the prisoner relative to his mode and hours of 
employment. Colonel Morisset observed that he had no hesitation in saying so many 
hours' labour at such works, with only one hour's cessation, was more than one man's 
physical strength could bear, but as the hour was stated to have been fixed by the 
Government, of course, no blame whatever was attachable to Mr. Busby. At the same 
                                                                                                                                                             
30 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
31 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
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time the Bench recommended that gentleman to make representation to the proper quarter 
in order that some longer time for rest and refreshment should be allowed. Colonel 
Morisset therefore dismissed the prisoner with an admonition as to his future conduct 
also. 
 
A person brought an assigned servant before the police on Wednesday on a charge of 
insolence. Colonel Morisset on examining into the circumstances of the case understood 
that the complainant had, a short time since, prevented a man from obtaining his ticket-
of-leave on some frivolous pretence, though he had lived in his service upward of the 
three years, besides which the case before the Bench was of an extremely trifling nature. 
His worship in consequence discharged the man, and told the complainant that after such 
a length of service he did not consider he had acted with that humanity he ought to have 
exercised and that he did not consider him worthy of an assigned servant. Colonel 
Morisset at all times takes length of service in one employment as presumptive evidence 
of good conduct, and invariably gives the prisoner the benefit of it in the event of any 
trifling complaint made against him. 
 
Before Morisset's regime, quite a prolific source of the constable's income was from the 
impounding of straying stock. There are several cases on record where the over-diligent 
constable scarcely waited for the driver to unharness his pony from the gig, ere the pony 
was impounded. Morisset put a stop to the wrongful impounding of animals, and also did 
his best to put down the drink evil. Drunkenness was rife in the colony in the early days. 
Rum was the beverage chosen by the free emancipists. Instead of a day of rest, Sunday 
often became a day of debauchery. As many as sixty police-court cases were heard every 
Monday morning as a result of Sunday drinking. The Government order preventing 
ticket-of-leave men from being worked on Sundays threw upon their own resources 
hundreds of men who, being accustomed to having each day set out in tasks, were on 
Sundays at their wits' end for amusement. A drinking bout was the ultimate goal of most. 
Morisset reached the core of the trouble by closing all hotels on Sundays, and causing a 
reign of terror to descend on the sly grog shops, especially on Sundays. Immediately the 
police-court cases on Mondays lessened, and it is on record that once they reached the 
low total of five.”32 
  
A grant of land was a common form a reward for service at these times and, after an earlier 
refusal,33 in 1828 Morisset was given a grant with authority to select 2,560 acres.34 However, he 
was posted to Norfolk Island and it appears that this grant later lapsed. In 1838 surveyor James 
Larner designed the township of Queanbeyan and named a street after James Thomas Morisset 
because Morisset has been given a grant of land in the northern bounds of Canberry Plains (near 
Canberra). James Morisset had, of course, been an absentee land owner, before it lapsed, because 
of his service in Norfolk Island. 35  
                                                 
32 Champion, above, pp217-219. Morisset subscribed to the usual routine of the Sabbath, an example being that 
when he was the Commandant at Newcastle he continued the custom of the Commandant reading the scriptures (in 
Christ Church) on Sundays ; Champion, above, p211. 
33 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
34 Champion, above, p219. 
35 Cross, Rex Lawrence, Bygone Queanbeyan, Revised edition 1985. Queanbeyan City Library 
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7. Commandant of Norfolk Island 1829-1834 
 
In May 1829 James Morisset was appointed Commandant of Norfolk Island at a time when it 
was no longer to be used solely as a penal settlement.36 Norfolk Island had, of course, been 
commended by Captain Cook for its pine trees for ships masts and, on his recommendation, the 
island had been settled soon after settlement in Sydney. The trees were then found not so suitable 
and the island was used as a penal settlement for re-offenders in NSW and it had a particularly 
harsh regime which was thought would be a deterrent to re-offending. 
 
Whilst on leave in England Morisset had sought a position in NSW and when the Commandant’s 
position seemed likely he wrote a report in which he recommended that a treadmill be installed 
in Norfolk Island for purposes of punishment, although it had not been built due to the cost.37 
During Morisset's time as Commandant several mutinous outbreaks occurred amongst the 
convicts, but then such outbreaks had occurred on other occasions as well.38 The convicts on 
Norfolk Island were all convicted of serious further offences whilst in the Colony and so it may 
well be true that they were of ‘the most debased type’.39   
 
 
 
In 1833 Supreme Court judge Mr. Justice Dowling was the first judge to go to Norfolk Island to 
try some offenders, as they had formerly had been sent to Sydney for trial. He left a full 
description of the habitations of the time: 
"The Commandant's residence is constructed of limestone, roughcast to keep out the 
weather. It consists of a square building, one story in height, with all windows furnished 
with iron bars to repel a convict attack if necessary. The house is situated on a gentle rise, 
and so commands a view of the whole settlement. At the time of the visit, there was a 
stone causeway on three sides of the building, to act as a verandah; but it was not 
                                                 
36 Despatch by Governor Darling dated February 1829 to Sir George Murray; cited Champion, above, p220. 
37 Champion, above, p215; D Dyson, above, p47. 
38 See Defenders and Defences of Australia, quoted by Champion, above, p221, in relation to the courageous actions 
of Captain Sturt (of exploration fame), the Commandant of Norfolk Island at the time, in one such outbreak. See 
also the comment as to a later riot in 1846: “There had been earlier convict uprisings during the second settlement 
but none had been attended with such ferocity or obvious futility as that of July 1846” - D Dyson “The 
Commandants” in R Nobbs (ed) Norfolk Island and its Second Settlement 1825 - 1855 (Library of Australian 
History, 1991), p26. 
39 Champion, above, p221. 
First Day Cover 
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finished, being without a roof. The soldiers' barracks, three storys high, to accommodate 
150 soldiers and 4 officers, are surrounded by a high wall; and within this area which can 
be completely shut off if necessary, is a splendid well of water fit for drinking purposes. 
The kitchen and hospital are detached from the barracks. The prisoners' barracks are set 
closer to the seashore than the military barracks, and are overlooked by both the 
Commandant's cottage and the military barracks. The quarters can house 600 convicts 
sleeping in two tiers of hammocks, one above the other; each hammock being numbered 
to correspond with the number on the convict's clothing. Colonel Morisset stated that he 
did not like the scheme of crowding many convicts into one room, preferring to house 
eight in one room so that greater supervision could be obtained, and there would not be 
the same chance of mischievous collusion. 
 
I cannot forbear expressing warmest approbation of the manner in which Lieutenant-
Colonel Morisset, the Commandant, and the Civil and Military Authorities under him, 
have co-operated in giving due effect to the important and anxious duties committed to 
my charge.”40 
 
In 1831 Morisset applied for a civil position in the Colony but it was refused as no position was 
available.41  By 1834 Morisset had been over four years on Norfolk Island and he definitely 
decided on a change of direction for his life. No doubt Emily and their young children would 
have had a major influence on this decision. This is best revealed by Champion: 
"Official correspondence between Colonel Morisset and the Under-Secretary of State in 
January, 1834, intimates that life in the Army was becoming distasteful to Morisset. He 
could see that many emancipists were becoming wealthy by trading and owning farms 
and cattle, and that he was in a backwater so far as promotion and finances were 
concerned. He asked to be relieved of his command, and that permission be granted to 
sell his Colonel's commission. His excuse to the Under-Secretary was that his large 
family (the age of the eldest at that time being seven years, and that of the youngest five 
months) needed a better outlook on life than Norfolk Island could supply; he also stated 
that if successful in gaining permission to sell his commission, he would devote the 
whole of the proceeds towards supplying an income for his children. He stated that he 
intended settling in the colony, and would be very grateful if some position could be 
created for him in which his years of administrative ability would be of service to the 
people”.42 
 
Governor Bourke, who had then taken over as governor of the Colony, must have held Morisset 
in high regard, as he granted Morisset leave on full pay for an indefinite period, but this brought 
a caustic response from the Earl of Aberdeen thus cutting down the leave to one year and ending 
his salary on 20 February 1835.43 There was some indication that the leave was also needed due 
                                                 
40 Justice Dowling arrived in the brig Esther on 11 September 1883, under Captain Clarkson. His despatch is quoted 
in Champion above, pp220-221. 
41 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
42 Champion, above, pp223-224. 
43 Champion, above, pp224. 
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to Morisset having developed “a violent nervous disorder".44 In fact Morisset seems to have had 
a complete breakdown. 
“By the end of 1833 Morisset had become so ill that during the uprising in January of the 
following year he remained in bed while his deputies, Captain Fyans and Sturt, were 
forced to suppress the movement. Fyans claimed that prior to this event: 
  ‘I found the Commandant began to ail ... his discipline failed ... he 
neglected the admonitions he had instilled in me... From a Martinet he degenerated into 
imbecility ... for weeks he neglected police duty.’’45 
 
This must have been a terrible time for his wife Emily and their young family as life for them at 
Norfolk Island in a convict and military garrison could not have been very pleasant. Also, sadly, 
in 1834 Emily’s brother, Henry Edward Vaux, then in the position of Deputy Commissary 
General, was accidentally drowned at Norfolk Island by falling from a rock whilst fishing. All-
in-all, 1834 at Norfolk Island was not a happy time for the Morissets. Finally on Norfolk Island, 
it is believed that the beautiful Emily Bay on Norfolk Island was named after Emily Morisset but 
this, however, has not been confirmed.46 
 
8. Final Years: Magistrate in Bathurst 
 
After leaving Norfolk Island Morisset seems to have gone to live somewhere near Bathurst, and 
there is record of Morisset attending a sale of stock in October 1834, and in 1835 he bought a 
farming estate from one Palmer, “Winbournedale Creek”, near Bathurst, where he took up 
residence,47 or it may have been named “Winburndale Brook”.48  An economic recession struck 
the Colony and Morisset and he was forced into employment, accepting the post of Police 
Magistrate at Bathurst in May 1838, at the salary of £300 pa. There is a hint that the Clerk 
objected to this post and that the former incumbent, Kinchela, was superceded against his will.49 
Morisset was also subsequently appointed Commissioner of the Court of Requests, a 
Commissioner for insolvent Estates and a Visiting Magistrate to the goal at Bathurst.50  On the 
28 August 1841 the Australian described him as too ill and advanced in years to conduct the 
Bathurst bench properly but he continued in the post.51  
 
Morisset was driven by economic necessity to earn income in order to support his family as he 
was beset by financial losses in these years. He lost heavily in the Bank of Australia's crash in 
1842 and was forced to sell his property.52 His outstanding war service and the severe wound 
received in it may have been an influence in the decision to allow him to keep his position. A 
letter from Governor Gipps to him shows great sympathy: 
 
                                                 
44 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
45 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
46 Thompson, above, p.6. Clarke, Peter, “Hell & Paradise: The Norfolk Bounty Pitcairn Saga”. 
47 The land was part of the original grant of 1,500 acres dated 13 January 1818 to Palmer; see Champion, above, 
p224. 
48 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360.  
49 The Australian, cited by Champion, above, p224. 
50 Champion, above, p224. 
51 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
52 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360; Thompson, above, p7.  
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 “My dear Colonel, 
 I have received your note of the 9th yesterday and greatly regret indeed to hear of 
your losses. These times are indeed most distressing and God only knows when all this 
Bankruptcy and Insolvency will end. I shall be very glad should an opportunity offer to 
do anything which may add to your income, but I doubt very much whether any such 
opportunity will grow out of the elections. 
  With kind regards to Mrs. Morisset, I am, my dear Colonel, 
     Very faithfully yours, 
      G.GIPPS”53 
 
9. Death and Burial of James and Emily 
 
James Morisset died on 17 August 1852, aged 72 years, in the Bathurst district and was buried in 
the Morisset family vault in the Anglican cemetery of the Holy Trinity church in Kelso.54  His 
obituary included that “he served his country with fidelity and zeal during the best years of a 
long life-time, in both of which he has seen hard service, and is not unworthy of its favourable 
remembrance’.55 
 
 
 
Morisset Family Plaque, Pioneer Cemetery, Holy Trinity Church, Kelso, NSW. Burial 
place of Lt Colonel James Thomas Morisset and daughter, Pauline Caroline Morisset 
Source: Photograph by Ronald Thompson 
 
 
                                                 
53 Reproduced in Champion, above, p225. 
54 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. New South Wales Burial record:1416 Vol:38B 
55 Thompson, above, p7. A Notice was printed in Gentleman’s Magazine, Deaths, Marriages, News & Promotions 
(1853, January-June), England, Wales, Scotland, Ireland & Abroad p328. “1852 Aug 17. At Bathurst, Lieut-Col. 
Morisset, late of the 48th Regt. Only son of the late James Morisset, esq. of Brunswick-square”; Thompson, above, 
p7. Obituary Notice in the Bathurst Free Press, 9 October, 1852 
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Morisset Family Vault at the Pioneer Cemetery, Holy Trinity Church 
Kelso, New South Wales 
Source: Photographs courtesy of Ronald Thompson 
 
 
When James Morisset died he left Emily and their children without any means of support. In 
Bathurst on 13 September 1852 she filed a petition to His Excellency the Governor, Sir Charles 
Fitzroy, and the Legislative Council seeking help. She asked them to take into consideration the 
long and valuable service of her husband during almost the whole period of his life. Her petition 
was for a pension for herself and the children still dependant on her care, but no record has been 
found of the outcome.56  
 
Emily Morisset lived another 40 years and she died on 7 March 1892, aged eighty-nine, at 
McDougall Street, North Sydney, NSW. She is buried in St Thomas’s Church of England 
Cemetery, North Sydney, NSW.57  James and Emily Morisset had five sons and six daughters 
and their details are set out in Chapter 10. James also had another son, born to Johanna Deasey in 
1825, which is also addressed in Chapter 10. 
 
                                                 
56 Mrs Margaret Thomson observes that despite her many hours reading microfilms at State Libraries and numerous 
enquiries she could not find any record of the outcome on Emily’s claim for a pension. 
57 Thompson, above, p7. New South Wales Death certificate No. 12127/1892 
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Headstone for Emily Morisset at St Thomas’ Church of England Cemetery, 
North Sydney, New South Wales 
Source: Photograph taken by Ian Wade: Permission granted by Ian Wade 
 
10.  Morisset’s Reputation for Harshness 
 
Morisset has been accused by some writers of being a harsh, even cruel, disciplinarian. There 
was obviously some basis for this as imprisonment, flogging and other harsh punishments were 
part of the regime but, as will be discussed shortly, there is much evidence to suggest that he was 
no harsher than others and that his conduct was consistent with the attitudes of his time. 
Anecdotal evidence from a contemporary account records that Morisset, even when proceeding 
on pleasure trips to visit outlying farms on the Hunter and Williams River, always carried in the 
stern of the gig a triangle and two men as scourgers; and that lashings were ordered on the least 
provocation at the settlement at Limeburners' Bay (Newcastle). It was said that his command was 
notorious for the bestial treatment of prisoners stationed there. Champion states: 
“A well-respected member of the Historical Society states:- 
‘Major Morisset took charge; and, being a stern disciplinarian, the ordinarily hard lot of 
the prisoners was made doubly so by reason of his drastic regulations. The cat-o'-nine-
tails, and the triangle, these indispensible symbols of the "System", were in daily, and 
almost hourly, service.' 
 
Morisset was also an advocate of that gruelling mental and physical punishment, the 
treadmill - a system of punishment which eventually made the convict a burden on the 
community, instead of an active helper, by reason of the breakdown in mental and 
physical wellbeing which always accompanied long turns at the wheel”.58 
 
                                                 
58 Champion, above, p213. 
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On the other hand his biographer for the entry in the Australian Dictionary of Biography, 
Vivienne Parsons, wrote: 
“[M]orisset does not appear to have been considered unnecessarily harsh by his 
contemporaries. Both Macquarie and Bigge approved of his methods, as did later 
governors, and the Sydney Gazette, 28 November 1827, praised him for being upright and 
conscientious, and not frightened by daring offenders, while ironically lauding him as an 
opponent of capital punishment”.59 
 
During his time in Newcastle Morisset employed a number of aboriginals and this form of 
employment was praised by Commissioner Bigge who recommended that this be implemented in 
all penal establishments. Morisset punished convicts who assaulted, ill treated or intimidated 
black natives. An Aboriginal, King Burrigan, was fatally wounded during an attempt to arrest an 
escaped convict, John Kirby. In this instance Morisset advised the Colonial Secretary that he had 
written to the Judge Advocate asking for the convict to be brought to trial for this offence. Kirby 
was tried and executed in Sydney in December 1820. 60 
 
There can be no getting away from the fact that James Morisset employed harsh methods in 
dealing with convicts, even though he seemed otherwise fair in his dealings with those within his 
power. Certainly the tenor of the government’s administration of Norfolk Island was one of 
unmitigating hardship. In his despatch of 22 July 1824 Bathurst instructed Sir Thomas Brisbane, 
then Governor of NSW, as follows: 
“... You will immediately carry into effect the occupation of Norfolk Island upon the 
principles of a Great Hulk or Penitentiary ... To this island the worst description of 
convicts in New south Wales and Van Diemen’s Land must progressively be sent ... at 
once establishing a secondary punishment which will not admit of mitigation”.61 
 
Probably a balanced opinion of Morisset’s approach to convicts, especially those sentenced to 
further punishment, must be approached against the background circumstances in which he was 
appointed. The penal system was not of Morisset’s making but it was one in which he found 
himself a senior administrator. Many of the convicts were desperate and potentially murderous 
and on Norfolk Island “it was common knowledge that, if the opportunity arose, certain convicts 
had every intention of murdering the entire garrison”.62   Dallas Dyson wrote that “like Bathurst 
Morisset believed that power and terror would serve their necessary ends and bring about the 
convicts’ submission to authority. ... Morisset was overzealous in equipping himself for the new 
role Bathurst required of him...  The lash, and eventually the gallows, were Morisset’s response 
to unruly behaviour on Norfolk Island.”63 On the other hand Morisset’s deputy on Norfolk 
Island, and the subsequent commandant there, Captain Foster Fyans, said of Morisset that he was 
“... a gruff old gentleman, with a strange face; one side considerably longer, with a stationary eye 
... He was friendly and affable”.64 
                                                 
59 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
60 Roberts, David Andrew: “Aborigines, Commandants and Convicts: The Newcastle Penal Settlement”. 
61 Historical Records of Australia, Ser 1, Vol XI, p322; cited in D Dyson, above, p44. 
62 Historical Records of Australia, Ser. 1, Vol XVI, p.339, cited in Nobbs, R Norfolk Island and Its Second 
Settlement, 1825 - 1855, 1991, Library of Australian History, p.47. 
63 Browne, PL (ed) Captain Foster Fyans: Memoirs, Geelong, 1986, p.92, cited in D Dyson, above, p47 and Nobbs, 
above, p.47. 
64 D Dyson, above. p47. 
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The opinion of Margaret Thompson, the person who has done the most authoritative research on 
the whole of the Morisset family, is worth setting out in full: 
 
“A great deal of research has been undertaken on the Morisset family, in particular of 
James Thomas Morisset and we have found that much of the published material is very 
misleading.  
 
The Fatal Shore by Robert Hughes has a number of hugely inflated statements not 
backed up by reference or documentation that can be confirmed. The first error in the 
book said James Thomas Morisset was from ‘the 80th Regiment’ when in fact he had 
been a member of the 48th Regiment of Foot. Next statement of error states that Morisset 
‘was a career officer with no family money’. Records show that his commission to 
Captain cost 1500 pounds and this was obviously paid by his very wealthy father, who 
was a renowned craftsman of silver and gold objects mainly presentation swords, 
presentation boxes and jewellery. The statement made that Lt Col Morisset ‘had a brood 
of unmarriageable daughters’ is an example of extreme sensationalism. James and 
Emily’s eldest daughter was Janetta who in 1834 was 7 years of age and still a child, 
Edith was 5, Fleurette 2 year of age and Laura a baby of 6 months. Records show that all 
daughters married well and raised many children whose descendants are very proud of 
their heritage.   
 
Hughes’ description of Lieutenant Colonel Morisset’s appearance due to his facial 
wound, received as a fighting soldier during the Peninsula War, as mentioned above, is 
disturbing and does not do justice. 
 
Hughes main source of information appears to come from the Memoirs of Foster Fyans. 
These memoirs were transcribed from Fyans holograph manuscript given by descendants 
to the State Library of Melbourne. This manuscript, although interesting and informative, 
is described by Fyans descendants as lacking in factual weight and mostly written when 
he was an elderly man with his active past well behind him. It is written in an erratic style 
and was referred to as the Fictional Frustrating Fyans. Hughes obviously only selected 
any statements damaging to Morisset and did not use any references that praised his 
work”. 
 
The published work of the late Professor John Turner and his teachings of Newcastle History 
attempted to set a more balanced view of the character of James Thomas Morisset. John Turner’s 
book, Newcastle as a Convict Settlement, gave a full transcript of the report by Commissioner 
Bigge who praised Morisset for his diligence as Commandant of Newcastle and apparently 
recorded a humanitarian view of Morisset’s conduct. 
 
The claims made in relation to the amount and method of punishment carried out by Morisset are 
not the same as the official records. All punishments were recorded and any executions were 
only carried out on the permission of the Governor of New South Wales. Remarks made by a 
Captain Currie of HMS Satellite in regard to Morisset being “King Lash” may have been made 
in reaction to Morisset’s strict alcohol restrictions imposed on convicts and soldiers in 
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Newcastle. Many ships tried to smuggle goods for the lucrative trade in alcohol in defiance of 
Morisset’s orders. Later research has revealed that the term “King Lash” attributed to Captain 
Currie in fact referred to the harshness of the punishments that were part of the total regime and 
had not referred directly to the Commandant, James Thomas Morisset.65 
 
Newcastle: Its First Twenty Years by Jack Delany has also given an unbiased account of the time 
Morisset spent at Newcastle and included detailed research on the activities required of a 
Commandant. Mr Delany’s comment was: “When one thinks of the highly paid executive of 
today, one wonders how they would have handled these problems and the multiplicity of duties”. 
This is over and above the care and discipline of convicts. Morisset was the longest serving 
Commandant at Newcastle and when he left the once penal settlement Newcastle was ready for 
free settlers and further development.”66 
 
Perhaps the most authoritative source of scholarship on the topic of the relative harshness of 
Morisset’s discipline is that by Dr Christine Wright who wrote her PhD on the British Peninsular 
War veterans and their impact on the Australian colonies.67 She also wrote an article on the 
British officers in the Australian colonies during the 1820s and 1830s, in which she devoted 
some space to this topic (omitting footnotes): 
“Officially appointed as Military Commandant, Morisset was 49 when appointed, and 
had spent the past 30 years as a soldier. He was of slender build, elegantly dressed by one 
of the more fashionable London military tailors, although his face marred this elegant 
image. Morisset had received a severe sword wound to the head on the battlefield at 
Albuera, therefore besides being physically disfigured, he was in poor health and suffered 
continual pain from the head wound. He became ill at Norfolk Island early in 1833, and 
from then on until he received official leave of absence, almost a year, his second in 
command, Captain Fyans, was acting commandant. Morisset then went back to the 
mainland, sold his army commission and invested the proceeds, unwisely as it turned out, 
in the Bank of Australia. … 
 
Both Morisset and Captain Patrick Logan have been immortalized as tyrants by the 
convict poet, Frank McNamara: Morisset in A Convict’s Tour to Hell and Logan in The 
Convict’s Lament on the Unfortunate Death of Patrick Logan [at Moreton Bay]….. But 
this description of McNamara’s is not an impartial one. Commissioner Bigge’s report on 
the Newcastle penal settlement finds Morisset an altogether different man, a much more 
humane one. Indeed, Bigge found that Captain Wallis of the 46th Regiment, Morisset’s 
predecessor, was more brutal than Morisset as he inflicted severe punishment on convicts 
and, during the period of his command, the overseers were allowed to strike the convicts 
with sticks; this was not allowed in Morisset’s time. Morisset was appointed to Newcastle 
in 1819 and the number of prisoners punished that year amounted to 91, about a third of 
them for attempting to escape. A surviving list of prisoners punished at Newcastle from 
1818 to 1821 shows that Morisset inflicted no greater number of lashes all told than did 
his predecessor. Sergeant John Evans confirmed this pattern in his evidence to Bigge. 
                                                 
65 The Diaries of Captain Mark Currie, donated by his grandson to the State Library of Western Australia, web site: 
en.academic.ru/dic/nsf/enwiki 
66 Thompson, above, “Research Notes”, pp18-19. Delaney, Jack: “Newcastle, Its First Twenty Years”2004 
67 Email from Dr Christine Wright to author dated 11.3.2008. 
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Bigge concluded his report on the Newcastle penal settlement by commenting on the 
‘great attention’ paid by Major Morisset to ‘every part of his difficult and disagreeable 
duty’. 
… 
So far as Morisset’s time on Norfolk Island is concerned, it is difficult to locate a reliable 
witness to his cruelty. Captain Mason of the 4th Regiment was there for a time, and did 
not mention Morisset’s cruelty in his journal. Ensign Best was on Norfolk Island in 1837 
and 1838, when Major Anderson was commandant. This was only a few years after the 
supposedly cruel command of Morisset, and yet there is no mention whatsoever of 
Morisset in Best’s lengthy account of his time on Norfolk Island. As noted earlier, 
Captain Foster Fyans of the 4th Regiment was acting commandant on Norfolk Island in 
Morisset’s time. The most telling remarks about Morisset are not in Fyans memoirs, but 
contained in the evidence he gave to a later Committee on Penal Discipline: 
 
‘Colonel Morisset was a great disciplinarian…I must say that, for about a year and a half, 
I never saw anything equal to the beautiful discipline of that place. There was not as 
many punishments as people imagine and, perhaps the same fellows punished, over and 
over again, when other men were always well-behaved, quite different characters.”68 
 
It may be settled, therefore, that the principal commentator advancing that Morisset was cruel, or 
at least, more cruel than the other commandants of the time, is discredited. There is every reason 
to accept the independent and well-researched view of Dr Christine Wright, in effect, that 
Colonel Morisset was a fairly capable commandant who only inflicted punishment on convicts in 
the manner in which was then regarded as normal and as warranted by  the offence. A major 
point about Morisset is that he suffered terribly from the after effects of the sabre cut to the head 
from the war and this definitely affected his health during his last year spent on Norfolk Island. 
There is no evidence, however, that it is a ground for the poor reputation that had earlier been 
attached to his character. 
 
 
11.  Barfield  
 
UK Census records for 1861 show that Emily Morisset’s parents, John and Louisa Vaux lived at 
“Barfield Cottage” Ryde, Isle of Wight. When Emily and James’ son Edric Morisset built a 
home in 1865 in East Maitland, NSW he named the home “Barfield”. This home is now 
classified by the National Trust of NSW. When Emily and James’s daughter, Janetta and her 
second husband Thomas Morton Richards, moved to Cambewarra, New South Wales they also 
called their home “Barfield” and there is currently a Barfield Road in Cambewarra.69 One can 
infer that Emily spoke warmly of her parents’ home on the Isle of Wight and this led her children 
to name their own homes after it. 
 
As to the family of James and Emily Morisset, there were eleven children of the marriage and 
their lives and careers are addressed in the next chapter.  
                                                 
68 Dr Christine Wright “To pave the Way for Free Settlers: British Army Officers in the Australian Colonies 1820s 
and 1830s”, 2009 Journal of the Society for Army Historical Research. 
69 Thompson, above, “Barfield”, p18. 
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Chapter 10 
 
 
Descendants of James and Emily Morisset 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
2. Janetta Louisa Morisset 
 
3. Edith Julia Eliza Morisset 
 
4. Edric Norfolk Vaux Morisset 
 
5. Fleurette Morisset 
 
6. Laura Theresa Morisset 
 6.1 Victor Conradsdorf Morisset 
 6.2 Casimir Vaux Sellheim 
 6.3 Leonore Ysabel Sellheim 
 
7. Otho Bathurst Palmer Morisset 
 
8. Rudolf Roxburgh Morisset 
 
9. Ronan Kelso Morisset 
 
10. Aulaire Liddiard Morisset 
 
11. Ada Gulnare Morisset 
 
12. Pauline Caroline Morisset 
 
13. Ambrose Australia Gripus Morisset 
 
14. Morissets and the Queensland Native Mounted Police 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
As to the children of James and Emily Morisset, there were eleven children of the marriage and 
James had one son, Ambrose, outside of marriage. Because the family seems to have scattered 
without the continuing leadership of their father after his death in 1852 and, no doubt, 
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accentuated by the hardships due to lack of financial backing, there is some doubt amongst some 
historians about the details of the children. 
 
Champion states that there were probably five sons, Edric, Rudolf, Aulaire, Otis and Ronan; and 
probably five daughters, Laura, Ada, Theresa, Fleurette and Jeanette, but admits there is some 
doubt.1 The Australian Dictionary of Biography entry for Morisset states that there were ten 
children; in this case asserting four sons and six daughters.2 There is no doubt, however, that 
there were 11 children of the marriage and, of course, Ambrose Morisset as well. A detailed 
biography for each of these children is beyond the bounds of this book, but enough detail will be 
given to set out a picture of each of their lives. The exception to this brevity is Emily Liddiard 
Morisset (Daisy), Aulaire’s daughter, who is a main feature of this book as she married Frederick 
Charles Nicholson. Fred and Daisy’s lives and their descendants, of which the author is one, 
have been set out above in Chapter 8.  
 
It may be observed generally that the Morisset sons seem to have made a speciality of service in 
the police, including in the Queensland Native Mounted Police. This force earned an unsavoury 
reputation because some of its units behaved with great brutality towards some of the Aboriginal 
people and a certain amount of detail about this is included. As the children of James and 
Emily’s marriage are dealt with in chronological order, the first to be addressed is the eldest, 
Janetta. 
 
 
2 Janetta Louisa Morisset 
 
Janetta Louisa Morisset was born on 28 February 1827, on the Isle of Wight, England and 
baptized on 2 April 1827 in Sevenoaks, Kent, England.3  She was married in the Church of 
England, Kelso, NSW on 8 June 1850 to Prosper John de Mestre, the son of Prosper and Mary 
Ann de Mestre of “Terrara”, Shoalhaven, NSW. The witnesses to the marriage were Francis 
Lord of Kelso and Caroline Lawson of the “Macquarie Plains”. Chaplain William Lisle 
performed the wedding ceremony.4 Janetta and Prosper had one son and five daughters. Their 
only son, Prosper Morisset de Mestre, became a crown land agent but he died as a young man 
from meningitis not having married.5 Janetta and John’s daughters were: 
Emily Melanie Wason de Mestre who married Dr Thomas Pickburn and she later died 
leaving a very young family of four sons and a daughter. Thomas Pickburn then married 
Emily’s sister, as to which see shortly. 
Mary Ann Eva de Mestre married first to Captain William Fraser. He was 67 years of age 
when they married and died two years later. Mary Ann then married John Wade and they 
had two sons; Prosper Tom Aulaire de Mestre Wade and Eric Erratt de Mestre Wade. 
 Lily Vaux de Mestre, died as an infant aged 14 months, Lily was buried with her father 
and grandfather in the family grave yard on the “Terrara” Estate.  
                                                 
1 BW Champion BDS, DDSc. “James T. Morisset of the 48th Regiment” (1934) 20 Royal Australian Historical 
Society 209-226. Most of this chapter was researched and written by Margaret and Ron Thompson. 
2 Australian Dictionary of Biography, 1788-1850, above, p360. 
3 Baptism record of the Parish of Sevenoaks in the County of Kent, No. 1499, 2nd April, 1827. 
4 New South Wales Marriage Certificate, No. P32738/80MT, Number 816, Vol: 36. 
5 New South Wales Death Certificate. 
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Kate Hope de Mestre married William Seymour Wells and they had two children; 
Marjorie Seymour Wells and Prosper de Mestre Seymour Wells.  
Mabel Faith de Mestre, the youngest child, married Dr Thomas Pickburn after the death 
of Mabel’s sister Emily. Mabel and Thomas had four daughters and one son. 
 
Turning now to some background to Janetta’s husband’s family; Prosper de Mestre, her 
husband’s father, had been born in France in 1789. He had arrived in Sydney in 1818 on board 
the Magnet and he became a wealthy trader involved in many enterprises in the growing 
colony.6In 1829 a grant of 1300 acres on the Shoalhaven River, New South Wales was made to 
Prosper de Mestre where he established a farm and called it “Terrara”. In 1844 Prosper, his wife 
Mary Ann and their 10 children, moved permanently to “Terrara” and began to establish a 
thriving community there. On 13 September 1844 Prosper de Mestre died and Mary Ann and her 
family continued the work of building up the de Mestre Estate. By 1850 Mary Ann de Mestre 
had established the township of Terrara, near Nowra, New South Wales, on the banks of the 
Shoalhaven River. Prosper’s brother, Etienne de Mestre, was well known in horse racing circles 
and he won the first two Melbourne Cup Races with the horse “Archer” and  Etienne held a total 
of five Melbourne Cup trophies.7 For their part, Prosper and Janetta lived at “Millbank”, in the 
Terrara township and Prosper owned and operated the mill on the estate.8  
 
As mentioned, Prosper died suddenly in 1863, at the age of 42, leaving Janetta a widow at 37 
years of age with a very young family to raise. Janetta remarried on 1 November 1864, to 
Thomas Morton Richards, a solicitor of Nowra. Following the disastrous floods of 1870 at 
Terrara, Janetta and Thomas Richards moved from “Millbank Cottage”, Terrara to “Barfield”, at 
Cambewarra further inland from Nowra. Janetta died on 27 November 1918 in her 94th year at 
her home in Ashley Street, Chatswood, Sydney.9 Janetta and Thomas Richards had one son,10 
William Morisset Richards, who married in 1899 to Annie Shepherd of Cambewarra, NSW. The 
marriage ended in divorce in 1907. Their son, William Morisset Richards, qualified as a 
Bachelor of Engineering and he died in Brisbane in March 1910 being buried in the Brisbane 
Toowong Cemetery.11 
 
 
3. Edith Julia Eliza Morisset 
 
James and Emily Morisset’s second child, Edith Julia Eliza Morisset, was born on 25 November 
1828 at Charlotte Place in Sydney, NSW.  Edith was married on 5 July 1851 in St Michael’s 
Roman Catholic Church, Bathurst, NSW to James Cassidy, son of Barnard Cassidy, who was an 
Irish Catholic convict, and his wife Anne Ryan.12 Edith Morisset was five months pregnant at the 
time of her marriage and married under the maiden name of her mother, Vaux. In 1853 James 
                                                 
6 Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 1, 1966, p.305. “Prosper de Mestre in Australia”, Occasional 
Monograph No.2 by Margaret and Neville de Mestre, ISBN 0 85823 856X.  
7 Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 4, 1972, pp 42-43. 
8 The de Mestre Family Research Group, de Mestre as above. A name change occurred about 1960 when “Terrara” 
became spelled as “Terara”. 
9 NSW death certificate No. 1918/015711. 
10  Illawarra Mercury, 22 August 1865 
11 Queensland Death Certificate, No. 1910/012236. 
12 Certificate of Early Church Records Marriages Number 456 V97, 5 July 1851. 
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Cassidy was appointed as the Pound Keeper at Kelso, Bathurst, New South Wales and he must 
have been in the Army Reserves or Militia as he was a Colour Sergeant with the Bathurst Corps 
of Volunteer Rifles and appointed an Ensign 1874. He rose to the rank of Honorary Major in 
1895 receiving a Long Service Medal in 1902.13 James also had a career as an Auctioneer and he 
died on 20 July 1917 at Bathurst, aged 86 years and was buried in the Roman Catholic Cemetery 
in Bathurst. James and Edith had five children.  
 
Where and when Edith died is not confirmed but she probably died on 26 February 1900 at 180 
Nott Street, Port Melbourne, Victoria under the name of Emily Jane Morisset and was buried in 
the Melbourne General cemetery at Carlton, Melbourne. This assertion is based on a death 
certificate for an Emily Jane Morisset listing her birth as c1830 and her parents as James 
Morisset and Emily Vaux. The informant on the death certificate was a Thomas Mayflower 
Crispe who died in 1903 and he is buried in the same grave as Emily/Edith.14 
 
 
4. Edric Norfolk Vaux Morisset 
 
James and Emily Morisset’s third child was Edric Norfolk Vaux Morisset, who was born on 22 
June 1830 at Norfolk Island.15 Edric attended The King’s School, Parramatta, which school has 
now been enveloped by suburbs to the west of Sydney, as a boarder in the School House from 
1843 to 1846; then aged 13 to 16 years. 16 
 
Edric joined the Native Police, pursuant to a NSW appointment on 6 April 1853.17 (Queensland 
was not separated from NSW until 10 December 1859.) He became Commandant of Native 
Police in the northern areas of NSW on 5 May 1857 and, in December 1859, after Queensland 
separated from NSW, he was made Commandant of the Native Mounted Police Force, 
Queensland (QNP).18 Immediately on his Queensland appointment Edric Morisset made an 
inspection of his command and wrote a full report, dated 24 December 1859, to the Colonial 
Secretary. The new governor of the new colony of Queensland, Governor Sir George Bowen, 
noted that it was a very interesting report and added that he would like to speak to Morisset on 
the subject.  In September 1860, scarcely before Morisset had settled into the position, the office 
of Commandant (or Inspector-General of Police as some writers referred to the position), which 
had centralised the command of the police, was abolished and the old system of area commands 
was re-established, with 12 separate police districts in Queensland.19   
 
                                                 
13 Sydney Morning Herald and Sydney Gazette Newspapers (1842-1954) National Library of Australia. 
14 Victorian Death Registration No.8087/1907 and the Burial Records of Melbourne General Cemetery. 
15 Baptism Register of St Philip’s Church, Sydney, New South Wales, Number 1455. 
16 Archivist Kings School, Parramatta, New South Wales. 
17 The ‘Statistics of Queensland’ records for the years of his service all show this as the date of joining; Queensland 
archives. Report by ENV Morisset to the Colonial Secretary dated 24 December 1859; see also R Johnston The Long 
Blue Line. A History of the Queensland Police Boolarong Publications, 1992, p.4. Dr Johnston points out that 
Edric’s salary was £500 as commandant, £100 extra for the inspector-generalship and £150 allowance for forage - 
ibid. 
18 Report by ENV Morisset to the Colonial Secretary dated 24 December 1859; see also R Johnston The Long Blue 
Line. A History of the Queensland Police, above, p.4. 
19 McGregor, L “The Police Department 1859 - 1914”, in Cohen K & Wilstshire K (eds) People, Places and 
Policies , 1995, University of Queensland Press, p.89. 
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Because of the 12 districts the Native Mounted Police suffered from a fragmented system of 
administration and nonetheless Edric was expected to implement a unified system of 
appointments and administration in the newly established Queensland Colony. Referring to this 
fact McGregor wrote: 
“The duties of the Inspector-General of Police were indeed onerous. He was required to 
inspect not only the Metropolitan Police of Brisbane but also the police in all other 
districts and the Native Police. In addition to receiving reports from the Benches and 
police magistrates, he had to arrange for the purchase and despatch of goods and stores 
for the Native Police.”20 
 
Edric resigned in 1861 and was replaced as Commandant by Lieutenant Bligh in 1862, who had 
been one of his officers. Edric subsequently moved to NSW and became Superintendent of 
Police at Bathurst, from 1863 to 1868, and Maitland and Goulburn from 1883 to 1886.21 
 
 
 
 
 Edric Norfolk Vaux Morisset  Eliza (nee Lawson) Morisset 
               Source: Wade and Morisset Family Albums. Reproduced with permission of both families 
 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 9, whilst in Maitland as the Police Superintendant Edric had a home 
built called “Barfield”, named after his grand-parents’ home in the Isle of Wight, and Edric’s 
home is now classified by the National Trust. Edric and his wife Eliza also owned a property 
called “Marston” in Goulburn and at the time of her death Eliza also owned another property 
                                                 
20 McGregor, above. It seems that the date of appointment and the title may be in error, as they conflict with the 
original records in the Queensland archives. 
21 Champion, above, p225. 
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“Lansdowne” near Goulburn. Eliza in her Will bequeathed this latter property to her nephew 
Alfred Rendell Street and she also bequeathed money to Ronan Morisset and Ada Morisset. 
 
Edric had married Eliza (Lawson) on 3 July 1860 in St Bartholomew’s Church, Prospect, NSW; 
the daughter of William Lawson Jnr. and Caroline (nee Icely).22 Edric died on 26 August 1887 in 
Goulburn, NSW and Eliza died 13 years later, on 11 October 1900, also in Goulburn, so 
presumably she lived on there after Edric’s death. They had no children.23 
 
 
5. Fleurette Morisset 
 
James and Emily Morisset’s fourth child was Fleurette Morisset, who was born on 4 November 
1831 at Norfolk Island, NSW. She married first on 12 May 1853 to Andrew Kinsman who died 
only two years later, on 1 September 1855. They had one son Andrew who was born in 1854 and 
he died in 1892. Fleurette re-married in 1858 in NSW to Carl Friedrich Reimenschnieder who 
was born in Havana, Cuba in 1833. Carl was naturalized in Australia in 1856 and he died in 1894 
in Glebe, NSW.  Fleurette died on 10 July 1923, at Stanmore, NSW.24 They had nine children 
and in or about 1913 a son of Fleurette and Carl changed his family name to Morisset. According 
to family sources the change of name occurred during the period of World War 1 due to 
powerful and widespread prejudice during the war against German names. This was not unusual 
at that time and another son changed his name to Raymond. 
 
 
6. Laura Theresa Morisset 
 
 James and Emily Morisset’s fifth child was Laura Theresa Morisset, born on 22 July 1833, also 
on Norfolk Island.25 In 1861 Laura traveled to England with her mother Emily and her sister Ada 
and for at least some of that year they stayed on the Isle of Wight,26 visiting Emily’s elderly 
parents, John and Louisa Vaux. 
 
Laura was married on 6 June 1865, aged 32 years, in the Anglican Church of St Mary in 
Balmain, Sydney to Philip Frederick Sellheim. He had been born in 1832 in Conradsdorf, Hesse, 
Darmstadt, in Austria, the son of Heinrich Sellheim and Marian Emma Sophia Schaefer.27 Philip 
studied Merino breeding in Silesia, immigrated to Queensland in 1855 and managed “Banana” 
Station, in the Lower Dawson region, for four years.28  
 
                                                 
22 An historical item is that Emily Morisset, Edric’s mother’s Will, dated October 1881, has two witnesses recorded 
on it, Maria Emily (nee Lawson) Icely and Eliza (nee Lawson) Morisset. These seem to be Eliza, Edric’s wife, and 
her sister Maria. This Will should be distinguished from an earlier Will of Emily Morisset in which Edric was 
named as an heir and executor, but as he died in 1887 predeceasing her Emily amended it to this her October 1881 
Will. 
23 Thompson, above, p11; also Champion, above, p225. 
24 New South Wales BDM online registry. www.bdm.nsw.gov.au 
25 New South Wales BDM online Index. No. V1833/246 18/1833 
26 UK Census Records for 1861.  Emily and her daughters stayed at Kent Cottage, Isle of Wight 
27 New South Wales BDM Marriage Certificate 01122/1865 
28 Pike, Glenville, Queensland Frontier, pp 68-69 
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Philip Sellheim owned “Strathmore” Station from 1861 to 1866 but due to falling prices he sold 
the property and then managed “Valley of Lagoons” from 1866 to 1870. Laura and Philip had 
two sons and one daughter.29  
 
Laura died on 26 August 1878 in the Palmer River District of Far North Queensland and she is 
buried  in Maytown Cemetery, Queensland.30 At the time of Laura’s death Philip was goldfields 
warden at the Palmer River, which was the region subjected to a massive gold rush and which 
position he held over the years 1874-1880. At the time of Laura’s death, aged 45 years, the 
Sellheim children would have been very young with Victor 12 years, Casimir seven years and 
Leonore only four years of age. The details of the children will be addressed shortly. The cause 
of Laura’s death was heart failure after many weeks of suffering from continual Gulf fever. The 
conditions on the gold fields were appalling and it is no wonder that they carried off quite a 
number of people, including Laura.31 The Cooktown Historical Society and other entities in the 
Cooktown and Palmer River area have done good work in restoring the cemetery. The large hotel 
on the Cairns-Cooktown main road crossing the Palmer River, lower down from the former gold 
fields, has a large display about it, including aspects of the Philip and Laura’s lives there at the 
township on the goldfields.32 In 2012 a major book on the Sellheim family with an emphasis on 
this aspect of their lives, Kett Kennedy A Grave View of Sellheim, was published with much 
useful material.33 
 
After Laura’s death Philip continued his career as a goldfields warden and during the years 1880 
to 1888 he was goldfields warden at Charters Towers and then at Gympie from 1888 to 1892. He 
was then promoted and during 1892 to 1899 Philip Sellheim was Under-Secretary for Mines in 
Queensland. One of his greatest achievements was the 1898 Mining Act which Act reformed the 
safety conditions, improved security of mining tenures and safeguarded the rights of both the big 
investor and the miner. 34 Philip died on 12 October 1899 and is buried at Toowong Cemetery, 
Brisbane.35 
 
 
 
 
                                                 
29 On the 14 February 1873 the Sellheim family sailed on board the Boomerang from Brisbane to Sydney as cabin 
passengers but the reason for this is not recorded. 
30 Queensland Death Certificate, 1878/002535.  The Cooktown & District Historical Society has full records about 
Laura and Phillip and a photograph of Laura’s grave at Maytown. Acknowledgement is made to Mrs Bev Shay 
OAM, researcher and author, for this information. See also John Shay (ed.), Cooktown Through the Years, 
Cooktown & District Historical Society publication, 2009, p.46 for mention of Phillip Sellheim as the Gold Warden 
at Maytown after taking over from Warden Howard St George on 1 July 1874. 
31 See John Shay (ed.), Cooktown Through the Years, above; also John & Bev Shay (compilers), On the Palmer 
Goldfield Track: The diary of George Wilcox January to May 1874, Cooktown & District Historical Society, 
booklet. 
32 Personal observations by the author during a number of visits in 2007-2010 and discussions with office bearers of 
the Cooktown Historical Society. 
33 Kett Kennedy A Grave View of Sellheim, 2012, Dalrymple Regional Lions Club Inc, Charters Towers. A limited 
edition containing 115 pages, and many photographs, maps, acknowledgments, references and appendices; see 
RHSQ Bulletin, March 2013, p.4. 
34 Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 6, 1976, pp101-102. 
35 Queensland Death Certificate No. 8152, 12 Oct 1899. 
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Laura Theresa Sellheim                                Philip Frederick Sellheim 
        Source: Morisset Family Album         Source: John Oxley Library, Brisbane 
 
 
6.1 Victor Conradsdorf Morisset Sellheim 
 
Turning now to Laura and Philip’s children, their eldest son, Victor Conradsdorf Morisset 
Sellheim CB CMG, was born in 1866 in Balmain, Sydney.36 Victor was only 12 years of age 
when his mother died and at an early age he attended Miss Hall’s Boarding School, Waverley 
House, which was situated to the east of Bondi Junction, Sydney. Attending the same school 
were John, Philip and Edric Street, relatives of Victor’s Aunt Eliza (nee Lawson) Morisset.37 
Victor was later educated at the Brisbane Grammar School, a leading Brisbane school. Victor 
was a captain of Brisbane Grammar and captain of the cricket and football teams. The Victor 
Sellheim Memorial Challenge Cup has been awarded in the school to the Champion Athlete 
since 1933.38  
 
After leaving school Victor qualified as a Surveyor after being articled to a surveyor working at 
Charters Towers on the Herbert River and at Mackay. After qualifying as a Government licensed 
surveyor he practised at Gympie and Charters Towers. Victor enlisted in the volunteer reserve of 
the Queensland Militia, Kennedy Regiment, was commissioned as a Second Lieutenant in 1892 
and was promoted to Captain in 1893.39 He obtained a permanent commission in the Queensland 
Defence Force in 1896 as Adjutant of the Kennedy Regiment. In 1897 he became staff officer, 
                                                 
36 Australian Dictionary of Biography, Volume 11, 1988, pp565-567. 
37 Street Family History, Kenneth Whistler Street, p 127. 
38 Willey, Keith, The First Hundred Years-The story of Brisbane Grammar School, 1868-1968, Macmillan, 1968. 
39 Australian Dictionary of Biography, above. 
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Northern Military District at Townsville. Victor attended training courses in England and was 
attached to various British Headquarters when the Boer War broke out in South Africa.  The 
Queensland Government arranged for him to serve with the Imperial Forces as a Special Service 
Officer and he was attached to the Northampton Regiment. On 13 January 1900 he was 
transferred to the 1st Queensland Mounted Infantry for the advance on Pretoria.40 For a time he 
was staff officer under his friend the famous Australian soldier Major General (Sir)  
Harry Chauvel.  
 
Following the Boer War Victor had a long and illustrious military career which included serving 
in India, Egypt and back in England during World War 1 (1914-1918). His appointment as 
Adjutant General coincided with the outbreak of World War 1 in August 1914. Victor joined the 
staff of the 1st Division, Australian Imperial Forces, as assistant Adjutant and Quartermaster 
General and head of the Administrative Staff and he was an able and experienced staff 
officer.41He attained the rank of Brigadier General on 1 February 1916 and was a member of the 
Military Board. He was awarded the Companion of the Bath (CB) and was made a Companion 
of St Michael and St George (CMG). He was promoted to Major General in January 1920. Victor 
resigned from the Army in 1927 to take up the post of Administrator of Norfolk Island where his 
grandfather, James Thomas Morisset, had served as Commandant, as has been set out above in 
Chapter 9.42 
 
In 1928 Victor suffered a fatal heart attack and was buried in Kingston Cemetery, Norfolk 
Island. His grave on Norfolk Island receives the benefit of the income from a trust established by 
his wife for its upkeep and administered under the provisions of the Sellheim Grave Act 193443.  
 
Victor had married on 7 December 1890 in Townsville, Queensland, to Susan Henrietta Howell-
Griffith.44 Susan died on 9 October 1944, at Sister Drady’s Private Hospital, Bellevue Hill, 
Woollahra, Sydney and she was cremated at the Rookwood Crematorium. Susan’s ashes were 
later taken to Norfolk Island and buried in the plot of those of her husband Victor.45 
 
Victor had been in possession of his grandfather James Morisset’ medals and with no children of 
their own Mrs. Sellheim donated the awards to the Mitchell, State Library of New South Wales 
where they remain today.46 A street just behind the Defence Headquarters Complex at Russell 
Hill Canberra is named after him.47 
                                                 
40 Australian Dictionary of Biography, above. 
41 Australian Dictionary of Biography, above. 
42 Australian Dictionary of Biography, above. 
43 The Act has been consolidated from time to time but is still in force and it, along with the accompanying 
“Sellheim Grave Regulations”, establish the framework for the trust fund for the “upkeep of the grave of Major-
General Victor Conradsdorf Morisset Sellheim at Kingston, Norfolk Island...”; section 4.  
44 Queensland Marriage Record, 1890/C002203. 
45 Last will and testament of Susan Henrietta Sellheim. 
46 Viewed by Ron and Margaret Thompson, 2006. 
47 Observation of author. 
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Victor Conradsdorf Sellheim 
Source: Sellheim Family Album  
 
 
6.2 Casimir Vaux Sellheim 
 
The second son of Laura and Philip was Casimir Vaux Sellheim who also volunteered for the 
Boer War and he enlisted with the 4th Queensland Imperial Bushmen. He was promoted to 
Captain and transferred to 5th Queensland Imperial Bushmen. He was decorated with the 
Queen’s Medal with three clasps and the King’s Medal with two clasps.48 Casimir was born on 5 
February 1871 at the “Valley of Lagoons” Station near Cardwell, Queensland 49and he also was 
educated at Brisbane Grammar School. Casimir married Elizabeth Thomson on 19 April 1899 in 
Queensland.50  
 
During World War 1 Casimir changed his name to Morisset and was appointed as a Major on 
Special Service to escort Italian Reservists from Australia back to Italy.51 In 1918 Major Casimir 
Morisset led the Italians in a military parade in Sydney.52 Records show that in 1918 Casimir and 
his family were residing at Cooper Street, Double Bay, Sydney and in 1936 Casimir was residing 
at “Dimby Plains”, Quirindi with his daughter Leonore and her husband Geoffrey Morgan-Jones. 
Casimir died on 30 June 1949 and he is buried in the Church of England Cemetery at Quirindi, 
New South Wales.53 
 
                                                 
48 Australian War Memorial Records and Service Record of Casimir Sellheim/Morisset from the National Archives 
of Australia. 
49 Australian War Memorial & Service Records as above. 
50 Queensland Marriage Record No. 1899/C002335. 
51 Australian War Memorial & Service Records as above. 
52 Sydney Morning Herald, 9 May 1918, National Library of Australia. 
53 New South Wales Death Certificate 22166/1949. 
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Casimir and Elizabeth had a daughter, Leonore Ada Alexia Morisset, see under, who was born 
c.1905 in Middleburgh, Transvaal, South Africa. Leonore was married on 22 April 1931 to 
Geoffrey Morgan-Jones, the son of Edward Jones and Blanche Ellen Morgan.54  
 
 
 
 
 
Casimir Vaux Sellheim/Morisset 
Source: Morisset Family Album. Copy held by Australian War Memorial 
 
 
6.3 Leonore Ysabel Sellheim 
 
Laura and Phillip Sellheim’s daughter Leonore Ysabel Sellheim was born in 1874 in New South 
Wales. 55 Leonore was only four years of age when her mother died in the gold fields in 
Maytown, Far North Queensland and it is believed that Leonore was sent to be cared for by her 
maternal grandmother Emily Morisset and her aunt Ada Gulnare Morisset who were both 
residing at McDougall Street, North Sydney, New South Wales. Leonore was residing at this 
address at the time that her father Philip Sellheim died in 1899. Leonore was the informant on 
the death certificate of her uncle, Ronan Kelso Morisset.  
 
On 7 January 1914 she married Reverend Frederick William Edward Wilkinson. He had been 
born c1874 in Hobart, Tasmania, the son of Frederick Wilkinson and Isabella Elenora Hamilton. 
At the time of her marriage Leonore was living in Neutral Bay, Sydney.56 Leonore died on 8 
June 1962 of cancer and heart problems in Wollstonecraft, Sydney, and she is interred in the 
Northern Suburbs Crematorium.57 Leonore and Frederick did not have children and in her Will 
                                                 
54 New South Wales Marriage Certificate, No. 1931/006994. 
55 New South Wales Birth Index No. 3180/1874. 
56 New South Wales Marriage Certificate No.14637/1949. 
57 New South Wales Death Certificate No. 14637/1962. 
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Leonore bequeathed all of her real and personal estate to her carer and adopted daughter, Isolt 
Beatrice Sylvia Oldham.58 
 
 
7. Otho Bathurst Palmer Morisset 
 
Otho Bathurst Palmer Morisset, the sixth child of James and Emily Morisset, was born on 22 
November 1835 in Bathurst, NSW59 and he died on 14 January 1891 in St Leonards, Sydney. 
Otho’s career seems to have been in stock administration and he was a Superintendant of Stock 
at one stage. He never married.60 No further material relating Otho has come to light.  
 
 
8. Rudolf Roxburgh Morisset 
 
Rudolf Roxburgh Morisset (known as ‘Dosh’) was the seventh child of James and Emily’s 11 
children. He was born on 8 April 1838 at Bathurst Plains, NSW,61 the month before James took 
up his post as magistrate at Bathurst. Rudolf was married on 22 November 1857 in Port Curtis, 
Queensland to Margaret Clarke the daughter of Francis and Margaret Clarke.62  For some of his 
schooling Rudolf attended The King’s School, Parramatta, where he was a boarder in School 
House from 1850 to 1852. He probably had to leave the school after the death of his father in 
1852, then aged 14 years, as his family was then in indigent circumstances; see Chapter 9 about 
his mother Emily petitioning the NSW governor for financial assistance.  
 
In 1859 Rudolf joined the Native Mounted Police Force in Queensland and he was stationed with 
the 1st Division covering the Port Curtis and Leichardt districts. He is listed as a 2nd Lieutenant 
on 12 August 1860 on a salary of £200 pa.63 Rudolph was an Acting Lieutenant towards the end 
of 1862, stationed at the QNP Headquarters in Rockhampton, at which time he sought, and was 
granted, three months leave of absence to proceed to Sydney to attend to some personal 
matters.64 He was confirmed as a Lieutenant on 1 January 1863 and then promoted to Inspector 
on 1 January 1864, in the 2nd Division and replaced by Sub-inspector Henry Brown on 30 
September of that year.65  
 
Rudolf was a keen horseman and in 1863 he won the first Rockhampton Steeplechase despite 
two falls some time earlier which had resulted in his arm being broken in two places. Rudolf was 
made a Justice of the Peace about this time. In 1865 it was reported that a commercial transaction 
                                                 
58 Last will and Testament of Leonore Isabel Wilkinson. 
59 New South Wales Birth Index V18351114 20/1835. 
60 New South Wales Death Certificate, 1891/013706. 
61 New South Wales Birth Index V18381115 23A/1838. 
62 Queensland Marriage Record No. 1859/C000446. 
63 Thompson, above; also see ‘Statistics of Queensland’, 1860, 1861, etc, ‘Native Police’; Queensland archives. 
64 Letter from Rudolph to the Commandant dated 30 November 1862 requesting the leave, which was subsequently 
granted ; see correspondence, Queensland archives. 
65 ‘Statistics of Queensland’, 1863, 1864; Queensland archives. 
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resulted in Rudolf Morisset purchasing a half interest in Mr. E.B. Henning’s “Lara” Station on 
the Flinders river for a sum of 5,000 pounds.66 
 
He then seems to have moved back to NSW and Rudolf was Police Magistrate at Menindie 
1875-1878, at Wilcannia 1878-1880, Hill End 1880-1883 and Deniliquin 1883-1886. Rudolf 
died on 7 June 1887 in Deniliquin.67 Margaret died on 5 February 1921 in Maitland, NSW, 
probably then living with her son Charles, see under, and she is buried in the East Maitland 
General Cemetery. 68  
 
Rudolf and Margaret had one son, Charles Seymour Morisset, who was born in 1858 and died on 
28 July 1953 at age 95 in Maitland and he, too, is buried in East Maitland General Cemetery. 
Charles was married in 1913 in East Maitland to Emma Amelia Sparke. Emma was born on 22 
September 1864 and there were no children of her and Charles’ marriage. Emma died on 1 
March 1941 and is also buried in the East Maitland General Cemetery. Charles was a Bank 
Manager and on his death left the bulk of his fortune to religious and welfare organisations. 69 
    
 
 
Rudolf Roxburgh Morisset 
Source: Morisset family album 
 
 
                                                 
66 Brisbane Courier , 4 September, 1865, p2. National Archives of Australia. Adams, David: The Letters of Rachel 
Henning” Penguin Books Ltd., 1979 p198. 
67 Champion, above, p226. New South Wales Death Index No. 10613/1887. 
68 Maitland Cemetery Index and Burial Records: http//cemindex.arkangles.com. 
69 Last Will and Testament of Charles Seymour Morisset; Sydney Morning Herald, 23 October 1953. 
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Rudolf Roxburgh Morisset 
Source: Photo courtesy of the Rockhampton Historical Society 
 
 
9. Ronan Kelso Morisset 
 
Ronan Kelso Morisset is the eighth child of James and Emily Morisset and he was born on 29 
February 1840 at Bathurst,70 where his father was a magistrate. No official record had been 
found about Ronan until the Electoral Roll of Central Queensland dated 1870-1871.  Ronan was 
then living on the “Valley of Lagoons” Station with the Sellheim family. It is possible he went to 
live with his sister and her husband there after his father died in 1852, when Ronan was only 12 
years old.  
 
A book by Hector Holthouse called S’pose I Die; the Story of Evelyn Maunsell is about her life 
on cattle stations in Far North Queensland gives some background about Ronan. In it there are a 
number of references to “Rudolf Morisset”.71 Rudolf Morisset died in Deniliquin in 1887 and we 
can infer that this is Ronan Kelso Morisset referred to in the book. Ronan apparently roamed the 
north with Ernest Henry looking for land and he moved cattle throughout the country. Ronan was 
an old man when the book was written and often dined with Evelyn and Charles Maunsell. Eve 
described Ronan as “old Morisset” and that he was very much the English gentleman who was 
getting on in years and often difficult to get along with. He was very particular about his clothes 
                                                 
70 New South Wales Birth Index, V18402068 24A/1840. 
71 It is based on Eve Maunsell’s written recollections and was first published in 1978 by Angus & Robertson 
Publishers. Eve Maunsell first arrived as an English bride in Cairns in 1912. 
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and insisted on having a freshly washed and ironed shirt and a pair of white moleskin trousers 
every day.  
 
Ronan did assist Eve in many ways to cope with the dangers of living in North Queensland. He 
apparently had a very extensive library which has been kept up to date by his sister Laura until 
her death in 1878. The book by Hector Holthouse also mentions that Ronan had a lot of Morisset 
silver with the family crest on it, but he left it at the Imperial Hotel.72 
 
Ronan died on 22 October 1929 aged 89 years in the Goodna Mental Hospital, which is between 
Brisbane and Ipswich, Queensland, suffering from cardiac failure and senile dementia. He is 
buried in the Ipswich Cemetery. On his death certificate his niece, Leonore Wilkinson, is listed 
as an informant, whose then address was given as Beatrice Street, Taringa, Brisbane.73 Ronan’s 
occupation was given as “farmer” so this supports the inference material from the book that 
Ronan spent his life on the land in Queensland. 
 
 
10. Aulaire Liddiard Morisset 
 
The ninth child and third son, Aulaire Liddiard Morisset, is a central figure to this narrative as it 
was one of his daughters, Emily (Daisy), who married Fred Nicholson, as to which see Chapter 
8. Aulaire was born on 28 October 1841 at Bathurst74 and he entered the Queensland Police 
Force from the town of Roma, Queensland, on 25 May 1863.75  He was actually appointed as a 
Cadet on 12 May, but the records show the substantive entry as a Sub-Inspector as 25 May (in 
the Barcoo River area which would have included Roma).76 Aulaire was promoted to sub-
inspector in the first division (Port Curtis and Leichardt) on 1 January 1864 and the posted to the 
2nd division (Wide Bay and Burnett areas) from 1 April 1864. He served in the North Western 
division of Queensland from 1865 and in the Barcoo River and Tambo areas from 1868. In 1871 
he was promoted to inspector (1st class) on 1 February 1871 and initially served in the 
Burketown and Normanton areas. He served in Townsville, then in Port Douglas from 1876,77  
and back in Roma from 1891.78  He retired from the police (superannuated) on 12 May 1893 
                                                 
72 Holthouse, Hector, “S’pose I die, The Evelyn Maunsell Story” Angus & Robertson,1973,p4-5,35,51-56,61,112. 
73 Queensland Death Certificate, Registration No. 1929/009326. 
74 New South Wales Birth Index: V18412214 25A/1841. 
75 The Queensland Police Force was formed into a colony-wide force from 1 January 1864, having for several years 
previously been organised in districts only. 
76 “Blue Book for Queensland” of 1867; see also the Memorandum by Commissioner of Police dated 7 April 1897. I 
am indebted to Mr. Simon Whiley for copies of many of the original records from the Blue Books and 
correspondence in the Queensland Archives for much material on the service by the three Morisset brothers in the 
Queensland Native Mounted Police. Aulaire’s file is in Queensland Archives, Bundle A40054. 
77 This was an important station at that time because of the unrest there; Ms Gabriel Flynn, Curator, Queensland 
Museum, to author on 10 February 1994. 
78 “Police Personnel Register 1857 - 1917”, above. It is probable that A L Morisset had family connections in Roma 
as he joined from there and was posted back there immediately before his retirement - comment from Ms G Flynn, 
above. An entry in the Queensland Police Gazette, Vol 1, No 1, dated 22 July 1864, which was the first issue of the 
newly formed Queensland wide force, noted an “A S Morisset” as a sub-inspector. It seems likely that this is an 
error for A L Morisset (Aulaire). 
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after 30 years of service.79  Aulaire was then appointed Police Magistrate at Townsville, and died 
there in September 1909.80 
 
 
 
Aulaire Liddiard Morisset 
Source:  State Library of Queensland 
 
 
Some time in 1858-59 Aulaire travelled to England and it is assumed he visited his elderly 
grandparents, John and Elizabeth Vaux. Aulaire returned from London on board the 
Camperdown arriving In Sydney on 3 February 1859.81 Whilst in England visiting his 
grandparents on the Isle of Wight Aulaire would have learnt of his Liddiard ancestors from his 
                                                 
79 The details of Aulaire’s career are taken from the “Blue Books for Queensland” for the various years, which list 
the police and other public service appointments year by year; see Queensland archives; see also entry in the “Police 
Personnel Registrar 1857 - 1917”, held in the Queensland Police Museum, Roma St, Brisbane. Access was by kind 
permission of the Curator, Ms Gabriel Flynn. 
80 Champion, above, p226. 
81 New South Wales State Records, Unassisted Immigrant Passenger Lists, 1826-1922. 
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grandmother Vaux which resulted in Aulaire including Liddiard and other ancestral names when 
naming his children. 
 
 
 
A page from Morisset family bible 
Source: Derek Nicholson 
 
 
As mentioned above, Aulaire died on 1 September 1909 in Townsville, Queensland, and he is 
buried in the Townsville General Cemetery.82 He had married Ann Macarthur at the Holy Trinity 
Church, Bowen, Queensland on 15 November 1877,83 giving rise to the Macarthur connection 
which is mentioned in Chapter 11.  Aulaire and Ann had seven children; five sons and two 
daughters: 
 (a) James Liddiard Morisset, born 30 August 1878, Bowen, Queensland and died 25 
March 1918; 
 (b) Vaux Liddiard Morisset, born 18 January 1880, Roma, Queensland and died in   
1940 in Sydney, New South Wales. Vaux served with the 31st Battalion, AIF             
during WW1 and he attained the rank of Captain. He was awarded a 
Distinguished Service Cross by the President of the United States of America.84 
According to Champion, Vaux held the original Morisset miniature and following 
                                                 
82 Queensland Death Certificate No. 99782. 
83 Queensland Marriage Record 1877/C000025. 
84 Service Record of Vaux Liddiard Morisset from the National Archives of Australia. 
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his death it appears that the miniature was passed on to his brother Craven’s 
family and finally came into the possession of Anthony Morisset the grandson of 
Craven Lancelot Liddiard Morisset. Vaux was an Associate to Justice Chubb., see 
Chapter 11; 
 (c) Edric Liddiard Morisset, born 10 August 1881, Ipswich, Queensland and died 17 
September 1884 in Bowen, Queensland; 
 (d) Ann Emily Liddiard Morisset, known as Daisy, born 17 September 1883 in 
Townsville, Queensland. Daisy died on 24 April 1955 in the Brisbane Mater 
Hospital.85 Daisy married Frederick Charles Nicholson (Fred), who are central 
characters in this book the details of which are set out in Chapter 8; 
 (e) Keppel Liddiard Morisset, born 24 September 1885 and died 15 September 1887 
in Port Douglas, Queensland; 
 (f) Elizabeth Liddiard Morisset, known as Bessie, born 10 February 1888, Clayfield, 
Brisbane and died in 1972 in Brisbane. Bessie married William Sydney Baynes in 
Queensland on 12 March 1912; the marriage ended in divorce. They had one 
daughter; and 
 (g) Craven Lancelot Liddiard Morisset, born 10 Feb 1888, (twin of Elizabeth). 
Craven married Wanda Von Der Boch. He died in Sydney, New South Wales on 
27 February 1927. 
 
 
11. Ada Gulnare Morisset 
 
James and Emily’s tenth child was Ada Gulnare Morisset who was born on 24 June 1843 in 
Kelso, NSW,86 and she died 2 May 1912 at her home “Barfield”, Ernest Street, North Sydney. 
Informants of her death and witnesses to the burial were her nephews Casimir and Victor 
Sellheim.87 Ada never married and lived with her mother for most of her life. As mentioned 
above under the entry about Laura, Ada traveled to England with her mother and sister Laura in 
1861 and resided for some of the visit at Kent Cottage, Isle of Wight;88 where she was, 
presumably, visiting Emily’s elderly parents, John and Elizabeth Louisa Vaux. Ada was a 
beneficiary in the will of her sister-in-law, Eliza Morisset (nee Lawson), wife of Edric Morisset. 
 
 
12. Pauline Caroline Morisset 
 
The last of James and Emily’s eleven children was Pauline Caroline Morisset, who was born on 
27 September 1846 in Kelso, NSW 89and who died on 31 May 1849, also at Kelso, when only 
two years old. Pauline is buried with her father in the Morisset Family vault at Kelso and shown 
on the headstone along with her father; see the photograph below for the church. 
 
                                                 
85 The Brisbane Mater Hospital was then located in the building next to St John’s Cathedral, Ann Street, Brisbane; 
recollection of the author. 
86 New South Wales Birth Index V18431551 27A/1843. 
87 New South Wales Death Certificate 1912/007721. 
88 UK Census Records 1861. 
89 New South Wales Birth Index V18461987 31A/1846. 
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The Holy Trinity Church, Kelso, New South Wales 
Source: Photograph by Ronald Thompson in 2004 
 
 
13. Ambrose Australia Gripus Morisset 
 
James Morisset had another son apart from those born to his wife Emily, which is not surprising 
in view of his many years unmarried and living in harsh and lonely conditions. This was 
Ambrose Australia Gripus Morisset, who was born 22 January 1825 to Johanna Deasy (or 
Deasey). Ambrose Morisset was baptised at St John’s Parramatta on 6 February 1825.90 As 
Ambrose would probably have been baptized shortly after birth then he was conceived about 
May 1824 at which time Morisset was the commandant at Newcastle. From the circumstances it 
would seem likely that Ambrose’s mother was a convicted woman working in Newcastle at this 
time. Mrs Margaret Thompson, who has conducted much research on the matter, says of it: 
 “Deasy has been difficult to research but she and her son Ambrose were in Newcastle at 
one stage. It is not known where Ambrose was born but he was baptised on 6 Feb 1825 at 
St John’s Church, Parramatta, NSW. Johanna was later married to Thomas Davies and 
Ambrose changed his name to Davies. Ambrose married but had no children and he died 
in 1898.”91 
 
 
14. Morissets and the Queensland Native Mounted Police 
 
As Edric, Rudolf and Aulaire all served in the Queensland Native Police (QNP), also known as 
the Queensland Native Mounted Police, for some years a comment about them and their 
                                                 
90 The details are: Baptism registration number 1597 V148. Ambrose Australia Gripus Morisset baptised on 6 Feb 
1825 by F. Wilkinson at St John’s Church, Parramatta, NSW. Mother: Johanna Deasy. Father: James Thomas 
Morisset; Thompson, above, p7;  The Australian Dictionary of Biography entry, p.360, above, also mentions this 
son. 
91 Observations by Mrs Margaret Thompson, 2009. 
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reputation concerning this force is appropriate. The QNP actions in the 1860s have been marked 
with controversy about its brutality and the Morisset brother had a close connection with it. The 
force was established to provide security for the settlers in the “unsettled districts” and was not a 
police force in the usual sense. The “keeping out policy” which it established was to force the 
Aboriginal tribes encountered on the frontier to stay out of European areas of settlement.92  The 
function of the force was “purely a retaliatory police force, reacting to the actions of hostile 
Aborigines.”93 Hillier, in a detailed article covering the period from 1865 to 1867 showed that 
some of the senior Native Police officers were forced out of the service for their misbehavior. 
Hillier points out that the commandants were bent on confrontation and that the Aboriginal 
troopers were attractive employees in this service as they cost a fraction of the white force and 
were of a warrior class recruited from the southern colonies who “cared little for the fate of the 
people in the north.”94 
 
One historian, Henry Reynolds, wrote of this aspect as follows: 
“Control over the native police passed from the imperial officials, ultimately answerable 
to the Colonial Office, to the New South Wales government in 1856, and then on to the 
new administration in Brisbane three years later.95 Each step brought government closer 
to the frontier - geographically, intellectually, morally. At the same time a series of 
Aboriginal attacks on frontier settlers, culminating in the killing of the Fraser family at 
Hornet Bank in 1857 and the Wills entourage at Cullinlaringoe four years later, deeply 
shocked and angered colonial opinion. ...  In January 1858 the commandant, E.V. 
Morisset [Edric] issued instructions to the officers of the force which reflected the harsh 
new outlook. The tenth paragraph reads:  “It is the duty of the Officers at all times and 
opportunities to disperse any large assemblage of blacks; such meeting if not prevented, 
invariably lead to depredations or murder; and nothing but the mistaken kindness of the 
                                                 
92 Hillier, A “An Eye for an Eye: Action of the Native Police in Central Queensland 1865 - 67”, (1996) 16 Royal 
Historical Society of Queensland Journal 60. 
93 Hillier, A “The Native Police Under Scrutiny”, (1994) 15 Royal Historical Society of Queensland 279. 
94 Hillier, above, p70. 
95 On the erection of Queensland into a separate colony from 12 December 1859. The text of the Proclamation reads:  
"By His Excellency Sir George Ferguson Bowen, Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. 
Michael and St. George, Captain-General and Governor-in-Chief of the Colony of Queensland and its 
Dependencies, and Vice Admiral of the Same, etc, etc, etc,:  Whereas Her Majesty has been graciously pleased by 
Letters Patent under the Great Seal of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, bearing date at Westminster 
the sixth day of June, in the twenty second year of Her Majesty's Reign, to separate from the Colony of New South 
Wales the Territory described in the said Letters Patent, and to erect the same into a separate Colony, to be called the 
Colony of Queensland, and has further been pleased to constitute and appoint me, Sir George Ferguson Bowen, 
Knight Commander of the Most Distinguished Order of St. Michael and St. George to be Captain-General and 
Governor-n-Chief in and over the said Colony of Queensland and its Dependencies. Now therefore I, the Captain-
General and Governor-in-Chief aforesaid, do hereby proclaim and declare that I have this day taken the proscribed 
oaths before His Honour Alfred Slater Lutwyche, Esquire, Judge of the Supreme Court, and that I have accordingly 
assumed the said office of Captain-General and governor-in-Chief.  Given under my hand and Seal at Government 
House, Brisbane, this tenth day of December in the Year of Our Lord one thousand eight hundred and fifty-nine , 
and  in the twenty third Year of Her Majesty's Reign. (Signed) G.F. Bowen. By His Excellency's Command, 
(Signed) R.G.W. Herbert. God Save the Queen!". A photocopy of original handwritten proclamation was sent to the 
author by Mrs Raoul Mellish in letter dated 6 September 1990, whose husband accidently found the document 
tucked in a book in the Queensland government papers. For details of His Honour Mr Justice Lutwyche, see BH 
McPherson, The Supreme Court of Queensland 1859 - 1960. History Jurisdiction Practice  (Butterworths, 1989), 
pp15-18. 
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Officers in command inspired the blacks with sufficient confidence to commit the late 
fearful outrages on the Dawson River.”96 
 
The meaning of the phrase “disperse” in those times actually meant to force the people to break 
up from large numbers and move elsewhere and not, as some historians have mistakenly written, 
necessarily to attack. An attack was usually described in the reports as a “confrontation”.97 The 
police system was the subject of a Select Committee appointed to enquire into the efficiency and 
management and general working of the Police and the Native Police Forces throughout the 
Queensland colony in 1861. It took evidence from many witnesses and made a detailed report. 
Frederick Wheeler and other officers of the Queensland Native Police were the subject of major 
criticisms by historians, but none of the writers on the topic have attributed the same actions or 
motives to the Morisset brothers in their various roles in the Native Police force. 
 
It should be mentioned that the mere settlement of the land by the European settlers must, 
inevitably, have led to warfare between the settlers and the Aboriginal people. Not to recognise 
that there was such warfare is to ignore some basic and harsh facts. That there was no immediate 
retaliation on first settlement was mainly due to the failure of the Aboriginal people to appreciate 
the serious nature of the incursion of the settlers and that they were there to deprive the 
Aboriginal people of their land permanently and by force if that should be necessary. The 
persons involved on both sides, therefore, were caught in circumstances which flowed from the 
decision to colonise Australia. Once the colonial settlement was given effect a collision between 
the races was inevitable. As settlement in Australia progressed there was guerilla warfare carried 
out thereafter until superior numbers and superior weapons carried the day for the settlers and the 
deprivation of their land, malnutrition and disease lessened the numbers and weakened the 
surviving Aborigines to the point where a peace progressively settled over the disputed areas.  
 
In some parts of Australia the Aborigines and Torres Strait Islanders were vigorous and 
aggressive in their defence. In others the nature of the people was more gentle and passive. There 
was a natural gentleness to the Aborigines in the south-east region of Queensland. Dr Stephen 
Simpson, later a JP and an MP in the Queensland Member of the Legislative Council, wrote of 
these people in his 1844 report as Commissioner of Crown Lands for Moreton Bay: 
“The Aborigines of this District are naturally a humane good natured Race, rarely taking 
life from bloodthirsty motives - indeed, in their conflicts amongst themselves they do all 
they can to avoid it, never cutting if they can help it, any vital part.”98 
 
As Simpson moved around more and observed the effect of the incursion of the settlers on the 
Aborigines’ lands and the steady escalation of hostilities between the two races he made a report 
of the effect of the Aboriginal resistance, as follows: 
                                                 
96 H Reynolds With The White People (Penguin Books, 1990) p53. 
97 Comment by Mr Simon Whiley; who has made a particular study of the Queensland Native Police. Mr Whiley is 
critical of the written works of Hillier, Johnston and Reynolds as being, in many instances, inaccurate and 
unnecessarily hostile to the members of the Queensland Native Police; comment to author. 
98 Governor’s Despatches, Vol 47, 1845, pp.603, at 614-5. Dr. Simpson was a medico from England, who named 
“Wolston House”, one of Brisbane’s heritage houses, after the village of his birth. He was an humane, intelligent 
and observant person who contributed much to the early colony of Queensland. For a summary of his life and 
achievements see Cilento, Sir Raphael,”The Life and Residences of the Hon. Stephen Simpson, MD, JP, MLC, of 
Warwickshire, Woogaroo, and Wolston”, (1965) VIII Royal Historical Society of Queensland Journal  9. 
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“They are no longer at open war with the Squatters rushing Herds of Cattle and carrying 
off whole flocks of sheep but have adopted a system of pilfering that no foresight can 
prevent. ... Besides some serious assaults three men have been killed by Blacks during the 
present year. ...”.99 
  
As had been mentioned above, the roles played by the three Morisset brothers varied. Edric was 
the elder and he entered the NSW police in 1853 and, on Queensland becoming a separate 
Colony in 1859, he became the Inspector in that new Colony. He was in charge during a critical 
formative stage but he was only there for two years as in 1861 he transferred back to NSW. 
Rudolf was the next eldest and he served in the QNP from 1869 to 1874. In these five years he 
was a Lieutenant and later an Inspector in the central parts of Queensland. No doubt there is 
information on him but no critique of his performance has come into the author’s hands. Aulaire, 
the youngest of these three brothers, served the longest, from 1863 to 1893, so he was in the 
force for 30 years including during the period of greatest criticism of it. He was quite junior in 
the early years, of course, and served in most parts of Queensland, concluding as an Inspector in 
Townsville, then Port Douglas and finally in Roma. 
 
However, some criticism of Aulaire is contained in a Select Committee Report on the Native 
Police when Aulaire Morisset received some sharp remarks for “an irritable, and sometimes 
uncontrollable temper” and for adopting a course “which intensified the feeling of antagonism, 
by placing men in positions repugnant and derogatory to them”.100  He was also found to have 
acted illegally and in excess of his powers for imprisoning a tracker (Jerry), for which his excuse 
was that this had been a regular practice in earlier years when dealing with native police. As a 
result of these findings, in view of his long service and reputation as an able officer, Aulaire 
Morisset was reprimanded and transferred to another district.101 
 
 
 
                                                 
99 Governor’s Despatches, Vol 51, 1846, p.7, 8-9. 
100 Cited in R Johnston, above, p.15. 
101 R Johnston, above, pp15-16. 
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Chapter 11 
 
 
Connections with Other Families 
 
1. Introduction 
 
2. Macarthur and Clarke Families 
 
3. Vaux and Liddiard Families 
 
4. Justice Chubb Family 
 
5. Boydell Family 
 
6. Bishop Broughton Family 
 
7. Darvall Family 
 
8. Swinton Family 
 
9. Bell Family of “Coochin Coochin” 
 
 
 
 
1. Introduction 
 
Due to the many marriages and other connections over the nearly century and a half since Frank 
Nicholson came to settle in Australia in 1871, the Nicholson family has developed many 
connections with other Australian families, whose names come up in the general writings, in 
other histories and in social contexts. It is convenient, therefore, to gather some of them up into 
this one chapter and to mention them in their context. The choice of connected families has been 
chosen from those with whom the Nicholson family has had some close connection at some 
stage.  
 
 
2. Macarthur and Clarke Families 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 10, it is through Aulaire Morisset that the connection between the 
Macarthur and the Nicholson families was made.1 Aulaire married Ann Galloway Macarthur, 
and one of their daughters, Emily Liddiard Morisset, known as “Daisy”, married Fred Charles 
Nicholson, see Chapters 8 and 10. (This Macarthur family is not to be confused with John 
                                                 
1 I am indebted to Mr Richard Clarke for a large amount of material on the Clarke, Macarthur and related families. 
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Macarthur family of the Rum Rebellion and merino sheep development.). So Daisy Nicholson’s 
mother was a Macarthur. 
 
The late Dr Drury Clarke, a prominent Brisbane medical practitioner and historian, wrote of this 
Macarthur/Nicholson/Chubb/Morisset family connections as follows: 
‘The Macarthurs and the Morissets were first together at Bathurst in the 1830s. Peter 
Macarthur of Polneade, near Cawdr Castle, had farm lands on the River Nairn (Scotland). 
He married in July 1763 Isabell Falconer of Nairn. In 1775 they had a son, Peter, who 
graduated in medicine and became a career surgeon in the British Army. He retired after 
a career which took him from the West Indies to the Cape of Good Hope and to India, 
where he was wounded with the storming of Seringapatam.2 
 
Back in Scotland he married in February 1821 Ann Galloway and their eldest son, 
Patrick, was born in December. Dr Macarthur with his wife, four sons and a daughter, 
Ann, came to Australia in 1834. He settled at Bathurst, where he was Commissioner for 
Crown Lands. In 1840 he took his family and servants and convicts allotted to him from 
Bathurst overland to Melbourne. There, in 1851, Patrick married Elizabeth Westgarth, 
daughter of William Westgarth and his wife, Elisson Macfie. They had four sons and 
three daughters. One daughter, Christian Westgarth Macarthur, married Leila’s3 
grandfather, Judge Chubb; whilst another daughter, Ann Galloway Macarthur (born 
1854) married Aulaire Liddiard Morisset. Of their children, Vaux Liddiard Morisset 
Nicholson was Associate to Judge Chubb.”4 
 
                                                 
2 “Srirangapattana (Kannada: ��ೕರಂಗಪಟ�ಣ) (also spelled Srirangapatna; anglicized to Seringapatam during the 
British Raj)  is a town in Mandya district of the Indian state of Karnataka. It is located near the city of Mysore and is 
of great religious, cultural and historic importance. … Srirangapattana was the scene of the last and decisive battle 
fought between Tipu Sultan and a combined force of 50,000 men provided equally by the Nizam of Hyderabad and 
the British under the overall command of General Harris. This battle was the last engagement of the Fourth Anglo-
Mysore War. The Battle of Seringapatam, 1799, was truly momentous in its historic effects. In any event, Tipu 
Sultan was killed within the fort of Srirangapattana, betrayed infamously by one of his own confidants; the spot 
where he ultimately fell is marked by a memorial. For the last time in history, Srirangapattana had been the scene of 
political change in the Kingdom of Mysore. The joint forces of the victorious army proceeded to plunder 
Srirangapattana and ransack Tipu's palace. Apart from the usual gold and cash, innumerable valuables and objets 
d'art, not excepting even the personal effects of Tipu Sultan, his rich clothes and shoes, sword and firearms, were 
shipped to England. While most of this is now to be found in the British Royal Collection and in the Victoria and 
Albert Museum, some articles have occasionally become available at auctions and have been retrieved for their 
native land. The sword of Tipu Sultan has been acquired by Vijay Mallya, a liquor baron from Karnataka, who 
purchased the same at a Sotheby's auction.” ; from Wikipedia, (accessed  22.6.10). 
3 The reference to “Leila” is to Dr Drury Clarke’s wife, Leila Arentz Langberg, daughter of Carl Langberg, of 
Copenhagen, Denmark and Clare Chubb of Brisbane; c.v. of Dr Clarke on his Funeral Service booklet dated 2 
November 1990. 
4 Letter from Dr Charles George Drury Clarke KStJ, ED, MBBS, DA (Eng), FRHistSQ to author dated 22.6.1976. It 
seems that Vaux L M Nicholson was gassed whilst serving in World War I and  he later married, but without issue; 
Swinton Nicholson, his nephew, comment made to author on 10 February 1994. 
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As mentioned, Dr Drury Clarke was not only a prominent member of the Brisbane medical 
community but he was also an active and skilled historian.5 He wrote an excellent article on the 
Chubb Family, see under. 
 
The Clarke family has occupied many prominent positions in the Queensland community over 
the generations. Drury Clarke’s grandfather on his mother’s side, Colonel Edward Robert Drury, 
CMG, was an officer in the Queensland Defence Forces and a President of the Queensland 
Club.6 Drury’s mother, Audrey Saxham Drury, was born and lived at “Hawstead”, Bowen 
Terrace, Brisbane. 
 
On the Clarke side, in 1883 Charles Alexander Clarke married Lilla Blackman, eldest daughter 
of Frederick Archibald Blackman, who had moved his family from Port Curtis, Queensland, to 
Tasmania in 1874, but returned to live in Brisbane. The Clarkes and the Blackmans were near 
neighbours close to what is now Kingsford Smith Drive, Hamilton, and it was at a house there 
(“Eden Cottage”, Hillside Cresent, Toorak Hill, Brisbane) that Richard George Perry Clarke was 
born in June 1885 (Drury Clarke’s father).7 
 
Current Clarke’s of prominence include Dr Graham Clarke, veterinarian, and Mr Richard Clarke, 
former partner in the prominent law firm of Minter Ellison. As mentioned, Leila Clark, who 
married Dr Drury Clarke, is the grand-daughter of Justice Chubb; the Chubb family connections 
are mentioned more fully below.8 
 
 
3. Vaux and Liddiard Families 
 
As mentioned in Chapter 10, James Thomas Morisset married Emily Louisa Vaux on the Isle of 
Wight in 1826. Emily’s parents, John and Elizabeth Vaux were living in “Barfield Lodge”, Isle 
of Wight at this time. The Vaux family was very involved in shipping and John’s brother, Jasper 
Vaux, was an elected member of the managing committee for Lloyds Marine Insurance 
Company.9 John Vaux had served in the Commissariat during the Peninsular Wars but due to 
some accounting errors his service was terminated.10 The difficulties that the commissariat staff 
encountered in procuring all the necessary stores during the Peninsular War is recounted in a 
paper by William Reid, “Tracing the Biscuit: The British Commissariat in the Peninsular War”.11 
                                                 
5 Dr C.G. Drury Clarke, medical practitioner and former President and Fellow of the Royal Historical Society of 
Queensland, see paper  to a RHSQ meeting in 1968, published as “The Chubbs – Separation and Since: History of a 
Famous Family” (1967-1968) Vol VIII (No.3) Journal of the Royal Historical Society of Queensland 460-478. I am 
indebted to Richard Clarke, son of Dr Drury Clarke, for sending me a copy of this article. 
 
6 Clarke, above, pp.460-461. 
7 Clarke, above, p.460; email from Richard Clarke to author dated 30 September 2015. 
8 See Clarke Family records held by author from Mr Richard Clarke, solicitor, and his brother Dr Graham Clarke, 
veterinarian. 
9 The History of Lloyd’s and of Marine Insurance in Great Britain. Frederick Martin, The Lawbook Exchange Ltd, 
Clark, New Jersey, 2004. 
10 Records of the Commissariat Service 4980-81 of John Vaux, National Archives, London.  
11 Tracing the Biscuit: The British Commissariat in the Peninsular War, Reid, William, Madrid, 1995. Research by 
Ian Wade. 
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After his services were no longer required John and Elizabeth Vaux moved to the Isle of Wight 
where he was involved in local agricultural pursuits.12 
 
Emily’s mother, Elizabeth Louisa Vaux (nee Liddiard) was the daughter of Reverend William 
Stratton Liddiard and Jane Craven.13 Jane Craven was the sister of Lord William Craven the 6th 
Baron Craven of Hamstead Marshall in 1769. A son of William Craven was named Keppel 
Richard Craven14 which is a connection by name to Keppel Liddiard Morisset, who is the son of 
Aulaire Liddiard Morisset and Daisy Nicholson’s brother. 
 
John and Elizabeth Vaux had three other children. The eldest was a son, Henry Edward Vaux, 
who matriculated from Oxford in 1822 and he also served in the Commissariat. Henry was 
appointed Deputy Assistant Commissary General of the 4th Kings Own Regiment on Norfolk 
Island, presumably on the strength of his brother-in-law, Colonel James Morisset, being the 
commandant there. On the 4th March 1834 Henry was fishing on rocks on Norfolk Island and he 
was swept into the ocean to his death. His body was never found.15 This was a tragic time in his 
sister Emily’s life as her husband, James Morisset, the Commandant of Norfolk Island had been 
rushed back to Sydney for treatment as he was broken down by stress and pain caused by his head 
wound received during service in the Peninsular War at Albuera, as mentioned in Chapter 9.  
 
A convict mutiny had erupted at this time and Emily was left with her young children and had 
relied on her brother for security. Henry had not married. In the usual custom at that time, an 
inventory of his effects were taken and sold by auction and his books and personal items were 
taken in charge by Emily.16 
 
Emily’s other brother was John Vaux who was employed by The Honorable East India 
Company’s Marine Service. He was a ship’s captain and master mariner and owned ships 
including the brigs Anonyma and Governor Doherty. John was employed by Sir Jamsetjee 
Sejeebhoy and Robert Wigram Crawford, merchants of Bombay and Alexander Matheson, 
merchant of Hong Kong. John Vaux also commanded the Earl of Balcarres which was an East 
India ship built in 1811 in Bombay.17 Family silver inherited by the Morisset family include an 
EPNS Silver Cup, with the inscription “John Vaux Esqr. Presented by His Officers of the Earl of 
Balcarras as a Token of esteem”. Another sterling silver mug is inscribed “John Vaux Esqr. A 
tribute to Hospitality from J. Shillaber Esqr. Hong Kong Septr 1839”.18 John Shillaber was an 
American and at various times was the American Consul to Batavia (Indonesia) and ran the 
company that acted as the Jardine Matheson’s agent in Manila. 
 
                                                 
12 Hampshire, UK Newspapers 1847-1851. 
13 Bishops Transcripts for Ogbourne St Andrew, Wiltshire, UK 1591-1880. 
14 The Peerage web site: www.thepeerage.com#20789. Collin’s Peerage of England by Sir Egerton Brydges, 1812. 
Research by Ian and Julie Wade: Liddiard and Craven Ancestry. Wikipedia. 
15 Oxford University Alumni, 1500-1886 p1467. Letter to the Supreme Court registrar, Sydney dated 12 April 1834,. 
The Sydney Gazette and NSW Advertiser, 15 April 1834. 
16 Intestate Papers and Letter by Foster Fyans as above. Papers purchased from New South Wales State Records 
Office: Reference No. 6/3486 
17 China Trade and Empire: Jardine, Matheson & Co., edited by Alain Le Pichon, Oxford University Press, 2006 
18 Details of silver inscriptions from Anthony Morisset. 
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On 15 February 1847 Captain John Vaux arrived in Sydney on the ship Soubahdar.19 A letter 
written in 1850 to his niece, Janetta Morisset prior to her marriage to Prosper John de Mestre, 
confirms that by 1850 John Vaux was then living and working in New South Wales. He was 
appointed as a magistrate in Bathurst and Hartley, New South Wales. It would have been a happy 
time for Emily Morisset to have her brother John living so close but this was not to last as John 
was found dead in Bligh Street, Sydney on 27 January 1851.20 The cause of death is unknown. 
 
The youngest child of John and Elizabeth Vaux was a daughter, Julia Prudence Vaux, born in 
1806, in Swansea, Wales.21 Julia married, with the consent of her father as she was not quite of 
age, on 28 March 1826 at St. Marylebone, Middlesex, London to William Lukin of Essex. The 
Reverend William Vaux was the officiating minister and the witnesses were Mary Vaux and 
James Thomas Morisset.22  Further research regarding this family is held by the Thompson 
family and in particular Margaret and Ron Thompson who are the main authors of Chapters 9 
and 10 on the Morisset family. 
 
 
4. Justice Chubb Family 
 
As has been mentioned in Chapters 6 and 10 and again above, Aulaire Morisset married Ann 
Galloway Macarthur and Ann’s sister, Christian Westgarth Macarthur married Justice Charles 
Edward Chubb. Thus, Daisy Morisset, who married Fred Nicholson, was Justice Chubb’s niece.  
Also, when Chubb later engaged Vaux Liddiard Nicholson as his Associate, the relationship was 
one of uncle and nephew. 
 
It is convenient, however, to go further into Justice Chubb’s family and how it came to 
Queensland and its other connections in the State. An article by Dr Drury Clarke sets this out.23 
Thomas Chubb was a merchant of Malmesbury and Bristol and the connection with the law 
began when his great-grandson, Thomas (born 1792), was a solicitor in Malmesbury. Solicitor 
Thomas and his wife Ann (daughter of Thomas Richards) had seven children and the eldest, 
Charles Frederick Chubb (born 5.3.1822. d 1891) served his articles with his father, continued 
his studies with a barrister in London and was admitted to practice in 1842. In 1843 he entered 
into a partnership with his brother, Thomas, (b.1824) and H.A. Deane, in the firm of Chubb, 
Deane and Chubb. Over the next 14 years he was active in practice, socially24 and then in the 
marriage stakes when Charles married Sarah Bennet in 1844, he then being aged 22. 
 
Charles and Sarah had four children, the eldest of whom was Charles Edward Chubb 
(b.17.5.1845). In 1857, however, Charles retired from practice where he had moved to London 
and he, Sarah and some of their children sailed in the Merrington to Sydney, NSW. After two 
months there he moved to Ipswich, west of Brisbane, in the Moreton Bay district of NSW, and 
                                                 
19 Sydney Morning Herald, 16 Feb 1847, Shipping Intelligence. 
20 New South Wales Burial Record 67 V37B. 
21 Baptisms in the year 1806, Swansea, Wales. Glamorgan Family History Society.  
22 London, England, Marriages and Banns, 1757-1921, Ancestry.com. 
23 Clarke, above. 
24 Member of the Honourable Artillery Company, Secretary of the Prince of Wales Yacht Club and Commodore of 
the Anglesea Yacht Club, both located on the Thames River, London; Clarke, above, p.464. 
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commenced practice as a solicitor in 1858.  Separation from NSW into the new Colony of 
Queensland25 occurred on 10 December 1859 and Ipswich was a far more vibrant commercial 
city than the former penal colony of Brisbane. With his classical education, active mind and 
interests in military, social and political affairs, Charles Chubb became a leading light in the 
community. He also became a poet of some standing, noted horticulturist and active in the 
agricultural society. His poetry may be found on the Early Queensland Public Poetry web site 
(http://espace.library.uq.edu.au/view/UQ:331646/ff4_3_2009_p3_5.pdf). 
  
Dr Drury Clarke wrote that he “seems to have been domestically happy and to have enjoyed his 
life in Australia, and even as a migrant we never find him casting nostalgic glances towards 
England.”26 He died at his home “Danmar Cottage”, Upper Ellensborough Street, Denmark Hill, 
Ipswich on 13 March 1891. 
 
There was, however, a later second marriage by Charles Frederick Chubb that Dr Clarke does 
not cover. Whilst back in England in his early years Charles had been engaged to marry Sarah 
Playne but Sarah broke off the engagement to marry Joshua Fletcher, a handsome and fairly 
wealthy 50 year old when she met him in the carriage on a trip to London.27 They married on 6 
December 1842, Joshua’s first wife having died in 1841. Joshua was a surgeon who practiced 
medicine but also became heavily involved in business, some part of which led to his being 
convicted and transported to Australia. He and others, including a solicitor named Barber, had 
established a system of forging documents to set out false beneficiaries to wills where there was 
a considerable estate but the true beneficiaries could not be found.  
 
They were all tried in the Old Bailey, London in 1844 amid great publicity and Fletcher was 
convicted, along with others, and sentenced to be transported for the term of his natural life and 
sent to Norfolk Island. Barber was also transported but he was pardoned some years later but 
only after great hardship in Australia as a convict 28 For his part, after 10 years at Norfolk Island 
Joshua Fletcher was transferred to Hobart and he was given his ticket of leave in 1854, and his 
conditional pardon in 1856. Meanwhile his wife, Sarah Fletcher, had had their child back in 
England shortly after his conviction, lived with her mother and then supported herself and their 
child teaching in London. She sailed to Hobart to join Joshua in 1854 when he had his freedom 
through his ticket of leave. In 1858 the family moved to Mudgee, central NSW, and Joshua 
changed his name to John William Fletcher and died in 1865.29  
 
The next year, 1866, the 45 year old Sarah moved to Ipswich to be reunited with her former 
fiancé Charles Frederick Chubb; recently widowed when his 42 year old wife died unexpectedly 
leaving him with young children.30 Sarah and Charles married on 2 October 1866 and the 
marriage notice in the Brisbane Courier left off the name of “Fletcher’ by using her maiden 
                                                 
25 The colony was named after Queen Victoria. As there already was an Australian Colony of Victoria, the Queen 
took little persuasion to allow this new Colony to be called “Queensland” after her. 
26 Clarke, above, p.471. 
27 Martin J Playne, “The forger, his wives and associates: their loss and recovery of respectability” (2012) 21 
Queensland History Journal 747-762 (Journal of the Royal Historical Society of Queensland). 
28 Playne, above, p.752. 
29 Playne, above, p.757. 
30 It is inferred that they had been in touch by correspondence to bring this reunion about. 
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name of Sarah Playne.31 Sarah and Charles lived at “Dagmar Lodge”, Upper Ellenborough 
Street,  and Sarah later died in the nearby “Dagmar Cottage” in 1901 aged 80. Sarah and Joshua 
Fletcher’s only surviving child, Marguerite, married Edward Charlton in Mudgee until her death 
at Hill End, near Mudgee, in 1902.32 Sarah Fletcher and Charles Chubb had no children together. 
 
Turning now to Charles Edward Chubb, Charles Senior and Sarah Chubb’s eldest son, the later 
judge, had continued on in England with his schooling when his parents sailed for NSW in 1857. 
In 1860 he sailed for Moreton Bay in the barque Venikale, then aged 15 years, in an horrific 
voyage in which the vessel was even posted as missing at one stage. He completed his education 
at Collegiate College, Ipswich, entered into articles with his solicitor father and was admitted as 
a solicitor himself in 1867. He then commenced practice in Dalby, a small town on the Darling 
Downs west of Toowoomba, in which practice his brother Walter joined him, until Walter was 
drowned at sea in 1879. In 1870 Charles Edward Chubb married Christian Westgarth Macarthur, 
daughter of Police Magistrate Patrick Macarthur of Dalby and his wife Elizabeth Westgarth of 
Melbourne. 
 
Apart from a few further remarks at the end of this section, the life and times of Charles Edward 
Chubb is well told by the entry in the Australian Dictionary of Biography about him. In 1878 
Charles aged 33 went to the Bar in Brisbane and built up a good practice including some crown 
prosecutions. He entered politics as follows: 
“McIlwraith had him brought into parliament for the specific purpose of making him 
attorney-general. He represented Bowen in the Legislative Assembly in 1883-88. Bowen 
was said to belong literally to McIlwraith who, when he wanted an attorney-general, 
chose his lawyer from some Queen Street chambers and sent him to Bowen with 
instructions to the voters to elect him to parliament. This happened in succession to (Sir) 
Pope Cooper (later chief justice), Chubb and Henry Beor. Despite his southern 
associations Chubb was a loyal servant of his electorate ………”,33  
 
Chubb was Attorney-General from January to November 1883 and thereafter sat with the 
Opposition. During a time of somewhat bitter conflict he enjoyed the trust of both sides of the 
House and when the headquarters of the northern district of the Supreme Court of Queensland 
were moved from Bowen to Townsville he was made a judge of the court in Townsville on 2 
December 1889. Chubb was transferred to Brisbane in 1908 where he sat on many cases 
including his share of appeals on the Full Court. He was a member of the Full Court which from 
1915 handed down a series of constitutional decisions which so incensed the Labor government 
that it brought in the Judges' Retirement Act of 1921 which required judges aged 70 years and 
over to retire, so Chubb was retired on 31 March 1922, aged 77 years. 
 
On 9 June 1870 Charles Chubb married Christian Westgarth (Macarthur), daughter of Patrick 
Macarthur, then police magistrate at Dalby, and granddaughter of William Westgarth of 
Melbourne. Of their five children three survived childhood: Montague Charles Lyttelton (1874-
                                                 
31 The Brisbane Courier, 10 September 1869, p.3, as cited by Playne, above, p.759. 
32 Playne, above, p.758. 
33 Australian Dictionary of Biography. above. 
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1920), barrister-at-law; Geraldine Playne Lyttelton (1872-1948)34 who married Francis William 
North;35 and Elizabeth Clare Lyttelton (1881-1950) who married Carl Langberg of Copenhagen, 
Denmark. After his retirement Chubb lived at his home, “St Malo”, Hampstead Road, Highgate 
Hill, Brisbane, until his death on 27 February 1930.36 
 
One author wrote of Mr Justice Chubb as one whose “legal scholarship was of a high order” and 
whose “good humour, patience, courtesy, and acknowledged fair-mindedness made him a 
popular member of the Bench”. 37 Another wrote of him that he was “a loveable old man, 
without an enemy in the world”.38 
 
Continuing on about the Chubb family including the Chubb-North connection, Saranna North’s 
uncle was the Hon Francis North MLC and his life has been set out in Chapter 6.  Francis’ 
children by his second marriage were Francis North (Junior) and his younger brother Arthur. 
Francis (Junior) married Geraldyne Playne Lyttleton Chubb, daughter of Justice Charles Edward 
Chubb, on 11 April 189339 at All Saints Church, Wickham Terrace, Brisbane,40 a very pretty 
stone church that is currently still popular for weddings. In 1894 Francis was appointed manager 
of the Australian Joint Stock Bank in Townsville, where North Street, West End is named after 
him, and he was also made a Justice of the Peace.  In 1900 he was transferred to Toowoomba 
and his career seemed sound but unfortunately Francis became an alcoholic and ended his days 
in penury at the Benevolent Asylum, Dunwich, North Stradbroke Island, where he died on 17 
December 1938.  
 
Francis North (Junior) and Geraldyne had one daughter, Enid Grace North (b.1894), and one son, 
Francis Edward North (b.1898), who were mainly brought up by their grandparents, Justice 
Chubb and his wife.41 Geraldyne’s father, Justice Chubb, had been a colleague of Francis North 
Senior in many activities in Ipswich, especially in politics, so no doubt their marriage had come 
about as there had been a close family connection between the two families.42 
 
To conclude about Justice Charles Edward Chubb, Dr Clarke writes that he made a major 
contribution to many areas in his community. Apart from being on the Bench for 33 years, he 
was Chancellor of the Brisbane Diocese of the Ecclesiastical Province of England (from 1912), 
was a Freemason and attained the position of Senior District Grand Warden in Queensland and 
collected a fine library and antique furniture and paintings. In his earlier years he was a Major in 
                                                 
34 1848 was the date of his death not, apparently as is sometimes mistaken recorded, 1844; Queensland Archives 
Research by Robert Blaikie, October 2011. 
35 See Chapter 6, Section 5, for details of the Hon Francis North MLC and their descendants. 
36 JA Douglas “Chubb, Charles Edward” in Australian Dictionary of Biography (1969) vol 3, 395-6; available 
online at <http://adbonline.anu.edu.au/biogs/A030374b.htm>.  Also see Denver Beanland “Judicial Principle 
Shattered by Class-War”, article in White & Rahemtula (eds) Supreme Court of History Program Year book 200, at 
p.12. 
37 B H McPherson, above, p.199. The Hon Dr BM McPherson, Formerly a justice of the Queensland Court of 
Appeal, being a legal scholar of note himself, was in a good position to make this judgement of Mr Justice Chubb. 
38  “Personal Sketches and Recollections of Queensland Judges”, by “One who Knows Them”, The Catholic Press, 
25 February 1915 issue, p.22. 
39 Queensland Archives Research by Robert Blaikie, October 2011. 
40  M Eastgate, Francis North, above, pp.29, 83. 
41 M Eastgate, above, p.83. 
42 M Eastgate, above, p.83. Also see Clarke, above. 
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the Queensland Volunteer Artillery, in which he became an excellent rifle shot, and he was a 
member of the Queensland Club from 1886.43 He was a most generous and loving man who with 
his wife supported his brother Bruce (AFB Chubb) who became blind and spent his last years 
living with them. Further Chubb also supported his wife’s sister Sophia Barker after her husband 
died until she graduated as a nurse and could support herself They brought up their daughter 
Geraldyne’s children after her husband became an alcoholic (and lived in the government 
retirement centre at Dunwich, North Stradbroke Island) and educated the children of his 
youngest daughter, Clare, after the breakdown of her marriage in the 1920s. Their only son, 
Montague Charles Chubb, died of tuberculosis aged 45 years, leaving in turn an only son, 
Edward Montague Charles Chubb, who had no issue.44  
 
One other link with the Nicholson Family, mentioned above, was that for some years Justice 
Chubb’s Associate was Vaux Morrisset, brother of Daisy Nicholson, nee Morisset, and so uncle 
of the late Judge Vaux Nicholson of the Queensland District Court,45 see Chapter 8, Section 10. 
 
 
5. Boydell Family 
 
The link between the Nicholson and the Boydell families is through the marriage of Jean Flower 
Nicholson to Maurice Grant (Tim) Boydell on 8 November 1939, as mentioned in Chapter 7, 
Section 5.1. It is appropriate, therefore, to set out some details about the Boydell family. The 
name Boydell derived from the old Norman name of de Boidele or de Boydel and similar names. 
There are many descendants of the original Australian pioneer family but two descendant lines 
have particular relevance to the Nicholsons and the author. 
 
The first to arrive of the pioneer brothers in Australia was Charles Broughton Boydell (b.2 May 
1808 in England) who arrived in Sydney in 1831 and settled in the Hunter River region in NSW 
on one of its tributaries, the Allwyn River. Charles called his property “Camyr Allyn”.46  
 
However, it is his brother, William Barker Boydell (b.17 January 1818 in England), in whom we 
are most interested. William arrived in Sydney three years later, on 2 June 1836 in the Camden 
and, after obtaining a land grant, settled on the Allwyn River on land adjoining that of his brother 
Charles. William named his property “Caergwrle”. William married Mary Phoebe Broughton on 
18 April 1844 in Sydney, the daughter of Bishop Broughton, the first Bishop of Australia; as to 
Bishop Broughton see the next section.  
 
William and Mary (Broughton) had six children all sons of which the sixth was Sydney Grant 
Boydell (b.2 May 1856 at “Caergwrle”). Sydney married Katherine Frances Downing Gill on 7 
February 1903 and they had four children. One of Sydney and Katherine’s children was Maurice 
Grant Boydell (Tim) who married Jean Nicholson; details of Tim and Jean’s family have already 
been set out in Chapter 7, Section 5.1. Sydney later entered into the NSW parliamentary service 
and was Clerk of the NSW Legislative Assembly 1927-30. Sydney must have rendered much 
                                                 
43 Clarke, above, p.447. 
44 Clarke, above, p.478. 
45 Clarke, above, p.474. 
46 Pioneer Families of Australia, above, pp.62-64. 
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community service as he was the founding Honorary Secretary of the famous King’s School Old 
Boys Union, Sydney.47 The School had its origins in the recommendation of Bishop Broughton 
to the NSW Governor in 1830 so it is not surprising, because of the family connections, that 
William Boydell would have rendered assistance in this way.48 
 
William and Mary’s fifth son was Richard Barker Boydell (b.7 February 1858 at “Caergwrle”). 
Richard married Annie Clara Cooper and amongst Richard and Annie’s children was William 
Joseph Boydell who married Arleen Harrington Brown and their second son was Edward Francis 
Boydell (b. 13 January 1920 at “Caergwrle”) who married Diana Winten Drysdale (born 
14.6.1920; died Brisbane 20.10.2015) on 13 March 1943. Diana lived in St Lucia in Brisbane for 
many years and the author had the pleasure of seeing her for many years at their joint local 
church, Christ Church St Lucia. Diana and Edward had three children, Timothy, Wallace and 
Bronwyn. Wallace Drysdale Boydell (Wally) is the principal of a real property agency in Ascot, 
Brisbane and has been most helpful to the author with details of the Boydell family.49 Wally’s 
cousins are therefore the children of Tim and Jean as set out in more detail in Chapter 7.  
 
Apart from Sydney, another family member who was prominent in Parliamentary service was 
another child of William and Mary (Broughton), Charles Broughton Boydell (b.2 May 1856 on 
“Caergwrle”). Charles was Clerk of the newly formed Australian Senate from 1907 to 1917, 
which involved much new administration as Australia had only federated on 1 January 1901 and 
the Senate only came into existence after that. Charles married Madeline Rose Arnold, daughter 
of the speaker of the NSW Legislative Assembly (Hon William Munnings Arnold).50 
 
 Also mentioned in Chapter 7 is that in 1940 Tim Boydell enlisted in the AIF, was sent to the war 
in Europe, captured with many other Australians in the fighting in Greece and spent three long 
years as a POW. For her part while Tim was away Jean enlisted in the Australian Army Medical 
Women’s Service, rose to the rank of Captain and served in Army hospitals in various parts of 
Queensland. During the war Tim’s cousin, John Charles Broughton Boydell (b.22 August 1924) 
joined the RAAF and was killed in action flying over France on 19 July 1944.51 Another of the 
family killed in the war was William Harrington Barker Boydell (b. 13 January 1920) who had 
married Bernice McDonald on 8 October 1942 in Brisbane and a family tragedy was when 
William was also killed in action only a few months later in the AIF in New Guinea on 1 
December 1942.52 With Tim as a POW for three years and John and William killed in action it is 
clear that the Boydell family bore a heavy load in defending Australia in World War II. 
 
 
6. Bishop Broughton Family 
 
As mentioned above, William Grant Broughton, D.D. was the first and only bishop of Australia 
(1836-1847), Bishop of Sydney and Metropolitan (1847-1853) and his elder daughter, Mary 
                                                 
47 Pioneer Families of Australia, above, p.67. 
48 Web site of the Kings School ; http://www.kings.edu.au/about/history.php#2. 
49 Email with material from Wally Boydell to author on 17 September 2015. 
50 Pioneer Families of Australia, above, p.65. 
51 Pioneers of Australia, above, p. 66. 
52 Pioneer Families of Australia, above, p.67. 
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Phoebe Broughton, married William Barker Boydell on 18 April 1844.53 The Broughtons are a 
prominent early family and, as holding the post of the only ever Bishop of the whole of Australia 
is significant, it is worth setting out some detail. 
 
The Australian Dictionary of Biography writes, in part, on his appointment from England to 
Australia, initially as an Archdeacon, as follows: 
“He was transferred to the parish of Farnham in Surrey in 1827. While in Hampshire he 
had come under the notice of the Duke of Wellington who obtained his appointment to 
the chaplaincy of the Tower of London in 1828. He could hardly have taken up this 
position before, in October of that year, again through the Duke of Wellington, he was 
offered the archdeaconry of New South Wales at a salary of £2000 a year. After a week's 
consideration he accepted the position, sailed for Sydney on 26 May 1829, and arrived 
there on 13 September.  
Immediately Broughton arrived in Australia he was appointed a member of the 
Legislative Council and of the Executive Council. The population of New South Wales 
was then about 36,000 of whom nearly half were convicts. There were eight churches and 
12 clergymen, and Broughton lost little time before making a visit to the country centres. 
On 3 December he delivered his first charge to his clergy, and in February 1830 went to 
Tasmania and visited the parishes there.”54 
 
 
William Grant Broughton (1788 - 1853), by William Nicholas; courtesy of State Library of 
New South Wales. Original : DG P3/18 . 
Source: Australian Dictionary of Biography Online 
 
Broughton’s charge included Norfolk Island, including the period when Morisset was the 
Commandant, see Chapter 9 for details about Colonel James Morisset and Chapter 10 for details 
                                                 
53 Moyle LM, A Genealogical History of Pioneer Families of Australia, 5th ed., 1978, Rigby Ltd, p.64. 
54 Australian Dictionary of Biography Online, second and third paragraphs; www.adb.gov.au. 
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of the marriage of his descendant, Daisy, with Fred Nicholson. Although he did not visit it, the 
reports made to Bishop Broughton and which he passed on to his superiors all called for a 
chaplain to be posted there because of the brutal conditions.55  
 
Bishop Broughton decided to return to England to bring the dire needs of the Colony to the 
attention of his church and he sailed in the Salacia on 16 August 1852. The ship went via the 
Panama canal and yellow fever raged onboard for the later part of the voyage and he landed in 
England in November 1952 in ill health. Broughton died three months later on 20 February 1853 
at the home of Lady Gipps, widow of the former NSW Governor, and was honoured by his 
church with a burial in Canterbury Cathedral.56 
 
 
7. Darvall Family 
 
Saranna North’s elder sister, Deborah Eliza North (1849-1923),
57
 married Frederick Orme 
Francis Darvall in 1870 and this gave rise to a strong connection between the North, Nicholson 
and Darvall families.  
 
The elder Darvalls had begun their marriage in exciting circumstances, when Captain Edward 
Darvall (1775-1869) eloped from London in 1805 with Emily Godschall Johnson (1788-1841), 
then aged 16 years, and were married in Gretna Green.
58
 A diary entry of the day gives colour to 
the circumstances of the elopement: 
“ I have not yet mentioned a very unfortunate affair, which happened a few days before I 
left Sloane Street - no less than Emily’s eloping from Godschall’s with Captain Darvall. I 
had some time ago received a letter from Mrs. Fullerton, desiring and hoping for my 
consent, as one of her guardians, to their marriage, and speaking highly of his character. 
Mrs. F. has, in the strongest manner, encouraged their attachment, but at the time she 
wrote to me on the subject I did not think it likely to be an advantageous match for 
Emily, and being so very young, (only sixteen) was another objection to her marrying. I 
therefore refused my consent, till his, Captain D’s fortune, family, and everything relating 
to him was known, as I never could have justified giving my consent to a 
disadvantageous marriage for Emily: both her brothers and Eliza are strongly against it. 
Godschall thought it quite necessary to remove her from Richmond where Captain D. 
was quartered, and persuaded Emily to come to them at Halliford, where she had been I 
suppose about a month, when she determined on this most rash and indelicate measure. 
Of course, it has created great distress and anxiety to her brothers, Eliza and all her 
friends. Emily has written to me, but in so cool and easy a style respecting this 
                                                 
55 See Raymond Nobbs (ed) Norfolk Island and Its Second Settlement, 1825-1855, Library of Australian History, 
Sydney, 1991, Chapter 9 “A Religious Presence”. 
56 Australian Dictionary of Biography Online, above, fourth page, second last paragraph. 
57
 Deborah was born on 31 August 1848 and died on 31 August 1922/3 at Boonah, Queensland - Darvall Family 
Tree, held by Mrs Orme Black, above. 
58
 They were married in London again on 26 June 1805 - Extracts from “The Francis Letters”, from papers held by 
Mrs Orme Black, nee Darvall, to author in February 1994. Gretna Green, in Scotland just across the border in the 
north west of England, had a system of rapid weddings that avoided the delays in England of reading the marriage 
‘bans’ for several weeks before the church would marry the couple. 
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disgraceful and most rash proceeding, that I am determined not to take any notice of her 
letter.”
59
 
 
 The lovers were pursued by members of Emily’s family but of no avail in preventing the 
marriage.
60
 Of Edward and Emily Darvall’s marriage there were 10 children, of whom three died 
in infancy. Some 33 years later they sailed to Australia on the Alfred, in 1838.
61
 The Darvall 
family has numerous members in NSW and Queensland.  
 
Edward and Emily’ third child, Frederick Orme Darvall (1816-1886), a sometime Auditor-
General for Queensland, married Lucy Shapland and of that union their third child was Frederick 
Orme Francis Darvall.
62
 He was born at Penrith, NSW in 1846 and he and Deborah North were 
married at “Fernie Lawn”, near Ipswich, Queensland, in 1870. He died in April 1886, at sea 
whilst returning from New Zealand.
63
 They had 11 children
64
 and the family lived at 
“Wattlebrae”, Herston in Brisbane which later became the establishment for the infectious 
diseases ward in the Brisbane General Hospital, near “Herston”.
65
  Readers may recall from 
Chapter 5 that Frank and Saranna Nicholson moved to “Herston” to be near Saranna’s sister after 
the financial disaster at “Villeneuve” in the 1893 floods. 
 
Frederick and Lucy Darvall had 11 children. The eldest son, Edwin Orme Darvall, was an 
Associate to Justice Chubb in Townsville, see Section 4 in this chapter about Justice Chubb, and 
Edwin later practised in Brisbane as a solicitor. He died in 1911 as the result of an operation.66 
Frederick and Lucy’s fourth son, Cholmondeley Burnett Darvall (Chum), was born at his 
parent’s house “Wattlebrae” in Brisbane and educated at Brisbane Boys Grammar School. After 
several years in banking he became articled to his elder brother Edwin and was admitted to 
practice as a solicitor in 1906. He then moved to Boonah, a rural township south-west of 
                                                 
59
 Entry in Mrs Johnston’s diary, contained with “The Francis Letters” - documents contained in letter from Mrs 
Orme Black, above 
60
 Letter from Eliza Francis to Catherine Francis dated 9 June 1805: “I have just got your letter and none from 
Godschall since yesterday, so that of course he has yet no tidings. We know, however, certainly that they did not go 
to the North Road. Godschall and Ralph had traced them to Henley where they changed horses at 12 o’clock on 
Tuesday night and where Godschall left Ralph and the Officer at 4 o’clock on Wednesday afternoon, who proceeded 
with all expedition on their track - the only probable conjecture seems that they are gone to Ireland - if so Ralph may 
yet catch them at the port ...” - Darvall Family papers, held by Mrs Orme Black, above. 
61
 Darvall Family Tree, held by Mrs Orme Black, above. The second child, John Bayley Darvall (1809-1883) was in 
the NSW cabinet as Solicitor-General of the first elected cabinet in the colony, that of 1856 - Sydney Morning 
Herald, 1856, p2. 
62
 Darvall Family Tree, held by Mrs Orme Black, above.  
63 Letter by Mrs Orme Black, nee Darvall, dated 31 January 1994. 
64
 Edward Orme (1872-   ), Frederick Joseph Dundas (1873-   ), Edward Horace and Edith Lucy, twins (1874, Edith 
died in 1875), Guy Francis (1875-   ), Cecile Deborah (Molly) (1878-   ), Cholmondeley Burnett (Chum) (1880-   ), 
Marion Dundas and Winnifred, twins (1882-Winnifred died 1883), Roy (1884-   ) and Frederica Lucy (1886-1981) - 
Darvall Family Tree, held by Mrs Orme Black, above. 
65
 Letter from Mrs Orme Black, above. 
66 Matthew J Fox The history of Queensland : its people and industries : an historical and commercial review 
descriptive and biographical facts, figures and illustrations : an epitome of progress, Brisbane, States Publishing 
Company, 1923, p.718. 
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Brisbane and practiced law in partnership with Mr W.B. Bowman.67 Chum married Nina Vidgen 
and they had two sons and two daughters.68 
 
 Chum Darvall was the first cousin and good friend of Fred Nicholson, the solicitor at the nearby 
township of Beaudesert, see Chapter 8 for further detail.  The Boonah and Beaudesert region was 
then mostly a very prosperous dairy and farming district and both of them built up busy practices 
and did well. The firm changed its name to C.B. Darvall & Darvall and Chum’s son, John, 
practised in the firm, as currently does John’s son, Richard, see under. 
 
Members of the Darvall family have always had strong links with the law and are still prominent 
in the legal profession in NSW and Queensland and the Queensland families still have links with 
some of the descendants of the Norths and Nicholsons.
69
 This legal prominence included that 
John Bayley Darvall was the first NSW Attorney-General, Cholmondeley (Chum) Darvall QC 
was a prominent barrister at the Sydney Bar and Richard Darvall is currently the principal of his 
family firm of C B Darvall & Darvall, Boonah. Richard is the third generation of the Darvall 
family to practise in that firm at Boonah and the author has the pleasure of being his colleague 
and friend. Richard is prominent in the district and does much community work including being 
the honorary solicitor for the Boonah and the Kalbar Show Societies. 
 
The youngest child of Frederick and Lucy, Frederica Lucy Darvall, was born after the death of 
her father, and she married Francis Marsh Bell, of which union there were four children, 
Guildford, Orme, Roy and Diana;
70 see Section 9 under for details about the Bell Family. 
 
It may be convenient just to mention at this stage the significant number of lawyers in the family. 
In the North family Octavius (Octy) North was a barrister. He married Mary and two of their 
sons went into the law, both practicing at the Bar. At time of writing David is a Justice of the 
Supreme Court of Queensland, based in Rockhampton, and Tim is a Senior Counsel at the Bar 
based in Melbourne, see Chapter 6, Section 9.71 In the Nicholson line, Fred was a solicitor and 
his son Derick was a solicitor in Brisbane all of his working life and Vaux was a District Court 
judge. Vaux’s daughter Sally was studying law when she and Vaux were killed in a car accident 
in 1975, see Chapter 8. Of the descendants of the Nicholson line, the author Michael White was 
at the Bar and a QC and is currently an academic lawyer, his wife Margaret is a retired Supreme 
Court judge72 and their son Alexander and daughter Sophie are both lawyers. Michael’s nephew, 
Nigel White,73 is an in-house solicitor in industry and another nephew, Sam White,74 is studying 
Arts and Law at the University of Queensland, see Chapter 8, Section 7. 
                                                 
67 Matthew J Fox The history of Queensland : its people and industries, above, p.718. 
68 Matthew J Fox The history of Queensland : its people and industries : 
69
 Australian Legal Directory, Australian Document Exchange Pty Ltd, p.499.  
70
 Letter from Mrs Orme Black, above. Guildford Bell was a brilliant architect, whose work included the early 
design of Hayman Island resort, off the coast of Queensland. He never married. Orme married, firstly, Peter 
Macdonald, who was killed in action over Burma in World War II whilst in the RAF, and, secondly, Hubert Black, a 
solicitor of Melbourne, but they were later divorced. Roy Bell married Margaret Crombie and they had a son and a 
daughter - Letter from Mrs Orme Black, above. Diana never married - Mrs DM White. 
71 Both David and Tim are well known to the author. 
72 The Honourable Margaret White AO. 
73 Son of Peter and Shirley White. 
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8. Swinton Family 
 
The "Swinton" connection is one which also should be mentioned, as there are a number of 
Nicholsons/Norths in Australia who have been given the name of Swinton. Frank and Saranna 
Nicholson named one of their sons “Burnett Swinton Nicholson”, see Chapter 7, Fred and Daisy 
Nicholson's third son was named "Swinton Morisset Nicholson", see Chapter 8 and the name 
was also continued by Burnett Nicholson, see Chapter 7 Section 10, and in other lines of the 
family, see further in Chapter 7. There is some doubt as to whether the use of the Swinton name 
came about from a Nicholson connection or a North connection (from Frank Nicholson’s 
marriage to Saranna North). As to the connection possibly being a Nicholson one, an unsourced 
document in the family papers addresses this aspect, in its own enigmatic fashion. The 
information in the paper is incorrect in some details, but it is worth setting out: 
"The Swinton family traces back to Alfred Edulfing Swinton, 1st Lord of Bamburgh  & 
Swinton in year 926. 
James Nicholson of Edinburgh (writer & lawyer) died 1589 - He married Janet Swinton, 
3rd daughter of John Swinton of Swinton, & their eldest son, John of Lasswade 
(Midlothian), advocate & Commissary of Edinburgh, acquired from John Sinclair of 
Dryden the lands of Lasswade by charter 1592. 
John Nicholson of Lasswades's eldest son, Sir John, 1st Baronet of Nova Scotia, 2nd July 
1629 (creation), his brother Robert purchased Loan End 11th October 1626 & dying 
without issue 1653 left it to his nephew Robert, son of his brother George, who was 
brother to Sir John Nicholson ... 
Sir John Nicholson's (1st Baronet of Nova Scotia) first wife was Margaret, Countess of 
Douglas, widow of William, 1st Earl of Douglas, (no issue). 
Sir John Nicholson's second wife was Lady Margaret Stuart ... . 
The Nicholson's of Lassewade fought with the Stuarts at the battle of Blackbarony and 
were given the right to wear the Royal Stuart Tartan."
75
 
 
It would seem that the Swintons of Swinton, Berwickshire, is the family with the oldest authentic 
original charter records in Scotland.
76 In pre-Norman Conquest times the Edulfing family, from 
which the Swintons descended, ruled Bernicia, the district between the Tyne and Forth Rivers, 
from the great rock fortress of Bamburgh. Liulf of Bamburgh and Swinton was one of the 
earliest recorded sheriffs of Northumberland, as well as the first individual subject in Scotland 
whose ownership of land can be traced by contemporary writings, and Ernulf de Swinton held 
the first recorded Scottish knighthood.
77
 John, the 23rd Laird, was a close supporter of Cromwell 
and after Cromwell’s death and Charlies II’s restoration he was found guilty of high treason, 
imprisoned and his lands were forfeited and it was not until 1690 that the lands were restored, to 
                                                                                                                                                             
74 Son of John and Debra White. 
75
 Typewritten document of one page, undated, headed "The Swinton Family". 
76
 Newspaper article attributed to the Lord Lyon, King of Arms, Scotland, “The Swintons are the Oldest Family in 
Scotland”, dated 30 January 1954, paper unknown, held by Mr Gary Swinton, Victoria. 
77 Newspaper article, above. 
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Sir John Swinton, the 25th laird.
78
 In 1954 the head of the Swinton clan lived in Scotland, being 
the 33rd “of that ilk”, and the lands were held by the Reverend Alan Swinton.
79
 
 
The Swinton family has been exhaustively researched by Mr Gary Swinton, of Victoria, but the 
only connection he has found with the Nicholson family is a marriage between John (or James) 
Nicholson, of the Nicholsons of Lasswade, and Janet Swinton in the 16th century, from which 
union their son, Sir John Nicholson, is the relevant line, as mentioned above in the quoted 
document.
80
  There is confirmation of this by a publication from the 19th century on the Swinton 
family which noted that the daughter of John Swinton and Marion Hume, Janet, married a 
Nicholson “from whom descended the Nicholsons of Lasswade and Carnock.”
81
 
 
It seems unlikely that Frank and Saranna Nicholson would have gone so far back in the family 
line to choose the name “Swinton” for one of their sons, and then have their son, Fred, continue 
the name in turn for one of his sons. Similarly, for Burnett Nicholson whose sons had the name 
included in their names (Chapter 7 Section 10). Perhaps there was some more recent connection 
with the North family, and this is why Frank and Saranna Nicholson named one of their sons, 
Burnett Swinton. Certainly Burnett was a North name, as Saranna’s mother was named Robert 
Dundas Burnett, with her Burnett family being a distinguished Scottish one. Alternatively, 
perhaps it was through the Morisset family but that the name persisted in the Nicholson family 
with the last one being Swinton Nicholson as named by Fred and Daisy in 1916, see Chapter 8, 
Section 9. Either way the research to date has not revealed it. 
 
 
9. Bell Family of “Coochin Coochin” 
 
Saranna Nicholson (nee North, of “Wivenhoe” who married Frank Nicholson), had strong links 
with the Bell family as Saranna’s aunt Elizabeth North had married a Bell in 1839 and her sister 
Deborah married Frederick Darvall in 1870, as set out in Section 6 above. The Bell family have 
made a major contribution to Australian society and had a number of connections with the North, 
Darvall and Nicholson families so a short summary of those contributions is appropriate.82  
 
The Bell family arrived in Australia on 7 July 1807 with Ensign Archibald Bell and his wife and 
family, he having previously joined the 102nd Regiment of NSW on 11 Dec 1806.  Archibald 
subsequently left the Army to take up land but his leaving was delayed by some years as he was 
in charge of the guard of Governor Bligh when he was arrested by the Army in the Rum 
Rebellion. Readers will recall that on 26 January 1808 officers and men of the New South Wales 
Corps marched to Government House in Sydney in an act of rebellion against Governor William 
Bligh. Bligh was arrested and the Colony was placed under military rule. Archibald had charge 
                                                 
78
 Newspaper article, above. 
79
 Newspaper article, above. 
80
 See G R R Swinton Swinton, Vol 1 Ed 3, “Inventory of the Family”. 
81
 The Swintons of that Ilk and their Cadets, Edinburgh, 1843, p45; of which a copy if held by Mr Gary Swinton, 
above. 
82 I am most grateful to Tim and Jane Bell for their assistance with details of the Bell family. 
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of the guard of Government House and, although not directly involved in the rebellion itself was 
a material witness and had to go to England as a witness for the trials. He was required there for 
several years before he was able to return and finally was able to take up his land grant on the 
Hawkesbury River. Here he raised his family and became an efficient and effective farmer on 
land which he named “Belmont”.83 
 
The children of Archibald and Elizabeth Bell were very adventurous and the sons explored 
widely and took up land in the Hunter Valley and elsewhere. In the 1860s they moved into 
Queensland, joining their cousins who were sons of Sophia Bell and her husband who were 
already there.84 The youngest son of Archibald and Elizabeth was James Thomas Bell, who 
married Saranna’s sister Deborah North and he inherited “Belmont” and its estates when his 
father died. However, this James Bell was not a diligent farmer and spent his time and money on 
breeding and racing fine horses and on luxuries and in the end he became insolvent and his estate 
was sold up to meet his debts. At the time James and Elizabeth (North’s) son James Thomas 
Marsh Bell (JTM) was at The King’s School, Parramatta. He left school and went to work 
determined to better the family fortunes and make proper provision for his mother, then living 
almost destitute in a boarding house. 
 
JTM Bell gradually built up his estate by hard work and self-denial and acquired “Umbercollie” 
in the Goondiwindi district in south-west Queensland and then entered into a financial 
partnership with Colville Hyde, a wealthy Englishman, to acquire “Camboon” in central  
Queensland about 200 miles south west of Rockhampton, comprised of some 700 square miles 
and 22,000 head of cattle.85 Here he continued his hard unremitting work and thrifty life style but 
in 1874, by then aged 35 years, he visited Sydney.  
 
In Sydney he was taken by a friend, one of the prominent Dumaresq family from the New 
England district of NSW, to a garden party held by Lady Hay in Rose Bay. There he met and fell 
for the vivacious and pretty young woman, Gertrude Norton.  Over 10 days he wooed her and 
then they became engaged. JTM Bell went back to “Camboon’ but returned to Sydney and on 24 
July 1875 they married. JTM and Gertrude then travelled to “Camboon” by steamer, train, 
wagon and horses. The country life in this harsh and isolated property was hard for a young 
woman from Sydney but Gertrude proved to be a talented and formidable woman who rose to 
every challenge. She kept a detailed diary of her life which is the source for many historians of 
the Bell family.86 
 
Two years later Gertrude travelled to Sydney for the birth of their first son, Archie, but their 
second child, Ernest, arrived early so he was born at “Camboon” and then three subsequent 
births were still born. A doctor advised a change to a milder environment so JTM, hearing of the 
sale of “Coochin Coochin” in the Boonah District, went to the Sydney auction in 1882 and 
bought it (22,000 acres at 30/- per acre). The lease for the region had been taken up by GF 
Burgoyne in the 1840s and called “Dulhunty’s Plains” and part of that lease became “Coochin 
                                                 
83 Norman S Pixley, “The Bells of “Coochin Coochin”: An Historic Queensland Family” (1969) 8 RHSQ Journal  
613-630. 
84 Norman S Pixley, “The Bells of “Coochin Coochin”, above, p.615. 
85 Norman S Pixley, “The Bells of “Coochin Coochin”, above, p.616-617. 
86 Norman S Pixley, “The Bells of “Coochin Coochin”, above, p.618. 
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Coochin”. JTM and Gertrude set to work and built up the run into a leading Hereford stud where 
they had six more children and JTM’s mother, Elizabeth (North), also came to live with them.  
Gertrude with her many skills turned the much improved “Coochin Coochin” homestead into a 
very attractive garden and a happy, productive and social centre for the district.87 JTM died in 
1903 leaving five adult children and three still at school and having been able to become the sole 
owner of both “Coochin Coochin” and “Camboon”. Their children were Archie, Ernest, Francis, 
Una, Victor, Enid, Aileen and Bertram . 
 
Pausing here to deal with the marriages and lives of the children. Archie had had an early illness 
which prevented him living an active life, went to live in NSW and died in 1928. Ernest married 
Pauline Taylor from Brisbane and they built their home “Aroo” on part of the “Coochin 
Coochin” property. 
 
Francis Marsh Bell married Frederica Lucy Darvall on 1 June 1911, the youngest child of 
Frederick and Lucy Darvall and they built their home ”Kooroomba” on the “Coochin” property 
after managing “Camboon” until 1921. Francis and Frederica Darvall (nee North) had four 
children, Guilford, Orme, Roy and Diana.
88
 Guilford Bell was a brilliant architect, whose work 
included the early design of Hayman Island Resort, off the coast of Queensland. He never 
married. Orme married, firstly, Peter Macdonald, who was killed in action over Burma in World 
War II whilst in the RAAF, and, secondly, Hubert Black, a solicitor of Melbourne, but they were 
later divorced. Roy Bell married Margaret Crombie and they had two sons and a daughter.89 
Diana never married.90  
 
Bertram Bell had come of age in 1914 (21 years) and in accordance with JTM’s Will the estate 
itself was wound up.91 Bertram married Adeline Grace (Keiser) Barnes, from the historic nearby 
property of “Canning Downs”, near Warwick, in 1926. Una, Enid and Aileen did not marry but 
continued as wonderful hostesses on their famous property. 
 
During World War I (1914-1918) both Victor and Bertram joined the British Royal Flying 
Corps, later transferring to the RAF when it was formed and Bertram later transferring to the 
Royal Naval Air Service. Victor finished the war with an OBE and Bertram with a DSO, DSC 
and Croix de Guerre. Archie joined the AIF. With three sons in England, Gertrude travelled over 
with her daughters and lived there from 1914 to 1918 where they did valiant service with the 
Australian canteen, hospitals and wounded servicemen returning to England to be nursed and 
convalesce. Una was the first woman to drive an ambulance in Europe92 
 
Gertude lived at “Coochin Coochin” for 63 years in all, where she held many garden parties and 
other events at her home, in Boonah township and sometimes in Brisbane. Over the years she 
entertained and befriended many famous people. They included HRH Edward, Prince of Wales 
in 1920 (later King Edward VIII in 1936 for 10 months until his abdication), Lord Louis 
                                                 
87 Norman S Pixley, “The Bells of “Coochin Coochin”, above, p.615-622. 
88 Letter from Mrs Orme Black. above. 
89 Letter from Mrs Orme Black, above. Also M Eastgate, above, p14. 
90 Information from Mrs DM (Bebe) White (nee Nichsolson) to author. 
91 Norman S Pixley, “The Bells of “Coochin Coochin”, above, p.624. 
92 Norman S Pixley, “The Bells of “Coochin Coochin”, above, p.625. 
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Mountbatten (ADC to HRH Prince Edward) and General Sir Brudenell White, the director of the 
royal tour.93 Heavy rain descended and the royal party never got to Beaudesert to the elaborate 
preparations made for them and to the ball planned for them at the beautiful nearby property of 
“Nindooinbah”. This was much to the disappointment of the owners Mr & Mrs Collins as they 
had the leading architect Robin Dods plan and build a special ballroom for the occasion.94 Other 
famous visitors to “Coochin Coochin” included Agatha Christie, the Maharajah of Patalia after 
Gertrude had visited India and “Gubby” Allen, the captain of the touring English cricket team in 
1933. Without JTM’s restraining hand, Gertrude’s expensive lifestyle was a drain on the family 
finances and parcels of the “Coochin” land was sold from time to time to maintain it. 
 
Gertrude died in 1946 aged 91 years and an era came to an end although her daughters Una, Enid 
and Aileen continued to live there. The eldest grandson (Ernest's son James Thomas Norton Bell 
– known as Bill) was entitled to inherit the property after the second daughter (Enid) died  in 
1965.  JTN Bell died in 1970 leaving “Coochin Coochin” to his son Ernest Timothy Norton Bell 
(Tim). “Camboon” was sold in 1979 which was also the year in which Aileen died.  
Consequently Tim and his wife Jane, with their three children (Louise, Thomas and Samuel) 
moved to “Coochin Coochin” in 1979, thereby continuing the family ownership of the property 
for a further 36 years to date. 
 
                                                 
93 For full details about Australia’s famous soldier, see Australian Dictionary of Biography online at 
http://adb.anu.edu.au/biography/white-sir-cyril-brudenell-1032. 
94 Norman S Pixley, “The Bells of “Coochin Coochin”, above, p.626. “Nindooinbah” had been in the Duckett White 
family, owned by the author’s great-grand father, until the family sold it the Collins family in 1906. 
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Introduction to Appendices 
 
 
Appendices I to X have been compiled by me using all of the information gathered from the various 
sources already mentioned in this book, with information on the Morisset family supplied by Mrs 
Margaret Thompson and Mr Ron Thompson. Appendix XI has been kindly supplied by Mr Richard 
Clarke about the Clarke, Morisset, Broughton and Macarthur families. The aim of these charts is to 
compliment the text of each chapter to enable the reader to better understand the various family lineages. 
 
Appendices I and III are Descendancy Charts which show all known descendants of the original ancestor. 
The period covered is shown in the headings and each generation is numbered.  
 
Appendix XI is also a Descendancy Chart but of a different style. 
 
The other Appendices are Direct Descent Line Charts showing the direct ancestors of a central person in 
the Nicholson family history. 
  
Kaye Mobsby 
Appendix List 
 
I  Descendancy Chart - George Nicholson of Loanend down to Frank Villeneuve 
Nicholson  (1655 to 1898)   
II  Direct Descent Line - George Nicholson of Loanend down to Frank Villeneuve 
Nicholson   (1655 to 1898) 
III  Descendancy Chart - Frank Villeneuve Nicholson (1843) down to 2015 
IV  Direct Descent Line - Gedeon Villeneuve down to Louisa Frances Jean (1620 to 
1808) -  (Louisa’s Mother’s Family) 
V  Direct Descent Line - Matthieu Jean de St Ouen, Jersey down to Louisa Frances 
Jean (pre 1600 to 1808) – (Louisa’s Father’s Family) 
VI  Direct Descent Line - Sir Philip de Carteret down to Louisa Frances Jean (c1085 
to 1808) – (Louisa’s Mother’s Family) 
VII  Direct Descent Line - Robert (Roger) North down to Saranna North (1471 to 
1852) – (Saranna’s Father’s Family) 
VIII  Direct Descent Line - Robert I, King of Scotland down to Saranna North (1274 to 
1852) – (Saranna’s Mother’s Family) 
IX  Direct Descent Line - Alexander Burnard of Leys, Scotland down to Saranna 
North (1323 to 1852) – (Saranna’s Mother’s Family) 
X  Direct Descent Line - Pierre (Peter) Morisset down to Ann Emily Liddiard 
(Daisy) Morisset (1724 to 1883) 
XI  Peter Macarthur down to 2014 (1741-2014) 
 
 
Sources for Appendices 
 
Nicholson -   Pedigree compiled in 1866 by J.S. Nicholson, added to in 1873, added to by Lt. 
Col. John Nicholson in 1988 and further additions by A.J. Nicholson in 1992 
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 ”Nicholson, a compilation of family trees” by Rev. Nigel Nicholson, 1st edition 
1996 
 
  Pedigree compiled by Philip Aynsley-Smith in 1987 from: 
 “Raines History and Antiquities of North West Durham” printed 1852  
The letters of Sarah Nicholson (Northumberland Record Office) 
Information told by his father George Aynsley-Smith 
 
  Joyce Murray, Brisbane (granddaughter of Frank Villeneuve Nicholson) 
 
  Various family sources 
 
North -   Marianne Eastgate, genealogist who compiled the North family book 
 
Jean -   Alex Glendinning, genealogist in Jersey, Channel Islands 
 
Villeneuve -  Alex Glendinning, genealogist in Jersey, Channel Islands 
 
Burnett -   Marianne Eastgate, genealogist  
  Various websites – eg. -  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/House_of_Burnett 
 
De Carteret -  Family is well documented on various websites –  
 eg. -  http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_Carteret_family 
 
Morisset -  Mrs Margaret Thompson and Mr Ron Thompson 
 
Clarke, Morisset, Broughton and Macarthur families- Mr Richard Clarke 
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1. George NICHOLSON (d.21 Apr 1655)
   sp: Eleanor (u.22 Jul 1659)
2. George NICHOLSON  Of Loanend (b.1641-Loanend,Northumberland,England d.26 Jun 1727-Loanend,Northumberland,England)
   sp: Mary (b.Abt 1639 d.6 Dec 1704)
3. Ralph NICHOLSON (OF THORNTON) (b.1678 d.28 Jul 1747-Thornton,Northumberland,England)
   sp: Elizabeth TAYLOR (m.16 Feb 1712 d.6 Dec 1753-Thornton,Northumberland,England)
4. John NICHOLSON (b.29 Jan 1712-Norham,Northumberland,England)
4. Mary NICHOLSON (b.26 Aug 1713-Northumberland,England d.1746)
   sp: George COOK (m.6 Aug 1734)
4. Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1715-Northumberland,England d.1766)
4. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1717-Northumberland,England)
4. Margaret NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1719-Northumberland,England d.6 May 1720)
4. George NICHOLSON (OF THORNTON) (b.11 Sep 1720 d.23 Oct 1777-Thornton,Northumberland,England)
   sp: Eleanor NICHOLSON (b.1734 m.31 Jan 1754 d.1790)
5. Ralph NICHOLSON (OF THORNTON) (b.Abt 1754-Northumberland,England d.23 Mar 1817)
   sp: Mary MIDDLETON (b.1763-Haughton Le Skerne,D,England m.2 Oct 1779 d.25 Sep 1803)
6. Eleaner NICHOLSON (b.1780/1781)
   sp: CLEGHORN (m.1818)
7. Mary CLEGHORN
7. Isabella CLEGHORN
7. Ralph CLEGHORN
6. Mary NICHOLSON (b.1782 d.28 Jun 1862-Alnwick,Northumberland,England)
   sp: Thomas STAMP (b.Alnwick,Northumberland,England m.10 Nov 1808 d.1844)
7. Margaret Bell STAMP (b.1809)
   sp: ALDER
7. Edward STAMP (b.Abt 1814-Alnwick,Northumberland,England)
   sp: Maria DOUGALL (b.Abt 1812-London,England m.1835)
8. Mary Ann STAMP (b.Abt 1835-London,England)
8. Edward STAMP (b.1838-London,England d.1872)
8. Francis STAMP (b.1840-London,England)
8. Malcolm Dougall STAMP (b.1845-London,England d.1915-Toronto,Canada)
   sp: Sarah Ann TOLLERFIELD (m.1869)
8. Thomas Bell STAMP (b.1847-London,England)
8. Sydney Augustus STAMP (b.1850-London,England)
7. Mary Middleton STAMP (b.2 Aug 1815)
   sp: MCCORMACK
7. Ellen Catherine STAMP (b.20 Aug 1816)
   sp: George HOLLIS (b.1818 d.1 Feb 1886)
8. Charles HOLLIS
8. George HOLLIS (b.1850)
8. Catherine HOLLIS (b.3 Jun 1852)
7. Ralph STAMP (b.3 Jul 1818)
7. John Ostens STAMP
   sp: Jane BROWN (b.Abt 1820-Alnwick,Northumberland,England)
7. Harriet Nicholson STAMP (b.19 Apr 1822-Alnwick,Northumberland,England)
   sp: John Miller STRACHAN Rev. (m.1861)
7. Eliza STAMP
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6. Catherine NICHOLSON (b.10 Jun 1784-Thornton,Northumberland,England d.29 Aug 1856-TV,London,England)
   sp: Robert Nicholson WORNUM (b.1 Oct 1780-Hanover,London,England m.9 May 1810 d.29 Sep 1852-)
7. Catherine Nicholson WORNUM (b.5 Mar 1811 d.Abt 1862)
   sp: Benjamin Alexander Robert NICHOLSON Dr. (b.2 May 1805-,Northumber m.28 Jun 1838 d.1 Mar 1854-)
8. Beresford Alexander Robert NICHOLSON (b.26 Oct 1840-Surat,India d.1866-Sydney,Australia)
8. Alfred Wornum William NICHOLSON (b.1842-India)
   sp: Rebecca PRICE (b.14 Dec 1847 d.1872)
   sp: Rosa BRAMSTON (b.26 Nov 1854 m.27 Dec 1875)
7. Ralph Nicholson WORNUM (b.29 Dec 1812 d.1877-London,England)
   sp: Elizabeth SELDEN (b.29 Jan 1823-U.S.A.)
8. Edith Harriet WORNUM (b.10 Nov 1843-London,England d.13 Jan 1923-Hampstead,Middlesex,England)
   sp: Edward John TARVER (b.18 Oct 1841-Eton,Buckinghamshire,England m.Bef 1870 d.7 Jun 1891)
8. Catherine Agnes WORNUM (b.11 Mar 1845-London,England)
   sp: Frederick PIERCY (b.Abt 1830-Southampton,England)
8. Ralph Selden WORNUM (b.12 Jan 1847-London,England)
   sp: Rachel EATON
8. Elizabeth Helen WORNUM (b.28 Oct 1849-London,England)
8. Lucy Mary WORNUM (b.20 Dec 1851-London,England)
8. Anna Rose WORNUM (b.6 Aug 1853-Bedford Hall,London,England)
   sp: John GROVE (b.18 Dec 1849-Wandsworth,Surrey,England)
8. Robert Gray WORNUM (b.27 Oct 1855-St Martins,Middlesex,England)
8. George Porter WORNUM (b.10 Sep 1857-St Martins,Middlesex,England)
   sp: Edith HOWARD
8. Thomas Selden WORNUM (b.1 Aug 1859)
8. Arthur Selden WORNUM (b.31 Mar 1861-London,England d.25 Jun 1877)
   sp: Alice Elizabeth DONNELLY (b.25 Jan 1852)
   sp: Harriet Agnes NICHOLSON (b.11 Jan 1827 m.1861 d.1903-Hampstead,Middlesex,England)
8. Alfred Harold WORNUM (b.31 Aug 1862)
8. Ethel WORNUM (b.18 Jun 1864)
8. Blanche WORNUM (b.11 Jul 1867)
8. John Ruskin WORNUM (b.28 Jun 1869)
   sp: Lily
8. George WORNUM
   sp: Edith HOWARD
7. Alfred Nicholson WORNUM (b.14 Aug 1814 d.1888-Kilburn,London,England)
   sp: Elizabeth Frances NICHOLSON (b.Oct 1836 m.1883 d.22 Oct 1922-Portarlington,Ireland)
   sp: Caroline NASH (b.1822)
8. Clara WORNUM (b.1850)
   sp: Augustus MONGREDIEN (b.30 Oct 1844)
7. Mary Nicholson WORNUM (b.8 Mar 1816 d.1850)
7. Robert Nicholson WORNUM (b.1817 d.1817)
7. Herbert Nicholson WORNUM (b.16 Jun 1819 d.1845)
7. Conrad Nicholson WORNUM (b.2 Jul 1821 d.Mar 1902)
   sp: Sophia Maria SNELL (b.18 Mar 1827 d.Mar 1903)
8. Annie Harriet WORNUM (b.18 Aug 1853)
8. Eliz WORNUM (b.16 Jun 1855)
8. Catherine WORNUM (b.24 Jul 1856)
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8. Edward WORNUM (b.19 Sep 1857)
8. Mary WORNUM (b.14 Jun 1859)
   sp: Grenville IRELAND (b.22 Sep 1853 d.1935)
8. Arthur Chauncey WORNUM (b.1 Jul 1864)
8. William Alfred WORNUM (b.3 Jan 1866)
8. Frank WORNUM (b.29 Mar 1867)
7. Eliza Nicholson WORNUM (b.6 Nov 1823)
   sp: A BEAZLEY (b.6 Aug 1830)
8. Eliza Wornum BEAZLEY (b.3 Aug 1864 d.1874)
8. Michael Wornum BEAZLEY (b.7 Feb 1866)
8. Margaret Knowles BEAZLEY (b.28 Aug 1867)
7. Roberta Nicholson WORNUM (b.3 Jun 1826)
   sp: Alexander BEAZLEY (b.Abt 1830-Brighton,Sussex,England)
6. George NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1785)
   sp: Helen OSTENS
6. Jonathon Middleton NICHOLSON (b.17 Aug 1787 d.7 Apr 1791)
6. Ralph NICHOLSON Capt. 31st & 17th Regiment Of Foot (b.11 Sep 1789 d.17 Aug 1853-Edinburgh,Scotland)
   sp: Mary WOOD (b.4 Jul 1783 m.20 Jan 1820 d.10 Jul 1828)
7. Elizabeth Wood NICHOLSON (b.20 May 1821 d.19 May 1901)
7. Mary Wood NICHOLSON (b.10 Oct 1822-Thornton Park,N,England d.10 Feb 1895-Sprouston,R,Scotland)
   sp: William M. SMITH (b.1814 m.26 Mar 1846 d.9 Nov 1901-Thornton,Northumberland,England)
8. Mary W. SMITH (b.Abt 1847-Thornton,Northumberland,England)
8. Aaron Y. SMITH (b.Abt 1848-Whitsome,Scotland)
8. Agnes Wallis SMITH (d.1932)
8. William Rotherham SMITH (b.1858 d.1934)
7. Harriet Agnes NICHOLSON (b.11 Jan 1827 d.1903-Hampstead,Middlesex,England)
   sp: Ralph Nicholson WORNUM (b.29 Dec 1812 m.1861 d.1877-London,England)
8. Alfred Harold WORNUM (b.31 Aug 1862) ** Printed on Page 2 **
8. Ethel WORNUM (b.18 Jun 1864) ** Printed on Page 2 **
8. Blanche WORNUM (b.11 Jul 1867) ** Printed on Page 2 **
8. John Ruskin WORNUM (b.28 Jun 1869) ** Printed on Page 2 **
8. George WORNUM ** Printed on Page 2 **
6. Jonathon Middleton NICHOLSON (b.29 May 1791 d.30 Aug 1816-Banenguellse,East Indies)
6. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.Mar 1793 d.16 Jan 1829)
   sp: George BEAZELEY Lt. Gen. R.N. (b.29 Dec 1784 m.29 Sep 1827 d.19 Apr 1875-Hastings,Sussex,England)
7. Catherine Eliza BEAZELEY (b.6 Jan 1829)
6. Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1795 d.1883-Yarm,Yorkshire,England)
   sp: Jonathon MIDDLETON (b.1794-Bonnington,Lanarkshire,Scotland m.9 Dec 1816)
7. Mary MIDDLETON
7. Hodgin MIDDLETON
7. Phillis MIDDLETON
6. James Robert NICHOLSON (b.22 Jul 1797-Thornton,N,England d.22 Sep 1880-Thornton,Northumberland,England)
   sp: Harriet MAKINS (b.27 May 1811-Norham,N,England m.8 Mar 1837 d.22 Nov 1900-Norham,N,England)
7. Mary Katherine NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1838)
   sp: Robert ELMHURST Rev. (b.Abt 1836-Ackworth,Yorkshire,England m.11 Jan 1865)
8. Harriet E. ELMHURST (b.Abt 1867-Knaresbro,Yorkshire,England)
8. Robert James ELMHURST (b.Abt 1868-Knaresbro,Yorkshire,England)
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   sp: Alice BEVAN
8. Mary Cicely ELMHURST (b.Abt 1869-Knaresbro,Yorkshire,England)
8. Charles Bailey ELMHURST (b.Abt 1871-Knaresbro,Yorkshire,England)
8. Anna Frances ELMHURST (b.Abt 1873-Knaresbro,Yorkshire,England)
8. Maud ELMHURST (b.Abt 1875-Knaresbro,Yorkshire,England)
8. William ELMHURST (b.Abt 1876-Knaresbro,Yorkshire,England)
8. Rosa ELMHURST (b.Abt 1878-Farnham,Yorkshire,England)
   sp: CATES Dr.
8. Robin ELMHURST
7. Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1839 d.28 Jun 1921)
7. James NICHOLSON (OF THORNTON) (b.Abt 1840-Norham,N,England d.26 May 1887)
   sp: Christian SMITH (b.1849-Ancroft m.11 Aug 1885 d.8 Nov 1906-Norham,Northumberland,England)
7. Sarah NICHOLSON (the letter writer) (b.Abt 1842 d.13 Jan 1932)
7. Edward NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1843)
   sp: Catherine NAPIER
7. Ralph NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1845 d.23 Aug 1900-Pelham House,Norham,Northumberland,England)
   sp: Ada Flora Irene GISBORNE (b.Abt 1848-Nottingham,England d.1896-Uckfield,East Sussex,England)
8. Irene A.F. NICHOLSON (b.1872-Cheetham,Lancashire,England d.Aft 1890)
7. William NICHOLSON Dr. (b.Abt 1846 d.20 Dec 1894)
7. Harriet NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1848-Norham,Northumberland,England d.18 Aug 1916)
7. Eliza NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1850)
   sp: Thomas WILKINSON (b.Staffordshire,England m.1876)
7. Eleanor Catherine NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1852-Norham,N,England d.12 Oct 1942)
7. Susanna Cicely NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1855 d.30 Nov 1870-Thornton,Northumberland,England)
6. William NICHOLSON (OF LACKAGH, KILDARE) (b.10 Mar 1799 d.24 Jun 1882-Glebe House,Co. Kildare,Ireland)
   sp: Frances Holmes NICHOLSON (b.12 Dec 1797-Norham,N,England m.1824 d.27 Feb 1867-Hazelrigg)
7. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1825 d.11 Mar 1836)
7. Mary Middleton NICHOLSON (b.26 Sep 1826 d.30 Apr 1905-Glebe House,Co. Kildare,Ireland)
7. Ralph NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1828 d.1 Mar 1836)
7. Frances Eleanor NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1829 d.19 Mar 1836)
7. Benjamin NICHOLSON J.P. (b.8 Apr 1831 d.20 Jan 1893)
   sp: Mary Anne Jane SWINTON
8. Jane NICHOLSON (d.Aft 1893)
7. Harriet NICHOLSON (b.16 Sep 1833 d.3 Sep 1900-Glebe House,Co. Kildare,Ireland)
7. William NICHOLSON (b.1835 d.9 Apr 1852)
7. Elizabeth Frances NICHOLSON (b.Oct 1836 d.22 Oct 1922-Portarlington,Ireland)
   sp: Alfred Nicholson WORNUM (b.14 Aug 1814 m.1883 d.1888-Kilburn,London,England)
7. Frances NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1838 d.Jun 1923-Portarlington,Ireland)
7. Isabella NICHOLSON (b.1838 d.19 Dec 1838)
7. Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1840 d.Portarlington,Ireland)
6. Harriet NICHOLSON (b.29 Jan 1801-Norham,Northumberland,England d.13 Nov 1883-Alnwick,N,England)
   sp: William DODDS (b.1798 m.18 Oct 1834 d.16 Sep 1867)
7. Benjamin DODDS (b.1831)
7. Harriet DODDS (b.1833)
7. Frances DODDS (b.1838)
7. Jane DODDS (b.1840)
5. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1755)
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   sp: Rev. George DIXON (m.11 Nov 1779 d.1801)
6. Hannah DIXON
5. Mary NICHOLSON (b.Aug 1757)
5. George NICHOLSON  (OF CASTLEGATE) (b.Abt 1760 d.26 May 1832)
   sp: Jane PROCTOR (b.13 Sep 1763 d.20 Oct 1836)
6. John NICHOLSON (b.5 Aug 1794)
6. George Kerr NICHOLSON  (OF BERWICK/LOANEND) J.P. (b.Abt 1794-London,England d.26 Apr 1867-)
   sp: Grace Friar SIMPSON (b.1804 m.29 Jun 1829 d.2 Mar 1852-Berwick-upon-Tweed,Northumberland)
7. Jane Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.1830 d.1830)
7. George NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1831 d.30 Apr 1857-Middlesex,England)
7. Robert C. NICHOLSON J.P. (b.1834-Loanend,Northumberland,England d.14 Jul 1893)
   sp: Jane ELLIOTT (b.Abt 1839-Rochdale,Yorkshire,England m.1864 d.23 Feb 1885)
8. George Elliott NICHOLSON Lieut. (b.1864-Jersey,Channel Islands d.Abt 1905-Peterborough)
8. Robert Harvey NICHOLSON (b.1868)
8. Mabel Grace Langhorne NICHOLSON (b.1870 d.1870)
8. Cecil Edward Gregson NICHOLSON (b.1870 d.1870)
8. John Henry NICHOLSON (b.1871-Jersey,Channel Islands)
   sp: Cecile CADDING (m.1898 d.5 Feb 1952-Godalming,Surrey,England)
7. James Stephen NICHOLSON Lieut. Col. (b.8 Sep 1836 d.2 Mar 1906-London,England)
   sp: Emma Louise HOUGHTON (b.Mar 1845-Gravesend,Kent,England d.Jun 1899-Sussex,England)
8. Mabel Grace NICHOLSON (b.15 Jun 1875-Hazlemere,B,England d.20 Jun 1935)
   sp: Francis Townshend Cunnynghame HUGHES Lieut. Col. (b.1866 m.Abt 1895 d.1941)
8. Edmund James Houghton NICHOLSON Lieut. Col. (b.17 Apr 1870-Gravesend,K,England d.22 Jun 1955-)
   sp: Anna Beatrice TAYLOR (b.8 Nov 1872 m.22 Apr 1896 d.12 Feb 1940)
7. Proctor NICHOLSON (b.25 Sep 1838-Loanend,N,England d.1 May 1916-Invercargill,New Zealand)
   sp: Isabella JOHNSTONE (m.23 Jun 1863 d.Dec 1903-Invercargill,New Zealand)
8. George Kerr NICHOLSON (b.1864 d.1864)
8. Grace Cicely NICHOLSON (b.1865)
8. William Henry NICHOLSON (b.4 Feb 1867-Mokotua,New Zealand d.4 Jul 1956)
   sp: Ethel Hamilton LILLICRAP (b.17 Oct 1873 m.5 Oct 1904 d.28 Oct 1952)
8. James Proctor NICHOLSON (b.1868 d.14 May 1930-Invercargill,New Zealand)
   sp: Ellison BOURCHIER (b.1879 m.1921 d.4 Jun 1969)
8. Robert Gregson NICHOLSON (b.1874)
8. Jane NICHOLSON (b.1875)
8. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.1876)
   sp: Count VON ROON
8. Cicely Isabella NICHOLSON (b.1877)
7. Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1841 d.Abt 1928-Bournemouth,Hampshire,England)
   sp: John BANNER
7. Ciceley Grace NICHOLSON (b.1843 d.1859-Jersey,Channel Islands)
7. John Simpson NICHOLSON Capt. (b.14 Aug 1845-Loanend,N,England d.10 Sep 1886-B,Hampshire,England)
   sp: Mary RICHARDSON (m.26 Jul 1882)
8. St.John Richardson NICHOLSON Lieut. Col. (b.5 Jul 1883-Bournemouth,H,England d.21 Dec 1953-)
   sp: Mildred Ellen Marie GALGEY (m.26 Feb 1915 d.19 Aug 1979-Grayshott)
8. Winifred Mary NICHOLSON (b.4 Oct 1884-Hampshire,England d.28 Dec 1884)
7. Henry Armstrong NICHOLSON Lieut. Col. (b.22 Feb 1849-B,Northumberland d.13 Oct 1898-TO,L,E,England)
7. Elizabeth NICHOLSON
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7. Eleanor NICHOLSON
6. Proctor NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1795 d.1795)
6. Cicely NICHOLSON (b.14 Nov 1796 d.1891)
   sp: MCGHIE
7. Eleanor MCGHIE OR CHIE
6. Eleanor NICHOLSON (b.7 May 1798 d.Abt 1850)
   sp: John Proctor SANDERSON Naval Com. (m.30 Aug 1822)
7. James Drummond SANDERSON
   sp: UNKNOWN
8. James SANDERSON
7. Jane Proctor SANDERSON
7. Alfred SANDERSON
   sp: J. SOUTER
8. James Souter SANDERSON
8. Alfred Nicholson SANDERSON
8. William Carnegy SANDERSON
8. Annie Carnegy SANDERSON
7. George Robin SANDERSON
7. Mary SANDERSON
5. Margaret NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1761 d.Mar 1770)
5. Robert NICHOLSON  OF THORNTON (b.1762-Northumberland,England d.1792-The Pellew Islands,Pacific Ocean)
   sp: Jacobina NICHOLSON OF LOANEND (d.23 Jul 1786-In Childbirth)
6. George NICHOLSON (b.1782 d.1783)
6. Capt. Alexander NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1784 d.19 Jun 1822-Saughtonhall Asylum,Edinburgh,Scotland)
   sp: Isabella ROBINSON (b.Abt 1789 m.16 Dec 1810 d.20 Jul 1820-Kelso,Borders,Scotland)
7. Frances Jacobina NICHOLSON (b.1815-Ayton,Berwickshire,Scotland d.25 Jul 1881-Edinburgh,Scotland)
   sp: George James CARNEGIE (b.13 May 1806 m.3 Oct 1837 d.20 Dec 1837)
   sp: Hon. William Horatio Bernardo COCHRANE (b.8 Mar 1818-Scotland m.29 Oct 1844 d.6 Feb 1900)
7. Lieut. Robert NICHOLSON (b.2 Nov 1819-Kelso,Borders,Scotland d.25 Dec 1871-Quex Park,B,Kent,England)
   sp: Louisa Frances JEAN (b.17 Oct 1808-Jersey,Channel Islands m.19 Dec 1839 d.1862)
8. Unnamed NICHOLSON (b.30 Sep 1841-Dinapore,Bengal,India)
8. Frances Louisa NICHOLSON (b.18 Jul 1842-Dinapore,Bengal,India)
8. Jane Isabella NICHOLSON (b.18 Jul 1842-Dinapore,Bengal,India d.18 Aug 1843-Kamptee,Bombay,India)
8. Frank Villeneuve NICHOLSON (b.2 Aug 1843-Kamptee,Madras,India d.22 Dec 1898-B,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Saranna NORTH (b.29 Mar 1852-Wivenhoe,Fernvale,Qld. Australia m.4 May 1872 d.21 Jul 1933-)
8. Robert Alexander NICHOLSON (b.7 Dec 1844-Kamptee,Bombay,India d.1906-Weston Turvill,B,England)
   sp: Sarah Phillis ALDOUS (b.Abt 1845-Bloomsbury,London,England m.15 Oct 1866 d.Aft 1900)
8. Charles Lindsay NICHOLSON (b.28 Sep 1846 d.15 Mar 1847-London,England)
   sp: Elizabeth CHAMBERS (NEE DICKERSON) (b.Abt 1835-Fritton,N,N,England m.2 Feb 1863 d.Aft 1890)
6. Robert NICHOLSON Capt.86th Regiment (b.30 Jun 1786-Norham,N,England d.1814-Madras,India)
   sp: UNKNOWN
7. Maria Jacobina NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1809-India d.Bef 1834)
5. James NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1764 d.Drowned (in Navy?))
5. Joseph NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1766)
   sp: Isabella CRAWFORD
6. Eleanor NICHOLSON (b.21 Mar 1789-Berwick-upon-Tweed,Northumberland)
6. Isabella NICHOLSON (b.3 Jul 1790-Berwick-upon-Tweed,Northumberland)
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6. Mary NICHOLSON
6. Elizabeth NICHOLSON
6. George NICHOLSON (b.6 Jan 1797-Gateshead,Durham,England)
6. Joseph NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1800)
6. Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1800)
6. John NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1803)
6. William NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1805)
5. Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1767)
5. John NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1768 d.9 Jun 1769)
5. William NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1770 d.30 Sep 1771)
5. Benjamin NICHOLSON (OF BERWICK) (b.Abt 1773 d.1847-Ravensdowne)
   sp: Elizabeth ROBINSON (b.Abt 1773-Newcastle,England m.8 Nov 1796 d.3 Feb 1844)
6. Frances Holmes NICHOLSON (b.12 Dec 1797-Norham,N,England d.27 Feb 1867-Hazelrigg)
   sp: William NICHOLSON (OF LACKAGH, KILDARE) (b.10 Mar 1799 m.1824 d.24 Jun 1882-GH,CK,Ireland)
7. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1825 d.11 Mar 1836) ** Printed on Page 4 **
7. Mary Middleton NICHOLSON (b.26 Sep 1826 d.30 Apr 1905-Glebe House,CK,Ireland) ** Printed on Page 4 **
7. Ralph NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1828 d.1 Mar 1836) ** Printed on Page 4 **
7. Frances Eleanor NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1829 d.19 Mar 1836) ** Printed on Page 4 **
7. Benjamin NICHOLSON J.P. (b.8 Apr 1831 d.20 Jan 1893) ** Printed on Page 4 **
7. Harriet NICHOLSON (b.16 Sep 1833 d.3 Sep 1900-Glebe House,Co. Kildare,Ireland) ** Printed on Page 4 **
7. William NICHOLSON (b.1835 d.9 Apr 1852) ** Printed on Page 4 **
7. Elizabeth Frances NICHOLSON (b.Oct 1836 d.22 Oct 1922-Portarlington,Ireland) ** Printed on Page 4 **
7. Frances NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1838 d.Jun 1923-Portarlington,Ireland) ** Printed on Page 4 **
7. Isabella NICHOLSON (b.1838 d.19 Dec 1838) ** Printed on Page 4 **
7. Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1840 d.Portarlington,Ireland) ** Printed on Page 4 **
6. Eleanor NICHOLSON (b.16 Feb 1800 d.7 Jan 1828)
   sp: D. MURRAY
6. George NICHOLSON (b.29 Nov 1801)
6. Elizabeth Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1803)
   sp: RADCLIFFE
6. Benjamin Alexander Robert NICHOLSON Dr. (b.2 May 1805-B,Northumberland d.1 Mar 1854-Hyderabad,S,Pakistan)
   sp: Catherine Nicholson WORNUM (b.5 Mar 1811 m.28 Jun 1838 d.Abt 1862)
7. Beresford Alexander Robert NICHOLSON (b.26 Oct 1840-Surat,India d.1866-) ** Printed on Page 2 **
7. Alfred Wornum William NICHOLSON (b.1842-India) ** Printed on Page 2 **
6. George NICHOLSON (b.10 May 1807 d.1837-Malta,on deck of HMS Asia)
6. John Robinson NICHOLSON (b.1 Oct 1809 d.1829)
6. Mary NICHOLSON (b.1812)
   sp: Rev. CHRISTIE (m.1837)
6. Ralph James NICHOLSON (b.1815-Berwick-upon-Tweed,Northumberland d.30 Dec 1890-Edgware,M,England)
   sp: Eleanor Stothard SADLER (b.Abt 1831-London,England d.8 Sep 1888)
7. Catherine Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.1851-Campden Town,London,England)
7. Ralph James Bernard NICHOLSON (b.22 Dec 1852)
7. Helen Belinda NICHOLSON (b.1 Oct 1855)
7. Mary Wornum NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1857)
7. Elizabeth Robinson NICHOLSON (b.1859 d.1859)
7. William NICHOLSON (b.1859 d.1859)
7. Frances C. NICHOLSON
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6. Isabella Jacobina NICHOLSON (b.1820 d.1862)
   sp: WOODCOCK
5. Thomas NICHOLSON (b.19 Mar 1776-Norham,Northumberland,England)
   sp: UNKNOWN
6. George NICHOLSON
6. Thomas NICHOLSON
6. Eleanor NICHOLSON
6. Elizabeth NICHOLSON
6. Mary NICHOLSON
4. Robert NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1722-Northumberland,England d.1795)
4. Sarah NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1726-Northumberland,England)
4. Isabel NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1728-Northumberland,England)
3. Robert NICHOLSON Of Loanend (b.Abt 1688 d.29 Jan 1721)
   sp: Elizabeth NICOLSON (b.Abt 1688 m.1711 d.27 Oct 1767)
4. George NICHOLSON (OF LOANEND) (b.Abt 1713 d.18 Mar 1777)
   sp: Grace FRIAR (b.Abt 1724 m.16 Dec 1751 d.8 Jun 1810)
5. Robert NICHOLSON (OF LOANEND) (b.9 Aug 1752-Norham,N,England d.10 Jul 1834)
5. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.12 Apr 1754-Norham,Northumberland,England d.Sep 1835-Loanend,Northumberland,England)
   sp: George DIXON Rev. (m.11 Nov 1779 d.1801)
5. Mary NICHOLSON (b.24 Oct 1756-Norham,Northumberland,England d.1759)
   sp: UNKNOWN
5. James NICHOLSON (b.12 Feb 1759 d.1833-U.S.A.)
5. Margaret NICHOLSON (b.26 Jul 1761 d.30 Mar 1790-Norham,Northumberland,England)
5. Mary NICHOLSON (b.3 Jun 1764-Norham,Northumberland,England d.5 May 1848)
   sp: James WHITE (m.19 Aug 1806 d.15 Aug 1832)
6. Mary WHITE (b.1808 d.1845)
   sp: John MACKIE (m.1834 d.1863/1864)
7. James White MACKIE (b.1835 d.1863)
7. Mary MACKIE (b.1837 d.1888)
7. William MACKIE
7. William MACKIE (b.1841 d.Abt 1912)
   sp: I. WALKER
8. George MACKIE Capt.
8. Edward MACKIE
8. Mary MACKIE
8. Violet MACKIE
8. Lillian Mary MACKIE (b.1877)
7. Agnes MACKIE (b.1844 d.Abt 1912)
7. Nicholson MACKIE
7. Agnes Jane MACKIE
6. Grace Anne WHITE (b.13 Jun 1811 d.1880-Norham,Northumberland,England)
   sp: David YOUNG
7. Helen YOUNG (b.1833 d.1887-Edinburgh,Scotland)
   sp: Thomas PINKERTON (b.Abt 1808 m.1856)
8. Rachel PINKERTON
8. Thomas PINKERTON
8. David PINKERTON
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   sp: George SMITH (b.1811 m.1839 d.1869)
7. Mary SMITH
7. George SMITH (b.1839 d.1867)
7. James White SMITH (b.1842 d.1889)
7. John SMITH (b.1844 d.Abt 1851)
7. Robert Nicholson SMITH (b.1845 d.1848)
7. Mary White SMITH (b.1848 d.1851)
7. Christian SMITH (b.1849-Ancroft d.8 Nov 1906-Norham,Northumberland,England)
   sp: James NICHOLSON (OF THORNTON) (b.Abt 1840-Norham,N,England m.11 Aug 1885 d.26 May 1887)
7. Robert SMITH
7. John SMITH (b.1854 d.1896)
5. Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1767-Norham,Northumberland,England d.14 Dec 1845)
   sp: George SIMPSON (m.1802)
6. Jane Nicholson SIMPSON (b.1802 d.1813)
6. Grace Friar SIMPSON (b.1804 d.2 Mar 1852-Berwick-upon-Tweed,Northumberland)
   sp: George Kerr NICHOLSON  (OF BERWICK/LOANEND) J.P. (b.Abt 1794-,Eng m.29 Jun 1829 d.26 Apr 1867-)
7. Jane Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.1830 d.1830) ** Printed on Page 5 **
7. George NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1831 d.30 Apr 1857-Middlesex,England) ** Printed on Page 5 **
7. Robert C. NICHOLSON J.P. (b.1834-Loanend,Northumberland,England d.14 Jul 1893) ** Printed on Page 5 **
7. James Stephen NICHOLSON Lieut. Col. (b.8 Sep 1836 d.2 Mar 1906-London,England) ** Printed on Page 5 **
7. Proctor NICHOLSON (b.25 Sep 1838-Loanend,N,England d.1 May 1916-,New Zealand) ** Printed on Page 5 **
7. Jane NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1841 d.Abt 1928-Bournemouth,Hampshire,England) ** Printed on Page 5 **
7. Ciceley Grace NICHOLSON (b.1843 d.1859-Jersey,Channel Islands) ** Printed on Page 5 **
7. John Simpson NICHOLSON Capt. (b.14 Aug 1845-Loanend,N,England d.10 Sep 1886-) ** Printed on Page 5 **
7. Henry Armstrong NICHOLSON Lieut. Col. (b.22 Feb 1849-,Northumbe d.13 Oct 1898-) ** Printed on Page 5 **
7. Elizabeth NICHOLSON ** Printed on Page 5 **
7. Eleanor NICHOLSON ** Printed on Page 6 **
6. George Nicholson SIMPSON (b.1806 d.8 Jul 1855)
6. Robert SIMPSON (b.1811 d.Abt 1834)
4. Mary NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1714 d.1799)
   sp: James THOMSON
4. Alexander NICHOLSON  Of Edinburgh/Loanend (b.1 Feb 1715-Norham,N,England d.Jun 1781-Edinburgh,Scotland)
   sp: Margaret MURRAY (m.19 Jan 1746 d.15 Sep 1772-Edinburgh,Scotland)
5. Robert NICHOLSON Lieut. Gen. (b.2 Dec 1741-Edinburgh,Scotland d.3 Jul 1821-York Place,Marylebone,London,England)
   sp: Mrs Judith BROWNE (b.Abt 1760 m.May 1805 d.14 Sep 1841-London,England)
5. Jane NICHOLSON (b.1747 d.29 Jan 1801)
   sp: Thomas MCINNES (b.1747 m.18 Sep 1778 d.31 Jan 1795)
6. Capt. Alexander NICHOLSON (FORMERLY MCINNES) (b.31 Aug 1779-Edinburgh,Scotland d.9 Feb 1862-)
   sp: Cecilia INNES (b.3 Feb 1788 m.13 Jun 1812 d.4 Jul 1842-Suffolk,England)
7. Anne-Margaret NICHOLSON (b.1814)
   sp: Henry BROWNE-LONGE Rev. (m.1836)
8. Cecilia LONGE
8. Jane LONGE
8. Louisa-Roberta LONGE
7. Jane NICHOLSON (b.1817)
   sp: Henry Frederick ALSTON (m.29 Oct 1839)
8. Cecilia-Roberta ALSTON
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8. Eleanor-Bruce ALSTON
7. Robert McInnes NICHOLSON (b.1819)
7. Cecilia Roberta NICHOLSON (b.1821 d.Aft 1834)
7. Eleanor Bruce NICHOLSON (b.1822 d.Aft 1834)
7. Robert NICHOLSON (b.1824)
6. Robert MCINNES (b.14 Jul 1781 d.1782)
6. Margaret Murray MCINNES (b.1781 d.1782)
6. Jacobina MCINNES (d.1788)
5. Jacobina NICHOLSON OF LOANEND (d.23 Jul 1786-In Childbirth)
   sp: Robert NICHOLSON  OF THORNTON (b.1762-Northumberland,England d.1792-The Pellew Islands,Pacific Ocean)
6. George NICHOLSON (b.1782 d.1783) ** Printed on Page 6 **
6. Capt. Alexander NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1784 d.19 Jun 1822-Saughtonhall Asylum,E,Scotland) ** Printed on Page 6 **
6. Robert NICHOLSON Capt.86th Regiment (b.30 Jun 1786-Norham,N,England d.1814-) ** Printed on Page 6 **
5. Charles NICHOLSON
5. Elizabeth NICHOLSON
5. Mary NICHOLSON
5. Alexander NICHOLSON (b.2 Feb 1758-Edinburgh,Scotland d.Aft 1771)
4. Robert NICHOLSON (OF BERWICK) (b.Abt 1715 d.1787-Londonderry)
   sp: Mary LEE (m.3 Sep 1746)
5. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1748 d.1790)
5. Robert NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1750)
5. Ann NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1752)
5. Margaret NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1752)
5. Mary NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1754)
5. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1757 d.1790)
5. Robert NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1759 d.1777-Drowned)
5. John NICHOLSON (b.30 Jun 1760-Berwick-upon-Tweed,Northumberland d.18 Jan 1848)
   sp: Everina SCOTT (b.Abt 1769 m.2 Aug 1787 d.27 Feb 1812)
6. John Lee NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1790 d.13 Feb 1797)
6. Isabella NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1791 d.21 Mar 1793)
6. John Harvey NICHOLSON J.P. (b.1 Jan 1795 d.11 Mar 1865)
   sp: Isabella Maria HARVEY (b.Abt 1803 m.24 Nov 1824 d.6 Dec 1870)
7. Isabella NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1829 d.5 May 1845)
7. John NICHOLSON (b.Abt Oct 1829 d.16 May 1846)
7. Robert NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1832 d.11 Dec 1851)
7. Maria NICHOLSON (d.2 Oct 1834)
7. Everina NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1834 d.10 Jun 1849)
7. Maria NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1836 d.27 Oct 1843)
7. Harvey NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1839 d.11 Feb 1853)
7. Alexander NICHOLSON (b.Abt Apr 1844 d.24 Jan 1846)
6. Robert NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1800 d.29 Jul 1825)
6. Everina NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1808 d.4 Aug 1817)
4. James NICHOLSON (b.1717 d.1737-Tweed River,Northumberland,England)
4. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1717 d.20 Dec 1720)
4. Margaret NICHOLSON (b.1721)
   sp: Robert ROBSON (b.Bramford,Northumberland,England m.30 Sep 1742)
5. Richard ROBSON
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   sp: KILHAM
6. Anne ROBSON
   sp: FOSTER
   sp: R. COCKAYNE Dr.
6. John ROBSON
6. Thomas ROBSON
6. Margaret ROBSON (b.1772 d.1860)
   sp: TAIT
6. Hannah ROBSON
6. Richard ROBSON (d.1850)
6. George Henry ROBSON
6. Elizabeth ROBSON
5. George ROBSON
   sp: UNKNOWN
6. Elizabeth ROBSON
5. Hannah ROBSON
5. Robert ROBSON
5. Elizabeth ROBSON (b.22 Jun 1746-Henley On Thames,Oxfordshire,England d.1835-Wigmore,London,England)
   sp: Robert WORNUM (b.1738-Henley On Thames,Oxfordshire,England m.26 Feb 1778 d.1815-Wigmore,L,England)
6. Elizabeth Nicholson WORNUM (b.27 Jun 1778 d.1854)
6. Mary Ann Nicholson WORNUM (b.22 Oct 1779 d.1859)
6. Frances Nicholson WORNUM (b.22 Oct 1779)
6. Robert Nicholson WORNUM (b.1 Oct 1780-Hanover,London,England d.29 Sep 1852-Camden Town,L,England)
   sp: Catherine NICHOLSON (b.10 Jun 1784-Thornton,Northumberland,England m.9 May 1810 d.29 Aug 1856-)
7. Catherine Nicholson WORNUM (b.5 Mar 1811 d.Abt 1862) ** Printed on Page 2 **
7. Ralph Nicholson WORNUM (b.29 Dec 1812 d.1877-London,England) ** Printed on Page 2 **
7. Alfred Nicholson WORNUM (b.14 Aug 1814 d.1888-Kilburn,London,England) ** Printed on Page 2 **
7. Mary Nicholson WORNUM (b.8 Mar 1816 d.1850) ** Printed on Page 2 **
7. Robert Nicholson WORNUM (b.1817 d.1817) ** Printed on Page 2 **
7. Herbert Nicholson WORNUM (b.16 Jun 1819 d.1845) ** Printed on Page 2 **
7. Conrad Nicholson WORNUM (b.2 Jul 1821 d.Mar 1902) ** Printed on Page 2 **
7. Eliza Nicholson WORNUM (b.6 Nov 1823) ** Printed on Page 3 **
7. Roberta Nicholson WORNUM (b.3 Jun 1826) ** Printed on Page 3 **
6. Catherine Goldpap WORNUM (b.6 Nov 1782 u.West Nimba,Liberia)
   sp: George GILL Dr.
7. Mary Anne GILL
7. Catherine Elizabeth GILL
7. Margaret GILL
6. Sarah Nicholson WORNUM (b.20 Jan 1784 d.17 Nov 1803)
6. Col. John Robson WORNUM (b.13 Mar 1786 d.24 Aug 1857)
5. John ROBSON
5. Margaret ROBSON
   sp: JOHNSON
6. John JOHNSON
6. Margaret JOHNSON
   sp: George STAMP
7. Margaret Georgina STAMP
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   sp: Elias JOHNSTON Dr.
8. William JOHNSTON
5. Alexander ROBSON
5. Mary ROBSON
3. Joseph NICHOLSON (OF NORTH CHARLTON)
3. James NICHOLSON (d.24 Aug 1764)
   sp: Rebecca WARD (m.4 Oct 1722 d.20 Nov 1748)
4. James NICHOLSON (b.1723 d.18 Mar 1728)
4. Edward NICHOLSON
4. Elizabeth NICHOLSON
4. Alice NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1726 d.Aft 1788)
3. Elizabeth NICHOLSON (d.Bef 1729)
3. Margaret NICHOLSON
   sp: PATTERSON
2. Robert NICHOLSON
2. Ralph NICHOLSON
2. Beele NICHOLSON
2. William NICHOLSON (b.1604-Berwick-upon-Tweed,Northumberland d.1690-Northumberland,England)
   sp: Anne (d.1681)
3. Margaret NICHOLSON
3. Eleanor NICHOLSON
3. Mary NICHOLSON
3. Anne NICHOLSON
3. Elizabeth NICHOLSON
3. Joseph NICHOLSON
3. William NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1666 d.1719-U.S.A.)
Appendix II - George Nicholson of Loanend down to Frank Villeneuve Nicholson (1655 to 1898)
Direct Descent Line
Compiled by Kaye Mobsby - Sept 2015
George
NICHOLSON
D: 21 Apr 1655
Eleanor
D: 22 Jul 1659
George
NICHOLSON 
Of Loanend
B: 1641
Loanend, Northumberland, England
M: Norham, N, England
D: 26 Jun 1727
Loanend, Northumberland, England
Mary
B: Abt 1639
D: 6 Dec 1704
Robert
NICHOLSON
Of Loanend
B: Abt 1688
M: 1711
D: 29 Jan 1721
Elizabeth
NICOLSON
B: Abt 1688
D: 27 Oct 1767
Alexander
NICHOLSON 
Of Edinburgh/Loanend
B: 1 Feb 1715
Norham, Northumberland, England
M: 19 Jan 1746
D: Jun 1781
Edinburgh, Scotland
Margaret
MURRAY
D: 15 Sep 1772
Edinburgh, Scotland
Jacobina
NICHOLSON
OF LOANEND
D: 23 Jul 1786
In Childbirth
Robert
NICHOLSON 
OF THORNTON
B: 1762
Northumberland, England
D: 1792
The Pellew Islands, Pacific Ocean
Capt. Alexander
NICHOLSON
B: Abt 1784
M: 16 Dec 1810
Eyemouth, Berwick, N, England
D: 1823
Morningside Asylum, E, Scotland
Isabella
ROBINSON
B: Abt 1789
D: 20 Jul 1820
Kelso, Borders, Scotland
Lieut. Robert
NICHOLSON
B: 2 Nov 1819
Kelso, Borders, Scotland
M: 19 Dec 1839
Chinsurah, Bengal, India
D: 25 Dec 1871
Quex Park, Birchington, K, England
Louisa Frances
JEAN
B: 17 Oct 1808
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1862
Frank Villeneuve
NICHOLSON
B: 2 Aug 1843
Kamptee, Madras, India
D: 22 Dec 1898
Brisbane, Qld, Australia
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1. Frank Villeneuve NICHOLSON (b.2 Aug 1843-Kamptee,Madras,India d.22 Dec 1898-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Saranna NORTH (b.29 Mar 1852-Wivenhoe,Fernvale,Qld. Australia m.4 May 1872 d.21 Jul 1933-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
2. Louisa Frances NICHOLSON (b.24 Nov 1872-Sydney,N.S.W. Australia d.31 Jul 1959-Nanango,Qld. Australia)
   sp: Robert St. Ringan (known as Ringan) MCMICKING (b.2 Nov 1871-Melbourne,Victoria,Australia m.15 Dec 1903 d.28 Jul 1943-)
3. Francis de Villeneuve St. Ninian MCMICKING (b.22 Oct 1904-Brisbane,Qld,Australia d.8 Jan 1938-Tarwin Meadows,Vic,Australia)
3. Jean Helen MCMICKING (b.16 Aug 1911-Wagga Wagga,N.S.W. Australia d.24 Feb 1992-Milton,N.S.W. Australia)
   sp: Allan Carswell WYLIE (b.14 Dec 1899 m.30 Mar 1940 d.26 Jul 1973-Goulburn,N.S.W. Australia)
4. Robert Frank McMicking WYLIE (b.16 Jun 1943-Kingaroy,Qld. Australia)
   sp: Margaret Ann WINTERBOTHAM (b.3 Jul 1946 m.Dec 1967)
5. Penelope Jane WYLIE (b.19 Apr 1969)
   sp: Keith MCBEAN
5. Allan John Robert WYLIE (b.7 Mar 1972)
   sp: Lesley DOWLING
6. Cecilia May WYLIE (b.Abt 2001)
6. Hamish WYLIE (b.Abt 2004)
   sp: Lurline Jean PASCOE (NEE SCHULZ) (b.27 Jul 1941 m.18 Jun 1983)
4. Mary Maitland WYLIE (b.7 May 1950)
   sp: Peter ATKINSON
5. James Arthur ATKINSON
   sp: Liv (Olivia)
5. Philipp Ross ATKINSON
2. Maude Eliza NICHOLSON (b.17 May 1874-Fernie Lawn,West Moreton,Qld. Australia d.20 Oct 1951)
   sp: Arthur Henry HAVARD (b.1870 m.18 Apr 1900 d.12 Sep 1901)
3. Arthur Francis William HAVARD (b.3 Jul 1901 d.Abt 2002)
   sp: Rothes SMITH (b.5 Feb 1906 m.Nov 1939 d.25 Apr 1996)
   sp: Thomas William MCMICKING (b.11 Nov 1873 m.23 Jun 1906 d.22 Dec 1934)
3. Burnett Villeneuve MCMICKING (b.5 Nov 1907-Bowra,near Albury,N.S.W. Australia d.7 Jan 2000)
   sp: Antoinette Tremayne ANDREWS (m.19 Aug 1942)
4. Merren Ruth MCMICKING (b.3 Jun 1943-Geelong,Victoria,Australia)
   sp: Ian THOMLINSON (m.1966)
5. Murray Burnett THOMLINSON (b.11 Oct 1974-Nairobi,Africa)
   sp: Felicity BOAG
6. Alexandra Stephanie THOMLINSON (b.Abt 2006)
6. Hamish Burnett THOMLINSON (b.Aug 2009)
3. Thomas Hamilton MCMICKING (b.1 Aug 1909 d.22 Dec 1987)
   sp: Joan Austin COOPE (NEE LAMB) (m.1955)
3. Eleanor Maude MCMICKING (b.18 Dec 1911-Yerong Creek,N.S.W.,Australia d.22 Jan 2011-Albury,N.S.W.,Australia)
   sp: Alston WALLACE (m.18 Nov 1936)
4. John David Alston WALLACE (b.27 Oct 1937)
   sp: Joan Patricia MARGETTS (m.1970)
5. Andrew WALLACE
5. Sophia WALLACE
5. Skye WALLACE
4. Elizabeth Nell Alston WALLACE (b.6 Jan 1940)
   sp: Ronald James MCLAURIN (m.1966)
2. Saranna Jean NICHOLSON (b.19 Jun 1875-Noogoora,Qld,Australia d.31 Jan 1954-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Walter Evan CAMERON (m.28 Nov 1900 d.1947-Sydney,Australia)
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2. Robert (Robin) Dundas Pierce NICHOLSON (b.17 Feb 1877-Villeneuve,Via Kilcoy,Qld,Australia d.14 Mar 1919-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Amy Janet FLOWER (b.13 Aug 1885-Kangaroo Point,Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.10 Feb 1909 d.28 Dec 1958-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
3. Jean Flower NICHOLSON (b.15 Apr 1914 d.Aug 2005)
   sp: Maurice Grant (Tim) BOYDELL (m.8 Nov 1939)
4. Sydney Grant BOYDELL (b.21 May 1946-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Frances Mary WALLACE (m.30 Sep 1979)
5. Lucy Margaret BOYDELL (b.7 May 1985)
   sp: Bradley John WATSON (m.4 Jan 2009)
5. Iain Wallace BOYDELL (b.12 Jun 1987)
4. Katherine Grant BOYDELL (b.Jan 1948-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Andrew BUCHANAN
5. Georgia BUCHANAN (b.24 Jul 1981)
   sp: Daniel O'HARA
6. Annabel O'HARA
6. Frederick O'HARA
5. Margaret Saranna BUCHANAN (b.28 Sep 1983)
4. Ruth Janet Grant BOYDELL (b.1949-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Peter Godfrey MCMULLIN
5. Charles Ian MCMULLIN (b.3 Apr 1984)
5. Patrick Robert MCMULLIN (b.15 Feb 1986)
5. Benjamin Peter MCMULLIN (b.15 Sep 1990)
3. Marjorie (Tiggy) NICHOLSON (b.4 Apr 1916-Augathella,Qld,Australia d.Dec 1993-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Robin Espie DODS (m.27 Apr 1939 d.1988)
4. Susan Espie DODS (b.21 Jan 1940-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Anthony BLUE Dr.
5. Lucinda BLUE
5. Christopher BLUE
5. James BLUE
4. (Robin) Espie DODS (b.27 Nov 1945-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
3. Sally NICHOLSON (b.6 Feb 1918-Augathella,Qld,Australia d.12 Jun 1992-Southport,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Hugh Frederick HEUSSLER (b.21 Sep 1904-Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.6 Feb 1946 d.28 Jan 2006-Southport,Qld,Australia)
4. Robert Christian HEUSSLER (b.31 Jan 1947-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
4. David Nicholson HEUSSLER Rev. (b.8 Jul 1948-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Kay LEON (b.13 Aug 1957/1958-South Africa m.15 Dec 1979)
5. John Christian HEUSSLER (b.10 May 1983-Kempsey,N.S.W. Australia)
5. Patricia Kay HEUSSLER (b.16 Jan 1986-Ballina,N.S.W. Australia)
5. Leon David HEUSSLER (b.13 Mar 1990-South Australia)
5. Robert William HEUSSLER (b.Aft 1990-South Australia)
4. William Westgarth HEUSSLER (b.9 Feb 1951-Barcaldine,Qld. Australia)
   sp: Elizabeth Anne KAYSER (b.9 Mar 1957-Minneapolis,U.S.A. m.27 May 1982)
5. Bridget Kathryn HEUSSLER (b.8 Aug 1983-Minneapolis,U.S.A.)
5. Alison Margaret HEUSSLER (b.10 Mar 1987-Minneapolis,U.S.A.)
5. Peter James HEUSSLER (b.29 Aug 1988-Minneapolis,U.S.A.)
2. Frank Villenueve NICHOLSON (b.15 Oct 1878-Villeneuve,Via Kilcoy,Qld,Australia d.30 Aug 1972-Rose Bay,Sydney,Australia)
   sp: Beatrice Beryl BLACK (b.Abt 1889 m.11 Jan 1911 d.11 Jul 1971-Rose Bay,Sydney,Australia)
3. Frank Villenueve (Bill) NICHOLSON (b.4 Nov 1911-Orange,N.S.W. Australia d.27 May 1992-Wollstonecraft,Sydney,Australia)
3. John Villeneuve NICHOLSON (b.11 Nov 1914-Brisbane,Qld,Australia d.3 Jul 1992-Umina,N.S.W. Australia)
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   sp: Betty HOSKING (b.6 Aug 1921 m.1945d.Gympie,Qld. Australia)
4. Robin Villeneuve NICHOLSON (b.3 Oct 1946-Sydney,Australia)
   sp: Helen Anne CARTER (m.1953 d.26 May 2000-Umina,N.S.W. Australia)
4. Penelope NICHOLSON (b.23 Dec 1954)
   sp: Wayne FISHER (b.27 Apr 1954)
4. Timothy John Villeneuve NICHOLSON (b.12 May 1956 d.29 Aug 2001)
   sp: Wendy FLOOD
5. Emilie NICHOLSON (b.25 Dec 1984)
5. Sophie NICHOLSON (b.20 May 1987)
4. Frank Villeneuve NICHOLSON
   sp: Donna
5. Jake NICHOLSON (b.5 Aug 1992)
5. Harrison NICHOLSON (b.21 Sep 1995)
2. Ruth North NICHOLSON (b.24 Jan 1881-Fernie Lawn,West Moreton,Qld. Australia d.18 Jan 1963-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: David HAMILTON (m.14 Sep 1904 d.23 Dec 1924-Sydney,Australia)
2. Frederick Charles NICHOLSON (b.19 Apr 1885-Villeneuve,Via Kilcoy,Qld,Australia d.11 Nov 1975-Southport,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Ann Emily Liddiard (Daisy) MORISSET (b.17 Sep 1883-Townsville,Q,Australia m.10 Nov 1906 d.24 Apr 1955-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
3. Fay NICHOLSON (b.23 Jul 1908-South Brisbane,Qld. Australia d.11 Feb 1976-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
3. Doris Morisset (Bebe) NICHOLSON (b.5 Mar 1910-Beaudesert,Qld,Australia d.26 Jan 2000-Southport,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Allan Ernest Duckett WHITE (b.26 Feb 1909-Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.19 Jan 1935(div) d.1 Jul 1986-Eagleby,nB,Qld. Australia)
4. Peter Nicholson Duckett WHITE Lieut. Col. (b.19 Jan 1936 d.13 Feb 2005-Southport,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Shirley Estelle MACE (b.5 Feb 1938-Rockhampton,Qld,Australia m.27 Aug 1960)
5. Kylie Ann WHITE (b.28 Jul 1963-Canberra,Australia)
   sp: Kevin Tobias BRESLIN (b.28 Mar 1952-London,England m.24 Jun 1989)
6. Joely Hope BRESLIN (b.1 Aug 2003-London,England)
5. Nigel William Duckett WHITE (b.4 Oct 1965-Rockhampton,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Naomi Elise DODDS (b.18 Jun 1968-Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.23 Sep 1995)
6. Declan Stuart Duckett WHITE (b.31 Jul 2000-Sydney,Australia)
6. Imogen Elise WHITE (b.11 May 2004-Hong Kong)
4. Michael William Duckett WHITE Dr. (b.30 Nov 1939-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Margaret Jean BRODERICK (b.4 Jun 1943-Adelaide,South Australia m.19 Sep 1970)
5. Justin Broderick Duckett WHITE (b.29 May 1973-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Jessica Naomi Alice HARVEY (b.15 Apr 1985-Petersborough,Near Lakefield,Ontario,Canada m.20 Jun 2009)
6. William Wilson Duckett WHITE (b.5 Nov 2014-Chicago,USA)
5. Dominic Broderick Duckett WHITE (b.21 Nov 1974-Brisbane,Qld,Australia d.1 Dec 1974-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
5. Sophia Broderick Duckett WHITE (b.19 Dec 1975-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Mark Davenport HILL (b.30 Aug 1960-Adelaide,South Australia m.5 May 2007)
6. Christopher Davenport Duckett HILL (b.14 Jan 2009-Canberra,Australia)
5. Alexander Broderick Duckett WHITE (b.16 Oct 1978-Brisbane,Qld. Australia)
   sp: Joanne Deborah STUMER (b.25 Apr 1980-Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.10 Sep 2005)
6. Caspian Robert Duckett WHITE (b.24 Jun 2014-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
4. John Ernest Duckett WHITE Major (b.25 Nov 1941-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Mary Anne MORRISON (m.25 Jul 1964(div))
5. Sean Thomas Duckett WHITE (b.16 Sep 1965-Rosebud,Victoria,Australia d.14 Jun 1992-North Queensland,Australia)
   sp: Miriam CURR (b.22 Jun 1963-Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.1990)
5. Mark William Duckett WHITE (b.12 Jan 1970)
   sp: Kari Jane LYALL (b.11 Aug 1968-Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.17 Aug 2002)
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6. Maddie Jean Duckett WHITE (b.7 Aug 2004-Melbourne,Victoria,Australia)
6. Jake Thomas Duckett WHITE (b.21 Jul 2007-Beijing,China)
5. Elizabeth Megan Duckett WHITE (b.7 Oct 1971)
   sp: UNKNOWN
6. Ariella Catherine WHITE (b.26 Dec 2006-Melbourne,Victoria,Australia)
5. Robin Bruce Duckett WHITE (b.7 Oct 1971)
   sp: Michelle SIMPSON (b.14 Nov 1978 m.17 Feb 2007)
6. CoCo Helen Simpson WHITE (b.3 Nov 2009)
6. Felix Sean Simpson WHITE (b.22 Feb 2012)
6. Fergus Morrison Simpson WHITE (b.26 Feb 2015)
   sp: Deborah Therese CAMDEN (b.10 Apr 1959 m.10 Jan 1993)
5. Samuel Camden Duckett WHITE (b.5 Jul 1994-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
5. Gabrielle Camden Duckett WHITE (b.14 Nov 1996-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
3. Frederick Morisset (Derick) NICHOLSON (b.11 Sep 1911-Brisbane,Qld,Australia d.8 Dec 1991-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Annis Gwen MATHEWSON (b.30 Nov 1914 m.27 Apr 1938 d.24 Oct 2009-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
4. Robin Ann NICHOLSON (b.23 Jan 1940)
   sp: Thomas Peter Ferrari RHIND (b.7 Nov 1945 m.26 Apr 1973)
5. Thomas James Nicholson RHIND (b.7 Jan 1975)
   sp: Southgate AMBER (m.2012)
6. Elliott RHIND
5. Katherine Ann Nicholson RHIND (b.4 Nov 1976)
5. William Robert Nicholson RHIND (b.4 Nov 1976)
4. Janis Lynne NICHOLSON (b.6 Jun 1941)
   sp: Hamilton HARVEY SUTTON (b.1930 m.12 Aug 1973)
5. Georgia HARVEY SUTTON (b.21 Jul 1974)
5. Cameron James HARVEY SUTTON (b.18 Apr 1977)
4. Derek (Dj) John Villeneuve NICHOLSON (b.18 Oct 1942)
   sp: Marianne (Mez) Laird STEWART (b.21 Jun 1943 m.27 Dec 1969)
5. Emma-Kate Laird NICHOLSON (b.17 Mar 1971)
5. Derek Charles Patrick NICHOLSON (b.12 Dec 1973)
   sp: Natalie Jane BRIEN (b.4 Oct 1973 m.2003)
6. Oliver Swinn NICHOLSON (b.26 Oct 2005)
6. Hugo John NICHOLSON (b.25 May 2008)
5. Alice Laird NICHOLSON (b.21 Feb 1979)
   sp: Nathan Mackay LAWS (b.2 Sep 1974 m.2005)
6. William Evan Mackay LAWS (b.9 Jul 2008)
4. Susan NICHOLSON (b.5 May 1948)
   sp: Geoffrey John MILNE (b.16 Feb 1945)
3. Swinton Morisset NICHOLSON (b.16 Mar 1916-Brisbane,Qld,Australia d.30 Nov 1999-St. Helens,Tasmania,Australia)
   sp: Beatrice Markwell (Bebe) MILNE (b.16 Nov 1919-Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.16 Apr 1941 d.Abt 1984-Tewantin,Qld. Australia)
4. Elizabeth Anne NICHOLSON (b.3 Jan 1945-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Brian PERKINS (m.29 Jan 1966)
5. Nathan James PERKINS (b.10 Sep 1968-Port Moresby,New Guinea)
   sp: Jodie Maree DIXON
6. Lara PERKINS (b.30 May 2000)
6. Sam PERKINS (b.14 May 2004)
6. Belinda PERKINS (b.26 Jan 2006)
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6. Amy PERKINS (b.26 Jan 2006)
5. Rachelle Anne PERKINS (b.9 Apr 1970-Mt Hagen,New Guinea)
   sp: Bryan ROSE
6. Oliver Swinton ROSE (b.24 Sep 2004)
6. Morgan ROSE (b.20 Feb 2006)
6. Anouska ROSE (b.12 Mar 2009)
5. Christy Anne PERKINS (b.30 Jan 1974-Australia)
   sp: Ross WALKER
6. Kai WALKER (b.28 Feb 2006)
6. Sienna WALKER (b.14 Sep 2007)
4. Julia Jane NICHOLSON (b.9 Feb 1948-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Peter Wykeham Gurney SALE (m.1976)
5. Michael Gurney SALE (b.1 Dec 1981)
   sp: Elizabeth RYAN
6. Cecilia Elizabeth SALE (b.15 Jul 2014)
5. Robin Wykeham SALE (b.25 Feb 1984)
   sp: Ana Becerra RIVEROLL (m.2012)
4. Penelope Patricia NICHOLSON (b.10 Oct 1949-Stanthorpe,Qld,Australia)
   sp: David Arnold WILLIAMS (m.Feb 1971)
5. Benjamin David WILLIAMS (b.2 Aug 1972)
   sp: Maria DI-TRIA
6. Lachlan WILLIAMS (b.14 Apr 1998)
6. Dante WILLIAMS (b.30 Jan 2003)
5. Saranna Amy WILLIAMS (b.30 May 1974)
   sp: John ELFORD
6. Serafina ELFORD (b.5 Mar 2007)
6. Racquel ELFORD (b.12 May 2011)
5. Nicholas Morris WILLIAMS (b.3 Jan 1977)
   sp: Kate PENDREIGH
6. Darcy WILLIAMS (b.30 Aug 2005)
6. Regan WILLIAMS (b.23 Sep 2007)
4. James Frederick NICHOLSON (b.28 May 1953-Stanthorpe,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Margaret LEWIS (b.21 Apr 1948-Streatham,London,England m.19 Sep 1992)
   sp: Evelyn Helene Hedwig BIERWAGEN (b.28 Feb 1943-Berlin,Germany m.(div))
5. Jacqueline Nicole NICHOLSON (b.19 Mar 1976-Montmartre,Paris,France)
   sp: Andrew MUTZE
6. Beau MUTZE-NICHOLSON (b.28 Jul 2014)
3. Vaux Morisset NICHOLSON (b.18 Nov 1917-Beaudesert,Qld,Australia d.9 Feb 1976-Qld,Australia)
   sp: Ruth Mary BUNTING (b.15 Aug 1921 m.20 Dec 1945 d.21 Oct 2007-Dalby,Qld. Australia)
4. Margaret Ruth NICHOLSON (b.22 Aug 1946-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Peter George HINNEBERG (b.12 Feb 1944-Melbourne,V,Australia m.7 Apr 1969(div) d.22 Jun 2014-M,Victoria,Australia)
5. Simon Vaux HINNEBERG (b.19 Dec 1970-Sydney,Australia)
   sp: Brigitte Eleanor JOHNSON (b.29 Dec 1970 m.26 Apr 2003)
6. Grace Frances HINNEBERG (b.19 Jul 2004)
6. Lachlan Edmund Vaux HINNEBERG (b.6 Jul 2006)
6. James Nicholas Johnson HINNEBERG (b.22 Nov 2008-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
5. Nicholas George HINNEBERG (b.9 Jan 1973-Melbourne,Victoria,Australia)
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   sp: Biserka RESOVAC (b.26 May 1973-Melbourne,Victoria,Australia m.9 Mar 2002)
6. May Rose HINNEBERG (b.18 Jan 2008-Melbourne,Victoria,Australia)
6. Lillian Ruth HINNEBERG (b.24 May 2010-Melbourne,Victoria,Australia)
4. Lynette NICHOLSON (b.20 Feb 1948-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
4. Vaux Charles NICHOLSON (b.12 Jun 1949-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Jean Lylia YOUNG (m.26 Aug 1979(div))
5. Vaux Barry NICHOLSON (b.23 Jun 1984)
5. Zerah Lylia Sally Emily NICHOLSON (b.12 Jun 1991)
4. Sally Amy NICHOLSON (b.26 Apr 1955-Brisbane,Qld,Australia d.9 Feb 1976-Qld,Australia)
2. Isabelle Mabelle NICHOLSON (b.17 May 1887-Villeneuve,Via Kilcoy,Qld,Australia d.1 May 1972-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Paul Charles Jardine MURRAY (b.Abt 1877 m.1937 d.18 Jul 1948-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
2. Burnett Swinton NICHOLSON (b.3 Oct 1889-Villeneuve,Via Kilcoy,Qld,Australia d.21 Sep 1952-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Harriet Meta Murray WILSON (b.6 Dec 1897-Ipswich,Qld,Australia m.29 Jul 1920 d.19 Oct 1988-Southport,Qld,Australia)
3. Burnett Murray NICHOLSON (b.15 Jul 1921-Wagga Wagga,N.S.W. Australia d.10 Jan 1993-Sydney,N.S.W. Australia)
   sp: Joan Isobel STEWART (m.5 Feb 1949)
4. Dianne Jennifer NICHOLSON (b.1951)
   sp: John Allan SHEPHERD
5. Karen SHEPHERD (b.1973-Sydney,N.S.W. Australia)
   sp: Sean GRAHAM
6. Zoe GRAHAM (b.2000)
6. Amy GRAHAM (b.2003)
5. Nicole SHEPHERD (b.1975-Sydney,N.S.W. Australia)
   sp: Doug BERGERSEN
5. Katrina SHEPHERD (b.Sydney,N.S.W. Australia)
   sp: Martin GILL
6. Archie GILL (b.2005)
6. Mollie GILL (b.2007)
6. Matilda GILL (b.2008)
6. Alfie GILL (b.2012)
4. Susan Joan NICHOLSON (b.10 Dec 1955)
   sp: Gregory John MACNAMARA (b.1951 m.5 May 1978)
5. David MACNAMARA (b.13 Mar 1981-Sydney,N.S.W. Australia)
5. Belinda MACNAMARA (b.2 Sep 1982-Sydney,N.S.W. Australia)
5. Alison MACNAMARA (b.17 Dec 1985-Sydney,N.S.W. Australia)
3. June Meta NICHOLSON (b.10 Aug 1922-Tooles Creek,near Wagga Wagga,N.S.W. Australia)
   sp: John Arthur CUTTING (b.1921 m.1944(div) d.Nov 2009)
4. Roderick John CUTTING (b.1946-Fremantle,Western Australia)
   sp: Jennifer SPENCE
5. Emma Louise CUTTING (b.1981)
5. Brieley Ann CUTTING (b.1983-Lismore,N.S.W. Australia)
4. Jennifer June CUTTING (b.1948-Fremantle,Western Australia)
   sp: John BECKER (b.1948 m.1971)
5. Katherine Jane BECKER (b.1975)
   sp: David MAIN
6. Ruby London MAIN (b.2005)
5. Cameron John BECKER (b.1981)
4. Stephen Christopher CUTTING (b.30 Apr 1956 d.20 Feb 2010)
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   sp: Catherine BUCKLAND
5. David John CUTTING (b.1987)
5. James Norman CUTTING (b.1990)
4. Derek Charles CUTTING (b.1959)
3. Joyce Swinton NICHOLSON (b.8 Jan 1924-Wagga Wagga,N.S.W. Australia)
   sp: Byron James MURRAY (b.23 Jan 1914-Nyngan,N.S.W. Australia m.9 Mar 1943(div) d.22 Dec 2003-Caboolture,Qld. Australia)
4. David Byron MURRAY (b.5 Sep 1946-Brisbane,Qld,Australia d.25 Apr 1967-Southport,Qld,Australia)
4. Richard Damon MURRAY (b.5 Nov 1947-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Estelle Isabel CLARKE (b.30 Nov 1950-Roma,Qld. Australia m.4 Nov 1972)
5. Cameron Richard MURRAY (b.6 Jun 1974-Coonabarabran,NSW,Australia)
   sp: Georgia Joanne HANNON (b.27 Aug 1976-Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.1 May 1999)
6. Calise Georgia MURRAY (b.16 Sep 2000-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
6. Kaleb Richard MURRAY (b.2 Sep 2002-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
5. Racquel Susan (Kelly) MURRAY (b.4 Apr 1978-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Sean Simon Christopher CONWAY (b.23 Jun 1978-Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.3 Apr 2004)
6. Dillon James Byron CONWAY (b.29 Jun 2006-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
6. Sienna Claire Isabel CONWAY (b.22 Oct 2009-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
3. Geoffrey Swinton NICHOLSON (b.22 Aug 1925-Wagga Wagga,N.S.W. Australia d.14 Jun 2011-Nambour,Qld. Australia)
   sp: Beth CUTTING (b.1927-Western Australia m.1956(div) d.23 Jan 2000-Western Australia)
4. Bernard Leslie NICHOLSON (b.1957)
   sp: Helen STEWART (m.(div))
5. Jessica Louise NICHOLSON (b.1988)
5. Rebecca NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1991)
5. Robert NICHOLSON (b.Abt 1994)
4. Helen NICHOLSON (b.1960 d.1965)
4. Roslyn NICHOLSON (b.1960)
3. Robin Swinton NICHOLSON (b.18 Dec 1927-Wagga Wagga,N.S.W. Australia)
   sp: Dorothy Patricia WRIGHT (m.26 Nov 1960)
4. Gregory Swinton NICHOLSON (b.20 Dec 1961)
4. Brett Swinton NICHOLSON (b.20 Dec 1961)
   sp: Judith Louise O'HEARN (m.22 May 1982)
5. Dane Swinton NICHOLSON (b.15 Jun 1987)
   sp: Tegan GRAVES (m.30 May 2015)
5. Ben Swinton NICHOLSON (b.7 Feb 1991)
4. Craig Robert Swinton NICHOLSON (b.4 Sep 1963)
   sp: Kathryn Joy NOBLE (m.8 Jan 1994)
5. Zac Swinton NICHOLSON (b.14 Oct 1994)
5. Yani Ellen NICHOLSON (b.12 Jul 1996)
5. Taya Jade NICHOLSON (b.27 Apr 2000)
4. Debra Jane NICHOLSON (b.28 May 1966)
   sp: UNKNOWN
5. Jade Mia NICHOLSON (b.21 Sep 2006)
3. Bruce Swinton NICHOLSON (b.7 Nov 1929-Wagga Wagga,N.S.W. Australia d.25 Oct 1955-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Marie Janet MITCHELL (b.23 Apr 1931-Brisbane,Qld. Australia m.6 Sep 1952)
4. Kaye Elizabeth NICHOLSON (b.4 Sep 1954-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
   sp: Peter William MOBSBY (b.6 Feb 1952-Brisbane,Qld,Australia m.31 May 1975)
5. Kim Maree MOBSBY (b.4 Sep 1979-Tweed Heads,NSW,Australia)
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   sp: Isaac Jonathan WILLIAMS (b.2 Feb 1979-Wollongong,NSW,Australia m.1 Sep 2001(div))
6. Elise Simone WILLIAMS (b.18 Dec 2007-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
6. Hannah Grace WILLIAMS (b.29 Jul 2009-Brisbane,Qld,Australia)
2. Doris Deborah NICHOLSON (b.21 Mar 1893-Herston,Brisbane,Qld,Australia d.7 Sep 1934-Sydney,N.S.W. Australia)
Appendix IV - Gedeon Villeneuve down to Louisa Frances Jean (Louisa's mother's family) (1620 to 1808)
Direct Descent Line
Compiled by Kaye Mobsby - Sept 2015
Gedeon
VILLENEUVE
B: 1620
D: 2 Dec 1658
Lorges, France
Marie
LEROY
Gedeon
VILLENEUVE
Capt./De Le Pourcelliere
B: 1640
France
M: 30 Apr 1673
Lorges, France
Sidoine
VILLENEUVE
B: 1638
D: 6 Jul 1685
Lorges, France
Jean
VILLENEUVE
(Huguenot)
B: 1669
France
M: 21 Jan 1692/1693
St. Brelade, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1750
Jersey, Channel Islands
Marie
SAINT
D: 1746
Jersey, Channel Islands
Jean
VILLENEUVE
B: Abt 1696
Jersey, Channel Islands
M: 23 Nov 1726
St. Lawrence, J, Channel Islands
D: 1744
Jersey, Channel Islands
Elizabeth
VINCENT
B: Abt 1706
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1780
Jean
VILLENEUVE
Capt. Royal Jersey Militia
B: 1737
Jersey, Channel Islands
M: 21 Sep 1768
St. Brelade, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 2 Nov 1809
Elizabeth
PIPON
B: 5 Jun 1745
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1794
Jeanne
VILLENEUVE
B: 1780
Jersey, Channel Islands
M: 27 Sep 1803
St. Brelade, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: Feb 1856
London, England
Capt. Philippe
JEAN
B: 1775
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 31 May 1843
At Sea, between India and U.K.
Louisa Frances
JEAN
B: 17 Oct 1808
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1862
Appendix V - Matthieu Jean down to Louisa Frances Jean (Louisa's father's family) (pre 1600 to 1808)
Direct Descent Line
Compiled by Kaye Mobsby - Sept 2015
Matthieu
JEAN
de St. Ouen, Jersey
Matthieu
JEAN
Jeanne
ROBIN
D: 1693
Thomas
JEAN
M: 19 Nov 1645
St. Peter, Jersey, Channel Islands
Jeanne
LE MAISTRE
Philippe
JEAN
M: 11 Feb 1673
St. Peter, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: Sep 1699
Marie
FONDAN
Thomas
JEAN
M: 16 Jan 1703
St. Brelade, Jersey, Channel Islands
Jeanne
GERVAISE
Philippe
JEAN
B: 1704
M: 10 Jun 1739
St. Helier, Jersey, Channel Islands
Marie
LE VESCONTE
Thomas
JEAN
of La Ville au Neveu, St Ouen
B: 1743
M: 27 Feb 1774
St. Mary, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: Dec 1776
Marguerite
LE COUTEUR
B: Abt 1745
D: 1821
Capt. Philippe
JEAN
B: 1775
Jersey, Channel Islands
M: 27 Sep 1803
St. Brelade, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 31 May 1843
At Sea, between India and U.K.
Jeanne
VILLENEUVE
B: 1780
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: Feb 1856
London, England
Louisa Frances
JEAN
B: 17 Oct 1808
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1862
Appendix VI - Sir Philip de Carteret down to Louisa Frances Jean (Louisa's mother's family) (c 1085 to 1808)
Direct Descent Line
Compiled by Kaye Mobsby - Sept 2015
Philip I
DE CARTERET
Sir/Seigneur De Carteret
B: Abt 1085
St. Ouen Manor, J, Channel Islands
D: 1156
St. Ouen Manor, J, Channel Islands
Nichola
Reginald Renaud II
DE CARTERET
Sir/Seigneur De Carteret
B: 1107
St. Ouen Manor, J, Channel Islands
M: 1128
St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1130
St. Ouen Manor, J, Channel Islands
Reginald III
DE CARTERET
Sir
B: 1129
M: 1150
St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1169
Philip II Seigneur De St. Ouen
DE CARTERET
Sir
B: 1152
Margaret
D'AUBIGNY
B: 1200
Philip III Seigneur De St. Ouen
DE CARTERET
Sir
M: 1272
St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1282
St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands
Marguerite
Renaud Reginald IV
DE CARTERET
B: 1272
D: 1304
Philip
DE CARTERET
B: 1294
St. Ouen Manor, J, Channel Islands
M: 1315
St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1327
St. Ouen Manor, J, Channel Islands
Reginald V
DE CARTERET
B: 1316
St. Ouen Manor, J, Channel Islands
M: 1336
St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands
Reginald VI
DE CARTERET
B: 1338
M: 1358
St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands
Reginald VII
DE CARTERET
B: 1359
St. Ouen Manor, J, Channel Islands
M: 1379
St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1381
St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands
Philip
DE CARTERET
B: 1380
M: 1400
St. Ouen, Jersey, Channel Islands
Philip
DE CARTERET
Sir
B: 1402
Margaret
NEWTON
Philip
DE CARTERET
B: 1424
Penna
DE CAUX
B: 1434
Phillippe
DE CARTERET
Seigneur De St. Ouen
B: 1450
D: 1500
Margaret
HARLISTON
B: 1458
Edouard
DE CARTERET
B: 1473
D: 1533
Marie
SARRE
Helier
DE CARTERET
Seigneur Sark
B: 1532
St. Ouen Manor, J, Channel Islands
M: Abt 1563
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1584
St. Ouen Manor, J, Channel Islands
Margaret
CARTARETT
Phillipe
DE CARTERET
B: Nov 1552
St. Ouen Or Sark, Channel Islands
M: 1581
D: 1594
Le Manoir Sark, Channel Islands
Rachel
PAULET
B: Abt 1564
Cossington, Somersetshire, England
Philip
DE CARTERET
Sir/Seigneur Sark
B: 1584
St. Ouen Or Sark, Channel Islands
D: 22 Aug 1643
Elizabeth Castle, J, Channel Islands
Anne
DOWSE
B: 1587
Wallop, Hampshire, England
D: 1644
Elizabeth
DE CARTERET
B: 1620
Jersey, Channel Islands
M: May 1640
CDMOC, Jersey
D: Mar 1697
Hawnes, Bedfordshire, England
George
DE CARTERET
Sir
B: 1609
D: 14 Jan 1679
Hawnes, Bedfordshire, England
James
DE CARTERET
Hon.
B: 1643
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1682
Jersey, Channel Islands
Francoise
DU LA VAL
Elizabeth
DE CARTERET
B: 1674
possibly New York, U.S.A.
D: 1720
St. Brelade, Jersey, Channel Islands
Philippe
PIPON
B: Abt 1671
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1725/1726
Jersey, Channel Islands
Philippe
PIPON
B: Abt 1711
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1752
Elizabeth
DE QUETTEVILLE
Elizabeth
PIPON
B: 5 Jun 1745
Jersey, Channel Islands
M: 21 Sep 1768
St. Brelade, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1794
Jean
VILLENEUVE
Capt. Royal Jersey Militia
B: 1737
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 2 Nov 1809
Jeanne
VILLENEUVE
B: 1780
Jersey, Channel Islands
M: 27 Sep 1803
St. Brelade, Jersey, Channel Islands
D: Feb 1856
London, England
Capt. Philippe
JEAN
B: 1775
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 31 May 1843
At Sea, between India and U.K.
Louisa Frances
JEAN
B: 17 Oct 1808
Jersey, Channel Islands
D: 1862
Appendix VII - Robert (Roger) North down to Saranna North (1471 to 1852)
Direct Descent Line
Compiled by Kaye Mobsby - Sept 2015
Robert (Roger)
NORTH
D: Oct 1471
Walkeringham, N, England
Alice
HARCOURT
Thomas
NORTH
Roger
NORTH
D: 1495
Walkeringham, N, England
Thomas
NORTH
Roger
NORTH
M: Walkeringham, N, England
D: 9 Apr 1556
Walkeringham, N, England
Elizabeth
STAUNTON
Edward
NORTH
High Sheriff
M: Walkeringham, N, England
D: 1635
Walkeringham, N, England
Dorothy
WRAY
B: 1547
Richmond, Yorkshire, England
John
NORTH
B: 1594
Walkeringham, N, England
D: 1672
Everton, Nottinghamshire, England
Anne?
Roger
NORTH
D: 1701
Newcastle, Ireland
Sarah?
Joseph
NORTH
M: 1705
D: 1729
Mary
EMOR
Joseph
NORTH
B: 1716
D: 1786
Bracklin, Offaly, Ireland
Bridget
MCCABE
Roger
NORTH
B: 1734
Bracklin, Offaly, Ireland
M: 17 Dec 1780
Monkstown, Dublin, Ireland
D: 29 Mar 1831
Kilduff, Offaly, Ireland
Barbara
CONRAN
William
NORTH
Major
B: 8 Jul 1783
Dublin, Ireland
M: 28 Jun 1806
Clontarf, Dublin, Ireland
D: 19 Jul 1872
Ipswich, Qld, Australia
Sarah
MARSH
B: 1783
Castle Of Monivea, Galway, Ireland
D: 3 Apr 1872
Wivenhoe, Fernvale, Qld. Australia
Joseph
NORTH
Lieut.
B: 1808
Stradbally, CW, Ireland
M: 27 Jul 1836
Charlotte Chapel, E, Scotland
D: 1 Jan 1881
Fairney Lawn, F, Qld. Australia
Robert Dundas
BURNETT
B: 1811
Aberdeen, Scotland
D: 17 Nov 1889
Brisbane, Qld, Australia
Saranna
NORTH
B: 29 Mar 1852
Wivenhoe, Fernvale, Qld. Australia
D: 21 Jul 1933
Brisbane, Qld, Australia
Appendix VIII - Robert I, King of Scotland down to Saranna North (Saranna's mother's family)  (1274 to 1852)
Direct Descent Line
Compiled by Kaye Mobsby - Sept 2015
ROBERT I
KING OF SCOTLAND
B: 11 Jul 1274
Writtle, Nr Chelmsford, E, England
M: 1296
D: 13 Jun 1329
Cardoss Castle, FOC, Scotland
Isabel of
MAR
B: Abt 1278
Kildrummy Castle, A, Scotland
D: 1327
Marjorie (de)
BRUCE
Princess
B: Abt 1296
D: 2 Mar 1316
Walter
STEWART
(High Steward Of Scotland)
B: 1295
D: 9 Apr 1326
ROBERT II
KING OF SCOTLAND
B: 2 Mar 1316
M: 22 Nov 1347
Kilmarnnock, Ayrshire, Scotland
D: 19 Apr 1390
Dundonald Castle, A, Scotland
Elizabeth
MURE
B: Abt 1320
D: Bet 1355-1358
ROBERT III
KING OF SCOTLAND
B: Abt 1340
D: 4 Apr 1406
Annabella
DRUMMOND
PRINCESS
MARY STEWART
OF SCOTLAND
D: Abt 1458
George
DOUGLAS
1st Earl Of Angus
B: Abt 1376
Mar, Aberdeenshire, Scotland
D: 1402
Lady Elizabeth
DOUGLAS
Alexander
FORBES
1st Lord Forbes
D: 1448
James
FORBES
2nd Lord Forbes
Egidia
KEITH
Patrick
FORBES 
Of Corse,Armour-Bearer To King James III
David
FORBES
Of Forthirbirss
Elizabeth
PANTER
Patrick
FORBES
Of Corsse
Marjory
LUMSDEN
William
FORBES
Of Corsse
D: 1596
Elizabeth
STRACHAN
William
FORBES
D: Dec 1627
Margaret
UDWARD
William
FORBES
1st Bart. Of Craigievar
Bethia
MURRAY
John
FORBES
2nd Bart. Of Craigievar
B: 1636
D: 1703
Margaret
YOUNG
William
FORBES
Sir/3rd Bart of Craigievar
B: 1660
M: 16 Oct 1684
Margaret
ROSE
Elizabeth
FORBES
M: 1709
James
BURNETT
B: 1688
William
BURNETT
B: 23 Aug 1731
Fordoun, Aberdeen, Scotland
D: 8 Mar 1811
Aberdeen, Scotland
Margaret
TAYLOR
B: 10 Apr 1733
Aberdeen, Scotland
D: 23 Aug 1806
John
BURNETT
Judge
B: 1764
Aberdeen, Scotland
M: 20 Dec 1802
Aberdeen, Scotland
D: 8 Dec 1810
Aberdeen, Scotland
Deborah
PATERSON
B: 1779
D: 23 Nov 1850
Wivenhoe, Fernvale, Qld. Australia
Robert Dundas
BURNETT
B: 1811
Aberdeen, Scotland
M: 27 Jul 1836
Charlotte Chapel, E, Scotland
D: 17 Nov 1889
Brisbane, Qld, Australia
Joseph
NORTH
Lieut.
B: 1808
Stradbally, CW, Ireland
D: 1 Jan 1881
Fairney Lawn, F, Qld. Australia
Saranna
NORTH
B: 29 Mar 1852
Wivenhoe, Fernvale, Qld. Australia
D: 21 Jul 1933
Brisbane, Qld, Australia
Appendix IX - Alexander Burnard of Leys down to Saranna North (Saranna's mother's family)  (1323 to 1852)
Direct Descent Line
Compiled by Kaye Mobsby - Sept 2015
Alexander
BURNARD 
Of Leys, Scotland
D: Aft 1323
Symon
BURNARD 
William
BURNARD 
D: Aft 1378
Robert
BURNARD 
John
BURNARD OR BURNET
Of Leys, Scotland
D: 1454
Alexander
BURNET
Of Leys, Scotland
Elizabeth
FORBES
Alexander
BURNET
of Leys, Scotland
Agnes
LICHTOUN
Alexander
BURNET
Of Leys, Scotland
D: Aft 1567
John
BURNET
Of Leys, Scotland
Elizabeth
LUMSDEN
Alexander
BURNET
Of Leys, Scotland
Katherine
ARBUTHNOT
Alexander
BURNETT
Of Leys, Scotland
D: 1619
Katherine
GORDON
Thomas
BURNETT
Sir/1st Bart. Of Leys, Scotland
D: 1653
Margaret
DOUGLAS
Alexander
BURNETT
M: 1633
D: Abt 1648
Jane
ARBUTHNOTT
B: Abt 1618
D: 1700
Scotland
Alexander
BURNETT
Sir/2nd Bart of Leys
D: 1663
Elizabeth M
COUTTS
D: 1673
Margaret
BURNETT
M: 1686
Alexander
BURNETT
James
BURNETT
B: 1688
M: 1709
Elizabeth
FORBES
William
BURNETT
B: 23 Aug 1731
Fordoun, Aberdeen, Scotland
D: 8 Mar 1811
Aberdeen, Scotland
Margaret
TAYLOR
B: 10 Apr 1733
Aberdeen, Scotland
D: 23 Aug 1806
John
BURNETT
Judge
B: 1764
Aberdeen, Scotland
M: 20 Dec 1802
Aberdeen, Scotland
D: 8 Dec 1810
Aberdeen, Scotland
Deborah
PATERSON
B: 1779
D: 23 Nov 1850
Wivenhoe, Fernvale, Qld. Australia
Robert Dundas
BURNETT
B: 1811
Aberdeen, Scotland
M: 27 Jul 1836
Charlotte Chapel, E, Scotland
D: 17 Nov 1889
Brisbane, Qld, Australia
Joseph
NORTH
Lieut.
B: 1808
Stradbally, CW, Ireland
D: 1 Jan 1881
Fairney Lawn, F, Qld. Australia
Saranna
NORTH
B: 29 Mar 1852
Wivenhoe, Fernvale, Qld. Australia
D: 21 Jul 1933
Brisbane, Qld, Australia
Appendix X - Pierre (Peter) Morisset down to Ann Emily Liddiard (Daisy) Morisset (1724 to 1883)
Direct Descent Line
Compiled by Kaye Mobsby - Sept 2015
Pierre (Peter)
MORISSET
M: 11 Apr 1724
Westminster, Middlesex, England
D: 5 Aug 1741
London, England
Marie (Mary)
RABOTEAU
D: 1764
Southhampton, Hampshire, England
James
MORISSET
B: 14 Jun 1738
London, England
M: 5 Feb 1778
St. Pancras, London, England
D: 13 Jan 1815
Middlesex, England
Jannette Ferguson Johnson
TADWELL
(nee Stone)
B: 31 Mar 1753
Middlesex, England
James Thomas
MORISSET
B: 21 Aug 1780
London, England
M: 2 May 1826
Newchurch, Ryde, IOW, England
D: 17 Aug 1852
Bathurst, N.S.W. Australia
Emily Louisa
VAUX
B: May 1803
Hertfordshire, England
D: 7 Mar 1892
North Sydney, NS.W. Australia
Aulaire Liddiard
MORISSET
B: 28 Oct 1841
Bathurst, N.S.W. Australia
M: 15 Nov 1877
Bowen, Qld. Australia
D: 1 Sep 1909
Townsville, Qld, Australia
Ann Galloway
MACARTHUR
B: 1854
Bathurst, N.S.W. Australia
D: 16 Jun 1937
Brisbane, Qld, Australia
Ann Emily Liddiard (Daisy)
MORISSET
B: 17 Sep 1883
Townsville, Qld, Australia
D: 24 Apr 1955
Brisbane, Qld, Australia
Last update 31.1.06 slightly amended by MW 9.3.15. 
 
Appendix XI 
Descendants of Peter Macarthur 
by Richard Clarke 
 
Generation No. 1 
 
1.  PETER1 MACARTHUR  He married ISOBELL FALCONER 06 July 1763 in Nairn, near Cawdor, Scotland1, 
daughter of WILLIAM FALCONER.  She was born 23 April 1741. 
 
More About ISOBELL FALCONER: 
Baptism: 03 May 1741, Nairn, Scotland1 
 
More About PETER MACARTHUR and ISOBELL FALCONER: 
Marriage: 06 July 1763, Nairn, near Cawdor, Scotland1 
  
Children of PETER MACARTHUR and ISOBELL FALCONER are: 
 i. JEAN2 MACARTHUR, b. Abt. 17661. 
 
More About JEAN MACARTHUR: 
Baptism: 09 September 1766, Cawdor1 
 
 ii. ALEXANDER MACARTHUR, b. Abt. 17681. 
 
More About ALEXANDER MACARTHUR: 
Baptism: 28 November 1768, Cawdor1 
 
 iii. ISOBELLA MACARTHUR, b. 20 December 17711. 
 
More About ISOBELLA MACARTHUR: 
Baptism: 22 December 1771, Cawdor1 
 
2. iv. DR. PETER MACARTHUR, b. 17 April 1775, Polneach; d. 05 July 1861, Arthurton, near Melbourne, 
Victoria, Australia. 
 
 
Generation No. 2 
 
2.  DR. PETER2 MACARTHUR (PETER1) was born 17 April 1775 in Polneach1, and died 05 July 1861 in 
Arthurton, near Melbourne, Victoria, Australia1.  He married ANN GALLOWAY 21 February 1821 in Nairn, 
Scotland1, daughter of ALEXANDER GALLOWAY.  She was born 02 May 1800, and died 26 November 1863. 
 
More About DR. PETER MACARTHUR: 
Baptism: 18 April 1875, Cawdor1 
Burial: Melbourne General Cemetery, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia1 
Immigration: 1834, To Australia1 
 
More About PETER MACARTHUR and ANN GALLOWAY: 
Marriage: 21 February 1821, Nairn, Scotland1 
  
Children of PETER MACARTHUR and ANN GALLOWAY are: 
3. i. PATRICK3 MACARTHUR, b. 03 December 1821, Nairn, Scotland; d. Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. 
4. ii. ANN MACARTHUR, b. 17 June 1823, Nairn, Scotland; d. 29 January 1905, Victoria, Australia. 
 iii. ALEXANDER MACARTHUR, b. 16 December 18241; d. Townsville, Queensland, Australia; DSP (?this 
was Alex of next generation)1; m. ELLEN ?. 
 
 2 
More About ALEXANDER MACARTHUR: 
Baptism: 31 December 1824, Nairn, Scotland1,2 
 
5. iv. ROWAND MACARTHUR, b. ? 1833; d. 09 March 1910, Hamilton, Victoria, Australia; aged  77. 
6. v. ANDREW MACARTHUR, b. 22 March 1826, Nairn, Scotland; d. 11 January 1888, Bairnsdale, Victoria, 
Australia. 
 
 
Generation No. 3 
 
3.  PATRICK3 MACARTHUR (PETER2, PETER1) was born 03 December 1821 in Nairn, Scotland3,4, and died  in 
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia5.  He married ELIZABETH WESTGARTH 14 October 1857, daughter of JOHN 
WESTGARTH and CHRISTIAN THOMSON.  She was born 20 October 18325. 
 
More About PATRICK MACARTHUR: 
Baptism: 28 December 18215 
 
More About PATRICK MACARTHUR and ELIZABETH WESTGARTH: 
Marriage: 14 October 1857 
  
Children of PATRICK MACARTHUR and ELIZABETH WESTGARTH are: 
7. i. CHRISTIAN WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR, b. 20 October 1852; d. 17 November 1916, Brisbane, 
Queensland, Australia. 
8. ii. ANN GALLAWAY MACARTHUR, b. 18 January 1854. 
9. iii. PETER MACARTHUR, b. 02 July 1856; d. 12 July 1935, Bowen, Queensland, Australia. 
 iv. JOHN HORATIO MACARTHUR, b. 04 December 18585; d. 05 May 1883, Bowen, Queensland, 
Australia5. 
 v. SOPHIA ESTHER MACARTHUR, b. 21 September 1860, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia5; d. 11 June 
1945, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia5; m. RICHARD P BARKER; d. , Eungella Station, Queensland, 
Australia5. 
 vi. ALEXANDER MACARTHUR, b. 29 August 18625. 
 vii. PATRICK ARTHUR MACARTHUR, b. 14 July 1864, Surat, Queensland, Australia5; d. 16 April 1866, 
Roma, Queensland, Australia5. 
 viii. COLIN CAMPBELL MACARTHUR, b. 02 March 1866, Roma, Queensland, Australia5. 
 ix. WILLIAM KENNETH MACARTHUR, b. 27 September 18695. 
10. x. RANALD WESTGARTH MACARTHUR, b. 16 May 1872, Ipswich, Queensland, Australia. 
 
 
4.  ANN3 MACARTHUR (PETER2, PETER1) was born 17 June 1823 in Nairn, Scotland5,6, and died 29 January 
1905 in Victoria, Australia7.  She married JOHN FOWLER TURNBULL.   
 
More About ANN MACARTHUR: 
Baptism: 18 July 1823, Nairn, Scotland8 
  
Child of ANN MACARTHUR and JOHN TURNBULL is: 
 i. ISSUE4 TURNBULL9. 
 
 
5.  ROWAND3 MACARTHUR (PETER2, PETER1) was born  in ? 18339, and died 09 March 1910 in Hamilton, 
Victoria, Australia; aged  77.  He married AMELIA SARAH HOWARD, daughter of CHARLES HOWARD and 
ELIZABETH BENNETT.  She was born 17 February 1838 in Sydney, New South Wales, Australia9, and died 
05 October 1900 in Kew, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia9. 
 
Notes for ROWAND MACARTHUR: 
Of "Boobealla Station", Sarsfield, Victoria, Australia 
  
Children of ROWAND MACARTHUR and AMELIA HOWARD are: 
 i. CHARLES4 MACARTHUR, d. 1939, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia;DSP9; m. EMILY FRANCES PECK. 
11. ii. ROWAND HENRY MACARTHUR. 
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12. iii. MARION KATHERINE MACARTHUR, d. 19 May 1939, Brighton, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. 
13. iv. EMMELINE FRANCES MACARTHUR. 
14. v. MAUDE HOWARD MACARTHUR, d. 28 July 1959. 
15. vi. EDITH MAY CONSTANCE MACARTHUR. 
 
 
6.  ANDREW3 MACARTHUR (PETER2, PETER1) was born 22 March 1826 in Nairn, Scotland9, and died 11 
January 1888 in Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia9.  He married LORN EDITH CAMPBELL MCLEOD, daughter 
of ARCHIBALD MCLEOD and COLINA CAMPBELL.  She was born Abt. 18339, and died 18 June 1911 in 
Aged 78. 
 
More About ANDREW MACARTHUR: 
Baptism: 10 April 1826, Nairn, Scotland9,10 
  
Children of ANDREW MACARTHUR and LORN MCLEOD are: 
 i. COLINA4 MACARTHUR, b. 04 March 1854, Arthurton, near Melbourne, Victoria, Australia11; d. 05 
February 1900, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia; aged 45; unmarried11. 
16. ii. ANN LAVINIA MACARTHUR, b. 16 August 1855, Lorn Cottage, Sale, Victoria, Australia; d. 11 
September 1923, Aged 68. 
17. iii. ANNABELLA BUCHANAN MACARTHUR, b. 22 August 1857, Lorn Cottage, Sale, Victoria, Australia. 
 iv. PETER ANDREW MACARTHUR, b. 28 November 1859, Sale, Victoria, Australia11; d. 17 July 1878, 
Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia; aged 18 years11. 
18. v. LORN EDITH MACARTHUR, b. 13 February 1862, Lorn Cottage, Sale, Victoria, Australia. 
19. vi. ARCHIBALD NORMAN MACARTHUR, b. 27 January 1865, Sale, Victoria, Australia; d. 04 November 
1950, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia. 
20. vii. MARGARET WILLIAMINA JANE MACARTHUR, b. 10 September 1867. 
21. viii. LILLIAS FRANCES MACARTHUR, b. 18 December 1869, Bairnsdale House, Bairnsdale, Victoria, 
Australia. 
22. ix. WILLIAMINA TENNANT DAWSON MACARTHUR, b. 30 December 1872. 
 x. AMELIA AURA MACARTHUR, b. 27 February 1876, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia11; d. 30 November 
1939, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia; unmarried11. 
 
Notes for AMELIA AURA MACARTHUR: 
was an epileptic 
 
 xi. CHARLES ALEXANDER MACARTHUR, b. 07 January 1880, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia11; d. 24 
July 1914, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia; unmarried11. 
 
Notes for CHARLES ALEXANDER MACARTHUR: 
Was an epileptic. 
 
 
Generation No. 4 
 
7.  CHRISTIAN WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR (PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 20 October 185211, and 
died 17 November 1916 in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia11.  She married CHARLES EDWARD CHUBB, son 
of CHARLES CHUBB and SARAH BENNETT.  He was born 17 May 1845 in London, Middlesex, England11, 
and died 27 February 1930 in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia11. 
 
Notes for CHARLES EDWARD CHUBB: 
CHUBB, CHARLES EDWARD (1845-1930), judge, was born on 17 May 1845 in London, eldest of the 
four children of Charles Frederick Chubb, solicitor, of Malmesbury and London, and his wife Sarah, née 
Bennett. His father later successfully practised at Ipswich, Queensland, and also earned a reputation as a 
poet and literary figure of some eminence. Chubb's early education was at the Calne Grammar School, 
Wiltshire, and the City of London School. At 16 he joined his parents, who had already emigrated, at 
Ipswich and completed his education at the Collegiate School there. He then entered into articles of 
clerkship with his father and was admitted as a solicitor on 6 September 1867. He practised at Dalby until 
21 May 1878 when he was admitted as a barrister: he quickly built a busy practice in the courts. He became 
a Q.C. on 15 March 1883 soon after his appointment as attorney-general in the McIlwraith government. 
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Whilst at the Bar he acted at various times as crown prosecutor, and judge in the District and Supreme 
Courts. 
McIlwraith had him brought into parliament for the specific purpose of making him attorney-general. He 
represented Bowen in the Legislative Assembly in 1883-88. Bowen was said to belong literally to 
McIlwraith who, when he wanted an attorney-general, chose his lawyer from some Queen Street chambers 
and sent him to Bowen with instructions to the voters to elect him to parliament. This happened in 
succession to Cooper (later chief justice), Chubb and Beor. Despite his southern associations Chubb was a 
loyal servant of his electorate, and delivered a very strong speech in support of Macrossan who in 1886 
introduced into the Legislative Assembly a motion asking both Houses to petition the Queen 'to cause the 
Northern portion of the Colony to be erected into a separate and independent Colony with representative 
institutions'. Chubb was attorney-general from January to November 1883, and thereafter sat with the 
Opposition. During a time of somewhat bitter conflict he enjoyed the trust of both sides of the House. He 
was noted as an orator and for the depth and lucidity of his arguments. When the headquarters of the 
northern district of the Supreme Court of Queensland were moved from Bowen to Townsville he was made 
a judge of the court on 2 December 1889 and was stationed at Townsville with Judge Cooper, so that a 
Court of Appeal could be established in the northern district. Chubb was transferred to Brisbane in 1908. 
Chubb had a weakness for Latin quotations and greatly appreciated their use by counsel appearing before 
him. He had an extremely perspicacious and fair mind, was not given to loquacity, and was regarded as 
being most courteous to all who appeared before him. In his long judicial career he was connected with 
such well-remembered cases as the sensational murder trial of R. v. Kenniff where he sat in the Court of 
Criminal Appeal, and The Queensland Investment and Land Mortgage Co. Ltd. v. Grimley where he sat 
with the Full Court under Windeyer, who had been brought from New South Wales as president, on an 
appeal from the judgment of Sir Charles Lilley. The resulting judgment of the court caused so much 
controversy, particularly between Lilley and McIlwraith, that Lilley handed in his resignation as chief 
justice. Chubb was also a member of the Full Court which from 1915 handed down a series of 
constitutional decisions which so incensed the government that it brought in the Judges' Retirement Act of 
1921 to which Chubb fell a victim on 31 March 1922. 
Chubb was a man of sound literary judgment and artistic taste; for many years he was chairman of trustees 
of the Townsville Grammar School. As a member of the Church of England he was twice chancellor of the 
Diocese of North Queensland, and in 1912-22 chancellor of the Brisbane Diocese. As a Freemason he 
became senior district grand warden (of the English constitution) in Queensland. In his earlier years he had 
been a major in the Queensland Volunteer Artillery. On 9 June 1870 he married Christian Westgarth, 
daughter of Patrick Macarthur, then police magistrate at Dalby, and granddaughter of W. Westgarth of 
Melbourne. Of their five children three survived childhood: Montague Charles Lyttelton (1874-1920), 
barrister-at-law; Geraldine Playne Lyttelton (1872-1944) who married Francis William North; and 
Elizabeth Clare Lyttelton (1881-1950) who married Carl Langberg of Copenhagen, Denmark. After his 
retirement Chubb lived at his home, St Malo, Hampstead Road, Highgate Hill, Brisbane, until his death on 
27 February 1930.  
Select Bibliography  
R. S. Browne, A Journalist's Memories (Brisb, 1927); C. A. Bernays, Queensland Politics During Sixty 
Years (Brisb, 1919); Brisbane Courier, 31 Mar 1922; personal records (privately held). [more].  
Author: J. A. Douglas  
Print Publication Details: J. A. Douglas, 'Chubb, Charles Edward (1845 - 1930)', Australian Dictionary of 
Biography, Volume 3, Melbourne University Press, 1969, pp 395-396.  
 
 
  
Children of CHRISTIAN MACARTHUR and CHARLES CHUBB are: 
 i. FLORENCE MARGUERITE LYTTLETON5 CHUBB, b. 187111; d. 187211. 
23. ii. GERALDINE PLAYNE LYTTLETON CHUBB, b. 19 August 1872, Dalby, Queensland, Australia; d. 03 
June 1948, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. 
24. iii. MONTAGUE CHARLES LYTTLETON CHUBB, b. 13 July 1874; d. 28 February 1920. 
 iv. ETHEL MARION CHUBB, b. 187611; d. 1885, Ipswich, Queensland, Australia11. 
 
More About ETHEL MARION CHUBB: 
Cause of Death: Diphtheria11 
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25. v. ELIZABETH CLARE LYTTLETON CHUBB, b. 01 June 1881; d. 31 May 1950. 
 
 
8.  ANN GALLAWAY4 MACARTHUR (PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 18 January 185411.  She married 
AULAIRE LIDDIARD MORISSET, son of JAMES MORISSET and EMILY VAUX.  He was born 28 October 1841 
in Bathurst, New South Wales, Australia11, and died 02 September 1910 in Townsville, Queensland, 
Australia11. 
 
More About AULAIRE LIDDIARD MORISSET: 
Burial: Townsville, Queensland, Australia11 
  
Children of ANN MACARTHUR and AULAIRE MORISSET are: 
 i. JAMES LIDIARD5 MORISSET, b. 187811. 
 
More About JAMES LIDIARD MORISSET: 
Medical Information: Congenitally deaf mute 
 
 ii. VAUX LIDDIARD MORISSET, b. 18 January 188011; d. 06 March 1940, no issue11; m. BEATRIX 
THOMPSON. 
26. iii. EMILY LIDDIARD MORISSET, b. 17 September 1883; d. 24 April 1953. 
 iv. EDRIC LIDDIARD MORISSET, b. 10 September 188111; d. 17 September 188411. 
 v. KEPPEL MORISSET, b. 20 September 188511; d. 15 September 188711. 
 
More About KEPPEL MORISSET: 
Cause of Death: From eating Oleander leaves11 
 
27. vi. ELIZABETH LIDDIARD MORISSET, b. 10 February 1888; d. Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. 
28. vii. LANCELOT LIDDIARD MORISSET, b. 10 February 1888; d. 28 February 1927, ? date as notes give 
29/2/1927. 
 
 
9.  PETER4 MACARTHUR (PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 02 July 185611, and died 12 July 1935 in 
Bowen, Queensland, Australia11.  He married ANNIE PEARSON BAUER.  She was born 11 August 185811, 
and died 07 May 1946 in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia11. 
  
Children of PETER MACARTHUR and ANNIE BAUER are: 
29. i. PHYLLIS VANDA5 MACARTHUR, b. 09 June 1895. 
 ii. ROY WESTGARTH MACARTHUR, b. 30 June 189811; d. 12 June 191811. 
30. iii. KEITH BAUER MACARTHUR, b. 09 June 1902. 
 
 
10.  RANALD WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR (PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 16 May 1872 in Ipswich, 
Queensland, Australia11.  He married LILY ?.   
  
Children of RANALD MACARTHUR and LILY ? are: 
 i. FREDERICK5 MACARTHUR. 
 ii. ROSE MACARTHUR. 
 iii. LILY MACARTHUR. 
 iv. LEONARD MACARTHUR. 
 v. COLIN MACARTHUR. 
 
 
11.  ROWAND HENRY4 MACARTHUR (ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1)  He married MARGARETTE JACKSON 13 
February 1889 in St Mary's Church, Sarsfield, Victoria, Australia11.  She was born  in Sandford Station, 
Victoria, Australia11. 
 
Notes for MARGARETTE JACKSON: 
0f "Sandford Station", Victoria, Australia. 
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More About ROWAND MACARTHUR and MARGARETTE JACKSON: 
Marriage: 13 February 1889, St Mary's Church, Sarsfield, Victoria, Australia11 
  
Children of ROWAND MACARTHUR and MARGARETTE JACKSON are: 
31. i. KARL W5 MACARTHUR, b. March 1892, Portland, Victoria, Australia. 
32. ii. CORA MACARTHUR, b. Cobram, Victoria, Australia. 
 
 
12.  MARION KATHERINE4 MACARTHUR (ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) died 19 May 1939 in Brighton, 
Melbourne, Victoria, Australia11.  She married ALFRED G M MCEACHEARN.  He was born in Gippsland, 
Victoria, Australia, and died in Adelaide, South Australia, Australia. 
  
Children of MARION MACARTHUR and ALFRED MCEACHEARN are: 
33. i. EMILY JEAN5 MCEACHEARN, b. 08 March 1893, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. 
34. ii. HEATHER VYVYENNE MCEACHEARN, b. 20 August 1897, Adelaide, South Australia, Australia. 
 
 
13.  EMMELINE FRANCES4 MACARTHUR (ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1)  She married REV. LIONEL VANCE, son 
of THE VERY VEVERABLE DEAN GEORGE VANCE.   
 
Notes for REV. LIONEL VANCE: 
Vicar of Brighton, Victoria andBishop elect of Rockhamton, Queensland. 
  
Children of EMMELINE MACARTHUR and LIONEL VANCE are: 
 i. SYBIL5 VANCE, m. VAUGHAN SMITH. 
 
Notes for SYBIL VANCE: 
Lived in Melbourne in 1966 
 
35. ii. LORNE VANCE. 
 iii. CARL VANCE. 
 
Notes for CARL VANCE: 
at Camberwell Grammar, Melbourne with Jack Macarthur 
 
 iv. MAUDE VANCE, m. GUY BRYCE. 
 v. GEORGE VANCE. 
 
 
14.  MAUDE HOWARD4 MACARTHUR (ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) died 28 July 195911.  She married 
CHARLES CHALMERS JAMESON.  He died  in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia11. 
 
Notes for CHARLES CHALMERS JAMESON: 
Judge of the Supreme Court 
  
Children of MAUDE MACARTHUR and CHARLES JAMESON are: 
 i. CHARLES5 JAMESON, d. 1st AIF kia WWI. 
 ii. FREDERICK HOWARD JAMESON, d. unmarried. 
36. iii. ROWAN CHALMERS JAMESON, b. 26 December 1901. 
 iv. JOHN JAMESON, b. 23 March 190411; d. Dsp; m. (1) HAZEL WEARNE; d. 194711; m. (2) SHEILA 
THORNHILL WEEDON, 24 April 195111; b. 28 September 191311. 
 
Notes for JOHN JAMESON: 
2nd AIF; POW Malaya 
 
More About JOHN JAMESON and SHEILA WEEDON: 
Marriage: 24 April 195111 
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15.  EDITH MAY CONSTANCE4 MACARTHUR (ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1)11.  She married CURTIS 
CROWTHER PLANTE11 1903 in Victoria, Australia12, son of THOMAS PLANTE and ISABELLA GUTHRIE.  He 
was born 1870 in Geraldine or Temuka, Canterbury, New Zealand13, and died 192713. 
 
More About CURTIS PLANTE and EDITH MACARTHUR: 
Marriage: 1903, Victoria, Australia14 
  
Children of EDITH MACARTHUR and CURTIS PLANTE are: 
37. i. EDITH MARY CROWTHER5 PLANTE, b. Balwyn, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. 
38. ii. JOHN ROWAN CROWTHER PLANTE, b. 24 October 1904, Hawthorn, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia; 
d. October 1962, Lilydale, Victoria, Australia. 
 
 
16.  ANN LAVINIA4 MACARTHUR (ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 16 August 1855 in Lorn Cottage, 
Sale, Victoria, Australia15, and died 11 September 1923 in Aged 6815.  She married JOHN KENNEDY SMITH.  
He died October 191715. 
  
Children of ANN MACARTHUR and JOHN SMITH are: 
 i. LIEUT. LESLIE KENNEDY5 SMITH15, b. Abt. 1889, Calculated date; d. 25 September 1917, Kia at 
Polygon Wood; aged 2815. 
 ii. GEOFFREY KENNEDY SMITH15, d. 02 December 1915, Gallipoli of wounds15. 
39. iii. CLAUDE KENNEDY SMITH. 
 iv. EILEEN LORN KENNEDY SMITH, b. 18 February 189115. 
 
 
17.  ANNABELLA BUCHANAN4 MACARTHUR (ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 22 August 1857 in Lorn 
Cottage, Sale, Victoria, Australia15.  She married ARTHUR WHITEHEAD.   
 
More About ARTHUR WHITEHEAD: 
Occupation: Bank Manager; Bank of Victoria.15 
  
Children of ANNABELLA MACARTHUR and ARTHUR WHITEHEAD are: 
 i. ALICE5 WHITEHEAD15, d. unmarried15. 
40. ii. VERA WHITEHEAD. 
41. iii. KEITH WHITEHEAD. 
 iv. JOHN WHITEHEAD15, d. Dsp15; m. MOLLIE MUNRO; d. Abt. 195715. 
 
 
18.  LORN EDITH4 MACARTHUR (ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 13 February 1862 in Lorn Cottage, 
Sale, Victoria, Australia15.  She married JAMES A MORRISON.   
  
Children of LORN MACARTHUR and JAMES MORRISON are: 
 i. HUBERT ALLAN5 MORRISON15, d. Dsp15; m. ETHEL WRIGHT; d. , Tasmania, Australia15. 
 ii. ERIC MACARTHUR MORRISON15, m. BRITA ROBINSON. 
 iii. GORDON MORRISON15, d. Aged 1915. 
 
More About GORDON MORRISON: 
Cause of Death: Pernicious anaemia15 
 
 iv. LORN EDITH MORRISON15. 
 
Notes for LORN EDITH MORRISON: 
in 1960 was living in Melbourne; unmarried. 
 
 
19.  ARCHIBALD NORMAN4 MACARTHUR (ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 27 January 1865 in Sale, 
Victoria, Australia15, and died 04 November 1950 in Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia15.  He married OLIVE 
MAUD BROWNLOW.  She died 01 September 1951 in Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia15. 
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Children of ARCHIBALD MACARTHUR and OLIVE BROWNLOW are: 
 i. OLIVE EDITH5 MACARTHUR, b. 04 October 189815; d. Dsp15; m. FREDERICK CHARLES COY; b. 20 
November 189415. 
42. ii. ETHEL CARLTON MACARTHUR, b. 01 September 1901, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia. 
 iii. NORMAN BROWNLOW MACARTHUR, b. 05 June 1903, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia15; d. 22 
January 190415. 
 iv. JACK ANDREW BROWNLOW MACARTHUR, b. 01 January 190515; d. 06 June 1919, Near Bairnsdale, 
Victoria, Australia15. 
 
More About JACK ANDREW BROWNLOW MACARTHUR: 
Cause of Death: accidentally shot while duck shooting15 
 
43. v. ARCHIBALD BROWNLOW MACARTHUR, b. 12 December 1908, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia. 
 vi. MAUD LORN MACARTHUR, b. 14 July 190915; d. Dsp15; m. KEVIN DONOGHUE15. 
44. vii. ELIZABETH FRIEND MACARTHUR, b. 22 March 1913, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia. 
 
 
20.  MARGARET WILLIAMINA JANE4 MACARTHUR (ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 10 September 
186715.  She married CHARLES HENRY ENNIS15.   
  
Children of MARGARET MACARTHUR and CHARLES ENNIS are: 
 i. DESMOND5 ENNIS15, d. Dsp15. 
 ii. ROY ENNIS15, d. Dsp15. 
 iii. LAURIE ENNIS15. 
 
 
21.  LILLIAS FRANCES4 MACARTHUR (ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 18 December 1869 in 
Bairnsdale House, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia15.  She married DYSON HOLLAND.   
  
Children of LILLIAS MACARTHUR and DYSON HOLLAND are: 
 i. MERVYN5 HOLLAND15. 
 ii. ANNE HOLLAND15. 
 
Notes for ANNE HOLLAND: 
Probably did not marry. 
 
 iii. ARTHUR HOLLAND15. 
45. iv. JEAN DYSON HOLLAND. 
 
 
22.  WILLIAMINA TENNANT DAWSON4 MACARTHUR (ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 30 December 
187215.  She married WILLIAM MORRISON.   
  
Children of WILLIAMINA MACARTHUR and WILLIAM MORRISON are: 
 i. DONALD5 MORRISON15. 
 ii. EDITH MORRISON15, m. KENNETH SUDLOW15. 
 
Notes for KENNETH SUDLOW: 
Lived in West Australia 
 
46. iii. NORMAN MORRISON. 
 iv. MOLLIE MORRISON15. 
 
 
Generation No. 5 
 
23.  GERALDINE PLAYNE LYTTLETON5 CHUBB (CHRISTIAN WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, 
PETER1) was born 19 August 1872 in Dalby, Queensland, Australia15, and died 03 June 1948 in Brisbane, 
Queensland, Australia15.  She married FRANCIS WILLIAM NORTH 11 April 189315.  He died 17 December 
193815. 
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More About FRANCIS NORTH and GERALDINE CHUBB: 
Marriage: 11 April 189315 
  
Children of GERALDINE CHUBB and FRANCIS NORTH are: 
 i. ENID GRACE6 NORTH, b. 01 June 189415; d. Brisbane, Queensland, Australia15; m. ALLAN EDWARD 
ROBINSON, 08 August 192715; b. 07 May 189215; d. 02 January 194315. 
 
More About ALLAN ROBINSON and ENID NORTH: 
Marriage: 08 August 192715 
 
47. ii. FRANCIS EDWARD NORTH, b. 1895. 
 
 
24.  MONTAGUE CHARLES LYTTLETON5 CHUBB (CHRISTIAN WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, 
PETER1) was born 13 July 187415, and died 28 February 192015.  He married OLIVE CUNNINGHAM, daughter 
of JAMES CUNNINGHAM and EMILY JACKSON.  She was born 189016, and died 1965 in New South Wales, 
Australia17. 
 
More About MONTAGUE CHARLES LYTTLETON CHUBB: 
Occupation: Barrister-at-Law18 
  
Child of MONTAGUE CHUBB and OLIVE CUNNINGHAM is: 
 i. EDWARD MONTAGUE CHARLES6 CHUBB, b. 22 November 1918, Sydney, New South Wales, 
Australia18,19. 
 
 
25.  ELIZABETH CLARE LYTTLETON5 CHUBB (CHRISTIAN WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, 
PETER1) was born 01 June 188120, and died 31 May 1950.  She married CARL LANGBERG 27 April 1910, 
son of HANS LANGBERG and JULIE ARENTZ.  He was born 21 December 1872 in Copenhagen, Denmark. 
 
More About CARL LANGBERG: 
Occupation: President of Danish Association in Japan 
 
More About CARL LANGBERG and ELIZABETH CHUBB: 
Marriage: 27 April 1910 
  
Children of ELIZABETH CHUBB and CARL LANGBERG are: 
48. i. LEILA ARENTZ6 LANGBERG, b. 27 April 1911, Brisbane, Queensland? 30 April; d. 11 September 
1993, Brisbane, Queensland. 
49. ii. CHRISTIAN EDWARD ARENTZ LANGBERG, b. 07 October 1918. 
 
 
26.  EMILY LIDDIARD5 MORISSET (ANN GALLAWAY4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 17 
September 188320, and died 24 April 195320.  She married FREDERICK C NICHOLSON.  He was born 19 
April20, and died December 1975 in Southport, Queensland, Australia20. 
  
Children of EMILY MORISSET and FREDERICK NICHOLSON are: 
 i. FAY MORISSET6 NICHOLSON, d. 11 February 197620. 
 
More About FAY MORISSET NICHOLSON: 
Cause of Death: accidental death from burns20 
 
50. ii. DORIS MORISSET NICHOLSON. 
51. iii. FREDERICK MORISSET NICHOLSON, b. 11 September 1911. 
52. iv. SWINTON MORISSET NICHOLSON, b. 16 March 1916, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia. 
53. v. VAUX MORISSET NICHOLSON, d. 09 February 1976. 
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27.  ELIZABETH LIDDIARD5 MORISSET (ANN GALLAWAY4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 
10 February 188820, and died  in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia20.  She married WILLIAM SYDNEY 
BAYNES.  He died  in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia20. 
  
Child of ELIZABETH MORISSET and WILLIAM BAYNES is: 
 i. ELIZABETH SYDNEY6 BAYNES, b. 08 December 191220. 
 
 
28.  LANCELOT LIDDIARD5 MORISSET (ANN GALLAWAY4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 
10 February 188820, and died 28 February 1927 in ? date as notes give 29/2/192720.  He married VANDA 
VON DE BORSCH.   
  
Children of LANCELOT MORISSET and VANDA DE BORSCH are: 
 i. PAUL6 MORISSET. 
 
Notes for PAUL MORISSET: 
of New York, USA 
 
 ii. CHRISTIAN MORISSET. 
 
Notes for CHRISTIAN MORISSET: 
of Adelaide, South Australia 
 
 
29.  PHYLLIS VANDA5 MACARTHUR (PETER4, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 09 June 189520.  She 
married CHARLES RAYMOND CROKER.  He was born 15 October 189320, and died 05 March 1943 in 
Mackay, Queensland, Australia20. 
  
Children of PHYLLIS MACARTHUR and CHARLES CROKER are: 
54. i. ROWAN ROY6 CROKER, b. 20 December 1922. 
55. ii. PETER JAMES CROKER, b. 09 June 1925. 
56. iii. MARGARET PHYLLIS CROKER, b. 01 December 1927. 
 
 
30.  KEITH BAUER5 MACARTHUR (PETER4, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 09 June 190220.  He 
married MADGE STRONACH.  She was born 12 October 191620. 
  
Children of KEITH MACARTHUR and MADGE STRONACH are: 
 i. IAN6 MACARTHUR, b. 08 September 194520. 
 ii. PHILIP MACARTHUR, b. 16 October 194820. 
 
 
31.  KARL W5 MACARTHUR (ROWAND HENRY4, ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) was born March 1892 in 
Portland, Victoria, Australia20.  He married ELIZABETH HILDEBRANDT.   
  
Child of KARL MACARTHUR and ELIZABETH HILDEBRANDT is: 
 i. CORAL6 MACARTHUR. 
 
 
32.  CORA5 MACARTHUR (ROWAND HENRY4, ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) was born in Cobram, Victoria, 
Australia.  She married HENRY LYNE DARKEN 192420.   
 
More About HENRY DARKEN and CORA MACARTHUR: 
Marriage: 192420 
  
Child of CORA MACARTHUR and HENRY DARKEN is: 
 i. JOHN6 DARKEN. 
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33.  EMILY JEAN5 MCEACHEARN (MARION KATHERINE4 MACARTHUR, ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 
08 March 1893 in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia20.  She married DOUGLAS ALLAN MCLEAN 20 August 
1919, son of DUNCAN MCLEAN and ROSA HERBERT.  He was born 21 January 1892 in Ballarat, Victoria, 
Australia20, and died 03 January 1966 in Southport, Queensland, Australia20. 
 
More About DOUGLAS MCLEAN and EMILY MCEACHEARN: 
Marriage: 20 August 1919 
  
Children of EMILY MCEACHEARN and DOUGLAS MCLEAN are: 
 i. JOHN MACARTHUR6 MCLEAN, b. 07 June 1920, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia20; d. 11 August 1943, 
Kia over Germany WWII20. 
 
More About JOHN MACARTHUR MCLEAN: 
Honours/Decorations: DFC20 
 
57. ii. PATRICIA JEAN MCLEAN, b. 21 June 1921, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia. 
 
 
34.  HEATHER VYVYENNE5 MCEACHEARN (MARION KATHERINE4 MACARTHUR, ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) 
was born 20 August 1897 in Adelaide, South Australia, Australia20.  She married JOHN DENHAME GIBSON.  
He was born 16 February 189520, and died  in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia20. 
  
Children of HEATHER MCEACHEARN and JOHN GIBSON are: 
58. i. PETER DENHAME6 GIBSON, b. 04 September 1926. 
59. ii. IAN HOWARD GIBSON, b. 10 August 1930. 
 
 
35.  LORNE5 VANCE (EMMELINE FRANCES4 MACARTHUR, ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1)  She married ATHOL 
OPIE.   
 
Notes for ATHOL OPIE: 
of New Zealand 
  
Child of LORNE VANCE and ATHOL OPIE is: 
 i. STEPHEN6 OPIE. 
 
 
36.  ROWAN CHALMERS5 JAMESON (MAUDE HOWARD4 MACARTHUR, ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 
26 December 190120.  He married GRACE BELL.   
  
Child of ROWAN JAMESON and GRACE BELL is: 
 i. JUDITH6 JAMESON. 
 
 
37.  EDITH MARY CROWTHER5 PLANTE (EDITH MAY CONSTANCE4 MACARTHUR, ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) 
was born  in Balwyn, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia20.  She married JOHN LANCELOT HEWISON.   
  
Children of EDITH PLANTE and JOHN HEWISON are: 
60. i. JOHN TIMOTHY CROWTHER6 HEWISON, b. 03 June 1930. 
61. ii. ANTHONY ROWAND CROWTHER HEWISON, b. 22 January 1935. 
 
 
38.  JOHN ROWAN CROWTHER5 PLANTE (EDITH MAY CONSTANCE4 MACARTHUR, ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) 
was born 24 October 1904 in Hawthorn, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia20, and died October 1962 in 
Lilydale, Victoria, Australia20,21.  He married RITA HISCOCK22,23, daughter of WALTER HISCOCK and 
FLORENCE BALL.   
  
Children of JOHN PLANTE and RITA HISCOCK are: 
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 i. WENDY6 PLANTE, b. 193924. 
 ii. DAVID PLANTE, b. 194124. 
 
 
39.  CLAUDE KENNEDY5 SMITH (ANN LAVINIA4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1)24.  He married 
GLADYS BROWN, daughter of DR. VALENTINE BROWN.   
  
Children of CLAUDE SMITH and GLADYS BROWN are: 
 i. ATHOL CLAUDE KENNEDY6 SMITH24, d. RAN WWII; dsp24; m. FLORENCE BLOODWORTH24. 
 ii. DESMOND NOEL KENNEDY SMITH24, d. Kia Wau PNG; unmarried; 2nd AIF24. 
62. iii. GEOFFREY KENNEDY SMITH. 
63. iv. CORA KENNEDY SMITH. 
 
 
40.  VERA5 WHITEHEAD (ANNABELLA BUCHANAN4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1)24.  She married 
ERIC HAY24.   
  
Children of VERA WHITEHEAD and ERIC HAY are: 
 i. MAC HAY624, d. Kia WWII24. 
 ii. SONA HAY24. 
 iii. SONB HAY24. 
 
 
41.  KEITH5 WHITEHEAD (ANNABELLA BUCHANAN4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1)24.  He married 
ANN NEILL24.   
 
More About KEITH WHITEHEAD: 
Cause of Death: Leukaemia24 
 
Notes for ANN NEILL: 
Of Mulwala Station, Mulwala, New South Wales, Australia 
  
Children of KEITH WHITEHEAD and ANN NEILL are: 
 i. EDWARD WILLIAM NEILL6 WHITEHEAD, b. Abt. 1933, Calculated date24; d. 1954, Killed coming 
home from his 21st birthday celebration24. 
 
More About EDWARD WILLIAM NEILL WHITEHEAD: 
Burial: Bendigo, Victoria, Australia24 
 
 ii. ANN WHITEHEAD24. 
 
 
42.  ETHEL CARLTON5 MACARTHUR (ARCHIBALD NORMAN4, ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 01 
September 1901 in Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia24.  She married DR. DAVID LEWIS GORDON THOMAS.  
He was born 10 July 189824. 
 
More About DR. DAVID LEWIS GORDON THOMAS: 
Cause of Death: Fatal injuries from a car crash in Dec. 196524 
Occupation: Medical Practitioner at Melbourne24 
  
Children of ETHEL MACARTHUR and DAVID THOMAS are: 
 i. HELEN MACARTHUR6 THOMAS, b. 02 January, ?born 193324. 
 ii. MARY LOU THOMAS, b. 19 September 1935. 
 
 
43.  ARCHIBALD BROWNLOW5 MACARTHUR (ARCHIBALD NORMAN4, ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 12 
December 1908 in Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia24.  He married EVELYN DEVINE SCOTT.  She was born 11 
August 191024. 
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Children of ARCHIBALD MACARTHUR and EVELYN SCOTT are: 
64. i. ARCHIBALD DONALD6 MACARTHUR, b. 13 August 1934, Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia. 
 ii. DOUGLAS BRUCE MACARTHUR, b. 16 February 193824; m. JUDITH WHITE24. 
 iii. EVELYN RUTH MACARTHUR, b. 24 November 194024; m. ? ARNOTT24. 
 
 
44.  ELIZABETH FRIEND5 MACARTHUR (ARCHIBALD NORMAN4, ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 22 
March 1913 in Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia24.  She married MAX BESNARD SAUTELLE in Ormond 
College Chapel, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia24.  He was born 21 April 1912 in "Aston", Bombala, New 
South Wales, Australia24. 
 
More About MAX SAUTELLE and ELIZABETH MACARTHUR: 
Marriage: Ormond College Chapel, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia24 
  
Children of ELIZABETH MACARTHUR and MAX SAUTELLE are: 
 i. HEATHER FRIEND6 SAUTELLE, b. 20 April 195024. 
 ii. JUDY MACARTHUR SAUTELLE, b. 29 August 1952. 
 
 
45.  JEAN DYSON5 HOLLAND (LILLIAS FRANCES4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1)24.  She married 
COLIN FREW TAYLOR.   
 
More About COLIN FREW TAYLOR: 
Residence: "Russell Park", Surat, Queensland, Australia24 
  
Children of JEAN HOLLAND and COLIN TAYLOR are: 
65. i. JOHN DYSON6 TAYLOR. 
66. ii. RUSSELL HUGH TAYLOR. 
67. iii. LILLIAS ANN TAYLOR. 
68. iv. COLIN ROY TAYLOR. 
 
 
46.  NORMAN5 MORRISON (WILLIAMINA TENNANT DAWSON4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1)24. 
 
Notes for NORMAN MORRISON: 
Lived in West Australia 
  
Child of NORMAN MORRISON is: 
 i. ELIZABETH6 MORRISON24. 
 
 
Generation No. 6 
 
47.  FRANCIS EDWARD6 NORTH (GERALDINE PLAYNE LYTTLETON5 CHUBB, CHRISTIAN WESTGARTH4 
MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 189524.  He married HILDA NOBLE 18 April 192224.  She 
was born 189524. 
 
More About FRANCIS NORTH and HILDA NOBLE: 
Marriage: 18 April 192224 
  
Children of FRANCIS NORTH and HILDA NOBLE are: 
69. i. DONALD EDWARD7 NORTH, b. 11 April 1925. 
70. ii. JILL GERALDINE NORTH, b. 05 May 1931. 
 
 
48.  LEILA ARENTZ6 LANGBERG (ELIZABETH CLARE LYTTLETON5 CHUBB, CHRISTIAN WESTGARTH4 
MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 27 April 1911 in Brisbane, Queensland? 30 April, and 
died 11 September 1993 in Brisbane, Queensland.  She married (1) NOYES.    She married (2) CHARLES 
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GEORGE DRURY CLARKE 05 June 1940, son of RICHARD CLARKE and AUDREY DRURY.  He was born 12 
June 191025, and died 30 October 1990. 
 
More About LEILA ARENTZ LANGBERG: 
Education: Somerville House, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia 
 
More About CHARLES GEORGE DRURY CLARKE: 
Burial: 23 January 1991, Toowong Cemetery, Cnr. Frederick Street and Mt Coot-tha Road, Toowong, 
Brisbane, Queensland, Australia (Portion 12 Section 49 Grave # 1)26 
 
More About CHARLES CLARKE and LEILA LANGBERG: 
Marriage: 05 June 1940 
  
Children of LEILA LANGBERG and CHARLES CLARKE are: 
71. i. JANET ELISABETH7 CLARKE, b. 30 March 1941. 
72. ii. ALLAN EDWARD PERRY CLARKE, b. 21 September 1944. 
73. iii. ARTHUR GRAHAME DRURY CLARKE, b. 27 August 1947. 
 
 
49.  CHRISTIAN EDWARD ARENTZ6 LANGBERG (ELIZABETH CLARE LYTTLETON5 CHUBB, CHRISTIAN 
WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 07 October 1918.  He married ELVA 
KAHLER 1957.  She was born in Toowoomba, Queensland, Australia. 
 
More About CHRISTIAN LANGBERG and ELVA KAHLER: 
Marriage: 1957 
  
Children of CHRISTIAN LANGBERG and ELVA KAHLER are: 
 i. DR DAVID EDWARD7 LANGBERG, b. 16 August 1958. 
 
More About DR DAVID EDWARD LANGBERG: 
Degree: B.E. (Qld) PhD (Newcastle, NSW) 
 
 ii. ANDREW LANGBERG, b. 1960. 
 iii. LOUISE LANGBERG, b. June 1966. 
 
 
50.  DORIS MORISSET6 NICHOLSON (EMILY LIDDIARD5 MORISSET, ANN GALLAWAY4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, 
PETER2, PETER1)  She married ALLAN ERNEST DUCKETT WHITE.   
  
Children of DORIS NICHOLSON and ALLAN WHITE are: 
74. i. PETER NICHOLSON DUCKETT7 WHITE MC, b. 19 January 1936; d. 13 February 2005. 
 ii. Dr MICHAEL WILLIAM DUCKETT WHITE QC, b. 25 November 193927; m. MARGARET JEAN 
BRODERICK, 19 September 1970;  
 
More About HON. JUSTICE MARGARET WHITE: (nee Broderick) AO. 
b. 04 June 1943, Hamilton, Victoria, Australia.Supreme Court of Queensland. Retired 2013. 
Degree: LLB (Adelaide) 
 
More About MICHAEL WHITE. b.25 November 1939. QC 1988. PhD(law)(Bond Uni) 1994 
 
 iii. JOHN ERNEST DUCKETT WHITE MID, b. 25 November 194127. 
 
51.  FREDERICK MORISSET6 NICHOLSON (EMILY LIDDIARD5 MORISSET, ANN GALLAWAY4 MACARTHUR, 
PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1)27 was born 11 September 191127.  He married ANNIS MATHEWSON.  She was 
born 30 November 191427. 
 
More About ANNIS MATHEWSON: 
Education: St Margaret's, Albion, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27 
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Children of FREDERICK NICHOLSON and ANNIS MATHEWSON are: 
 i. ROBIN7 NICHOLSON, b. 23 January 194027. 
 ii. JAN NICHOLSON, b. 26 June 194127. 
 iii. DEREK NICHOLSON, b. 18 October 194227. 
 iv. SUSAN NICHOLSON, b. 05 May 1947. 
 
 
52.  SWINTON MORISSET6 NICHOLSON (EMILY LIDDIARD5 MORISSET, ANN GALLAWAY4 MACARTHUR, 
PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 16 March 1916 in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27.  He married 
BEATRICE MARKWELL MILNE.  She was born 16 November 1918. 
  
Children of SWINTON NICHOLSON and BEATRICE MILNE are: 
 i. ANN7 NICHOLSON, b. 03 January 1945, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27; m. BRIAN K PERKINS, 29 
January 1966, St Alban's C of E, Auchenflower, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27. 
 
More About BRIAN PERKINS and ANN NICHOLSON: 
Marriage: 29 January 1966, St Alban's C of E, Auchenflower, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27 
 
 ii. JULIA JANE NICHOLSON, b. 09 February 1947, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27. 
 iii. PENNY PATRICIA NICHOLSON, b. 10 October 1950, Stanthorpe, Queensland, Australia27. 
 iv. JAMES FREDERICK NICHOLSON, b. 29 May 1953, Stanthorpe, Queensland, Australia27. 
 
 
53.  VAUX MORISSET6 NICHOLSON (EMILY LIDDIARD5 MORISSET, ANN GALLAWAY4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, 
PETER2, PETER1) died 09 February 1976.  He married RUTH BUNTING.   
 
More About VAUX MORISSET NICHOLSON: 
Cause of Death: Motor Vehicle accident on Tollbar, Toowoomba Range. 
  
Children of VAUX NICHOLSON and RUTH BUNTING are: 
 i. MARGARET RUTH7 NICHOLSON, b. 22 August 1946, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27. 
 ii. LYNETTE NICHOLSON, b. 20 February 1948, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27. 
 iii. VAUX CHARLES NICHOLSON, b. 12 June 1949, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27. 
 iv. SALLY ANN NICHOLSON, b. 26 April 1955, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27; d. 09 February 1976. 
 
More About SALLY ANN NICHOLSON: 
Cause of Death: Motor Vehicle accident on Tollbar, Toowoomba Range.27 
 
 
54.  ROWAN ROY6 CROKER (PHYLLIS VANDA5 MACARTHUR, PETER4, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 20 
December 192227.  He married (1) JEAN SHIRLEY GILLIES.    He married (2) HILDA RUTH VOLLER.  She 
was born 18 May 192927. 
  
Child of ROWAN CROKER and JEAN GILLIES is: 
 i. ROBYN KAY7 CROKER, b. 07 April 194827. 
 
  
Children of ROWAN CROKER and HILDA VOLLER are: 
 ii. JENNIFER RUTH7 CROKER, b. 20 March 195527. 
 iii. GLEN RAYMOND CROKER, b. 30 May 195727. 
 iv. CATHERINE LEIGH CROKER, b. 15 May 195927. 
 v. PETER MACARTHUR CROKER, b. 27 February 196127. 
 
 
55.  PETER JAMES6 CROKER (PHYLLIS VANDA5 MACARTHUR, PETER4, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 09 
June 192527.  He married ESTELLE VIVIEN TILLIDGE.  She was born 05 May 192427. 
  
Children of PETER CROKER and ESTELLE TILLIDGE are: 
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 i. DIANNE MARGARET7 CROKER, b. 19 January 195227. 
 ii. HELEN ELIZABETH CROKER, b. 01 August 195527. 
 iii. RALPH PHILIP CROKER, b. 20 June 195727. 
 
 
56.  MARGARET PHYLLIS6 CROKER (PHYLLIS VANDA5 MACARTHUR, PETER4, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was 
born 01 December 192727.  She married ROLAND JOHN LAVERS.  He was born 17 July 192227. 
  
Children of MARGARET CROKER and ROLAND LAVERS are: 
 i. ROSALIND PHYLLIS7 LAVERS, b. 13 July 195327. 
 ii. JOHN RAYMOND WILCOX LAVERS, b. 01 October 195627. 
 iii. ALISON MARGARET LAVERS, b. 23 November 195827. 
 iv. KENNETH EDMOND LAVERS, b. 12 April 196127. 
 v. DAVID ARNOLD LAVERS, b. 06 November 196327. 
 
 
57.  PATRICIA JEAN6 MCLEAN (EMILY JEAN5 MCEACHEARN, MARION KATHERINE4 MACARTHUR, ROWAND3, 
PETER2, PETER1) was born 21 June 1921 in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia27.  She married DAVID JOHN 
NORRIS 23 February 1946 in Scotts Church, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia27.  He was born 21 June 1920 
in Evandale, Tasmania, Australia27. 
 
More About DAVID JOHN NORRIS: 
Education: Melbourne Grammar School27 
Occupation: Physicist27 
 
More About DAVID NORRIS and PATRICIA MCLEAN: 
Marriage: 23 February 1946, Scotts Church, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia27 
  
Children of PATRICIA MCLEAN and DAVID NORRIS are: 
 i. ROBIN ELIZABETH7 NORRIS, b. 03 January 1948, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia27. 
 ii. RAE MARGARET NORRIS, b. 13 September 1949, Melbourne, Victoria, Australia27. 
 iii. JANET PATRICIA NORRIS27. 
 iv. JOHN DAVID NORRIS, b. 03 April 195227. 
 
 
58.  PETER DENHAME6 GIBSON (HEATHER VYVYENNE5 MCEACHEARN, MARION KATHERINE4 MACARTHUR, 
ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 04 September 1926.  He married LOYCE ISABEL TURPIN.   
  
Children of PETER GIBSON and LOYCE TURPIN are: 
 i. BARRIE DENHAME7 GIBSON, b. 27 November 194927. 
 ii. ALLEN GEORGE GIBSON, b. 16 March 195127. 
 
 
59.  IAN HOWARD6 GIBSON (HEATHER VYVYENNE5 MCEACHEARN, MARION KATHERINE4 MACARTHUR, 
ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 10 August 193027.  He married GWENDOLINE CHAFFEY.  She was born 
16 September 193227. 
  
Children of IAN GIBSON and GWENDOLINE CHAFFEY are: 
 i. ANDREW CHAFFEY7 GIBSON, b. 04 April 195727. 
 ii. MARK ROBERT GIBSON, b. 22 October 195927. 
 iii. CHILD GIBSON, b. April 196627. 
 
 
60.  JOHN TIMOTHY CROWTHER6 HEWISON (EDITH MARY CROWTHER5 PLANTE, EDITH MAY CONSTANCE4 
MACARTHUR, ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 03 June 193027. 
  
Children of JOHN TIMOTHY CROWTHER HEWISON are: 
 i. WILLIAM7 HEWISON27. 
 ii. SARAH HEWISON27. 
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 iii. CATHERINE HEWISON27. 
 iv. LISA HEWISON27. 
 
 
61.  ANTHONY ROWAND CROWTHER6 HEWISON (EDITH MARY CROWTHER5 PLANTE, EDITH MAY CONSTANCE4 
MACARTHUR, ROWAND3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 22 January 193527.  He married THORVA MARY JAMES 
22 August 1959, daughter of TREVOR JAMES and MARY ?.   
 
More About ANTHONY ROWAND CROWTHER HEWISON: 
Honours/Decorations: 2002, A.M. 
 
More About ANTHONY HEWISON and THORVA JAMES: 
Marriage: 22 August 1959 
  
Children of ANTHONY HEWISON and THORVA JAMES are: 
 i. FRANCES7 HEWISON27. 
 ii. JAMES HEWISON27. 
 
 
62.  GEOFFREY KENNEDY6 SMITH (CLAUDE KENNEDY5, ANN LAVINIA4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, 
PETER1)27.  He married SUZANNE RUSSELL27.   
 
Notes for GEOFFREY KENNEDY SMITH: 
RAN Submariner; NAB London in 1960. 
 
Notes for SUZANNE RUSSELL: 
Suzanne was from New Zealand. 
  
Children of GEOFFREY SMITH and SUZANNE RUSSELL are: 
 i. DESMOND KENNEDY7 SMITH, b. 25 July 194927. 
 ii. GARY KENNEDY SMITH, b. 26 December 195027. 
 iii. PETER KENNEDY SMITH27. 
 
 
63.  CORA KENNEDY6 SMITH (CLAUDE KENNEDY5, ANN LAVINIA4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, PETER1)27.  
She married WILLIAM ERIC SUDLOW.   
  
Children of CORA SMITH and WILLIAM SUDLOW are: 
 i. RICHARD7 SUDLOW27. 
 ii. CATHERINE ANNE SUDLOW27. 
 iii. JOSEPHINE SUDLOW27. 
 
 
64.  ARCHIBALD DONALD6 MACARTHUR (ARCHIBALD BROWNLOW5, ARCHIBALD NORMAN4, ANDREW3, PETER2, 
PETER1) was born 13 August 1934 in Bairnsdale, Victoria, Australia27.  He married ENID ANNE CAMERON 
23 February 196127, daughter of NORMAN CAMERON.  She was born 05 March 1941. 
 
More About ARCHIBALD MACARTHUR and ENID CAMERON: 
Marriage: 23 February 196127 
  
Children of ARCHIBALD MACARTHUR and ENID CAMERON are: 
 i. PETER DONALD7 MACARTHUR, b. 20 December 196127. 
 ii. CATHERINE ANNE MACARTHUR, b. 03 July 196327. 
 iii. ANDREW SCOTT MACARTHUR, b. 28 July 196527. 
 
 
65.  JOHN DYSON6 TAYLOR (JEAN DYSON5 HOLLAND, LILLIAS FRANCES4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, 
PETER1)27.  He married JEAN HERBERT27.   
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Children of JOHN TAYLOR and JEAN HERBERT are: 
 i. PENELOPE7 TAYLOR27. 
 ii. WENDY TAYLOR27. 
 iii. COLIN TAYLOR27. 
 
 
66.  RUSSELL HUGH6 TAYLOR (JEAN DYSON5 HOLLAND, LILLIAS FRANCES4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, 
PETER1)27.  He married (1) MARJE OLIVE KEMP.  She died  in Roma, Queensland, Australia27.  He married 
(2) FREDA RONALD MCDOUGALL27.   
  
Children of RUSSELL TAYLOR and MARJE KEMP are: 
 i. JANET7 TAYLOR. 
 
Notes for JANET TAYLOR: 
Twin with Marie 
 
 ii. MARIE TAYLOR. 
 
Notes for MARIE TAYLOR: 
Twin with Janet 
 
  
Children of RUSSELL TAYLOR and FREDA MCDOUGALL are: 
 iii. PETER RUSSELL FREW7 TAYLOR27. 
 iv. RODERICK BARTON TAYLOR27. 
 v. SCOTT MCDOUGALL TAYLOR27. 
 
 
67.  LILLIAS ANN6 TAYLOR (JEAN DYSON5 HOLLAND, LILLIAS FRANCES4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, 
PETER1)27.  She married JOHN MCLEISH27.   
  
Children of LILLIAS TAYLOR and JOHN MCLEISH are: 
 i. JOSEPHINE ANN7 MCLEISH27. 
 ii. JOHN DYSON MCLEISH27. 
 
 
68.  COLIN ROY6 TAYLOR (JEAN DYSON5 HOLLAND, LILLIAS FRANCES4 MACARTHUR, ANDREW3, PETER2, 
PETER1)27.  He married OLIVE CORINNE HARRIS27.   
  
Child of COLIN TAYLOR and OLIVE HARRIS is: 
 i. ROY ROBERT7 TAYLOR27. 
 
 
Generation No. 7 
 
69.  DONALD EDWARD7 NORTH (FRANCIS EDWARD6, GERALDINE PLAYNE LYTTLETON5 CHUBB, CHRISTIAN 
WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 11 April 192527.  He married CHRISTINA 
BERYL FOWLER.  She was born 09 June 1924 in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia27. 
  
Children of DONALD NORTH and CHRISTINA FOWLER are: 
 i. JENNIFER JAN8 NORTH, b. 11 July 195027. 
 ii. SUSAN LOUISE NORTH, b. 18 December 195127. 
 iii. ROGER EDWARD NORTH, b. 20 January 195527. 
 
 
70.  JILL GERALDINE7 NORTH (FRANCIS EDWARD6, GERALDINE PLAYNE LYTTLETON5 CHUBB, CHRISTIAN 
WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 05 May 193127.  She married DEREK 
PELHAM SAPSFORD.  He was born 10 October 191527. 
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Children of JILL NORTH and DEREK SAPSFORD are: 
 i. STUART PELHAM8 SAPSFORD, b. 15 May 1950, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27. 
 ii. WARWICK PELHAM SAPSFORD, b. 15 May 1950, Brisbane, Queensland, Australia27. 
 
 
71.  JANET ELISABETH7 CLARKE (LEILA ARENTZ6 LANGBERG, ELIZABETH CLARE LYTTLETON5 CHUBB, 
CHRISTIAN WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 30 March 1941.  She married 
RICHARD MURRAY AITKEN 04 September 1976.   
 
More About RICHARD AITKEN and JANET CLARKE: 
Marriage: 04 September 1976 
  
Children of JANET CLARKE and RICHARD AITKEN are: 
 i. ALEXANDER CHARLES8 AITKEN, b. 27 January 1977. 
 ii. ANTONIA AITKEN, b. 05 September 1984. 
 
 
72.  ALLAN EDWARD PERRY7 CLARKE (LEILA ARENTZ6 LANGBERG, ELIZABETH CLARE LYTTLETON5 CHUBB, 
CHRISTIAN WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 21 September 1944.  He married 
KAREN DELYSE SLADE KING 01 May 1970 in St Augustine's Anglican Church, Charlton Street, Hamilton, 
Brisbane, Queensland.  She was born 16 August 1940. 
 
More About ALLAN CLARKE and KAREN KING: 
Marriage: 01 May 1970, St Augustine's Anglican Church, Charlton Street, Hamilton, Brisbane, Queensland 
  
Children of ALLAN CLARKE and KAREN KING are: 
 i. BOYD EDWARD DRURY8 CLARKE, b. 13 December 1976. 
 ii. GILES CLARKE, b. 02 November 1979. 
 
 
73.  ARTHUR GRAHAME DRURY7 CLARKE (LEILA ARENTZ6 LANGBERG, ELIZABETH CLARE LYTTLETON5 
CHUBB, CHRISTIAN WESTGARTH4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 27 August 1947.  He 
married LINDA ELIZABETH EDITH MILLS 17 October 1981.  She was born 23 July 1957. 
 
More About ARTHUR CLARKE and LINDA MILLS: 
Marriage: 17 October 1981 
  
Children of ARTHUR CLARKE and LINDA MILLS are: 
 i. HAMISH GRAHAME DRURY8 CLARKE, b. 06 July 1986. 
 ii. OLIVER LLOYD CLARKE, b. 12 March 1988. 
 iii. GEORGIA ELIZABETH ARENTZ CLARKE, b. 27 July 1990. 
 iv. ANIKKE SIGRID CLARKE, b. 20 November 1992. 
 
 
74.  PETER NICHOLSON DUCKETT7 WHITE (DORIS MORISSET6 NICHOLSON, EMILY LIDDIARD5 MORISSET, ANN 
GALLAWAY4 MACARTHUR, PATRICK3, PETER2, PETER1) was born 19 January 193627, and died 13 February 
2005.  He married SHIRLEY MACE.   
 
More About PETER NICHOLSON DUCKETT WHITE: 
Honours/Decorations: M.C. 
Occupation: Bet. 1981 - 1990, M.H.R. for the Division of Macpherson 
  
Children of PETER WHITE and SHIRLEY MACE are: 
 i. KYLIE8 WHITE. 
 ii. NIGEL WHITE. 
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CoochinCoochin104,238,240,241 
Coope, Joan Austin 108 
Couteur Le, Marguerite 42,50 
Craven, Jane 225 
Craven, Keppel Richard 225 
Curr, Miriam (Mim) 152 
Currawilla 137 
Cuthbert, Frances (1928- ) 102 
Cuthbert, Joanna 102 
Cuthbert, John 102 
Cuthbert, Leonard Francis 102 
Cuthbert, Oswald (1900-1978) 102 
Cuthbert, William Joseph (Bill) (1931-2002) 102 
 cousin, Octy North 102 
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 Grosvenor School of Law 102 
 Legal career 102 
Cutting, Beth 125 
Cutting, Derek (1959- ) 123 
Cutting, Jennifer (1948- ) 123 
Cutting, John 123 
Cutting, Roderick (1946- ) 123 
Cutting, Stephen (1956-2010) 123 
 
D 
Darvall, Cholmondeley (Chum)99,140,235 
Darvall, Cholmondeley QC (Chum) 236 
Darvall, Deborah 79 
Darvall, Frederick Orme (1816-1886) 79,235 
Darvall, Frederick Orme (1846-1886)66 
Darvall, Frederick Orme Francis ( - 1923) 66,99,234 
Darvall, John Bayley 236 
Darvall, Richard 236 
Darvall family 234 
Darvall&DarvallSolicitors 236 
Deasey, Johanna 197,220 
Dimmick, Elizabeth Maud 102 
Dimmick, Rebecca 101 
Dixon, Jodie Marie 165 
Dobson, Thomas 14 
Dods, Marjorie (Tiggy) (1916-1993) 111 
Dods, Naomi 148 
Dods, Robert Smith (Robin) 111 
Dods, Robin Espie (Espie) (1945- ) 111 
Dods, Susan Espie 111, Appendix 3 
Dods family Appendix 3 
Dowling, Mr Justice 192 
 
E 
Elford, John 167 
Elford, Racquel (2011- ) 167 
Elford, Serafina (2007- ) 167 
 
F 
Fairlie (ship) 44 
Fairney Lawn 93,94,96,63 
The Firs 145 
Flower, Amy Janet 109,Appendix 3 
Foxbar Station 162,173 
Friar, Grace 7 
 
G 
Galloway, Ann 224, Appendix 10 & 11 (p14) 
Garibaldi’s Army 39,55 
Glissan, Margaret Elizabetn (1840-1862) 97 
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Gregory, John 45 
Grosvenor School of Law 102 
 
H 
Hamilton, David 116 
Harmony (ship) 189 
Harvey, Jessica Naomi  (1985- ) 149 
Havard, Arthur Francis 108 
Havard, Arthur Henry  (1901- ) 107 
Hayne, Michael 158 
Hill, Christopher Davenport Duckett (2009- ) 150 
Hill, Mark Davenport (1960- ) 150 
Hinneberg, Grace Francis (2004- ) 175 
Hinneberg, James Nicholas Johnson (2008- ) 176 
Hinneberg, Lachlan Edmund Vaux (2006- ) 176 
Hinneberg, Lillian Ruth (2010- ) 176 
Hinneberg, May Rose (2008- ) 176 
Hinneberg, Nicholas George (1973- ) 175 
Hinneberg, Peter George (1944- 2014) 175 
Hinneberg, Simon Vaux (1970- ) 175 
Hinneberg Family Appendix 3 
Howell-Griffith, Susan Henrietta ( -1944) 210 
Huessler, David Nicholson (1948- ) 112 
Huessler, Hugh 112 
Huessler, Robert Christian (1947- ) 112 
Huessler, Sally (1918-1992) 112 
Huessler, William Westgarth (1951- ) 112 
Huessler Family Appendix 3 
Horncliffe Village 5 
Hosking, Betty 114 
Houston, Andy 7 
 
I 
 
 
J 
Jackson, Stanford 58,79 
Jean, Augusta (1812- ) 50 
Jean, Elizabeth (1810- ) 50 
Jean, Harriet, Elizabeth Jean 45 
Jean, Louisa Francis (1808- )11,22, 41-54,Appendix 2,4 & 5 
 See Also Louisa Nicholson 
Jean, Philippe 28,41,43 
 Tasmania 1833-1839 43 
Jean, Thomas Villeneuve (1806- ) 42,50 
Jean Family 41-45, Appendix 4&5 
Johnson, Brigitte Eleanor (1970- ) 175 
 
K 
Kaiser, Mary Catherine (1893-1953) 101 
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Kinsman, Andrew 207 
 
L 
Lane End See Loanend 
Laws, Nathan Mackay 161 
Laws, William Evan Mackay (2008 - ) 161 
Lawson, Eliza ( - 1900) 206,219 
Lewis, Margaret 167 
Liddiard, Elizabeth Louisa 225 
Liddiard, William Stratton 225 
Light Brigade (ship) 104 
Loanend Village 1-9 
 1821, description 4 
Lonarch (ship) 45 
Lone End See Loanend 
Lukin, William 226 
Lyall, Kari Jane 152 
 
M 
Macarthur, Ann Galloway 218,223,224,227, Appendix 10 & 11 (p14) 
Macarthur, Christian Westgarth 227,229, Appendix 11 (p3) 
Macarthur, Peter 223, Appendix 11 
Macarthur Family Appendix 11 
Mace, Shirley Estelle 148 
Macfie, Elisson 224 
MacNamara, Allison 122 
MacNamara, Belinda 122 
MacNamara, David 122 
MacNamara, Gregory 122 
Mangels (ship) 188 
Margetts, Joan Patricia 108 
Marr, Ian Gilbert 158 
Marsh, Sarah (1783-1872) 97 
Mathewson, Annis Gwen (1914- 2009) 156, Appendix 11 (p14) 
Maunsell, Evelyn 215 
McCarthy, Len 102 
McInnes, Alexander (Lt) (later Nicholson)(1779-1862) 10 
 change of surname to Nicholson 16 
will of uncle 13-16 
McInnes, Thomas  (1747-1795) 10 
McInnes Family 10 
McMicking, Burnett Villeneuve (1907- ) 108, Appendix 3 
McMicking, Eleanor Maude (Nell) (1911- )108, Appendix 3 
McMicking, LT (Tom) ( - 1934) 108 
McMicking, Louisa Francis 
 See Nicholson, Louisa Francis 
McMicking, Robert 106 
McMicking, Merren Ruth 108, Appendix 3 
McMicking, Thomas Hamilton (1909- )108, Appendix 3 
McMullin, Peter 110 
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Mestre de, Posper John 226 
Meyer, Mary 100 
Milne, Beatrice Markwell (Bebe) (1919-1984 ) 162 
Milne, Geoffrey John (1945- ) 161 
Mitchell, Marie Janet 127 
Mobsby, Kaye vii,128 
Mobsby, Kim Maree (1979- ) 128 
Mobsby, Peter 128 
Monivea House 89 
Morgan-Jones, Geoffrey 212 
Morisset, Ada (1843-1912) 212,219 
Morisset, Ambrose (1825- 1898)197, 203,220 
Morisset, Ann Emily Liddiard (Daisy) (1883-1955) 117,130-179,216, Appendix 3 
 See also Nicholson, Ann Emily (Daisy) 
Morisset, Anne 136 
Morisset, Anthony 219 
Morisset, Aulaire (1841- 1909) 136,217,220,223,224,227, Appendix 10 
Morisset, Charles Seymour 214 
Morisset, Christian Lancelot Liddiard ( -1927) 137 
Morisset, Craven Lancelot Liddiard (1888- 1927) 137,219 
Morisset, Edith Julia Eliza (1828-1900) 204 
Morisset, Edric Liddiard  (1881-1884 )136,219 
Morisset, Edric Norfolk Vaux (1830-1887) 205-206,220 
Morisset, Eliza 219 
Morisset, Elizabeth Liddiard (Bessie) (1888-1972 ) 136 
Morisset, Emily Louisa ( - 1892) 189-202 
 children 202-223 
 granddaughter 212 
Morisset, Fleurette (1831-1923) 207 
Morisset, Janetta Louisa (1827-1918) 189,203,226 
Morisset, James (father of James Thomas Morisset), 181 
Morisset, James Thomas (1780-1852) 180-202,225,227, Appendix 10 
 Bathurst 187,194 
cemetery 196 
 children 202-223 
 Deasey, Johanna 197 
death 195 
Delany, Jack 200 
early years 180 
facial disfigurement 182,200 
Fatal Shore 199 
Fyans, Foster 199,201 
Hughes, Robert 199 
 magistrate 194 
 marriage 188 
 medals 182 
Norfolk Island 192,201 
 NSW 184 
 reputation 197-200 
 sword 181  
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Morisset, Josephine Elizabeth (Betty) 137 
Morisset, James Liddiard (1878- 1918) 136,218 
Morisset, Keppel Liddiard (1885-1887) 136,219,225 
Morisset, Laura Theresa (1833-1878) 207 
Morisset, Otho Bathurst Palmer (1835-1891)213 
Morisset, Paul Lancelot Liddiard 137 
Morisset, Pauline Caroline (1846-1849) 219 
Morisset, Ronan Kelso (1840-1929) 202 
Morisset, Rudolf Roxburgh (Dosh) (1838- 1887) 213,220 
Morisset, Vaux Liddiard (1880-1940) 136,218,224,231 
Morisset Family 136-137,180,196,223, Appendix 10 
Morrison, Mary Anne 152,153 
 See also White, Mary Anne 
Murray, Margaret ( - 1772) 7,10 
Murray, Paul CJ 117 
Murray, Byron 124 
Murray, Cameron Richard 124 
Murray, David Byron (1946-1967) 124  
Murray, Raquel Susan 124 
Murray, Richard Damon (1947 - ) 124 
Murray, Sir William 7 
Mutze, Andrew 167 
Mutze, Jacqueline 167 
Mutze Nicholson, Beau 167 
 
N 
 
Nicholson, Rev Alexander (1715-1781) 7 
Nicholson, Alexander (1779-1862) 7,10,22, Appendix 2 
 arms 21 
change of surname from McInnes, 1821 16 
 children 19 
 Peninsular Medal, 1848 18 
 Waterloo Medal, 1815 18 
Nicholson, Alexander (1784-1823) 11,16, Appendix 2 
Nicholson, Alexander ( - 1862) 17 
Nicholson, Alice Laird (1979- ) 160 
Nicholson, Ann Emily Liddiard (Daisy)(1883-1955) 130-179,223, Appendix 3& 10 
 Illness 143 
 parents 223 
Nicholson, Anne Margaret 19 
Nicholson, Annis Gwen (1914-2009) 154-159 
Nicholson, Beau Mutze 167 
Nicholson, Ben 127 
Nicholson, Bernard Leslie (1957- ) 125 
Nicholson, Beryl 114 
Nicholson, Brett Swinton(1961- ) 124,126 
Nicholson, Bruce Swinton (1929-1955) 119,127,128 Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Burnett Murray (1921-1993) 121-123 
Nicholson, Burnett Swinton (1889-1952) 75,117-121,236, Appendix 3 
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Nicholson, Charles Lindsay (1846-1846) 32 
Nicholson, Craig Robert Swinton (1963- ) 126 
Nicholson, Daisy 
 See Nicholson, Ann Emily Liddiard 
Nicholson, Dane (1961- ) 127 
Nicholson, Debra Jane (1966- ) 126 
Nicholson, Derek John (1942- ) 159, Appendix 11 (p15) 
Nicholson, Derek Charles Patrick (Paddy) (1973- ) 160,161 
Nicholson, Derek John (DJ) (1947- ) 159,160 
Nicholson, Derick (1911–2009)153-159, Appendix 3 $ 11 (p13) 
 See also Nicholson, Frederick Morisset 
Nicholson, Diane Jennifer (1951- )122 
Nicholson, Doris Deborah (1893-1934) 75,117, 129, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Doris Morisset (Bebe) (1910-2000) 145, Appendix 3 
 divorce 147  
marriage 145 
 name 145 
Nicholson, Eleanor 5,19 
Nicholson, Elizabeth (1688-1767) 7 
Nicholson, Elizabeth (1841- )35 
Nicholson, Elizabeth Anne (1945- ) 164 
Nicholson, Emma-Kate Laird (1971- ) 160 
Nicholson, Fay (1908- 1976) 144,174, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Francis Jacobina (1815-1881) 10,11,16,19 
Nicholson, Frances Louisa (1842 - ) 30,34 
Nicholson, Frank Villeneuve (Bill) (1911-1992) vii,114,115, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Frank Villeneuve (1843 - 1898)61-85, Appendix 3 
 Aboriginal, relations with 76 
Aboriginal Reserve Binambi 73 
Australia, 1st visit 59 
Australia, 2nd visit 62 
 Baronet, claim 16, 82 
birth 31,47,55 
Caboolture Divisional Board 73 
children 64,105-129 
 death 78-80 
 early years 55-60 
 Fernie Lawn 63 
 floods, 1893 77 
 Garibaldi’s Army 55-59 
 headstone 82 
 Herston 78-80 
 India 55-60 
 Jackson, Stanford  58,79 
 Justice of the Peace 64 
 land ownership 65-73 
 marriage 1872 60,63-65 
 mother 41-54 
 Pacific Island Trade 78 
 parents 23-40 
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 Queensland 1868 59 
 Villeneuve 73-77 
 Wife, Saranna North 59 
Nicholson, Frank Villeneuve (1878-1972) 75,84,112, Appendix 3 
 Accountancy 114 
Boer War 113 
children 115 
 dentistry 114 
 Kings School 114 
rugby 112 
wife 114 
Nicholson, Frank Jnr vii 
Nicholson, Fred vii 
Nicholson, Frederick C 59 
Nicholson, Frederick Charles (1885-1975) 75,80,81, 84,130-175,223, Appendix 3 
 birth 131 
early years130-132 
inheritance from uncle 1914 140 
legal career 138 
 marriage 1906 136 
 Michael Joseph Smith 141,142 
 Retirement 143 
 sporting career 132-135 
Nicholson, Frederick Morisset (Derick) (1911-1991) 153-161, Appendix 3 &11 (p13) 
Nicholson, Gregory Swinton (1961- ) 126 
Nicholson, Geoffrey 117 
Nicholson, Geoffrey Swinton (1925-2011) 125, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, George ( -1655) Appendix 1 & 2 
Nicholson, George (1641-1727) 5, Appendix 2 
Nicholson, George (1713-1777) 7 
Nicholson, George (1720-1777) 10 
Nicholson, George (1782-1783) 10 
Nicholson, George (1832-1857) 7 
Nicholson, George Kerr 7 
Nicholson, Helen (1960-1965) 125 
Nicholson, Hugo John (2008- ) 161 
Nicholson, Isabelle Mabelle (1887-1972) 75,117,129 
Nicholson, Jacobina 19 
Nicholson, Jacobina Maria 14, Appendix 2 
Nicholson, Jacqueline Nicole (1976- ) 167 
Nicholson, James (1759-1833) 7 
Nicholson, James Frederick (Jamie) (1953- ) 167, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Jane 19 
Nicholson, Jane (1747-1801) 10 
Nicholson, Jane Isabelle (1842 -1843) 30-31,34 
Nicholson, Janis Lynn (Jan) (1941- ) 159, Appendix 11 (p15) 
Nicholson, Jacqueline Nicole (1976- ) 167 
Nicholson, Jean Flower (1914-2005) 110 
Nicholson, Jessica 125 
Nicholson, John Villeneuve (1914-1992) 114, Appendix 3 
10 
 
Nicholson, Judith 
 claim as to honours 16 
 nephew, Lt Robert Nicholson 10,23 
will of husband 13 
Nicholson, John Henry (1871 - ) 7 
Nicholson, John Simpson 6 
Nicholson, Joyce 119 
Nicholson, Joyce Swinton (1924- ) 124 
Nicholson, Julia Jane (Julie) (1948- ) 165, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, June 119 
Nicholson, June Meta (1922- )123 
Nicholson, Katherine Anne (1976- ) 159 
Nicholson, Kaye vii,128 
Nicholson, Louisa Francis (nee Jean) (1808- ) 23-40, 41-54, Appendix 2,4 & 5 
 death 34 
 Hobart 46  
 India, arrival in 47 
Nicholson, Louisa Francis (1872-1959) 63,75,106, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Louise (1988- ) 125 
Nicholson, Lynette (1948- ) 176 
Nicholson, Margaret Ruth (1946- ) 175 
Nicholson, Marie 128 
Nicholson, Marjorie (Tiggy) (1916-1993) 111 
Nicholson, Mary ( - 1704) 5 
Nicholson, IsabelleMabelle (1887-1972) 117,129, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Maude Eliza (1874 - 1951) 64,74,107, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Meta (1897 - 1988)117-120 
Nicholson, Murray 119 
Nicholson, Oliver Swinn (2005 - ) 161 
Nicholson, Paddy 
 See Nicholson, Derek Charles Patrick (Paddy) (1973- ) 
Nicholson, Penelope 115 
Nicholson, Penelope Patricia (1949 - ) 166, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Ralph (1678-1747) 10 
Nicholson, Rebecca (1991- ) 125 
Nicholson, Robert (Lieutenant General) (1741 - 1821) 10, 11-13 
 arms 21 
crest 21 
marriage 10  
motto 21 
peerage claim 83 
will 13 
Nicholson, Robert (1752-1834) 1,4, 7 
Nicholson, Robert (1762-1792) 10,19, Appendix 2 
Nicholson, Robert (1786-1814) 10 
Nicholson, Robert (1834-1893) 7 
Nicholson, Robert (Lt)(1819 - 1871) 11,16, 23-40, 82,Appendix 2 
 Army career 23-34 
 Army, absent without leave 31 
 aunt, Judith Nicholson, assistance from 23 
11 
 
 bankruptcy 34-37 
 Baronet, claim 82 
 Cashiered 55 
children 30-32,34 
 Court Martialled 33 
 death 35 
 in uniform 27 
 India 27, 47 
 Garibaldi’s Army 39,55-59 
 marriage1839 28,35,55 
 return to Britain 32 
Second Lieutenant, purchase 26 
second wife 34 
son, Frank Villeneuve 55-60 
Nicholson, Robert Alexander (1844- ) 31,35 
Nicholson, Robert Dundas Pierce (Robin) (1877-1919) 64,75,109, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Robert (1994- ) 125 
Nicholson, Roberta 19 
Nicholson, Robin 119 
Nicholson, Robin Anne (1940- ) 159, Appendix 11 (p15) 
Nicholson, Robin Swinton (1927- ) 126, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Robin Villeneuve115 
Nicholson, Roslyn (1960- ) 125 
Nicholson, Ruth North (1881-1963) 75,116, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Ruth Mary ( - 2007) 173,174, Appendix 3 & 11 (p15) 
 children 174-179 
Nicholson, Sally (1918-1992) 112, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Sally Amy 174, 177 
Nicholson, Saranna (1852-1933) 94-96,235, Appendix 3, 7 & 8 
 Aboriginal women 75 
birth 94  
 brothers 83,84,99 
 children 63-65,105-129 
 Fairney Lawn 96 
 Herston 78 
 Husband 59,61-85 
 husband, death 78-80 
 husband, peerage claim 82-84 
 Langley Bank 83 
marriage 1872 60,63-65,95 
Moray 84 
 Noogoora Run 63 
 obituary 84  
 Villeneuve 65-70 
 widowhood 82-85 
 will 84 
Nicholson, Saranna Jean (Jean)(1875-1954) 75,109, Appendix 3 
Nicholson, Susan (1947- ) 159,161, Appendix 11 (p15) 
Nicholson, Susan Joan (1955- ) 122 
12 
 
Nicholson, Swinton Morisset (Swin )(1916- 1999) 141,162-164,236,238, Appendix 3& 11 
(p15) 
Nicholson, Taya (2000- ) 126 
Nicholson, Timothy John Villeneuve 115 
Nicholson, Thomas James (1975- ) 159 
Nicholson, Vaux vii 
Nicholson, Vaux Barry (1984- ) 177 
Nicholson, Vaux Charles (1949- ) 177 
Nicholson, Vaux Liddiard 227 
Nicholson, Vaux Morisset (1917- 1976) 168-179,231, Appendix 3 & 11 (p15) 
 children 175-179 
death 174 
 legal career 173 
 marriage 173 
 POW 171 
 Sport 168-171 
 Valedictory 174 
 war 171 
 wig 174 
Nicholson, William Robert (1976- ) 159 
Nicholson, Yani (1996- ) 126 
Nicholson, Zac (1994- ) 126 
Nicholson, Zerah Lylia Sally Emily (1991- ) 177 
Nicholson and Smith Solicitors 141 
Nicholsons, of Loanend 1 
 Durham 1 
Nicholson Family Appendix 1 
 arms, crest &motto 21 
  
Nicholsons Solicitors 158 
Nobel, Kathryn 126 
Noogoora 106,63 
North, Anne (1953- ) 99 
North, Antonia 100 
North, Arthur (1854-1941) 83,97,98,99 
North, Arthur 99 
North, Bernard Francis (1924-2009) 101 
North, Brian Francis 101 
North, Bronte 100 
North, Charles (1846-1904) 84,99 
North, Charles 102 
North, David Octavius 103,236 
North, Deborah Eliza (1849-1923) 79,99,234,239 
North, Diane (1943- ) 99 
North, Edna 101,103 
North, Eileen Dundas (1893-1966) 102 
North, Elizabeth 238 
North, Emilia 99 
North, Enid Grace (1894- )98,230 
North, Eric 101 
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North, Eugene Reginald (1898-1941) 102 
North, Evelyn ( - 1998) 99,100 
North, Francis (1852-1933) 99 
North, Francis Edward (1898- 1929) 83,84,98,230 
North, Francis William (1811-1864) 97 
North, Francis William Jr 97,98,229,230 
North, Frank 101 
North, Gabrielle Patricia 101 
North, Graham John 101 
North, Harold 101 
North, Hildegarde ( - 1997) 99, 100 
North, Ida 99 
North, Joan 101 
North, Joan Therese (1919- ) 101,102 
North, John Charles (Jack) (1921-2011) 101 
North, Joseph Lt (1808-1881) 60,88,93,97,98. Appendix 5,8& 9 
 children 98 
 family tree 104 
 first to arrive in Australia 104 
North, Joseph Francis (Frank) 101 
North, Joseph Roger Burnett (1844-1914) 83,84,99,140 
 Legacy to nephew 140 
North, Leofric (1945- ) 99 
North, Leslie 101 
North, Margaret 101-104 
North, Mary (1926-1989) 101 
North, Mary Jane 103 
North, Miriam Ruth (1904-1942) 103 
North, Octavius (Octy) (1858-1937) 99,101-104 
North, Octavius Alexander (1891-1981)101,103 
North, Octavius Joseph (1891-1981) 101,104-5 
North, Octavius Joseph (Octy) (1920-1989) 101103,104 
 children 103 
cousin, Bill Cuthbert 102 
wife 103 
North, Pamela (1949- ) 99 
North, Randall (1948- ) 99 
North, Rita 102 
North, Robert Lt 86-104 
North, Robert Dundas (1812-1889)88,93,238, Appendix 7,8 & 9 
 children 98 
North, Robert Dundas (1851-1943) 99 
North, Rev Roger 104 
North, Roy 102 
North, Sarah ( -1872) 89,92,93,96 
North, Sarah Jean 103 
North, Saranna (1852-1933) 94-96, Appendix 3,7 & 8 
 See also Saranna Nicholson 
1868 59 
decendants 106-129 
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 marriage 60 
North, Septimus(1856- ) 99 
North, Shay 100 
North, Timothy Daniel 103,236 
North, William (1783 -1872) 89,92,93,94,96,104 
North, William John Edward (1841-1929 ) 99 
North family 86-93, 97, Appendix 5,7 & 8 
 Sarah (Ship) 88 
Northbrook 96,100 
 
O 
O’Doherty, Patricia 101 
O’Hearn, Judith 126 
Oldham, Isolt Beatrice Sylvia 213 
 
P 
Pascoe, Lurline 107 
Pendreigh, Kate 167 
Perkins, Amy (2006- ) 162 
Perkins, Belinda (2006- ) 162 
Perkins, Brian 164 
Perkins, Christie Anne (1974- ) 162 
Perkins, Lara (2000- ) 162 
Perkins, Nathan James (1968- ) 165 
Perkins, Rachelle Anne (1970- ) 165 
Perkins, Sam (2004- ) 162 
Philp, R 173 
Pipon, Elizabeth 50,51 
Pipon, Philippe 51,52 
 
Q 
Queensland Native Mounted Police 220 
 
R 
Reimenschnieder, Carl Friedrich 207 
Resovac, Biserka (1973- ) 176 
Rhind, Peter 159 
Riveroll, Ana Beccerra 166 
Robertson, Kenneth Sydney 158 
Robertson, Sydney 158 
Robinson, Isabella ( - 1820) 11,15 
Rose, Anouska (2009- ) 165 
Rose, Bryan 165 
Rose, Morgan (2006- ) 165 
Rose, Oliver Swinton (2004- ) 165 
Ryan, Elizabeth 165 
 
S 
Salter, Hilary 99 
Sarah (ship) 87,88 
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Saxham, Audrey 225 
Sellheim, Casimir Vaux (1871-1949 ) 211,219 
Sellheim, Frederick 207 
Sellheim, Laura Theresa 209 
Sellheim, Leonore Ada Alexia Morisset (1905- ) 212 
Sellheim, Leonore Ysabel (1874- 1962) 212 
Sellheim, Victor Conradsdorf Morisset (1866-1928) 209-210,219 
Sellheim Grave Act 1934 210 
Sharples, Rachel (1976- ) 161 
Shepherd, John 122 
Shepherd, Karen 122 
Shepherd, Katrina 122 
Shepherd, Nicole 122 
Simpson, Jane 7 
Simpson, Michelle 152 
Smith, Michael Joseph 140,142 
Smith, Phillip Aynsley 1 
Smith, Rothes 108 
Soubahdar (ship) 226 
Sparke, Emma Amelia 214 
Stewart, Helen 125 
Stewart, Joan Isabel 122 
Stewart, Marianne Laird (1943- ) 160 
Storm King (ship) 60,61,62 
Stumer, Joanne Deborah (1980- ) 150 
Sutton, Cameron James (1977- ) 16- 
Sutton, Georgia Harvey (1974- ) 160 
Sutton, Hamilton Harvey 159 
Swinton Family 236-238 
Sydney Robertson Nicholson Solicitors 158 
 
T 
Tadwell, Jannetta 180 
Taylor, Elizabeth ( - 1753) 10 
The Firs 145 
Thompson, Beatrix 136 
Thompson, Margaret vii 
Thompson, Ron vii 
Thomson, Blanche Sarah 99 
Thomson, Elizabeth 211 
Tomlinson, Ian 108 
Tomlinson, Murray 108 
Trafalgar Station 139,140,162,172,176 
 
U 
 
 
V 
Vaux, Elizabeth 217,219,225 
Vaux, Elizabeth, Louisa 225 
16 
 
Vaux, Emily Louisa 189-202,225 
 See also Emily Morisset  
Vaux, Henry Edward ( -1834) 226 
Vaux, John 217,219,225,226 
Vaux, Julia Prudence 226 
Vaux, Mary 227 
Vaux Family Appendix 10 
Venikale (ship) 228 
Vidgen, Nina 235 
Villeneuve 106 
Villeneuve, Jean (1669- )48-51 
Villeneuve, Jeanne 41,48 
 marriage 50 
mother 50 
Villeneuve, Pierre 41,53 
 link with Nicholson family 53 
Villeneuve Family 42,48, Appendix 4 
Villeneuve Station 65-74,163,235 
 Aboriginal connections 76 
 Steele, John 76 
Von Der Boch, Wanda 219 
 
W 
Walker, Kai (2006- ) 165 
Walker, Ross 165 
Walker, Sienna (2007- ) 165 
Wallace, Alston 108 
Wallace, Elizabeth Nell Alston (1940- ) 108 
Wallace, Francis 110 
Wallace, John David Alston (1937- )108 
Washbourne, Ellen 98 
Westgarth, Elizabeth 224,227 
White, Alexander Broderick Duckett (1978- ) 104,150 
White, Allan Ernest Duckett (1909- 1986) 145, Appendix 3 
 death 147 
divorce 147 
 The Firs 145 
 war service 146 
wife 145 
White, Ariella Catherine (2006- ) 152 
White, Bebe vii, 145-147 
 See also Nicholson, Doris Morisset (Bebe) 
White, Caspian Robert Duckett (2014- ) 150 
White, Coco Helen Simpson (2009- ) 153 
White, Dominic Broderick Duckett (1974-1974) 150 
White, Declan Stuart Duckett 148 
White, Elizabeth Megan Duckett (1971- ) 152 
White, Felix Sean Simpson (2012- ) 153 
White, Fergus Morrison Simpson 153 
White, Gabrielle Camden Duckett (1996- ) 153 
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White, Imogen Elise (2004- ) 148 
White, Jake Thomas Duckett (2007- ) 152 
White, John Ernest Duckett (1941- ) 145, 150,153, Appendix 11 (p14) 
White, Justin Broderick Duckett (1973- ) 149 
White, Mary Anne 152 
White, Kylie (1963- ) 148 
White, Maddie Jean Duckett (2004- ) 152 
White, Margaret Jean (1943- )104,148,236, Appendix 11 (p14) 
White, Mark William Duckett (1970- ) 152 
White, Mary 7 
White, Megan 
 See White, Elizabeth Megan 
White, Michael William Duckett (1939- ) vii,80,104,143,148,236, Appendix 3 & 11 (p14) 
 wig, Vaux Nicholson 174 
White, Nigel 104, 148 
White, Peter Nicholson Duckett  (1936-2005) 104,147, Appendix 11 (p19) 
White, Robin Bruce Duckett (1971- ) 152 
White, Samuel Camden Duckett (1994- ) 153 
White, Sean Thomas Duckett (1965- ) 152 
White, Shirley 104 
White, Sophia (1975- ) 104, 150 
White, William Wilson Duckett (1914- ) 150 
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Beginning with English records already held from as early as 1626 for the prosperous 
Nicholson family in the Borders area of England, new information has been uncovered 
from numerous sources worldwide. The central character is Frank Villeneuve Nicholson 
who emigrated to Australia and settled in Queensland in the 1870s. This book explores 
his family’s extensive background in England and the Channel Islands, his father’s 
military service in India and uncovers the truth behind a long-held family legend of a 
connection to the aristocracy. 
  
Many years of research has gone into this book with information and photographs 
contributed by the numerous Australian descendants of Frank Nicholson, and their 
personal stories bring the Australian Nicholson family to life. 
  
Detailed family descendancy charts from the mid 17th century to present day 2015 are 
included. 
  
